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Preface 

The spectacular advances in the development and application of integrated circuit (Ie) 
technology have led to the emergence o f microelectronics process engineering as an 
independen t discipline. Additionally, the pervasive use of integrated ci rcuits requires a 
broad range of engineer.; in the electronics and allied industries 10 have a basic under
standing of the behavior and limitations of 1Cs. One of the goals of this book is to 
address the educational needs of individuals with a wide range of backgrounds. 

This text presents an introduction to the basic processes common to most Ie 
technologies and provides a base for understanding more advanced processing and 
design courses. In order to contain the scope of the material, we deal only ..... ith maler
ial rela ted to silicon processing and packaging. TIle details o f many problems speci fi · 
cally related to VLSIJULSI fabrication are left to texts o n advanced processing, 
although problem areas are mentioned at various points in this text, and goals o f the 
International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors are discusseLl as appropria te. 

Ompter I provides an overview of IC processes, and Chapters 2~ then focus on 
the basic steps used in fabrication. including lithography, oxidation, diffusion, ion 
impl antat ion and thin film deposition , and etching. Interconnection technology, packag· 
ing, and yield are covered in Chapters 7 and 8. It is important to understand interactions 
between procc.<;s design,device design, and device layoul. For this reason, Chapter 9 and 
10 on MOS and bipolar process integration have been included. Chapter II provides a 
brief introduction to the exciting area of Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS). 

Major changes in the second edition of this text include new or expanded cover· 
age of lithography and exposure systems, trench isola tion. chemical mechanical polish
ing, shallow junctions, transient-enhanced diffusion, copper Damescene processes, and 
process simula tion. The chapters on MOS and bipolar process integration have been 
substantially modified. and the chapter on MEMS is entirely new. The problem sets 
have been expanded. and additio nal information on measurement techniques has been 
included. 

The text evolved from notes o riginally developed for a cou rse introducing 
seniors and beginning graduate students to the fabrication o f solid·state devices and 
integrated circuits. A basic knowledge of the material properties of silicon is needed, 
and we use Volume I of this Series as a companion text. An introductory knowledge of 
e lectronic componenL<; such as resistors, diodes. and MOS and bipolar transistors is 
also useful . 

The material in the book is designed to be covered in one semester. In our case, 
the microelectronics fabrication course is accompanied by a corequisite laboratory. 
lbe students design a simple device or circui t based upon their individual capability. 
and the designs are combined on a multiproject poJysilicon gate NMOS chip. Design. 
fabrication, and testing are completed within the semester. Students Crom a variety of 
disciplines. including e lectrical. mechanica l. chemical, and materials engineering; com
puter science: and physics, arc routinely enrolled in the fabrication classes. 

xiii 
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CHAPTER 1 

An Overview of Microelectronic 
Fabrication 

1.1 A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

In Ihis volume, we will develop an understandi ng of the basic processes used in mono.
lithic integrated-circuit (IC) fabrication. Silicon is the dominant mate ri a l used through
out the Ie industry today, and in order 10 conserve space, o nly silicon processing will 
he discussed in this book. However, a ll or lhe basic processes discussed here are appl ic
able to the fa brication of compound semiconducto r integrated circuits (ICs) such as 
gallium arsenide o r indium phosphide, as well as thick- and thin-film hybrid les. 

Germanium was o nc of the first materials to receive wide attention for use in 
semiconductor device fabrication, but it was rapidly replaced by silicon during the 
early L960s. Silicon emerged as the dominant materi al, because it wa<; fo und to have 
two majo r processing advantages. Silicon can easily be oxidized to form a high-q uality 
electrical insulato r, and this oxide layer also provides an excellent barrier layer for the 
selective diffusion steps needed in integrated-circuit fabrication. 

Silicon was also shown to have a number of ancillary advantages. It is a very 
abundant element in nature, providing the possibility of a low-cost starting material. It 
has a wider bandgap than germanium and can therefore operate at higher tempera
tures than germanium. In retrospect, it appears that the processing advantages were 
the dominant reasons for the e mergence of silicon over other semiconducto r materials. 

The first successful fabricat ion techniques produced single transistors on a rec
tangular silicon die \- 2 mOl on a side. The fi rst integrated circuits, fab ricated at Texas 
Instruments and Fairchild Semiconductor in the early I %Os, included several transis
tors and resistors to make simple logic gates and amplifier circuits. From this modest 
beginning, the level of integration has been doubling every one to two years, and we 
have now reached integration levels of billions of components on a 20-mm X 20-mm 
die {l-3). For example. one-gigabit dynamic random-access memo ry (DRAM) chips 
have more than 109 transistors and more than 109 capacitors in the memory array, as 

1 



2 Chapter 1 An Overview of Microelectronic Fabrication 

well as millions of additional transistors in the access and decoding circuitry. One-giga
bit RAMs are currently being produced with photographic fea tures measuring 
between 0.13 and 0. 18 micron (pm). MOS transistors with dimensions below 0.05 pm 
have been fab ricated successfully in research laboratories, and these devices contin ue 
to behave as predicted by macroscopic models. So we still have significant increases in 
integrated-circuit density yet to come, provided that man ufacturable fabrica tion 
processes can be developed for deep submicron dimensions. 

The larger the diameter of the wafer. the more integrated-circuit d ice can be pro
duced at one time. Many wafers arc processed at the same time. and the same silicon 
chip is replicated as many times as possible on a wafer of a given size. The size of sili
con wafers has steadily increased from 1-.2-,3-,4-,5-, and 6-in. diameters to the point 
where 8-in. (200-mm) wafers are now in production. (See Fig. 1.I(a).) Wafers with 300-
mm diameters will be in full production in the near fut ure, and 450 mm wafers are pro
jected to be in used by the end of the decade. Wafer th icknesses range from 
approximately 350 to 1250 microns. Large-diameter wafers must be thicker in orde r to 
maintain structural integrity and planari ty during the wide range of processing steps 
encounte red during IC fabrication. 

Figure 1.1 (c) shows the approximate number of IO-mm X 10-mm dice that fit on a 
wafer of given diameter. For a given wafer processing cost. the more dice per wafer, the 
lower the individual die cost becomes. Thus, there are strong economic forces driving 
the Ie industry to con tinually move to larger and larger wafer sizes. 

The dramatic progress of IC miniaturization is depicted graph ically in Fig. 1.2 
11- 31 on pages 4 and 5. The complexities of memory chipS and microprocessors have 
both grown exponentially with time. In the three decades since ]965. memory density 
has grown by a (actor of more than 10 million from the 64-bit chip to the I-Gb memory 
chip. as indicated in Fig. 1.2(a). Similarly, the number of transistors on a microproces
sor chip has increased by a ractor of more than five thousand since 1970 (Fig 1.2 (b).) 

Since Ihe commercial introduction of the integrated circuit, these increases in 
density have been achieved through a continued reduction in the min imum line width, 
o r minimum feature size, that can be defined on the surface of the integrated circuit. as 
shown in Fig. 1.3 on page 6. Today, most corporate semiconductor laborato ries around 
the world are actively working on deep submicron processes with feature sizes less 
than 0.1 pm. less than one one-thousandth the d iameter of a hu man hair! 

These trends and future projections are summarized in Table 1.1 on page 6. which 
is abstracted from the International Technology Road map fo r Semiconductors (ITRS) 
generated by the Semiconductor Industry Association (4). The ITRS is updated every 
three yean;; the projections are mind-boggling. even for those of us who have worked in 
the industry fo r many years. By the year 2011 , MOS transistor gale lengths are pro
jected to reach 30 nm (0.030 pm). multigigabit DRAM chips will be commonplace, and 
microprocessors will have a billion transistors on die exceeding 25 mm (one inch) on an 
edge. It remains to be seen whether the industry meets these projections. However. 
progre.o;s will be impressive.even if only a fraction of the projections arc achieved: 

Historically there has been a problem wilh the units o r measure used to describe 
integrated circuits. Horizontal dimensions were o riginally specified in mils (1 mil = 
0.001 in.), whereas specification of the shallower vertical dimensions commonly made 

·'n the past sevC'rnl years., the Ie industry has actually managed 10 C')tceed thC' ITRS pis. 
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FIGURE 1.2 

(a) Dynamic memory den· 
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1.2 An OvervieIN of Monolithic Fabrication Processes and Structures S 

use of the metric system. Today, most of the dimensions are specified using the met ric 
system, although Imperial units are occasionally still used . Throughout the rest of this 
book, we will attem pt to make consistent use of metric units. 

1.2 AN OVERVIEW OF MONOLITHIC FABRICATION PROCESSES 
AND STRUCTURES 

Monolithic IC fabrication can be illustrated by studying the basic cross sections of 
MOS and bipolar transistors in Figs. 1.4 (on page 7) and 1.5 (on page 8). The n-channcl 
MOS transistor is fo rmed in a p-type substrate. Sou rce/drain regions are formed by 
selectively converting shallow regions at the surface to II-type materia!.'''in and thick 
silicon-dioxide regions on the surface foml the gate insulator of the transistor and 
serve to isolate one device from another. A thin film of polysilicon is used to fo rm the 
gate of the transistor, and a metal such as aluminum is used to make contact 10 the 
source and drain. Interconnections between devices can be made using the diffusions 
and the layers of polysilicon and metal. 

1l1e bipolAr transistor in Fig. 1.5 has alternating II· and p-type regions selectively fab
ricated on a p-type substrate. Silicon dioxide is again used as an insulator. and aluminum is 
used to make electrical contact to the emitter. base., and collector of the transistor. 

Both the MOS and bipolar structures are fabricated through the repeated appli
cation of a number of basic processing steps: 

• Oxidation 
• Photolithography 

• Etching 
• Diffusion 
• Evaporat ion or sputtering 

• Chemical vapor deposition (CVO) 

• Ion implantatio n 

• Epitaxy 
• Annea ling 

Silicon dioxide can be formed by heating a silicon wafer to a high temperature 
(I(xx) to 1200 0c) in the presence o f oxygen. This process is caUed oxidatioll . Metal 
films can be deposited through evaporat ion by heating the metal to its mehing point in 
a vacuum. Thin films o f silicon nitride, silicon dioxide., polysilicon, and metals can all be 
rormed through a process known as chemica/ vapor depm;irion (CVD), in which the 
material is deposited out o f a gaseous mixture onto the surface o f the wafer. Metals 
and insulators may also be deposited by a process calledsplillerillg. 

Shallow 11 - and p-type layers are fo rmed by high-temperature (1<XX> to 1200 DC) 
lliffusiOIl of donor or acceptor impurities into silicon or by iOIl imp/amotion, in which 
the wafer is bombarded with high-energy donor o r acceptor ions generated in a high
voltage particle accelerator. 

In order to build devices and circuits, the 11- and p-Iype regions must be formed 
selectively in the surface of the wafer. Silicon dioxide, silicon nitride, polysilicon . photo 
resist. and other materi als can all be used to mask areas of the wafer surface to prevent 
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TABLE 1.1 inlernationatTcchnoklgy Road Map ror Scmic:onduaon (ITRS) 14) 

Selected Projections 

Year of First Product Shipment 2001 2003 2005 2008 2011 

DRAM Metallo;ne Half·Pitch (nm) ISO 120 100 70 SO 
Microprocessor Gale Widths (nm) 100 110 " 45 30 
DRAM (O· bits/chip) 2.2 43 .. 24 68 
Microprocessor eM -Iransistonlchip) 48 9S 190 540 ISIlO 
DRAM Q ip Area: Year of Inlroduclion (mm1) 400 4!10 526 "'" 690 
DRAM Cllip Area: Proc.Iudion (rom1) 130 100 170 200 2JO 
MPU Chip Size 81 Introduction (rom1) 340 370 400 470 540 
MPU Chip Area: Serond Mshrink" (mm2) 1110 210 230 270 310 
Wafer Si:t.e (mm) 300 300 JOO 4SO 4SO 

2014 

3S 

20 
190 
4300 
79() 

200 
620 
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The basic structure of an n-c:hannel 
metal-oxide·scmioonductOf 
(NMOS) transistOl' structure. (8) 
The \ 'enical cross section through 
the transiSlor; (b) 8 composite lop 
view of the masks used 10 fabricate 
the transis tor in (a). The l ransi!ltor 
U5CS heavily doped pol)'silioon 85 
the gate -metal.~ 

penetration of impurities during ion implantation or diffusion. Windows are cut in the 
masking material by etching with acids or in a plasma. Window patterns are trans
fe rred to the wafer surface from a mask through the use of optical techniques. The 
masks are also proouced using photographic reduct ion techniques. 

Photolithography includes the O\'erall process of mask fabrication, as well as the 
process of transferring patterns [rom the masks to the surface of the wafer. The photolith~ 

graphic process is critical to the production of integrated circuits. and the number of mask 
steps is ohen used as a measure of complexity when comparing fabrication processes. 

1.3 METAl·OXIDE·SEMICONDUCTOR (MOS) PROCESSES 

1.3.1 Basic NMOS Process 

A possible process now for a basic II-channel MOS process (NMOS) is shown in Fig. 
1.6 on page 9 and Fig. 1.7 on page 10. The starting wafer is first oxidized to fonn a thin
pad oxide layer of silicon dioxide (SiOJ that protects the silicon surface. Silicon nitride 
is then deposited by a low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCYD) process. 
Mask #1 defines the active transistor areas. The nitride/oxide sa ndwich is etched away 
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FIGURE I .S 

1bc basic 51ructure of a junction-iSO
lalcd bipolar Iransislor. (a) 1be \'erti
cal CI'05:5 SCC1ion through the 
transistor, (b) a composile top liew of 
Ihe masks used to fabricate the Iran
sistor in(a). 
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everywhere except where transistors are to be formed. A boron implantation is per
formed and followed by an oxidation step. The nitride serves as both an implantation 
mask and an oxidation mask. After the nitride and thin oxide padding layers are 
removed, a new thin layer of oxide is grown to serve as the gate oxide for the MOS 
transistors. Following gate-oxide growth, a boron implantation is commonly used to 
adjust the threshold voltage to the desired va lue. 

Po lysilicon is deposited over the complete wafer using a CVD process. The sec
ond mask defines the polysilicon gate region of the Iransistor. Polysilicon is etched 
away everywhere except over the gate regions and the areas used for interconnection. 
Next, the source/drain regions are implanted through Ihe thin oxide regions. The 
implanred impurity may be driven in deeper with a high-temperature diffusion step. 
More oxide is deposited on the surface. and contact openings are defined by the third 
mask step. Metal is deposited over the wafer surface by evaporation or sputtering. 
The fourth mask step is used 10 define the interconnection pattern that will be etched 
in the metal. A passivation layer of phosphosilicate glass or silicon nitride (not shown 
in Fig. 1.6) is deposited on Ihe wafer surface. and the final mask (#5) is used to define 
windows so that bonding wires can be attached to pads on the periphery of the Ie die. 
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FIGURE 1.6 

Process sequence for 1\ semirecessed 
o~idc NMOS process. (3) Silicon wafcr 
covered with sil icon nit ride ()\ler a thin 
padding layer or silicon dioxide; 
(b) e tched wafer afte r first mask step. 
A boron implant is used to help con· 
Iro\ field oxide th reshold; ec) slfUCture 
follO\\.ing oxidation, ni tride removal, 
and poI)·silieon deposi tion: (d) wafer 
after second m&k step and etching of 
pol)"siJicon; (e) the th ird mask has 
been used to open contact y,indo ... "!; 
fo l1O\11"ing silicon dio~ide deposition; 
(0 final s irocture follO\lling metal 
deposition and paucming ... ilh founh 
mask. 

This simple process requires five mask steps. Note that these mask steps use sub
tractive proc:esscs. The entire surface of the willer is first cooted with a desired material, and then 
most ofthc material is removed by wet chemical or dry plasma elching. 

1.3.2 Basic Comple mentary MOS (CMOS) Process 

Figure 1.8 shows the mask seque nce for a basic complementary MOS (CMOS) 
process. Onc ncw mask, beyond that of the NMOS process, is used to define the "n
well ," or "n-tub." which serves as the substrate for th e p-channel devices. A second new 
mask step is used to define the source/drain regions of the p-channe l transisto rs. 
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Basic NMOS process nowchart. Masklt5 

Additional masks may be used to adjust the threshol d voltage of th e MOS transistors 
and are very common in state-of-the-art NMOS and CMOS processes. 

Older CMOS processes use ap-weU instead of an n-well. Twin-well processes have 
also been developed recently. Both a p-well and an n-well are fonned in a lightly doped 
substrate, and the n- and p-channcl devices can each be optimized for highest perfor
mance. Twin-well very large-scale integration (VLSI) processes use lightly doped layers 
grown on heavily doped substrates to suppress a CMOS failure mode called latchup. 

1.4 BASIC BIPOLAR PROCESSING 

Basic bipolar fabrication is somewhat more complex than singie-channeJ MOS processing, 
as indicated in Figs. 1.9 on page 12 and l.lO on page 13.A p-type silicon wafer is oxidized. 
and the first mask is used to define a diffused region called the buried layer, or subcollec
lOr. This diffusion is used to reduce the collector resistance of the bipolar transistor. 
Following the buried-layer diffusion, a process called epitaxy is used to grow single-crystal 
n-type silicon on top of the silicon wafer. The epitaxial growth process results in a high-
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FIGURE 1.B 

Cross-sectional views al major step!S in a basic CMOS process. 
(a) Followingn-well diffusioo, (b) following selective oxida
tion. and (c) ronowing gate mcida tion and polysi licon gate 
c.Iefinition; (d) NMOS source/drain implanta tion; (e) PMOS 
source/drain implantation: (f) struclure following contact and 
metal mask steps. 

quality silicon layer with the same crystal structure as the original silicon wafer. An oxide 
layer is then grown on the wafer. Mask two is used to open windows for a deepp-diffusion, 
which is used to isolate one bipolar transistor from another. Another oxidation follows the 
isolation diffusion. Mask three opens windows in the oxide for the p-type base diffusion. 
The wafer is usually oxidized during the base diffusion, and mask four is used to open win
dows for the emitter diffusion. The same diffusion step places an n + region under the col
lector contact to ensure that a good ohmic contact will be fonned during subsequent 
metallization. Masks five. six. and seven are used to open contact windows, pattern the 
metallization layer, and open windows in the passivation layer just as in the NMOS 
process described in Section 1.3. Thus.. the basic bipolar process requires seven mask levels 
compared with five for the basic NMOS process. 

After the MOS or bipolar process is completed , each die on the wafer is tcstcd, 
and bad dice are marked with ink. The wafer is then sawed apart. Good dice are 
mounted in various packages for fina l testing and subsequent sale or usc. 
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FIGURE 1.9 

Ctos5--sectional view of the major 
steps in II basic bipolar proceu. 
(8) Wafer ... ith si lioon dioltide layer, 
(b) follo""ln8 buried-Iayerdirrusion 
U5ins fiTht mask, and subst:Quent 
epitaxiallaycr gro...,h and oxida· 
tlon; (c) followingdeep.-isol:llion 
diffusioo using second mask (d) fol
lowing boron-base diffusion USlnS 
third mask; (e) fourth mask defines 
emil1er and coI\ector contact 
regions.;(f) final structure follo ... i ng 
contact and metal mask steps. 
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In the course of Ie fabrication processes described throughout the rest of this lext. we 
shall encounter a wide variety of acids, highly corrosive bases, organic and inorganic 
solvents, and materials wi lh carcinogenic propenies. as well as extremely toxic gases. 
and this represents a good opportunity to stress the need to exercise a high degree of 
caution before proceeding with any semiconductor processing, Because of the dangers, 
most laboratories require individuals to pass a safety lest before they are permitted to 
work in the laboratory. 
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Basic bipolar process nowchan. 

Wet processes. particularly those used for cleaning and etching. involve the use of 
a wide variety of acids and bases. Both can produce serious burns if Ihey contact the 
skin. and even the fumes can produce irritation to the skin or serious eye damage. 
Rubber gloves. an apron, and eye protection should always be worn when handling 
these materials. However. gloves should not be relied upon to protect onc during 
immersion in liquids, because of pinhole formation in the gloves. 

Care mUSI be exercised in handling, mixing. and disposing these liquids. 
Environmental standards often restrict the methods that can be used for disposal. 
Acids and bases must not be combined during disposal. When diluting bases or acids, 
concentrated chemicals should be added to water, not the reverse. Many acids wi ll dis
color the skin or give a burn ing sensation upon contact. However. hyd rofl uoric acid 
(HF) is much more insidious. Although a weak acid. liF readily penetrates the skin to 
produce deep and painful burns that are nOi detected until after the damage is done. 
Immediate med ical allention is required for such burns. 

Ion implantation, low-pressure chemical vapor deposition, and epitaxial growth 
represen t just a few of the processes that may involve extremely toxic or explosive 
gases. For example, extreme caution must be exercised with the delivery or arsine, 
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phosphine, germane, silane. and anhydrous ammonia, to name just a few. In addition, 
many of the systems. such as ion implan ters. plasma reactors. and electron-beam evap
oration systems. involve lethal vollages. 

As a general rule before dealing with any new chemical, one must research and 
study its overall properties to understand toxicity, safe handling practices. and any 
unusual reactions that may occur or reaction products that can be produced. 

The rest of Ihis book concentrates on the basic processes used in the fabrica
tion of monolithic integrated circuits. Chapters 2 through 8 discuss mask making 
and pattern definition. oxidation, diffusion, ion implantation, film deposi tion. inter
conncct ions and contacts, and packaging and yield. 'Inc lasl three chapters introduce 
the integration of process, layout. and device design for MOS, bipolar. and MEMS 
technologies. 
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PROBLEMS 

1.1 Make a list of two dozen itemo; in youreveT)'day environment that you believe contain Ie 
chips. A PC and its peripherals are considered to be one item. (Do not confuse electro
mechanical t imers, common in clothes dryers or the switch in a simple thermostat or cof
fee maker. with electronic circuits.) 

1.2 (iii) Make a table comparing the areas of wafers with the following diameters: 25, 50. 75, 
100. 125, 150.200. 300 and 450 mm. 

(b) Approximately how many I-mm x I-mm dice are on a 450-mm wafer? 

(c) How many 25-mm x 25-mm dice? 

1.3 (a) Calculate an estimate of the number of20-mm x 20-mm dice on a J(X}.mm diameter 
wafer. in terms of the total wafer and die areas. 

(b) Calculate the exact number of20-mm x 20-mm dice Ihal 3aually fit on the JOO-mm 
wafer. (It may help to draw a picture.) 

1.4 The straight line in Fig. 1.2(a) is described by B = 19.97 X 1(J'lI'fflCY- I960) bits/chip-If 8 
straight-line projection is made ll'5ing this equatio n. what ",;11 be the number of memory 
bits/chip in the year 2020? 

1.5 The straight line in Fig. 1.2(b) is described by N = 1027 X 1(J'l15QS(1'- 19?O) transis tors. Bao;ed 
upon a straight-line projection of this figure. what wi ll be the number of transistors in a 
microprocessor in Ihe year 2020? 



Problems 1S 

1.6 (a) How many years does it take for memory chip densi ty to increase by a factor of two, 
based upon the equation in Problem 1.4? 

(b) How about by a factor of IO? 

1.7 (8.) How many years does it take for microprocessor circuit density to increase by a 
factor of two, based upon the equation in Problem 1.5? 

(b) How about by a factor of 1O? 

Ul If you make a straight-line projection from Fig. 1.3, what will be the minimum feature 
size in integrated circuits in the year 2020? The curve can be described by F = 8.214 X 
10-(106019(Y-I'J1Il) IJm. Do you think this is possible? Why or why not? 

1.9 The filament of a small vacuum lube uses a power of approximately 0.5 W. Suppose that 
approximately 300 million of these tubes are used to build the equivalent of a 256-Mb 
memory. How much power is required for this memory? Jf this power is supplied from a 
220-V ac source, what is the current required by thL~ memory? 

1.10 An 18-rum X 25-mm die is covered by an array of O.25-lJm metal lines separated by 
O.25-lJm-wide spaces. 

(a) What is the tOl al lenglh of wire on this die? 

(b) How about O.I- lJffi lines and spaces. 

1.11 The curve in Fig. I.l(b) represents the approximate number of chips on a wafer of a given 
d iameter. Determine the exact number of 10 x to mm dice thai will fit on a wafer with a 
diameter of 200 mm. (The number indicated on the curve is 314.) 

I.U The cost of processing a wafer in a particular process is $1 ,000. As. .. ume that 35% of the 
fabricated dice are good. Find the number of dice, using Fig. 1.1(b). 

<a) Determine the cost per good die for a 150 mm wafer. 

(h) Repeal for a 200 mm wafer. 

1.13 A certain silicon'gale NMOS transistor occupies an area of 25 )0. 2, where )o. is the mini
mum li thographic feature size. 
(a) How many MOS transistors can fit on a 5 x 5 mm die if h = IlJm? 

(b) 0.25 IJm? 

(c) 0.10 IJm? 

1.14 A simple pn junction diode is shown in cross section in Fig. P1.I4. Make a possible 
process fiowchart for fabrication of this structure. including mask s teps. 

FIGURE Pl .14 p 
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1.15 Draw a set of contact and nlelal ma~ks for the bipolar transi"tor of Fig. 1.9. Usc square con
tact v.indov.'S with one contact to the emiller and two contacl.; to the ba...e and collector 
regions. 



CHAPTER 2 

Lithography 

In order to produce an integrated circuit, thin films of various materials are used as 
barriers to the diffusion or implantation of impurity atoms or as insulators between 
conductive materials and the silicon substrate. Holes, or windows, are cut through this 
barrier material wherever impurity pene tration o r contact is desired. 

Masks COnlain the patterns of windows that are transferred to the surface of the 
silicon wafer using a process called photolithography. Photolithography makes use of a 
highly refined version of the photoengraving process. 'm e patterns are first transferred 
from the mask to a light-sensitive material calledpholoresist. Chemical or plasma etch
ing is then used to transfer the pattern from the photoresist La the barrier material on 
the surface of the wafe r. Each mask step requires successful completion of numerous 
processing steps. and the complexity of an IC process is often measured by the number 
of photographic masks used during fabrication. This chapter will explore the litho
graphic process, including mask fabrication, photoresist processes, and etching. 

:L1 THE PHOTOUTHOGRAPHIC PROCESS 

Photoli thography encompasses all the steps involved in transferring a pattern from a 
mask to the surface of the silicon wafer. The various steps of the basic photolitho
graphic process given in Figs. 2.1 a nd 2.2 will each be discussed in detail next. 

Ultraclean conditions must be maintained during the lithography process. Any 
dust particles o n the original substrate or that fallon the substrate during processing 
can result in defects in the final resist coating. Even if defects occur in only 10% of the 
chip sites at each mask step, fewer than 50% of the chips will be funct ional after a 
seven-mask process is completed. Vertical laminar-now hoods in clean rooms are used 
to prevent particulate contamination throughout the fabrication process. Clean rooms 
use fi ltration to remove panicles from the air and are rated by the maximum number 
o f particles per cubic foot or cubic meter of air, as shown in Table 2.1. Clean rooms 
bave evolved from Class 100 to the Qass 1 facilities now being used for VLS I/ULSI 
processing. For comparison, each cubic foot of ordinary room air has several million 
dust particles exceeding a size o r 0.5 ).1m. 

17 
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Oean wafers 

FIGURE 2.1 

Steps of lhe phololi lhographtc process. 

TABLE 2. 1 Ralings by Class of Effecti\'eness of Fillnllion in Clean Rooms 

10.(00 
1.000 
100 
10 

Number of O.S-l1m particles 
pcrftl(ml) 

10.000 (350.000) 
1.000 (35 .000) 
100 (3.soo) 
10 (350) 
I (35)' 

· 11 IS ~rydlrrJCll II 10 mell.-.ureJ'llrlicu lalc rou",~ IJt,low 10 plT fl ' , 

NumberofS·l1m panic\e5 
perfI3 (m~ 

6S (23.000) 
6.S (2.J(KJ)" 
0.65 (230) ' 
0.06S (23)" 
O.~(2.3r 
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2.1.1 Wafer and Wafer Cleaning 

Ie fabrication starts with n· or p·lype sil icon wafers supplied with a specified resiSliv· 
ity. The wafers range in thickness from 250 to 500 11m. Two--hundred·mm (eight· inch) 
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diameter wafers are widely used at the time of this writing, and processing equipment 
for 300-mm (12-inch) wafers is already becoming available. Wafers with diameters of L 
l.5, 2, 3, 4,5, and 6 in. have all been used at various stages in history, and Table 1.1 indi
cates that 450-mm wafers will be in use by Ihe end of the decade. 

The silicon wafers are identified by a standard system 1 of straight edges or wafer 
[lats. These fla ts are ground into the silicon ingot before it is sl iced into wafers and are 
used to indicate the wafer type (n-lype or p-type) and the surface orientation «10,» 
or < II b) as indicated in Fig. 2.3. The primary wafer flat identifies the <110> crystal 
plane. ( It is important to note, however, that Ihis identification system is not always ut i
lized, particularly with wafer sizes of 150 mm and above.) 

Prior to use, wafers are chemically cleaned to re move particulate matter on the 
surface, as well as any trace of organic, ionic. and metallic impurities. A cleaning step 
utilizing a solution of hydrofluoric acid removes any oxide that may have formed on 
the wafer surface. A typical cleaning process is presented in Table 2.2. 

One very important chemical used in wafer cleaning and throughout microelec
tronic fabrication processes is deionized (01) water. DI water is highly purified and 
filte red to remove all traces of ionic, paniculate, and bacterial contamination. The 

I A SEMI (Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International) standard. 



TABLE 2,2 Sil icon Wafer Cleaning Procedurel7, 8) 

A. Solvent Removal 
J. Immerse in boiling trichloroethylene (TCE) for 3 min. 
2. Immerse in boiling acetone for 3 min. 
3. Immerse in boiling methyl alcohol for 3 min. 
.. WlISh in DI water for 3 min. 

R. Removal of Residual OrganiellOl1ic Contamination 

2.1 The Photo lithographic Process 21 

t. Immerse in a (5: 1:1) solution of 1"10-NH.O H-HP~ heal solution to 75-80 ~C lind hold for 10 min 
:z. Quench the solution under running 01 waler for 1 min. 
1. Wash in 01 water for 5 min. 

C. Hydrous Oxide Removal 
I. Immerse in a ( 1:50) solution 01 HF- HIO for 15 sec. 
2. Wash in running 0 1 water ",ith agi tation foc 30 sec. 

D. Heavy Melal Clean 
1. Immerse in a (6:1:1) solution of H20-HO - HzOz fo r 10 min at a temperature or 75-80 ~c. 
2. Quench the solUlion under running 0 1 water for 1 min. 
1. Wash in running 01 water for 20 min. 

theorelical resistivity or pure water at 25 °C is 18.3 Mohm·cm. Basic 0 1 water systems 
achieve resistivities or 18 Mohm-cm with rewer than 1.2 colon ies or bacteria per milli· 
liter and with no particles larger than 0.25 Jlm. 

Cleanliness and contamination control is such an overarching concern in 
VLS I/ULSI fabricatio n that an NSF Industry University Cooperative Research Center 
in Micro Contamination Control was established at the University or Arizona. 

2.1.2 Barrier Layer Formation 

Arter cleaning, the silioon wafer is oovered with the material that will serve as a barrier 
layer. The most common material is silicon dioxide (SiOJ. so we will use it as an example 
here. Silicon nitride (Si)N4) , polysilicon, photoresist, and metals are also routinely used as 
barrier materia1s at different points in a given process flow. In subsequent chapters. we 
will discuss thermal oxidation, chemical vapor depositio n, spul1ering, and vacuum evapo
ration processes, all of which are used to produce thin layers of these materials. 

The original silicon wa fer has a metallic gray appearance. Once an Si02 layer is 
rormed on the silicon wafer. the surface will have a color that depends on the Si02 
thickness. The rinished wafer will have regions wilh mnny different thicknesses. Each 
region will produce a difrerent color, resulting in beautiful. mu lticolored IC images.. 
photographs of which appear in many books and magazines. 

2.1.3 Photoresist Application 

After the Si02 layer is formed. the surface of the wafer is coated with a light·sensiti\'e 
material called photoresist. The surface must be clean and dry to ensure good photore
sist adhesion. Freshly oxidized warers may be diredly coated , but ir the warers have 
been stored, they should be carerully cleaned and dried prio r to application or the resist 

Lack of adhesion or photoresist to many film surfaces is a commonly encoun · 
tered problem in silicon processing. In order to promote adhesion, the wafer surrace is 
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FIGURE 2.4 

Rite Trnck 88e wafer prO("essing 
system. (Courtesy Of Rite Track 
Equipment Scrvices.loc.) 

treated with an adhesion promoter such as hcxamethyldisilazane (HMOS) prior to 
photoresist application. This treatment provides good photoresist adhesion to a variet~ 
of films, including siliron dioxide (Si02), silicon dioxide containing phosphorous, pol~
crystalline silicon. silicon nitride (Si)N4). and aluminum. 

Photoresist is typically applied in liquid form. The wafer is held on a vacuum 
chuck and then spun at high speed for 30 to 60 sec to produce a thin unifonn layer. 
Speeds of 1,000 to 5,000 rpm result in layers ranging from 2.5 to 0.5 J-Im. respectively. 
The actuallh ickness of the resist depends on ils viscosity and is inversely proportional 
to the square root of the spinn ing speed. 

Figure 2.4 shows an automated casscUe-tQ-C'dsseUe wafer track system that auto
matically dispenses a tightly controlled amount of photoresist onto each wafer and 
controls the spinning profile to achieve highly reproducible resist film thicknesses. 
Each cassette typically contains 25 wafers. 

2.1.4 Soft Baking or Prebaking 

A drying step called .wll baki"g.or prebakillg, is used to improve adhesion and remove 
solvent from the photoresist. Times range from 510 30 min in an oven al60 to 10000C in 
an air or nitrogen almosphere. "Ine soft-baking process is specified on the resist manu
facturer's data sheet and should be followed closely. After soft baking. the photoresist 
is ready for mask alignment and ex posure. 

2.1.S Mask Alignment 

The complex pattern from a photo mask (or just mask). a square glass plate with a pat
terned emulsion or metal film on one side. must be transferred to the surface or the 
wafer. Each Illask following the first 1 must be carefully aligned to the previous pattern 

lin many MEMS (sec Cllapter I I for an introduction) and ~nsor applications-the (of'llt mask must also be carefully 
aligned to the ~tallographic ax!$. Double-sidcd alignment is also used with infrurctl syslems that can MSCC

M through 
the wafer or wilh speciatized optics 5y5tems that pcnnit simuttaneous \'iewing of both sides of the wafer. 
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FIGURE 2.5 

A simple set of alignment marks. At some steps a cross rna)' be /lligned 
within /I box. AI o thers. a box mH)' be placed around the CI"055. 1lle 
dtoire depends on the type of resist being used at a given mask step. 

on the wafer. Manual operation of alignmem and exposure equipment was used in 
early fabrication systems. However, VLSIfULS I designs require extremely small geo
metrical features (minimum line width or space) and tight alignment tolerances. For 
example, 100 nm (0.1 pm) lithography will require a worst-case alignment error o f 35 
nm (mea n + 30). and computer-contro lled alignment systems are required to achieve 
these required levels of alignme nt precision. 

With basic manual alignment equipmem, the wafe r is held on a vacuum chuck and 
carefully moved into position below the mask using an adjustable x- y stage. The mask is 
spaced 25 to 125 pm above the surface of the wafer during alignment. If contact printing 
is being used, the mask is brought into contact with the wafer after alignme nt. 

Alignment marks are introduced on each mask and transferred to the wafer as 
part of the Ie patte rn. The marks are used to align each new mask level to one of the 
previous levels. A sample set o f alignment marks is shown in Fig. 2.5. For certain mask 
leve ls, the cross on the mask is placed in a box on the wafer. For other mask levels, the 
box on the mask is placed over a cross on the wafer. The choice depends on the type of 
resist used during a given photolithographic step. Split-fi eld optics are used to simulta
neously align two well-separated areas of the wafer. 

2.1 .6 Photoresist Exposure and Deve lopment 

Following alignment. the pho toresist is exposed through the mask with high-intensity 
ultraviolet light. Resist is exposed wherever silicon dioxide is to be removed. The photore
sist is developed with a process very similar to thal used for developing ordinary photo
graphic film. using a developer supplied by the pho toresist manufacturer. Any resist that 
has been exposed to ultraviolet light is washed away, leaving bare silicon dioxide in the 
exposed areas of Fig. 2.6(d). A photoresist acting in the manner just described is called a 
positive resist. and the mask contains a copy of the pattern that will remain on the surface 
of the wafer. Windows arc opened wherever the exposing light passes through the mask. 
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FIGURE 2.6 
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Resist and silicon dioxide patterns following photolithography ",ilh positive and negative resists. 

Negative photoresists can also be used. A negative resist remains on the surrace 
wherever it is exposed. Figure 2.6 shows simple examples of the patterns transrerred 10 
a silicon dioxide barrier layer using positive and negative photoresists with the same 
mask. Negative resists were widely used in early Ie processing. However, positive 
resist yields be tter process control in small-geometry structures and is now the main 
type or resist used in YLS I processes. 
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2.1.7 Hard Baking 

Following exposure and development, a baking step is used to harden the photoresist 
and improve adhesion to the substrate. A typical process involves baking in an oven 
for 20 to 30 min at 120 to ISOoC Oetails of this step are again specified on the man u
facture r's photoresist dntn sheets. 

2.2 ETCHING TECHNIQUES 

Chemical etching in liquid or gaseous form is used to remove any barrier material nOI 
protected by hardened photoresist. Thc choice of chemica ls dcpends on thc material to 
be etched. A high degree of selectivity is required so that the etchant will remove the 
unprotected barrier layer much morc rapidly than it attacks the photoresist layer. 

2.2.1 Wet Chemical Etching 

A buffered oxide etch (BOE.or BHF) is commonly used to etch windows in silicon diox
ide la)'ers. BOE is a solu tion containing hydrofluoric acid (HF). and etching is performed 
by immersing the wafers in the solution. At room temperature. HF etches silicon dioxide 
much more rapidly than it etches photoresist or silicon. The etch rate in BOE ranges 
from 10 to 100 nmlmin at 25 °C depending on the density of thc sil icon dioxide film. Etch 
rate is temperature dependent. and temperature is carefully monitored during the etch 
process. In addition, etch rates dcpend on the type of oxide present. Oxides grown in dry 
oxygen etch more slowly than those grown in the presence of water vapor. A high con
centration of phosphorus in the oxide enhances the etch rate, whe reas a reduced etch 
rate ocrurs when a high concentration of boron is present. High concenlrations of thcse 
elements convert the Si02 1aycr to a phosphosilicalc or borosilicate glass. 

HF and watcr both wet silicon dioxide, but do not wet silicon. The length of the 
etch process may be com rolled by visually mon itoring test wafe rs that are etched along 
wit h the act uallC wafers. Occurrence of a hydrophobic condition on the control wafer 
signals completion of the etch step. 

Wet chemical etching tends to be an isotropic process-etching equa lly in all direc~ 

lions. Figure 2.7(a) shows the result of isotropic etching of a narrow line in silicon diox
ide.lne etching process has etched under the resist by a distance equal to the thickness 
of the fIlm. This "etch bias'· becomes a serious problem in processes requiring line 
widths with dimensions similar to the thickness of the film. 

FIGURE 27 
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2.2.2 Dry Etching Plasma Systems 

Dry plasma etching processes are widely used in VLSI fabrication. High ly anisotropic 
etchi.n~ profi.\c'5. can be obtai.ncd as s.hown i.n Fi.~ 1..1(b) , avoidi.ng the undercu\\\nt 
problem of Fig. 2.7(a) characteristic of wet processes. Dry processes require only small 
amounts of reactant gases, whereas wet e tching requires dis)X)S31 of relatively large 
amounts of liqu id chemical wastes. 

Plasma systems use RF excitation to ioni7..e a variety of source gases in a vacuum 
system. The RF power source typically operates at a frequency of 13.56 MHz, which is 
set aside by the Federal Communcations Commission (FCC) for industrial and scien
tific purposes. However, plasma systems can also operate at freq uencies as low as a few 
hundred kilohertz, and microwave excitation is in use in certain systems. 

The mode of ope ration of the plasma system depends upon the operating pres
sure, as shown in Table 2.3, as well as the structure of the reaction chamber. Standard 
plasma etch ing corresponds to the highest of the three pressure regimes, and a concep
tual drawing for a parallel-plate plasma-etching system in shown in Fig. 2.8(a). In this 
ClIse, the electrode structure is symmetric, and (he wafer Co be etched is placed upon 
the grounded electrode. Free radicals such as fluorine or chlorine are created in the 
plasma and react at the wafer surface to etch silicon, silicon dioxide, silicon nitride. 
organic materia ls, and metals. A sample of possible source gases used to etch these 
materials appears in Table 2.4, but a much broader range of choices is available [3]. The 
basic plasma-etching process is isotropic, and additional atomic species such as argon, 
hydrogen, and oxygen are often introduced to improve etch rate or selectivity. 

Ion mi lling uses energetic noble gas ions such as Ar + to bombard the wafer sur
face. Etching occurs by physically knocking atoms off the surface of the wafer. Highly 
anisotropic etching can be obtained. but select ivity is often poor. Metals can be used as 
barrier materia ls to protect the wafer from etching. Ion milling operates in the lowest 
of the three pressure ranges given in Table 2.3. In this case, ions are accelerated toward 
the surface by a strong electric fi eld th at can be introduced by adding a variable exter
nal dc-bias voltage between the electrodes. 

Reactive-ion etching (R IE) combines the plasma and sputter etch ing processes. 
Plasma systems are used to ionize reactive gases. and the ions are acce lerated to bom
bard the surface. Etching occurs through a combination of the chemical reaction and 
momentum transfer from the etch ing species and is highly anisotropic. The voltage 
required to accelerate ions from the plasma toward the wafer surface can be deve l
oped by introducing an asymmetry into the structure of the plasma chambe r as indi
cated in Fig. 2.S(b). In this drawing, the surface area of the upper e lectrode is made 
larger than that of the lower electrode, the upper electrode is now grounded. and the 
wafer is placed on the electrode driven by the RF source. The physical asymmetry of 
the system produces a self-bias between the electrodes that provides the acceleration 
potential required to direct the ions toward the wafer surface. 

2.2.3 Photoresist Removal 

After windows are etched through the Si02 layer. the photoresist is stripped from the 
surface, leaving a window in the silicon dioxide. Photoresist removal typically uses pro
prietary-liquid resist strippers. which cause the resist to swell and lose adhesion to the 
substrate. Dry processing may also be used to remove resist by oxidizing (burning) it in 
an oxygen plasma system. a process ohen called resist asil;ng. 
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Ion Mill ing 
Reacth'e [on Etching/Ion Milling 
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(a) Concept of a paralle l plate plasma etcher (b) Asymmetrical reactive ion etching ( RIE) system 

TA8lE 2.4 Plasma-Etching Sources 
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Organic Mate rials 
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SilK."On Dioxide 
Silicon Nitride 
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CF4, c;F6' CJFs• CI'IF3 
CF~. c;F6' CI IFJ• SF6 

CCI.,.Clz, BG, 
~Cl2F •• CF. 
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2.2 .4 Metrology and Critical Dimension Control 

It is extremely important 10 be able to maintain accuratc contro l of critica l d imensions 
(CDs) through photolithography and etching processes. as well as subseque nt process 
steps. The ITRS contains projec tions of the required levels of CD control. l 'he ability 
to reliably measure the fabricated features with the required accu racy and repeatabil
ity is itself a major problem, and semiconductor process me trology has emerged as a 
separate discipline of its own that concentrates on the development of the test struc
tures and instrumentation required to support high-yield manufacturing. 

2.3 PHOTOMASK FABRICAnON 

Photomask fabrication involves a selies of photographic processes outlined in fig. 2.9. An 
IC mask begins with a large-scale drawing of each mask. Early photoma<;ks were cut by 
hand in a material called m bylilh. a sandwich of a clear backing layer and a thin red layer 
of Mylar. The red laycr wa<; cut with a stylus and peeled off. leaving the desired pattern in 
red. TIle original rubylith copy of the mask was 100 to 1.000 times larger than the final 
integrated circu it and was photographically reduced to foml a reticle for usc in a step
and-repeat camera, as described later. 

Today. computer graph ics systems and optical or electron beam pattern generators 
have supplanted the usc of rubylith. An image of the desired mask is created on a computer 
graphics system. Once the image is complete, files containing the commands nceded to drive 
a pattern generator arc created An optical pattern generator uses a nash lamp to expose the 
series of rectangles coo1IXlSing the mask image direct ly onto a photographic plate called the 
retic/e. An electron beam system draws the pattern directly in an electron-sensitive material. 

Reticle images raoge (rom 1 to 10 times final size. A step-and-repeat camera is 
used to reduce the reticle image to its final size and to expose a two-dimensional a rray 
of images on a master copy of the final mask. On a 2(X)...mm wafer, it is possible to get 
approximately 1,200 copies of a 5-mm X 5-mm IC chip! Figure 2. 10 shows examples of 
a computer graphics plot. a reticle. and a final mask for a simple integrated circuit. 

A final master copy of the mask is usually made in a thin film of metal . such as 
chrome. on a glass plate. The mask image is transferred to photoresist. wh ich is used as 
an etch mask for the chrome. Work ing emulsion masks arc then produced from the 
ch rome master. Each lime a ma~k is brought into contact with the surface of the silicon 
wafer, the pattern can be damaged. Therefore. emulsion masks can only be used for a 
few exposures before they arc thrown away. 

2.4 EXPOSURE SYSTEMS 

Bccausceontact printing can damage the surfaces of both the mask and the wafer. manu
facturing lines utilize proximity and projection printing systems. as illustrated in Fig. 2. 11 . 
However. contact pri nting is still used in research and prototyping sit uations, because it 
can economically achieve high-resolution pattern transfer. In proximity plinting, the 
mask is brought in very close proximity to the wafer. but docs not COOIC in contact with 
the wafcr during exposurc, thu~ preven ting damage to the mask. Projection printing uses 
a dual-lens system to project a portion of the mask image onlo the wafer surfacc. lbe 
wafer and masks may be scanned. or the system may operate in a step-nnd-repeat mode. 
The actual mask and lenses arc mounted many centimeters from the wafer surface. 
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OUllint of step; in the mask fabrication proces. ... 

For largc-diameter wafers, it is impossible to achieve uniforn} ex)X)Sure and to main
tain alignment between mask levels across the complete wafer, particularly for submicron 
fcaturc sizes.. High-resolution VLSl lithography systems now LL~ some form of exposure 
of thc individual die pattern directly onlo Ihe wafer. A projection systcm is used with a 
reticle to expose the rCdic paUern directly on the wafer. No step-and-repeat masks ofthc 
circuit arc produced. The pattern is aligned and exposed separately at each die site. 
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FIGURE 2.10 

Mask fabrication . (a) CompOSite oompUleT graphics plOI of all masks for a simple in tegrated circui t; (b) lOX .-elide of 
rTlClll-len:1 mask; (e) final-~i7.e emulsion mask with 400 copies of the melal level of the integrated ci rcuit in (a). 
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I1gure 2.12 o n page 32 shows an artist's diagram of a direct step-on-wafer system 
(usually termoo a "stepper"). A single die image i. .. projected directly on to the surface of 
the wafer. The re ticle pattern may range from 1 to 10 times the final die size. The wafer is 
moved (stepped) from die site to die site on the wafer. and the pattern is aligned and 
exposed a t each individual sitc. The drawing in Fig. 2.12 actually hides the complexity of 
these systems, as can be seen from the drawing of a complete steppe r system shown in f-ig. 
2.13 on page 33. These systems arc often houc;cd in their own environmentally controlled 
sections of clean rooms. 

Anothcr varia tion can be used whe n Ihe individual d ie pattern becomes too 
large. The s tep-and-scan method projects only a narrow rectangular stripe of the re ticle 
image onto the wafer. The wafe r and the ret icle arc scanned in tandem un til the com
plete reLicle patlem is transferred 10 the wafer. The wafer is then indexed to the next 
site, and the process of alignment and scanning proceeds again. Large die images o r 
mu ltiple d ice can be pattemed using this technique. 

The minimum fea ture size that can be reproduced using optical lithography is 
intimately tied to the wavelength of light used for exposure, and experts have repeat
edly predicted the demise of optical lithography for many years.l However, the 
techno logy continues to be pushed rurther and fu rther into the submicron regime. A 

'Tbc author remembers attending a number o r lithography panel ses5ions where it was predicted that optical 
Illhography could oot be used below 1- 2}1m. 
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FIGURE 2.12 

Conct'pI of lens syslem ror a warer Slepper. 
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rough estimate of the minimum feature size F(line o r space} that can be transfe rred to 
the wafer surface is given by 

(2.1) 

where>.. is the wavelength of the illumination, and NA is the numerical aperture o f the 
lens defined in terms of the convergence angle e in Fig. 2. 14 on page 33: 

NA :::: sin 9. (2.2) 

For NA:::: 0.5, Eq. (2.1) predicts the minimum fea ture size to be approximatel~ 
the same as the wavelength of the optical illumination. A second concern is the depth 
of field DFovcr which focus i. .. maintained; an estimate fo r OFis 

DF ~ O.6(NA)' (2.3) 
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FIGURE 2. 13 

The true complexity of a wafer stepper is apparent in th is system drawing. (Courtesy of ASM Lithograph~', Inc.) 
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Based upon Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3) with NA = 0.5, one-tenth-micron technology (F= 
0.10 Ilm) would require a lOO-nm illumination source and have only a 240 nm (0.24Ilm) 
depth of field. Thus. wafer planarity a t each exposure step represents a critical issue,silltt 
focus will be maintained ove r a distance of only ±D.12 Ilm from the primary focal plane. 

2.S EXPOSURE SOURCES 

For many years. the source of illumination for photo li thography has been high-pres
sure mercury (Hg) or Hg- rarc gas discharge lamps. A typical emission spectra from a 
Hg- Xe lamp is given in fig. 2. 15. Output is relatively low in the deep ultraviolet (OUV) 
region (200-300 nm). but exhibits several strong peaks in the UV region between 300 
and 450 nm. To minimize problems in' the lens optics, the lamp output must be filtered 
to select one of the spectral components. The most common monochromatic selectiolb 
arc the 436-nm.or U g-line." and 365-nm,or "i-line."spcctral com l>onents. 

It can be observed in the NTRS lithography projections in lable 2.3. howe,er. 
that DUV sources arc required for lithography for 0.25-llm techno logy and belo .. 
Excimer lasers arc the choice at these wavelengths with the KrF laser used as the 24.>
nm source and ArF for 193 nm. It is not clear what the lithography source will be for 
technology generat ions of below 130 nm. 

Phase-shifting mask technology is representative of the inventions that hale 
been found in the drive to 5(lueeze the most out of optical lithography. The coneeptuaJ 
d iagram in Fig. 2. 16 com pares the imaged ligh t intensity profile of two closely spaced 
lines. In Fig. 2. 16(a) , resolution is lost, because diffraction has caused overlap of tbe 
individual line images. In Fig. 2.16(b). a 180" phase-shifting layer is applied o ver one of 
the openings on the mask, and the two ind ividual lines appear well defined in tb.." 
intensity profile a t Ihe image plane. A minimum feature size approaching one-half ot 
the wavelength of the illumination source can be achieved using a phase-sh ifting mask 
and NA <?: 0.5. For highly complex Ie patterns. however, designing the phase-shiftin. 
ma~ks represents a significant challenge. 

Various allematives 10 optical lithography have been explored sincc the mid 196O!,. 
Electron beams can be focused to spots of the order of 0.10 Ilm and can be LL~ed to dirccth 
write Ie patterns in electron-sens itive resists. However, this process is relatively slow:: 
since the pattern must be rewritten at each die site, and the throughput of electron-beam 
systems has never been sufficient for Ie manufacturing.. On the other hand. it is an excd
lent technology for producing the I-X to to-X reticles used in stepper systems, and -e
beam" lithography ha~ become an extremely important technology for mask fabrication. 

X-rays with energies in the 0.1 - 5-keV range have wavelengths that range from 10 
to 0.3 nm. Thus. even the finest feature sizes in Table 2.3 would represent many wa\ e
lengths if x-rays were used for illumination. Mask generation is one of several barrieR 
to the use of x-ray lithography in Ie production . Heavy metals such as gold can be used 
as mask materials for x-ray lithography. but limit practical x-ray wavelengths to tilt 
0.4-2-nlll range. In addition to mask fabrication, x-ray lithography also requires II n~ 
sct of illumination, resist, and alignment techno logies. 

Research efforts continue to expand the capabilities of electron-beam and x-~ 
lithography as outlined in Table 2.5 on page 36. Extreme ultraviolet flOI , e-bcam direa 
write, e-beam projection, x-ray proximity, and ion-beam projection al l offer potential for 
future lithography system. ... However, significant innovation will be required along tht 
way to achieve the rrns goals. 
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Special content of an Xe-Ug ramp (Courtesy of SVG) 
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Paltern transfer of two closely spaced lines (a) using l;onvenlional mask tech
nology (b) using a phase-shifling mask 
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TABLE 2.5 ITRS lilnography Projections 

Year 2001 2003 2005 >I ... 2011 20\4 

DenllC Une Half-Pitch (nm) ISO 120 100 70 SO " Worst-Case Alignment 
Tolerance Mcan + 3 a (nrn) " 42 " " 20 IS 

Minimum Feature SIZe F {nm) 
Microprocessor Gate Width 100 I!O 65 45 JO 20 

Critical Dimension 
Control (nm) 
Mean + 3 0 -Posl Etching 9 8 6 4 J 2 

Equivalent Oxide 
Thickness (nm) 1.5-1.9 1.5--1.9 1.1.1-1.5 0.8-1.2 0.6-0.8 0.5-0.'; 

Lithography 248nm DUV 248 nm +PSM 193 nm+ PSM IS7nm+PSM EUV EUV 
fuhnology Options 19) nm DUV 157 nm E-bcam projection E-beam projection E-bcam projection 

E ·bcam projection E·beam direct wrile E·beam direct .... ri te E·beam direa write 
Proximity x-ray EUV Ion Projcction Ion Projection 
Ion Projection Ion Projection Innovation 

Proximity x-ray 
DUV: deep ultraviolet: EUY: extreme ultraviolet; PSM: ph3S(!-shift mask. 
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2.6 OPTICAL AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 

Most oC us believe the old adage "a picture is worth a thousand words," and visual inspec
tion of masks and subsequent detennination of the physical struc ture (morphology) of 
the patterns transferred to the wafer surface is extremely important in VLSI fabrication. 
Three methods---optical microscopy, Scanning E lectron Microscopy (SEM), and 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)-find wide applicat ion in the visualization of 
VLSI morphologies and provide increasingly higher levels of magnification. 

2.6.1 Optical Microscopy 

Optical microscopes are a common laboratory tool fami liar to most of us, and they are 
used to inspect and monitor the wafers throughout the fabricat io n process.. The resolu
tion oC an optical microscope corresponds to the minimum reature size introduced in 
Section 2.4. Using white light fo r illumination with wavelengths centered on 0.5 pm, 
and with a numerical aperture of 0.95, the resolution is approximately 0.25 ).1m. On the 
other hand, the resolution of the human eye itselr is approximately 0.25 ).1m. Hence. 
optical microscopes typically have a maximum magnification or I ,{)OOX. The lower end 
oC the magnification range is usually l X-5X. 

Analytical microscopes usually can operate in either the bright-field or dark-field 
mode. Bright-field operation is the mode that we most often encounte r. The sample is 
illuminated by light perpendicular to the plane of the sample dircctly through the optics 
o f the microscope. Light is renccted from the sample back up into same optical path in 
the microscope. For dark-field mode. the sample is illuminated from an oblique angle, 
and light that is renected or reCracted Crom features on the surface of the sample enters 
by the microscope lens system. The surface of the sample appears mostly dark with the 
surface features standing oul in bright contrast against the dark background. In this man
ner, surface reatures that are "washed out" in bright-fie ld mode can be clearly observed. 

2.6.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

In the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). the surface of the sample is bomba rded 
with a low+energy (0.5-40 KeY) beam of electrons. The incident electron beam causes 
low-energy (0-50 eV) secondary electrons 10 be ejected from the inner shells of the 
a toms making up the surface of the sample under analysis. A n image is fonned by scan
ning Ihe surface o f the sample and recording the intensity o f the secondary electron 
current. The magnitude of the secondary electron current depends upon the materia ls 
present and o n the curvature of the surface. and significa nt contrast can be achieved 
due to varying surface morphology and materials. The SEM extends the minimum res
olution limit 10 20-JOA, with magnifications up to 300,000. At a magnification of 
10.000. the SEM provides a depth of field o f 2-4 !-1m, which makes it an extremely use
Cui 1001 for investigating VLSJ structures.. As an example. the SEM image of a MEMS 
structure is shown in Fig. 2. 17 on page 38. The image is a micro-mirror that has been 
raised o ut of the surface plane by a gear-driven linear acluator. 

Some types o f SEMs can suffer from electrical charge-up of the sample by the 
electron beam. particularly on insula ting surfaces. This can be e liminated by coa ting 
the surface with a thin cond ucting layer of gold. However, this requires special process* 
ing of samples prior to their imaging by the SEM. 
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FIGURE 2.17 

SEM image of 11 thrt'e·dimen~i0n31 micromechanklll system (MEMS) ~tructure (Courtt:!;y 
Sandia National Laboratories) 

2.6.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy 

The Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) extends the resolution of micr~ 
another order of magnitude down to th e 2A range. which corresponds to a dis 
below the radius of most atoms. In this instrument. a 6O-4(X).. KeV beam of electrons 
used to illuminate a thin sample only 05- 2 pm thick. The amplitude of the electr 
current that passes through the sample is detected, and an image is created as the 
scans the sample. In a MOS structure, for example, the TEM can display an imago: 
the transition from the regular array of atoms in the silicon lattice to the irre 
amorphous layer of the silicon dioxide gale insulator as depicted in Fig. 2.18. A lth 
the TEM provides very high resolution, its application requires special preparatioD 
the extremely thin samples. 

SUMMARY 

Photolithography is used to transfer patterns from masks to photoresist on the ' ... 
face of silicon wafers. The resist protects portions of the surface while windo .... s 
etched in barrier layers such as silicon dioxide. silicon nitride. or metal. The wind 
may be etched using either wet- or dry-processing techniques. Wet chemical etc 
tends to etch under the edge of the mask, caus ing a loss of linewidth control at 
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,.) 
FIGURE 2.18 

CroAA-seclional high-resolulion transmission electron micror.cope imag~ for MOS structUre!> with (a) v -A lind (11) 24-A 
Lmage. -Ihe polysilimn grnins are ea~i ly notic~able in (a); the SilSiOz and poIy-SifSiOz interfnces lire sI1o\I'n in part (b). On a 
Iocal.atomic!".Ca1c. thickness varialionsof2-3 A are fOund which are a direct n$Ult of atOO1ic ~Iicon slcpo; at IxlIh interfaces 
{;op)Tight 1969 by Intcn13tional nU.~neM Machines Corpor.Uiun; reprinted with permiMioo from Ref. 191. 

dimensions. Dry etching can yield highly anisotropic etching profiles and is required 
in most VLSI processing. 

After ctching, impurities can be introduced into the wafer through the windows 
using ion implant ation or high-temperature diffusion. or metal can be deposited o n the 
surface making con tact with tht! silicon through th e etched windows. Masking opera
tions are performed over and over during Ie processing. and the number o f mask steps 
requircd is used as a basic measure of process complcxity. 

Mask fabrication uses computer graphics systems to draw the chip image at 100 
to 2,CXXl times final size. Reticlcs 1 to 10 times final size are made from this computer 
image, using optical pattern generators or electron-bea m systems. Step-and-repeat 
cameras are used to fabricate final masks from the reticles. or direct step-an-wafer sys
tems may be used to transfer the pmtcrns directly to the wafcr. 

Today. we are reaching the limits of optical lithography. Present equipment can 
define windows that are approxim ately 0.15 pm wide. (Just a few years ago. experts 
were predicting that I- 211m would be the IimiU) The wavelength of light is too long to 
produce much smaller geometrical fea tures, because o f fringing and interference 
effects. Electron-beam and X-ray lithography are now being used to fabricate devices 
with geometrical features smaller than 0.10 11m, and lithography test struclurt:S have 
reproduced shapes with minimum feature sizes below 0.05 11m. 
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PROBLEMS 

2.1 A complex CMOS fabrication process requires 25 masks. (a) What fraction of the diao 
must be good (i.e., what yield musl be obtained) during each mask step if we require 3(t 

of the final dice to be good? (b) How about if we require 70% to be good? 

2.2 The mask SCI fo r a simple rectangular pn junction diode is sho"ll in Fig. P2.2. The diode 
fonned in a p-type Subslrale. Draw a piclure o f the honzontallayout for the diode t 
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results when a worst-case misalignmcni of 3 fJm occurs in both the x- and y-<iireclions on 
each mask Icvel. 
(.. Assume that both the contact and metal levels are aligned 10 Ihe diffusion level. 

(b) Assume that thc conlacllevcl is aligned to the diffusion level and the metallevc! is 
aligned to the contact level. 

Ll Figure P2.3 shows a resist pattern on top of a silicon dioxide fi lm I ).1m thick . Draw the sil
KOfl-5ilicon dioxide structure after etching and removal of the photoresist for: 
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(al Isotropic wet chemical e tching. 

(b) Anisotropic dry etching ",ith no undercutting. 

2.4 (a) What Iype of phOioresist must be used with each of the Ihree mask levels (II-diffusa 
window, contact windows, Bnd metal etch) used 10 fabricate the diode of Problem~_ 
Assume that the areas shown are dark on the mask (a "light-field mask"). 

(b) Draw a set of alignment marks suitable for use with the alignmen t sequence f1 
Problem 2.2(b). 

2.5 In Table 2.5, 193-nm DUV lithography is shown as an alternative for lBO-nm techno 
genera tion. (a) What value of NA would be required based upon Eq.2. 1? (b) What is !lIE 
depth of field for this system? 

2.6 (a) What wavelength illumination is required to achieve F = 0.25 ~m with NA = l 
wit hout the use of phase-shifting masks? What is the value of DF corresponding 
yourvalueofNA? 

(b) Repeat for NA =05. 

2.7 Based upon the discussion in Section 2.4, what is the smallest feature size F that can be 
reproduced with a I 93-nm optica l source? 

2J1 An ex treme ultra violet (EUV) lithography source uses a 13-om exposure wavelengtk 
Based upon the discussion in Scctlan 2.4, what is the smallest feature size F that can br 
reproduced with this source? 



CHAPTER 3 

Thermal Oxidation of Silicon 

Upon exposure to oxygen, the surface of a silicon wafer oxidizes to (onn silicon diox
ide. This native silicon dioxide film is a high-quality electrical insulator and can be used 
as a barrier material during impurity deposition. These two properties of silicon diox
ide were the primary process factors leading to silicon becoming the dominant mater
ial in use today for the fabrication of integrated circuits. This chapter discusses the 
theory of oxide growth. the oxide growth processes. factors affecting oxide growth rnte, 
impurity redistribution during oxidation. and techniques fo r selective oxidation of sil i
con. Methods for determining the thickness of the oxide film are also presented. and 
the SUPR EM process simulation software is introduced. 

3.1 THE OXIDATION PROCESS 

Thermal oxidation of silicon is easily achieved by heating the wafer to a high tempera
ture, typically 900 to 1200 °e. in an atmosphere containi ng ei ther pure oxyge n or water 
vapor. Both water vapor and oxygen move (diffuse) easily through silicon dioxide at 
these high temperatures. (See Fig. 3. 1.) Oxygen arrivi ng at the silicon surface can then 
combine wit h silicon to fonn silicon dioxide. The chemica l reaction occurring allhe sil
icon surface is 

(3.1) 

for dry oxygen and 

(3.2) 

for water vapor. Si licon is consumed as the oxide grows, and the resulting oxide 
expands during growth. as shown in Fig. 3.2. The final oxide layer is approximately 
54% above the original surface of the silicon and 46% below the original surface. 

43 
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fiGURE 3. 1 

Diffush'i lies of hydrogen. oxygen. 
sodium. and water vapor in silicon 
g1a. ...... Cop)Tight John Wiley & Sons. 
Inc. Reprinted with pennission from 
RcC·14j. 

FIGURE 3.2 
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Formation of a silicon dioxide layer on 
the surface of a si licon wafer consume!; 
si licon during growth of the layer. The 
oxide expands to fill a region approxi· 
mately 54% above and 46% below the 
original surface of the wafer. The exact 
percentages depend on the density of 
the oxide. 
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f----------j----
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3.2 MODELING OXIDAnON 

Silicon 
wafer 

In order for oxidation to occur, oxygen must reach the silicon interface. As the oxide 
grows. oxygen must pass through more and morc oxide. and the growth rate decreases 
as time goes on. A simple model for oxidation can be deve loped by assuming that 
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oxygen diHuses through the existing oxide layer. Fick's first law of diffusion stalcs 
that the particle flow per unit area, J (called particle flux), is direct ly proportional to 
thl: concentration gradient of the particle: 

J ~ - DaN(x, t)/dx, (3.3) 

where D is the dirrusion coefficient and N is the particle concentration. The negative 
sign indicates that particles tend to move from a region of high concentration to a 
region of low concentration, 

Fo r our case of silicon oxidation. we will make the approximation that the oxy
gen flux passing through the oxide in Fig, 3.3 is constant everywhere in the oxide, 
(Oxygen docs not accumulate in the oxide.) The oxygcn flux J is then given by 

J = - D(N;- No)/ Xn (number o r particles/cm2 - sec), (3.4) 

where Xu is the thickncss o f the oxide at a given time, and No and N, are the concentra
tions of the oxidizing species in the oxide at the oxide surface and silicon dioxide-si li
con interface, respective ly. At the silico n dioxide-silicon interface, we assume that the 
oxidation rate is proportional to the concentration of the oxidizing species so that the 
fl ux at the interface is 

J ~ k,N.. (3.5) 

where k, is called the rale constant ror the reaction at the Si- Si02 interface. 
Eliminating N; using Eqs' (3.4) and (3.5), we find that the flux J becomes 

No 
Silicon 
dioxide 

J Silicon 

N, 

X, 

S.02 SI 

Xo 

Distance from sunllcc,x 

J ~ DNoI( Xo + Dlk,). (3.6) 

FIGURE ) ,) 

Modet for thermal oxi(lahon of si ticoo. X,,15 the (hid:
ne§5 of the si licoo dioxide layer at any time t. J IS the 
constant flux of oxygen diffu~ng through the Layer, and 
No and N , repn:~nt the ox}gen concentrat ion a t the 
oxide surface: nnd silicon dioxidc-5ilicl)n intenilCe, 
respecti\·e ly. Note that the oxide growth occurs at the si l
Icon mterface. 
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The rate of change of thickness of the oxide layer with time is then given by the 
oxidizi ng flux divided by the number of molecules M o f the oxidizing species that are 
incorporated into a unit volume of the resulting oxide: 

d X J dl = JI M = ( DN oIM )/ (Xo + Dl k,). (3.7) 

This differential equation is easily solved using the boundary condit ion Xn(I - O) 
= XI' which yie lds 

1 = X'J B + X J ( BI A ) - T, (3.8) 

where A = 2Dlks• B = 2DNo/ M. and T=X//B + Xi/(B/A). X, is the initia l thickness of 
oxide o n the wafer. and -r represe nts the time which would have been required to grow 
the initia l oxide. A thin native oxide layer ( 10 to 20 A) is a lways present o n silicon due 
to a tmospheric oxidatio n. or Xi may represent a thicker oxide grown during previous 
oxidation steps. Solving Eq . (3.8) for Xo(t) yields 

[{ 4B } '" X o(1) = O.5A 1 + A2(t + T) (3.9) 

For shon times with (I + T) « A 2/4B. 

Xo(l) = ( BI AH I + T). (3.10) 

Oxide growth is proportio nal to time. and the ratio BIA is called the linear (growth) 
ra te constant. In this region. growth rate is limited by the reaction a t the silicon inte r
face. 

For long times with (t + -r» > A2/4B, I» T 

(3.11 ) 

Oxide growth is proportional to the square root of time. and B is ca lled the parabolic 
rate constant. The oxidat ion rate is diffusion limited in this region. 

3.3 FACTORS INFLUENCING OXIDATION RATE 

There is good experimental agreement with this simple theory. Agures 3.4 (page 47) and 
3.5 (page 48) show experimenta l da ta for the parabolic and linear rate constants. The rate
constant data follow straight lines when plo tted on a semilogarithmic scale versus recipro
cal temperature. This type of behavior occurs in many natural systems and is referred to as 
an Arrhenius relationship. A mathematical model for this behavior is as folJows: 

D = D,exp(-E.JkT ). (3.12) 
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fiGURE 3.4 

Dependence of the parabolic rate oonstant B on 
te: mperatutc for the the rmal oxKlation of silicon in 
pyrogenic H20 (640 lorr) 01 dry 0

" 
Rcprinted by 

pcnnissioo o f the publisher. The: Electrochemical 
Society, Inc .. from Rd. lIOJ. 

TABLE 3.1 Values for coc: rrlCic:m Dlland Acd vation Energy E" for Wei and Dry Ox)"gen' 

Wet 0 2(X, - 0 nm) Dry 0 2(X, • 25 nm) 

D. E. D, E. 

<1 00> Sil icon 
Linear (81A) 9.70 )( 107 p mill r 2.05 eV 3.71 x Hi'pmillr 2.00eV 
l'arabolic (B) 386 pm% r O.78cV m pm% r l.23eV 

< 11 b. Silicon 
Linear (OIA) 1.63 x Uf pmlhr 2.OSe:V 623 x IIf' J1II1Ihr 2 00 e V 
Parabol ic (B) 386 pmllhr O.78eV mpmlthr 1.23 eV 

' Data frolll ~el[9 1 

Va lues for the coefficient Do and activation energy EA for wet and dry oxygen are 
given in Table 3.1. For wet oxidation. a plot of the experimental data of oxide thickness 
ve rsus oxidation time is consistent with an initial oxide thickness of approximately 
zero at 1= 0. However, a similar plot for dry oxidation yields an initial oxide thickness 
of 250 A for temperatures ranging from 800 to 1200 0c, ThUs. a nonzero value for 7" 

must be used in Eq. (3.8) for dry oxidation calculations. This large value of Xi indicates 
that oursimple oxidation theory is not quite correct, and the reason for this value of X, 
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FIGURE 3.5 Thmperature ("C) 

Dependence orthe linear rate constant BIA 
on temperature for the thermal oxidation or 
silicon in pyrogenic H10 (640 torr) or dry 
O2, Reprinted by pennission of the pub
lisher,1bc ElectrochcmiCtiI Society. Inc.. 
from RelpO). 
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is not well understood. Graphs of oxide growth versus time, calculated using the values 
from l ".lble 3. 1, are given in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 on page 49. 

Equation (3.12) indicates the strong dependence of oxide growth on tempera· 
ture. A number of other factors affect the oxidation rate, including wet and dry oxida· 
lion, pressure, crystal orienlation, and impurity doping. Water vapor has a much higher 
solubility than oxygen in silicon diox ide, which accounls for the much highe r oxide 
growth ratc in a wet atmosphere. Slower growth resu lts in a denser, higher quality 
oxide and is usually used for MOS gate oxides. More rapid growth in wet oxygen is 
used for thicker masking layers. 

Equation (3.8) shows that both the linear and parabolic rale conSlants arc pro
portional to Nrr No is proportional to the partial pressure of the oxidizing species. so 
pressure can be used to control oxide growth rate. There is great interesl in developing 
low-temperature processes for YLSI fabrication. High pressure is being used to 
increase oxidation rales at low temperatures. (See Fig. 3.8 on page 51.) In addition. 
very thin oxides (SO to 200 A) are required for VLSI , and low-pressure oxidation is 
being investigated as a means of achieving controlled growth of very I hin oxides. 

Figures 3.4 through 3.7 also show the dependence of oxidation rate on substrate 
crystal orientation for the <1 11 > and <100> materials most commonly used in bipolar 
and MOS processes., respectively. The crystal orientation changes the number of silicon 
bonds available at the silicon surface, which influences the oxide growth rate and qual
ily of the silicon-silicon dioxide interface. 
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fiGU RE 3.6 

Wet and dry si licoo d imddc 
growth for < 100:> silicoo 
caJculalcd u.~i ng Ihc data 
(rom Table 3.1. (The dots 
represent dOlo used in 
examples. ) 

f iGURE 3.7 

Wet and dry s ilkon dioxide 
growth for <11 1> si licon 
calculated using the data 
from Table 3.1. 
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FIGURE 3.8 

Wet ol[ide growth at incrcll';Cd pressur~ Repnntcd with 
permissioo of Solid StateTe<:hnology, published by 
Tcc;hnical Publishing. a rompany of DUll and BradStreel, 
from Rcl1121. 

Example 3.1 
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Ol[idation dura tion: 60 min 
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Oxidation tcmperature r'C) 

According to Fig. 3,6, a l-hr oxidation of < 100> silicon at 1(0) "C in dry oxygen 
will proouce a silicon dioxide film approximately 580 A (0.058 ~m) thick , The same 
oxidation in wet oxygen will yield a film 3SU) A (0,39 ~m) thick. 

Example 3.2 

A < J(X» wafer has a 2000-A oxide on its surface. 
(a) I-Iow long did it take to grow this oxide at 1100 "C in dry oxygen? 
(b) The wafer is put back in the furnace in wet oxygen at 1000 "C How long will it 
take to grow an additional 3000 A of oxide? Solve this problem graphically using Figs. 
3,6 and 3,7 as appropriate, 

(<:) Repeat part (b) using the oxidation theory presented in Eqs. (3.3) through (3.12). 
Solutioll: (a) According to Fig. 3,6. it would take 2.8 hr to grow a 0,2-~m oxide in dr) 
oxygen at II()() "C 

(b) We can solve part (b) graphicaUy using fig. 3.6. The total oxide at the end of the 
oxidation would be 0.5 ~m. If there were no oxide on the surface, it would take 1.5 hr to 
grow 0.5 ~m. However, there is already a 0.2,..01 oxide on the surface.. and the wafer 
" thinks" that it has already been in (he furnace for 0.4 hr. The time required to grow the 
additional 0.3 ~m of oxide is the difference in these two times: 61 = (1.5 - 0.4) hr = 1.1 hr, 

(c) From Table 3. 1. B = 3,86 x IOZ exp(--o.781kD ~m2lhr and (BIA) = 0.97 x 111 
exp( -2.05/k7) ~mlhr. UsingT = 1.273 K and k = 8.617 x 10-s eVIKg, B = 0.314 ~m2lhr 
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and (BfA) = 0.738 ~mlhr. Using these values and an initial oxide thickness of 0.2 ~m 
yields a value of 0.398 hr fo r the effective initial oxidation time 'T. Using 'T and a final 
oxide thickness of 0.5 ~m yields an oxidation time of 1.08 hr. Note that both the va lues 
of t and 'T arc close to those found in part (b). Of course, the graphical results depend 
on our ability to interpolat e logarit hmic scales! 

Heavy doping of silicon also changes its oxidation characteristics. Phosphorus 
doping increases the linear ratc constant wi thout altering the parabolic rate constant. 
Boron doping. on the other hand. increases the parabolic rate constant but has lillie 
effect on the linear rate constant. These effects are related to impurity redistribution 
during oxidation. wh ich is d iscussed in the next section. 

J.. DOPANT REDISTRIBUTlON DURING OXIDATION 

During oxidation, the impurity concentration changes in the si licon ncar the 
silicon-silicon dioxide interface. Boron and gallium tend to be depleted from the su r· 
face. whe reas phosphorus. arsenic, and antimony pile up at the surface. 

Impurity depletion and pileup depend on both the diffusion coefficient and the 
segregation coefficient of the impurity in the oxide. The segregation coefficient III is 
equal to the ratio of the equ ilibrium concentration of the impurity in silicon to that orthe 
impurity in the oxide. Various possibilities are depicted in Fig. 3.9 on page 52. The value 
of m for boron is temperature dependent and is less Ihan 0.3 at normal diffusion temper
mures. Boron also diffuses slowly through Si02• Thus. boron is depleted from the siliCOn 
surface and remains in the oxide. (See Fig. 3.9(a).) The presence of hydrogen during 
oxide growth or impurity diffusion greatly enhances the d iffusion of boron through 
oxide, resulting in enhanced depletion of ooron at the silicon surface. (See Fig.3.9(b).) 

The value of m is approximately iO for phosphorus, an timony, and arsenic. These 
elemen ts are rejected by the oxide. and they diffuse slowly in Ihe oxide, resulting in 
pileup at the silicon surface. (Sec Fig. 3.9(c).) In contrast, gallium has a segregation 
coe[ficient of 20, but il diffuses very rapidly through silicon dioxide. This combination 
causes gallium to deplete at the surface. as shown in Fig. 3.9(d). 

The effects of boro n depletion and phosphorus and arsenic pileup are parlicu· 
larly important in both bipolar and MOS processing. Process design must take both 
problems into account. and it is often necessary to add or change processing steps to 
overcome the effects of these phenomena. 

3.5 MASKING PROPERTIES OF SIUCON DIOXIDE 

One of the most important properties of silicon d ioxide is its ability to mask impuri. 
ties du ring high·temperature diffusion. The diffusivitics of antimony. arsenic, boron, 
and phosphorus in silicon dioxide are all orders of magnitude smaller than the ir cor
responding values in silicon. Thus, Si02 films can be used effectively as a barrier layer 
to these elements. Relatively deep diffusion can take place in unprotected regions of 
silicon. whereas no significant impurity penetration will occur in regions covered by 
silicon dioxide. 
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FIGURE 3.9 

The effect~ of oxidation 
on impuri ty profiles. 
(a) Slow diffusion in 
oxide (boron); (b) f8!it 
diffusion in oxide (boron 
with hydrogen ambient); 
(c) slow diffusion in 
oxide (phQiphorus); (d) 
fasl diffusion in oxide 
(gallium). CB is the bulk 
concentration in the sili
con. Copyright John 
Wiley & Sons. I ftC. 

Reprinted with permis
sion from Ref.1 5J. 
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Figure 3. 10 gives the Si0 2 th ickness required to mask boron and phospho rus dif
fusions as a function o f diffusion lime and temperature. Note that silicon dioxide is 
much mo re effect ive in masking boron than in masking phosphorus. Arsenic and anti
mony diffuse more slowly than phosphorus, so an oxide thick enough to mask phos
phorus is also sufficient to mask arsenic and antimony. Masking oxide thicknesses of 
0.5 to 1.0 11m arc typical in Ie processes. The mask ing oxide would be considered to 
have failed if the impurity level under the mask were to reach a sign ificant fract ion 
(10%) o f Ihe background concentration in Ihe silicon. 

The graph fo r boron is valid for an environment thai contains no hydrogen! As 
mentioned earlier, the presence of hydrogen greatly enhances the boron diffusivity. 
Wei oxidation releases hydrogen. and care must be taken to avoid boron diffusion in 
the presence of water vapor. 

As mentioned in Section 3.4, gallium diffuses rapidly through Si02• as does alu
minum, and silicon dioxide cannot be used as a barrier for these elements. However, 
silicon nitride can be used eUectively to prevent diffusion o f these impurities. 

3.6 TECHNOLOGY OF OXIDATION 

Thermal oxidation of silicon is typically carried out in a high-temperature furnace. The 
furnace walls may be made of quartz, pOlycrystalline silicon, or silicon ca rbide and are 
specially fabricated to prevent sod ium contamination during oxidation. The furnaces 
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FIGURE 3.10 

Thickness of silicon diOlo:ide needed to 
mask boron and ph05phorus diffusions 
as a funClioo of diffusion lime: and tern· 
perature. 

used (or many years were manufactured with horizontal oxidation tubes. The wafers 
are placed upright on edge in a quartz boat and pushed slowly into the furnace. The 
furnace is maintained at a temperature between 80Cl and 1200 DC loree-zone resis
lancc·heated furnaces maintain the temperature within a fraction of a degree oyer a 
distance of 0.5 m in the center zone. Vertical furnaces arc now commonly used for pro
cessing wafers with diameters of 150 mm and larger. A photograph of horizontal and 
vertical furnaces used for oxidation and diffusion appears in Fig. 3.11 . 

The furnace is continually purged with an inert gas such as nitrogen prior to oxi~ 
dation. Oxidation begins by introducing the oxidizing species into the furnace in 
gaseous form. Extremely high-purity oxygen is available and is used for dry oxidation. 
Water vapor may be introduced by passing oxygen through a bubbler containing 
deionized water heated to 95 DC The oxygen serves as a transport gas to carry the 
water vapor into the furnace. High-purity water vapor can also be obtained by burning 
hydrogen and oxygen in the furnace tube. Steam is not orten used because it tends to 
pit the silicon surface. 

3.7 OXIDE QUAlITY 

Wet oxidation is used to grow relatively thick oxides used for masking. An oxidation 
growth cycle usually consists of a sequence of dry-wet-dry oxidations. Most of the 
oxide is grown during the wet oxidation phase, since the growth rate is much higher in 
the presence of water. Dry oxidation results in a higher density oxide than that 
achieved with wet oxidation. Higher density in turn results in a higher breakdown volt
age (5 to 10 MV/em). To maintain good process control, the thin gate oxides {<I (XX) A) 
of MOS devices are usually formed using dry oxidation. 
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FIGURE 3. I I 
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Furnares used for oxidalion lind di rrw;ion. (a) A three·tube horizontal fur
nace with multi7.0ne tempc:ralUre control; (b) venical furnace. CourtC5Y 0( 

CrYSlc:c, Inc. 

MOS devices are usually fabricated on wafers having a <100> surface orienta
tion. The <100> orien tation results in the smallest number of unsatisfied silicon bonds 
at the Si- SiOz interface. and the choice o(the <100> orientation yields the lowest num
ber of interface traps. ' 

Sodium ions are highly mobile in Si02 films (see Fig. 3. 1). and contamination of 
MOS gate oxides was a difficult problem to overcome in the early days or the inte
grated-circuit industry . • Bipolar devices are much more tolerant of oxide contamina
tion than MOS devices. and this was a primary facto r in the early dominance of bipolar 
integrated circuits. 

Sodium-ion contamination rcsults in mobile positive charge in the oxide. In addi
tion. a substantial level of positive fi xed oxide exists at the Si- SiOz interface: These 
charge centers attract electrons to the surface of MOS transistors, resulting in a nega
tive sh ift in the threshold voltage of the MOS devices. NMOS devices tend to become 
depletion-mode devices. PMOS devices remain enhancement-mode devices. but have 
more negative threshold voltages. The fi rst successful MOS processes were therefore 
PMOS processes. As the industry was able to improve overall oxide quality, NMOS 
processes became dominant because of the mobility advantage of electrons over holes. 

It was discovered that the effects of scdi um contamination can be greatly 
reduced by adding chlorine during oxidation . Chlorine is incorporated into the oxide 
and immobilizes the sodium ions. A small amount (6% or less) of anhyd rous HCI can 
be added to the oxidizi ng gas. Gaseous chlorine, oxygen, or nitrogen can also be bub
bled through trichloroethylene (~J-ICl3)' It should also be noted that the presence of 
chlorine during dry oxidation results in an increase in both the linear and parabolic 
rate constants. 

-Sec: Volume IV in the Modular Series on Solid State Devices. Fi~/d EIf«t ~~·ictS. Chapter 4. for an exccl
lent discussion or oxide quality. 
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SELECTIVE OXIDATION AND SHALLOW TRENCH FORMATION 

The oxidation processes described above generally form an oxide film over the com· 
plcte surface of the silicon wafer. The ability to selectively oxidize the silicon surface 
has become very important in high-density bipolar and MOS processes. Selective oxi
dation processes result in improved device packing density and more planar final 
structures. The techniques utilized for localized oxidation of silicon are generally 
referred to as LOCOS processes. 

Oxygen and water vapor do not diffuse well through silicon nitride. Figure 3.12 
shows a MOS process using selective oxidation in which silicon nitride is used as an 
oxidation barrier. A thin layer (10 to 20 nm) of silicon dioxide is first grown on the 
wafer to protect the silicon surface. Next, a layer of silicon nitride is deposited over the 
surface and patterned using photolithography. The wafer then goes through a thermal 
oxidation step. Oxide grows wherever the wafer is not protected by silicon nitride. This 
process results in the so-called semirecessed oxide stmclllre. 

SOme oxide growth occurs under the edges of the nitride and causes the nitride 
to bend up at the edges of the masked area. The penetration of the oxide underneath 
the nitride results in a "bird 's beak" structure. Formntion of the bird's beak in Fig. 3. 12 
leads to loss of geometry control in VLSI structures. so minimizat ion of the bird's beak 
phenomenon is an important goal in VLSI process design. 

A fully recessed oxide can be formed by etching the silicon prior to oxidation. 
This process can yield a very planar surface after the removal of the nitride mask. 
Ho\.\'Cver, subsequent processing reduces the advantage of this process over the semi· 
recessed version, and most processes today use some form of semirccessed oxidation. 
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Crl)5l section depiding process sequence for local oxidatioo of sil icon ( LOCOS): (a) semirecessed 
and (b) rully recessed struClurc,o;. 
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3.8.1 Trench Isolation 

Some form of shallow or deep refilled trench isolation is utilized in mosl of toda~'s 
advanced MOS and bipolar processes. Figure 3. 13(a) (I S] on page 57 depicts fonnation 
of deep trenches filled with polysilicon in combination with a LOCOS fie ld oxidation. 
A thin oxide pad is grown on silicon followed by deposition of a silicon nitride layer_ 
Lithography is used to define openings in the nitride where trenches will be formed.. 
The trenches are etched using reactive-ion etching and can be quite deep with vel) 
high aSfle{;t ratios. The su rface of the trench is passivated with a thin layer of thermall~ 
grown oxide. and then the trench is refilled with deposited polysi licon. The final struc
ture is produced by etching back any excess polysilicon, using a lithography step to 
remove the nitride layer where oxidation is desired, and growing the semirecessed 
oxide layer. The polysilicon may be doped, and similar structures are used to form 
trench capacitors for use as storage elements in some DRAM technologies (I9l 'rn~ 

capacitor is formed between Ihe polysilicon and the substrate. and the trenches may ~ 
as much as 5-1O}.Im in depth: 

Shallow trench isolation is used to provide isolation between transistors in 
most MOS and bipolar technologies (see Chapters 9 and 10) with feature size~ 
below 0.5 JJm. Figure 3.13(b) depicts one possible process now for forming shallovo 
trenches l20l A shallow trench with tapered sidewalls is e tched in the silicon fol· 
lowing patterning of the nitride layer. 'Ille pad oxide may be etched away slightly to 
round the corners of the final structure. A thin oxide layer is grown as a line r on the 
trench walls. and the t rench is then filled with an oxide deposited using decomposi
tion of TEOS or via a high-density plasma deposition. ' A process calJed chemical 
mechanica l polishing (CMP) , discussed in more detai l in the next sect ion, is used to 
remove the excess oxide and create a highly planar surface. In the final step. the 
nitride may be removed , leaving the shallow trench isolation between two si licoo 
regions. Figure 3. 14 on page 5S shows the usc of both deep and sha ll ow trench isola
tion in an advanced bipolar process. 

3.8.2 Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP) 

CMP l21-24J was introduced into fabrication processing during the early 1990s and is. 
now widely used in both bipolar and MOS processes 10 achieve the highly planar 
topologies required in deep submicron lithography. A conceptual diagram of a CMP 
apparatus is given in Fig. 3. 15 on page 58. The wafer is mounted on a carrier and is 
brought into contact with a polishing pad mounted on a rotating platten. A liquid 
slurry is continuously dispensed onto the surface of the polishing pad. A combination 
of the vertical force between the waCer and Ihe abrasive pad as well as the chemical 
action oC the slurry is used to polish the surface to a highly planar state. In the case 01 
formation of the shallow trenches, the nitride laycr se rves as a polishing stop. Polishin~ 
terminates when the nitride layer is fu lly exposed. 

Act ual structures differ slightly from the idealized planar surface, as depicted in 
Fig. 3.16 on page 59. A slight amount of "dishing" of the oxide and comer rounding can 
both occur due 10 polishing rate differences between the various materials. Some ero
sion of the nitride layer may also occur prior to process endpoint detection . 

• See Chapter 6. 
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J.' OXIDE THICKNESS CHARACTERIZATION 

One of the simplest mel hods fo r delermining the thickness of an oxide is to compare 
(he color of the wafer with the refcrence color chart in Table 3.2 on page 60. When a 
wafer is illuminaled with white light perpendicular to the surfacc, (he light penc(ratcs 
the oxide film and is reflec ted by the underlying silicon wafer. Construclive interfer· 
ence causes enhancement of a certain wavelength in the reflected light. and the colo r 
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Microphotograph of actual lkep and sMllow trench applied to SiGe HBT technology. 
Copyright 1998 IEEE. Reprinted with pcnnission from Ref. [31]. 
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(.) 

FIGURE 3.16 

Multilevcl mclalli7.a liOll rabrkalCd wiLh chcmical mechanical polishing. 
(II) SEM of 6-lcvcllhin-wire copper. First-level copper is connected by Tungsten siuds to l l.mgslcn local 
inlercOllllCcl. (b) SEM of6-lcvcl coppcr with low RC mcla11i7.alion on levels 5 and 6. CopyrighlIm IEEE. 
Reprinted with pennission rrom Ref. [241. 

of the wafer corresponds to the enhanced wave length . Constructive interference 
occurs when the path length in the oxide (2Xo) is equal to an integer multiple o f one 
wavelength of light in the oxide. 

2X 0 = kAl il , (3.13) 

where the number k is any integer greater than zero and II is the refractive index of the 
oxide (II = 1.46 for SiO~ . 

As an example, a wafer with a 5000-A silicon d ioxide layer will appear blue 
green. Color-chart comparisons are quite subjective, and the colors vary periodica lly 
wilh thickness. In addit ion, care must be exercised 10 detcnnine the color from a posi
tion perpendicular to the wafer. The colo r chart (Table 3.2) is o nly valid for vertical 
illumination with fl uorescen t light. 

Accurate thickness measu rement can be achieved with an instrument called an 
ellipsometer, and this instrument is oft en used to make an accu rate reference color 
chart. Polarized monochromatic light is used to illuminate the wafer a t an angle to the 
surface. Light is reflected from both the oxide and silicon surfaces. The di ffere nces in 
polari zation are measured, and the oxide thickness can then be calcula ted [17]. 

A mechanical surface profiler can also be used to measure film thickness. The 
oxide is partially etched from the surface of a test wafer to expose a step between the 
wafer a nd oxide surfaces. A stylus is mechanically scanned over the surface o f the 
wafer, and thickness variations are recorded by a computer. Films ranging from less 
than 0.01 ~m to more than 5 ~m can be measured with this instrument. 
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TABLE 1.2 Color Chart forThcnnally Grown Sial AIIIIS Ob5ervcd Pcrpt,:ndicularly U ntler Da)1ight AuorCliCCnl 
Lighting. Copyright 1964 by International 8usinC$S Machines Corpol1l tion: reprin ted with permission from Ref. [III 
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Accurate film thickness measurements can also be achieved using light-interfer
ence effects in microscopy. and aUiomated interference-based equipment is commer
cially available for thin-film characterization. 

3.10 PROCESS SIMULAnON 

As the scale of integrated circuits is reduced. accurate knowledge of one-, Iwo-, and three
dimensional structural details of the process becomes more and more important. AI the 
same time, experimental examination and characterization of the structures is a difficult 
and time-consuming task in deep submicron fabrication. For these reasons, computer sim
ulation continues to grow in importance throughout the VLSI fabrication process. 

Sophisticated computer programs thaI can predict the results of various fabrication 
steps have been available for many years r25-30). These programs solve the generalized 
differential equations that model various fabrication processes and include the ability to 
simulate multidimensional oxide growth with its allendant moving Si-Si01 boundary, 
impurity segregation during oxide growth, and dopant evaporation from the surface as 
described in this chapter, as well as the various deposition, diffusion, epitaxial growth. 
and ion implantation processes studied in upcoming chapters. The detailed structures 
resulting from etching and recessed oxidation can also be simulated. Other programs 
have been developed to model lithography processes such as photoresist exposure and 
development. 

One of the most widely used of these programs is the Stanford University 
Process Engineering Modeling program (SUPREM) [25-27J and its commercial 
implementations. The use of SUPR EM requires specifica tion of the process steps 
including times, tem perature profiles, and other ambient conditions for oxidation , dif
fusion , ion implantation, film deposition, and etching. The program can model the one
and two-dimensional structures result ing from oxidation, as well as predicting the 
impurit y profiles in the substrate. oxide. and polysilicon layers. 

An example of a one-dimensional oxidation simulation is given in the SUP REM IV 
listing in Table 3.3 on page 63.1be input listing describes a complex dry-wet-dry oxidation 
cycle, including the ramp-up of the furnace from one temperature to another and various 
ambient gas conditions at different steps in the oxidation cycle. The output data includes 
the oxide thickness and impurity dose in the oxide. Graphical output of the data is shown 
in Fig. 3.17. Incorporation of boron in the oxide and its depletion from the substrate are 
both clearly evident in the plotted results. Note that the oxide extends both above and 
below the original silicon surface defined as x = 0 on the horizontal axis.. Most of the oxide 
growth occurs during the steam oxidation. The width of the oxide agrees well with a sim
ple estimate from Fig. 3.6, based upon a single 5-hr wet oxidation at 1100 C: Xo = 1.5 !Jm. 

SUMMARY 

Silicon dioxide provides a high-quality insulating barrier on the surface of the silicon 
wafer. In addition, this layer can serve as a barrier layer during subsequent impurity
diffusion process steps. These two factors have allowed silicon to become the dominant 
semiconductor material in use today. 
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S Plo~ results 

Su mmary 63 

A native oxide layer several tens of angstroms thick fonns on the surface of sili· 
con immediately upon exposure to oxygen even at room temperature. l be thickness of 
Ihis oxide layer may be readily measured from the accumulation-region capacitance of 
a MOS test capacito r. Thicker layen; of silicon dioxide are conveniently grown in high· 
Icmperature oxidation fu rnaces using both wet and dry oxygen. Oxidation occurs 
much more rapidly in wet oxygen than in dry oxygen. However, the dry·oxygen envi
ronment prod uces a higher quality oxide and is usually used for the grO\>,1h of MOS 
gale oxides. Thin oxides grow in d irect proportion to lime. Howeve r_ as the oxide 
becomes thicker, grow rale slows and becomes proportional to the square rool of lime_ 
These t\vo growth regions are cha racterized by the linear and pa rabolic growtlHate 
constants. 

Oxide cleanness is extremely important fo r MOS processes, and great care is 
exercised 10 prevent sodium contamination of the oxide. The addition of chlorine dur· 
ing oxida tion improves oxide quality. fi nally. oxidation alters the impurity distribution 
al the surface of the silicon wafer. Boron tends to be depleted from the silicon surface. 
", hereas phosphorus tends to pile up at the silicon surface. 

Oxidation thickness can be accura tely measured using ellipsometers. interfer
ence microscopes. and mechanical surface profile rs or can be estimated (rom the 
apparent colo r of the oxide under vertical illumination with wh ile light. 
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3.1 How long does it take 10 grow 100 nm of oxide in wei oxygen at 1000 °c (assume 100sil
icon)? In dry oxygen? Which process would be preferred? 

3.2 A 1.2-Jlm silicon dioxide film is grown on a <100> s ilicon ..... afer in wet oxygen a t I IOO °C 
How long does it take to grow the first 0.4 Jlm?The second O.4Jlm?The final 0.4 fJm ? 

3.3 Derive Eq. (3.8) by solving differential Eq. (3.7). 

3.4 A 3-fJmsilicon dioxide film is grown on a <100> silicon wafer in wet oxygen at II50C How 
long does it take to grow the initial I Jlm oxide?The second micron? The final micron? 

3.5 The gate oxide ror a CMOS process on <1OO>silicon is to have a thickness of IOnm (l OOA). 
CaJcula te the lime required to grow this oxKJe at 850" C in wet oxygen using Eq. 3.8. Repeat 
for 1(0)" C (Be careful!) Do either of these possible processes seem 10 be controllable? If 
so, which one. 

3..6 A 2-fJm Si~ fil m is needed asthe initia l oxide on a <1(J(b silicon wafer. (a) Find the growth 
time in wet oxygen at 1150" C using Fig. 3.6. (b) Use Eq. (3.8) to calcula te the growth time. 

3.7 A I-j.lm Si02 fil m is needed as the initial oxide on a <100> silicon wafer. (a) Find the 
growth time in wet oxygen at IOSW C using Fig. 3.6. (b) Repeat the calculat ion for dry 
oxygen. (c) Use Eq. (3.8) to calcula te the growth times. 

3.8 A dry-wet-dry oxidation cycle of 30 min JI20 minJ30 min. is perfomled al 1100" C. 
(a) What is the fin al oxide thickness for a <100> silicon wafer? Use Eq. 3.8. (b) What is 
the fin al oxide thickness fOf" a <II b silicon wafer? 

3.9 An o ne-hour dry oxidation a t J (XXJ0 C is followed by a 5-hour wet oxidation at 11 00" C 
(a) Calculate the oxide thickness after each step for a <100> wafer. (b) Find the final 
oxide thickness graphically. 

3.10 An one-hour dry oxidation at 1100" C is fo llowed by a 5-hour wet oxidation al li DO" C 
(a) Calcula te the oxide thickness after each step for a <I II > wafer. (b) Find the final 
oxide thickness graphically. 

3. t1 A square window is etched through 200 nm of oxide prior to a second oxidation. as in 
Example 3.2. The SCCOJld oxidat ion grows .300 nm of oxide in the thick oxide region. 
Make a scale drawing of the cross section of the wafer after the second oxidation. What 
are the colors of the various regions under vertical illumination by white light? 

3.12 A IO-j.lm square "'indow is e tched through a l -fJm thick oxide on a silicon wafer. The 
wafer is reoxidized to grow a new l -j.lm thick oxide film in the window. (a) Draw a cross 
sectio n of the wafer following the second oxidation. (b) What are the colors o f the oxide 
under vert ical illumination by while light? 
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3.13 A <100> sil icon wafer has 400 nm of oxide on its surface. How long wi ll it take to grow an 
additiona l l fl m o f oxide in ..... et oxygen at 11 00" Cl Compare grllphical and mathematical 
resul ts. What fs the color o f the final oxide under vertical illumination by ..... hite light '! 

3.14 How much oxide is needed 10 mask a 4-hr boron diffusion at 1150° C? A I-hr phospho
rus d iffusion at 1050" C? 

3...IS The isolation diffusion in a bipolar process uses a IS-hour boron diffusio n at 1 ISO" C into 
a <11 1> silicon ..... afer. How much oxide is required as a bamer layer for this diffusion'! 

3.16 The n-..... e ll in a <100> CMOS process is fonned with a 2O-hour phosphorus diffu sion at 
1200° C. How much oxide is required as a barrier layer for this diffusion? 

3.17 What is the color of the oxide in Problem 3.71 (b) How 800ut in Problem 3.61 

3.18 Ye llow light has a wavelength of approximately 0.57 j.lrn. Calculate the thicknesses o f sil
icon dioxide th il t will appell r yellow under vertical ill umination by white light. Consider 
oxide thidnesses less than 1.5 j.lm. Compare ..... ith the rolor chart (fable 3.2). 

.l.t9 Write a COtnJNter program tocalcutate the linear and paraoolie rate constants foc- wei and dry 
oxida tion for temperatures of 950. lOCK). 1050, 1100. 11 50. and 1200 CAssume <HXb silicon. 

3.20 Write a computer progrnm to calculate the time required to grow a given thickness of oxide. 
based on the theory of Section 32.11le user should be able to specify desired oxide thick
ness, ..... et or dry oxidation conditions. temperature. and orientation of the si licon wafer. 

3.21 (a) Use SUP REM to simulate the oxide growth in Problem 3.8 o n a <100> wafe r 
doped wit h lOIS ooron atoms/em). Plot t.he final doping profiles in the silicon and oxide. 
(b) Repeat for a ..... afer doped with IOU arsenic atoms/cm). (c) Compare the oxidc 
thickness to hand ca/culalions. 

3.22 (8) Use SUPREM 10 simulate the oxide growth in Problem 3.8 on a < I I I> wa fer doped 
with 3 x lOiS borOll a toms/em). (b) Compare the oxide thickncss 10 hand calculations. 

3.2J (a) Use SUPREM to simulate the oxide growth in Problem 3.6 on a 5 O-<:rn <1 00> 
boron-doped wafer. Plot the concentration of boron in the oxide and suhstrate. (b) 
Repeat for a 5 O-cm wafer doped with phosphorus atoms. 

3.24 (8) Use SUPREM to simulate the oxide growth in Problem 3.7 on a on a <100> wafer 
doped with 5 X 1 0' ~ boron atoms/cm). Ptot Ihe concentration of boron in the oxide and 
substrate. (b) Repeat for a wafer with a doping of 5 x lOIS phosphorus atoms/em). 

3.2S Use SUPREM to calculate the thidnesses of the oxides in the two regions in Problem 3.12. 



CHAPTER 4 

Diffusion 

High-temperature diffusion has historically been one of the most important processing 
steps used in the fabrication of monolithic integrated circuits. For many years, diffusion 
was the primary method o f introducing impurities such as boron, phosphorus, and anti
mony into silicon 10 control the majority-calTier type and resistivity of layers formed in 
the wafer, Today. diffusion is used in the (onnation of "deep " 'ayers exceeding a few tenths 
of a micron ill depth. However. most deposition steps utilize the ion-implantation and 
rapid thennal annealing processes that will be explored in Chapter 5. We must slill study 
the diffusion process in order to understand its limitations and the various problems asso
ciated with redistributKm of impurities as they are added 10 silicon. In this chapler. we 
explore the theoretical and practical aspects of the diffusion process. the characterization 
of diffused layer sheet resistance. and the determination of junct ion depth. Physical difru
sian systems and solid. liquid, and gaseous impuri ty sources are a ll discussed. 

4.1 THE DIFFUSION PROCESS 

The diffus io n process begins wit h the deposition of a shallow high-concentration layer 
of the desired impuri ty in the silicon surface th rough windows etched in the protective 
barrier layer. At high temperatures (900 to 1200 °Cl, the impuri ty atoms mO\'e from 
the surface inlo the silicon crystal via the substiltltional or imerstitilll diffusion mecha
nisms illustrated in Fig.4.1 on page 68. 

In the case o f substit utional d iffus ion. the impurity ato m hops from o ne crystal 
lall ice site to anoth er. The impurity atom thereby ··substi tutes" for a silicon atom in the 
lattice. Vacancies must be presen t in the silicon lauice in order for the substit utional 
process to occur. Sta tistically, a certain number o f vacancies will always ex ist in the lat
tice. At high temperatures. vacancies may also be created by displacing si licon ato ms 
from their normal lattice positions into the vaeaOl i",emitial space between lattice 
sites. The substitutional diffusio n process in wh ich si licon atoms are displaced into 
interstit ial sites is called interstitialcy difrusion. 

Considerable space exists between atoms in the silicon lattice. and certain impu
rity atoms difruse through the crystal by jumping from one int erstit ial sitc to anot her. 
Since this mechanism does nOI require the presence of vacancies, interstitial diffusion 

67 
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FIGURE 4.1 

Atomic diffusion in a 1,",,'o -dimensional1HUice. (a) Sub5lilulional diffu
sion, in which the impurity mO\'es among vacancies in lhe la nice; 
(b) inlersti tialcy mechanism. in which the impurity atom replRCe5 a ~ilt
con atom in the lan ice, and the silicon atom i~ displaced 10 a interstitial 
site; (c) interstit ial diffusion, in which impuri ty atOO1.' do not replace 
atoms in lhe cryslallallice. 
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proceeds much more rapi dly than subst itutional diffusion. The rapid diffusion ratc 
makes inte rstitial diffusion difficult to control. 

Impurity atoms need to occupy substilUtional sites in the lattice in order 10 pro
vide electrons or holes for conduction, as described in Volume I of this series (1]. 
Substitutional dirrusion proceeds at a relatively low rate, because the supply of vacan
cies is limited , but this slow diffusion rale is actually an advantage. because it permits 
good control of the d iffusion process. 

4.2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR DIFFUSION 

The basic one~dimensiona l diffusion process follows Ficks first l(IIv of difrusion, pre~ 
sented in Chapter 3, 

J ~ - DaN/ax (4.1) 
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"here J is the particle fl ux of the donor o r acceptor impurity species, N is the concen
trat ion of the impurity, and D is the diffusion coerficient. 

Fick's second /lIIV of dirfusion may be derived using the continuity equation for 
the particle flux: 

aN/a, ~ - a' /ax (4.2) 

Eq ua tion (4.2) states that the rate o f increase of concentration wi th t ime is equal to the 
negative o f the divergence of the particle flux. Fo r the one-dimensional case, the diver
gence is equa l 10 the gradient. Combining Eqs. (4. 1) and (4.2) yields Fick's second law 
of diffusion: 

(4.3) 

Here the diffus ion coe fficient D is assumed to be independent of position. Th is 
assumption is violated a t high impurity concentra tions. (See Section 4.6.3) 

The partial differential equatio n in Eq. (4.3) can be solved by variable separa tion 
or Laplace transfonn techniques. Two specific types of boundary cond itions are impor
tant in modeling impurity d iffusion in silioon. The fi rst is Ihe COfISUmt-source diffusion, 
in which the surface concentration is held constant throughout the diffusion. The sec
ond is called a lim ited-source diffusion. in which a fixed quantity of the impurity 
species is deposited in a thin layer in the surface of the sil icon. 

Constant-Source Diffusion 

D uring a constant-source diffusion. the impurity concen tra tion is held constant a t the 
surface of the wafer. Under this boundary condition, the solution to Eq. (4.3) is given by 

N(x, I) ~ N, erlc(xnVOt) (4.4) 

fo r a semiinfi nite wafer in which No is the impurity concent ration at the wafer surface (x 
= 0). Such a dirfusion is called a complementary error f"l/Clioll (erfc) diffusion and is 
shown graphically in Fig. 4.2 on page 70. As ti me progresses. the diffusion front pro
ceeds fu rther and fun her into the wafe r with the surface concentra tion remaining con· 
stant. The total num ber of impurity a toms per unit area in the silicon is called the dose, 
Q. with units of atomslcm2• Q increases with time,and an external impurity source must 
supply a con tinual flow o f impurit y a toms to the surface of the wafer. The dose is found 
by integrating the diffused impuri ty concentra tion througho ut the silicon wafer. 

Q = 1"'" N(x, t )dx = 2No v'DI/Tr (4.5) 
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FIGURE 4.2 

A constant·sCllJTCe dinu~ion result~ in a comple
mentary crror function impurity dist ribution. 
Thc surface concentration Nu remains ClInstanl , 
and the diffusion moves deeper into the silicon 
wafer as thc Dt product increases. Df can 
change as a result of increasing diffusion time, 
increasing diffusion temperature. or a combina
lion of both. 

4.2.2 Limited-Source Diffusion 

N, -1-----t------\-------~--

Distance from surface • .r 

A limited-source diffusion is modeled mathemat ically using an impulse function 
the silicon surface as the initial boundary condition. The magnitude of the impulse· 
equal to the dose Q. For thi s boundary condition in a semi-infinite wafer. th e salUlii» 
to Eq. (4.3) is given by the Gaussian distribution, 

N(x. I) ~ (Q/Y"Ol)exp-(xl2'./O,)'. (4.0 

which is displayed graphica lly in Fig. 4.3. The dose remains constant throughout ttk
limited-source diffusion process. As Ihe diffusion front moves inlo the wafer, the sw
face concentration must decrease, so that the area under the curve can remain consta 
with time. 

On a normalized logarithmic plot. the shapes of the Gaussian and complemen
tary error function curves appear similar, as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The erre cune.. 
however. fa lls off more rapidly th an the Gaussian cu rve. 

FIGURE 4.3 

A Gau~ian di~lribulion resul ts from a limitcd-source 
diffusion. As the Dt product increases. the diffusioo 
front move~ more deeply into the wafer, and the SUf· 
face concentration decreases. The area (impurity 
dose) under each of the three curves is [he same. 
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" 
FIGURE 4.4 

A graph oomparing the Ga~an and 
oomplemenlary error fu nCiion (erfc) pro
files.. We use Ihis cun"e 10 ev.luale the erfc 
and il5 in\'crse. 

J lWo-Step Diffusion 

A short constan t-source diffusion is often followed by a limited-source diffusion, 
resulting in a two-step diffusion process. The constant-source diffusion step is used 10 
establish a known dose in a sha llow layer on the surface of the silicon and is caUed the 
predeposilioll step. "Inc fixed dose approximates an impulse and serves as the impurity 
source for the second diffusion step. 

The second diffusion is called the drivt'-ill step and is used to move the diffusion 
front to the desired depth. If the Df product for th e drive-in step is much greater than 
the Df product for the predeposition step, the resulting impurity profile is closely 
approximated by a Ga ussian dist ri but ion. Eq. (4.6). If the Df product for the drive-in 
step is much less than the DI product for the predeposition step, the resulting impurity 
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FIGURE 4.5 

DiffU$iOl1 COIlstonts in silicon for (a) ~ub-

stitutional dIffusers (oOO\-e) and (b) inter· 
stitial diffusers (nekt page). Copyright 
John Wiley & Son.. ... Inc.; reprinted wi th 
permission from Ref. 128J. 
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profile is closely approximated by a complementary error function distribution, Eq. 
(4.4). An integral equation solution to the diffusion equation also ex ists fo r d iffusion 
condi tions that do not satisfy eilher inequality. (Sec Ref. 125 ).) 

4.3 THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 

Figure 4.5 shows the temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient D for (a) 
subslitutional and (b) interslitia l diffusers in silicon. The large di fference between 
these coefficients is readily apparent. To achieve reasonable diffusion times wilh sub
stit ut ional di ffusers. temperatures in the range of 900 to 1200 °C are typica lly used. 
Interstitial diffusers arc dirficult to control, because of their large diffusion coefficients. 
(See Problem 4.19.) 

Diffusion coefficients depend exponentially on temperature and fOllow the 
Arrhenius behavior introduced in Chapter 3: 
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Values for Do and £A can be determined from Fig. 4.5. Typica l values for a number of 
impurities are given in Table 4.1. 

Wide va riability exists in diffusion coerficient data reponed in the literature. We 
will use Eq. (4.7) and Table 4. 1 in the examples and proble ms throughout the rest of 
this book. In general. calculations based on Eq. (4.7) and Table 4.1 can be used as 
guides. Most processes are then experimentally cali brated under the specific diffusion 
conditions in each laboratory. 

Example 4.1 

Calculate the diffusion coefficient for boron at 1100 "c. 

Solution: From Table 4.1, Do = 10.5 cm2/sec and EA = 3.69 eV. T = 1373 K. 

3.69 I) 2 
D "" 10.5 exp - = 2.96 x 10 - em lsec. 

(8.6 )4 x 10 ' )(1373) 
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TABLE 4 .1 Typical Diffusioo Coemcienl \hilues for a Number of Impurities. 

Elemenl Dolcml/!ieC) E .. (eV) 

B 10.5 3.69 
AI '.00 3.47 
G. 3.00 3.51 
I, I~' 3.90 
p IO~ 3.69 

'" 0.32 3.56 
Sb S.'" 3.9S 

4.4 SUCCESSIVE DIFFUSIONS 

We are ultimately interested in the fina l impurity distribution afler a ll processing is 
complete. A wafer typically goes through many time-temperature cycles during prede
position. drive-in. oxide growth. CVD, etc. For example, the base diffusion in a bipolar 
transistor will be followed by several high-temperature oxidat ions. as well as the emitter 
predeposition and drive-in cycles. These steps take place at different temperatures for 
d ifferent lengths of time. The e ffect of these steps is determined by calculating the total 
01 product, (Dt) .... , fo r the diffusion. (Dt)loI is equal to the sum of the Of products for aU 
high-temperature cycles affecting the diffusion: 

(Dt ).01 = "'i.;O;I, (4.8) 

D j and t i are the diCfusion coefficien t and time associated with the ith process
ing step. (Dt).01 is the n used in Eq. (4.4) or Eq. (4.6) to determine the fina l impurit~ 
distribution. 

Example 4.2 

Calculate (Dt).ot fo r a boron diffusion 0 ( 2 hours at 11 00 DC followed by 5 hours at 
II SO °C. 

Solution: From Ex. 4.1 at T = 11(X> DC, 0 = 2.96 x 10 13 cm2/sec. For T = 1150 DC. 

3.69 13 2 
D = 10.5 exp - (8.614 x 10 s)( 1423) = 8.86 x 10 - em /sec, 

(Di) .ot = (2.96 X lO- t3cm2/sec)(72oosec) + (8.86 X 1O- l3cm2/scc)( ISOOOsec) 

(Dt) .... = 1.81 X 1O - 8cm2. 

4.5 SOllD-SOlUBIUTY UMITS 

A t a given tempera ture. there is an uppe r limit to the amount of an impurity Ihat can 
be absorbed by silicon. Th is quantity is called the solid-solubility limit for the impurit~ 
and is indicaled by Ihe solid Jines in Fig. 4.6 for boron. phosphorus.. antimony. and 
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FIGURE 4.6 

900 100J 1100 1200 

The soIid-solubili ly and electrica lly active impu
rily-concenlrat ion limits in silicon for antimony. 
arsenic. boron, lind phosphorus. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [291. This paper WIIS origi
nally presenled at the 1 m Spring Meeting or 
The Electrochemical Society, Inc., held in 
Philadelphia, Pennsyh·ania. 
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arsenic at normal diffusion temperatures. As can be seen in the figure. surface concen
trations achieved through solid-solubility-l imited diffusions will be quite high. For 
example, the solid-solubility limit of boron is approximately 3.3 x loW/em3 at J 1000 C. 
and J.2 X I(jl1tcm3 {or phosphorus al the same temperature. High concentrations are 
desired for the em itter and subcolleclor diffusions in bipolar transistors and the source 
and drain diffusions in MOSFETs. However. solid-solubility-limi ted concentrations 
a re too heavy for the base regions of bipolar transistors and for many resistors. The 
two-step diffusion process described in Section 4.2.3 overcomes this problem. 

A t high concentrations. only a frac tion of the impuriti es actually contribute 
holes o r electrons for conduction . The dolled lines in Fig. 4.6 show th e "electrically 
active" portion of the im purity concentration. These curves will be referred to again in 
Section 4.7.2. 
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4.6 JUNalON FORMATION ANO CHARAaERIZATION 

4.6.1 Vertical Diffusion and Junction Formation 

The goal of most diffusions is 10 form P" junctions by convertingp-type material to It
type material or vice versa. In Fig.4.7, for example, the wafer is uniformly doped ,,-type 
material with a concen tration indicated by NB• and the diffusing impurity is boron.lbc 
point at which the diffused impurity profile intersects the background concentration' 
the melllllurgictd jWlclio/l dep,h. xi'The net impurity concentration at x, is zero. Seltlnf 
N(x} equal to Ihe background concentration Ns at x =Xj yields 

FIGURE 4.7 

r'OrmatKln of a ptl junction by diffusion. (a) An 
example of a p-type GauMian diffusion into a uni
formly doped 'Hype wafer: (b) nel impurity con· 
centration in the wafer. The metallurgical junction 
occurs at the point x - " I where the net concentra
lion is zero.1bc materi/ll is oonvened 10 p-t)'pe 10 
the \Cft of xI and remaim n·type to the right of "r 

Impurity 
concentration. 

N(x) 

Net impurity 
conrentralilm. 
IN(.) - N~ 

(4.1 

p ·I)·pe Gaussian diffusion 
(bomn) 

Distance from surface. " 
(.) 

p-type 
region 

" 
II-type region 

Distance from surface." 
(b) 
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for the Gaussian and complementary error function distributions, respectively. In Fig. 
4.7, the boron concentration N exceeds N B to the left of the junction, and this region is 
p-type. To the right of xi' N is less than NB, and this region remains n-type. 

We can use our scient ific calculators to evaluate Eq. (4.9), and we willieam to 
evaluate the complementary error function expression using Fig. 4.4. To calculate the 
junct ion depth, we must know the background concentration NB of the original wafer. 
Figure 4.8 gives the resistivity of n- andp-type silicon as a function of doping concentra
tion. The background concentration can be determined using this figure when uniform 
concentrations of either donor or acceptor impurities are present in the silicon wafer. 

Example 4.3 

A boron dirfusion is used to form the base region of an "P" transistor in a 0.18-ohm-cm 
II-type silicon wafer. A solid-solubility-limited roron predeposition is performed at 900 
CC for 15 min followed by a 5-hr drive-in at 1100 0c. Fmd the surface concentration and 
junction depth (a) foUowing the predeposition step and (b) following the drive-in step. 

Solution: The predcposition step is a solid-solubility-limited constant-source diffu
sion. Using Fig. 4.6, we see that the boron surface concentration is approximately 1.1 x 
lCfO/cmJ

. The temr:rature of 9(X) °C equals 1173 K, which yields a diffusion coefficient 
D ) = 1.45 X 10-) cmz/see. and I ) = 900 sec (15 min). The constant-source diffusion 
results in an erfe profile, and the impurity profile fo llowing predeposition is given by 

Impurity concentrn tion. N A or No (a toms/em) 

FIGURE 4.8 

Room·temperalUre rcsiSlivilY in n· and p. 
type silicon as a funclion of impuri ty con· 
centratioo. (Nole Ihallhese curves are 
valid for either donor or acceptor impuri
ties but not for compensated material con
taining both types of impuri ties.) 
Copyrighll987 Addison·Wesley 
Publishing Company. Reprinted with per· 
mission (rom ReL/3]. 
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To find the junction depth Xj' we must find the point at which the concentratioa 
N(x) is equal to the background concentration NIJ. Using Fig. 4.8, we find that a O.l &
ohm-cm fI- lype wafer corresponds to a doping concentra tion of 3 x 1Oh'I/cm). Thus. 

1.1 x 1020erfc(xf2~) = 3 X 1016• 

Solving for'S yields 

XI = 2v'i5;t; erfc- ' (O.000273) = 2(V1.31 x 10 12)(2.57)cm = 0.0587 J.tm. 

The value of erfc I (0.<XXJ273) is found with the aid of Fig. 4.4. The value 2.73 X Hr" cor
responds to the ),-axis value o f the complementary error function. and the correspond
ing value for the normalized distance is X =2.57. 

The dose in silicon is needed for the drive-in step and is equal to 

Q = 2NoVDI/If-rr = 2(1.1 x 1020) V (1.45 x 10 1S)(900)hrboronatomsJcm l 

Q = 1.42 x 10 14 boron atoms/cm2 

A I the drive-in temperature of 1100 °C (1373 K), D2 = 2.96 x 10 13 cm2/sec, and t~ 
drive-in time of 5 hr "" 18(X)() sec. Assuming that a Gaussian profile results from the 
drive-in step. the final profile is given by 

N(x) = 1.1 X IO I~ exp - (x!2~)2 boron atoms/cm3. (4.3. I) 

Setting Eq. (4.3.1) equal 10 the background concentra tion yields the final junction 
depth of 2.77 /lin. Figure 4.9 on page 79 shows the concentrations at various points io 
the diffusion process. 

We must check our assumption that the drive-in sler: results in a Gaussian profile. 
The Dt product for the predeposition step is 1.31 x 10- 2 cm2, and the Dt product for 
the drive-in step is 5.33 x 10-'.1 cm2. Thus. D2t2 ~ D l t l • and our assumption is justified. 

4 .6.2 Lateral Diffusion 

During diffusion, impurities not o nly diffuse vertically, but a lso move laterally under Ill.! 
edge of any diffusion barrier. Figure 4.10 o n page 80 presents the results of computer 
simulation of the two-dimensional diffusion process. TIle normalized impurity concentra
tions can be used (0 find the ratio of laleraito vertical diffusion. Lateral diffusion is au 
important eCfC(:t-coupling device and process design and was an important factor drivin! 
the development of self-aligned JXllysilicon-gate MOS processes. The interaction of lal
eral diffusion and device layout wil l be discussed in greater detail in Chapters 9 and 10. 

Example 4 .4 

An erfc diffusion results in a junction depth of 2 pm and a surface concentralioo 
of 1 x I ()2ll/cm3

• The background concentration of the wafer is 1 X 1016/cm3
• What is the 

lateral diffusion underneath the edge of the mask? 

SO/UljOIl: The junction occurs at N = N B, and NclNs = 10'. Using Fig. 4.10(a). we find 
thai the ratio of la teral diffusion to vertical diffusion is 2.412.75, or 0.87. The lateral 
junction depth is therefore 1.74 /lm. 
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fiGURE 4.9 

1 ~ 101611-----------------"---1 
Calculated boron impuril)' profiles for 
Example 4.3. (a) following the predeprn;i
tion step al 90CI C for 15 min; (b) following 
II subsequent5-hr drive-in step at 1100 C. 
The fina l junct ion depth is 2n ~m with II 
surface concentration of 1.1 x 1018/cmJ. The 
ini lial profile approximalt.'S an impulse.. 

1016 L_---,J~----'~---'---,L---'----4-
o 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 (,..m) 

Depth in silicon. x (,..m) 

U.3 Concentration· Dependent Diffusion 

Diffusion follows the theory of Section 4.3 as long as the impurityconcen lration remains 
below the value of the intrinsic-carrier concentration n j at the diffusion temperature. 
Above this concentrat ion, the diffusion coefficient becomes concentration dependent_ 
and each of the common impurities exhibits a different behavior. 

The diffusion equation can be solved analytically for linear, parabolic, and cubic 
dependencies of the diffusion coefficient on concentration. The results are presented 
in Fig. 4.11 on page 81, in which Dsur represents the diffusion coefficient at the surface. 
In ge neral, concen tration-dependent diffus ion results in a much more abrupt profile 
than for the case of a constant-diffusion coefficient. These highly abrupt profiles are 
actually of value in formation of the shallow junctions desired in scaled VLSI devices. 

Boron and arsenic can be modeled by the first-order dependence in Fig. 4.11, 
resulting in the analytical relations between junction depth. sheet resistance, lotal 
dose, and surface concentration given in Table 4.2 [7-91 on page 81. 

High-concentration phosphorus diffusion results in a more complicated profile 
than that of boron or arsenic. Figure 4.12 on page 82 depicts typical shallow phospho
rus diffusion profiles. As phosphorus diffuses into the wafer, the diffusion coefficient 
becomes enhanced at concentrations below approximately 1019/cmJ, resulting in a dis
tinct "kink" in the profile. The kink e ffect represents a practical limitation to the use of 
phosphorus fOT the souTce-drain diffusions and emitter diffusions of shallow MOS and 
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Diffusion mask 
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FIGURE 4.10 

o 

,.12 Vf5i 

(b) 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 

NOTll1alized two-dimensional complementary error function and GauMian diffusiOlls near the 
edge of a window in the barrier layer. Copyright 1965 by International Business Machine5 
Corporation; reprinlcd with permission from Ref. [4 J. 

bipolar devices. Mosl MOS and bipolar VLS I processes now use a~nic 10 avoid Ihis 
problem. Complex malhemalica l mooels describing Ihe dirrusion of phosphorus ma~ 
be found in Refs. ltOJ and [111. 
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lOlO 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 FIGURE 4.11 

y .. xf2 vo;:;t 
Nonnalized distance from surface 

Diffusion profiles for concentration-depcndcnt diffu
sion. Cop)'Tighl 1963 by the American Ph)'llical 
Society. Reprin ted with permission from Ref. [6]. 

Properties of High-Concentration Arsenic and Boron Diffusions 

2.19YNofJlfn,* 

2.4SYNrlJ1fn: 

d ft, mw;1 be calculaled Bl lhe tliffusion 1~lllure. 

SHEET RESISTANCE 

22.9 e)(p ( - 4. lIkT) 1.56 x IO I7fR,xj)' O.SSNoX
l 

3.17 e)(p( - 3.5WkT) 2.78x l017(R,xit' O.67Nrri 

In diffused layers. resistivity is a strong function of depth. For circuit and device design, 
it is convenient to work with a new parameler, R .. called ~;heet resistllnce, which elimi
nates the need to know the details of the diffused-layer profile. 
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FIGURE 4.12 

Shallow phosphorus d iffusion profiles for con~tllnt

source diffusions a t 950 0c. Copyright 1969 IEEE. 
Reprin ted ",<jth perm;ssion from Ref. 110\. 

4.7.1 Sheet-Resistance Definition 
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Let us first consider the resistance R of the rectangular block of uniformly d 
material in Fig. 4.13. R is given by 

FIGURE 4.13 

Resistance of II block of malerial N\'ing uni_ 
form re$istivity. A uniform current distributiOl1 
is entering the material perpendicular to the 
end of the block. The ratio of rni!; ti ... ity 10 

thickness is ca lled the shul resis/tulc:e of the 
mate rial 

R ~ pLI A , 

u - q (IY' + I'-pp) 
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where p is Ihe material's resistivity, and L and A represent the length and cross-.sec
tional area of the block, respectively. Resistance is proportional to the material resis· 
tivity. ff the length of the block is made longer, Ihe resistance increases, and the 
resistance is inversely proportional to the cross-sectional area. 

Using Was the width of the sample and r as the thickness of the sample, the resis
tance may be rewritten as 

R ~ (pll)(UW) - R,(UlV). (4.12) 

where R~ = (pIt) is ca lled the sheet resisrance of the layer of material. Given the sheet 
resistance R~.a circuit designer need specify only the length and width of the resistor to 
define its value. Strictly speaking, Ihe unit for sheet resistance is the ohm, since the 
ratio Ll\V is unit less. To avoid confusion between Rand R,.sheel resistance is given the 
specia l descriptive unit of ohms per square. The ratio Lftv represents the number of 
unit squares of material in the resistor. 

figure 4.14 shows top and side views of two typical dumbbell-shaped resistors 
with top contacts at the ends. The body of each resistor is seven "squares" long. If the 
sheet resistance of the diffusion were 50 ohms per square, each resistor wou ld have a 
rcsistance of 350 ohms. The portion of the resistor surrounding the contacts also con
tributes to the tOlal resistance of the structure. Figure 4.15 on page 84 presents the 
effective number of squares contributed by various e nd and comer configurations. For 
the resistor of Fig. 4.14, each end adds approximately 0.65 squares to the resistor and 
the lolal resistance would be 415 n. Nole Ihal lateral diffusion under the edges of the 
mask may change both the geometry of the contacts, as well as the number of squares 
in the body of the resistor. (See Problems 4.8--4.10.) 

I 
: I 2 3 4 , 

L 

" 

6 7 w ~ 

n 

FIGURE 4.14 

Top and side \;evrs of two dif
fused resiston; of di fferent 
physical size ha\'jng equal val
ues of rt:sistance. Each rcsi~lOr 
has II ratio U W equal to 7 
squares. Each end of the rcsis
tor coolribut~ approximatcly 
0.65 additional squares. 
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311' 
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II' 
1--"-1 
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II' [8J 

-l II' f- Comer '" 0.56 square 
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II' 
1,2 ' 1 

111' 

Iw [8J I I~ T' 

---< f-W , 
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I . 
211' 

· 1 

~ : [8J 112W I:* 
f----< II' 
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FIGURE 4.15 

Efrecth-e square contributions of ",arious rm'iCor end and corner configurations. 

Example 4.5 

A diffusion with a sheet resistance of 200 flIO is used to fabricate a 5 kn resistor 
with the dumbbell shape similar to that in Fig. 4.14. How many squares arc required in 
the body of Ihe resistor? 

Solution: The total number of squares required is N10I = (5(xx) 0) I (2oo flItJ) = 25 C 
Subtracting the contribution of the two contacts gives N=25 - 2 (0.65) = 23.7 0 fo r the 
body of the resistor. Note thai the resistor body need not be an inlcrgcr number 01 
squares. 
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kvin's Curves 

From Section 4.2, we know that the impurity concentration resulting from a diffusion 
\ aries rapidly between the surface and the junction. Thus. p is a func tion of depth for 
dtffused resistors. For diffused layers. we define the sheet resistance R. in terms of the 
average resistivity of the layer 

_ 1 

P = "fj = .l.l J:'U(X) tlX 
x / 0 

- l' p , 
R, = - = l u(x )dxr' · 

Xi 0 

In ext rinsic material, this expression can be approximated by 

1', 
R, = [ 0 QMN(x)dxr', (4.13) 

.here Xi is the junction depth, ~ is the majority-carrier mobility, and N(x) is the net 
lOlpurity concentration. We neglect the depletion of charge carriers near the junction xr 

For a given diffusion profile, sheet resistance is uniquely related to the surface 
concentration of the diffused layer and the background concentration of the wafer. 
Equation (4.13) was evaluated numerically by Irvin (5). and a number of Irvin's results 
have been combined into Figs. 4.16(a)-(d) (2)on page 8&-87. These figu res plot surface 
concentration versus the R,xi product and are used to find the sheet resistance and sur
face concentration of diffused layers. 

Example 4.6 

Find the sheet resistance of the boron difrusion from Example 4.2. 

Solulion: From Example 4.3, the background concentration of the wafer is 3 x 
IOl6/cml, the surface concentration is 1.1 x IOIS/cml, and the junction depth is 2.n ~m. 
The diffusion resulted in a p-typc Gaussian layer. Using Fig. 4.16(d), we find that the 
R,xJ product is found to be approximately 800 ohm-~m. Dividing by a junction depth of 
2_77 )..1m yields a sheet resistance of 289 ohms/square. 

Sheet resistance is an electrical quantity that depends on the majority-carrier 
concentration. As shown in Fig. 4.6, the eleclricaUy active impurity concentration for 
phosphorus and arsenic is considerably less than the total impurity concentration at 
high doping levels. In order to use Irvin's curves at high doping levels, the vertical axis. 
_hich is labeled "surface dopant density," should be interpreted to be the electrically 
active dopant concentration at the surface. 
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FIGURE 4.17 

Four-point probe y,.i th probe spacing s 
used fo r direct measurement of bulk wafer 
resistiyity and the sheet resistance of thin 
diffused Illyers.A kl10vm CUTTen t is forC1:d 
throught the outer probes, and the voh age 
developed is measured a(:r055 the inner 
probes. (Sec Eqs. (4.14) through (4.16).) 

4.7.3 The Four-Point Probe 

p 

n 

I -
_ +v-_ 

i---' , .,-

J' 

A special instrument called a four-point probe may be used to measure the bulk resis
tivity of starting wafers and the sheet resistance of shallow diffused layers. As shmm 
schematically in Fig. 4.17, a fixed current is injected into the wafer through the 1\\'0 
outer probes, and the resulting voltage is measured between the two inner probes. U 
probes with a uniform spacing s are placed on an infinite slab of material, then the 
resistivity is given by 

p = 27TSV I I o hm- meters for t » S (4.14 

and 

p = (7Ttl ln 2)Vn ohm - meters for s » t. (4.15) 

For shallow layers. Eq. (4. 15) gives the sheet resistance as 

R, = pi t = (7Tlln 2)VI I = 4.53 VI I oh m- meters for s » t . (4.16) 

The approximation used in Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16) is easily met for shallow diffused la)
ers in silicon. Unfortunately, silicon wafers are often thinner than the probe spacings. 
and the approximation in Eq. (4.14) is not valid. Correction factors are given in Fit 
4.18 for th.in wafers and for small-diameter wafers [12]. 

4.7.4 Van der Pauw's Method 

The sheet resistance of an arbitrarily shaped sample o f material may be measured ~ 
placing four contacts on the periphery of the sample. A current is injected throup 
one pair of the contacts, and the voltage is measured across another pair of contacts.. 
Van der Pauw [1 3,14) demonstrated that two of these measurements can be related m
Eq. (4.17), 

(4r 
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Four-poin t-probe OOITection facton;, F, U5ed to correct for (a) wafm which are relatively thick compared to the probe 
spacing s ~nd (b) w~fers or finite diameter. In each case p '" FP ........... d . (a) Copyright 1975 by McGr~w-Hil1 Book 
Company. Reprinted wi th permission from Ref.II Zj. (b) Reprinted from Ref. PO) with permission from the AT&T 
Technical Joumal. Copyright 1958 AT&T. 

Here RAR.rD = VCof/AB and ROCDA = Vo,,/Illc For a symmelrica l siructure such as a 
square or a circle, 

RAB,CD = RBC,DA 

and 

(4.18) 

NOlc the similarity to Eq. (4. 16). 
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FIGURE 4.19 

A 5irople van deT Pauw lC!it st ructure used to measure the 
sheet resistance Qr II diffused la)"e r. Sheet resistance is cul
culaled using Eq. (4.18). 

-
A 181 
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Specially designed sheet-resistance test structures arc often included on wafen 
so that the sheet resistances of II-type and p-type diffusions can be measured after final 
processing of the wafer. A sample structure is shown in Fig. 4.19. 

4.8 JUNCTION-DEPTH AND IMPURITY PROFILE MEASUREMENT 

Test wafers are normally processed in parallel with the actual Ie wafers. No masking is 
done on the test wafer so that diffusion may take place across its full surface. The test 
wafer provides a large area for experimental characterization of junction depth. 
Alternatively, special test dice replace a few of the norma l die sites on each wafer. 
These test dice provide an array of test st ructures for monitoring process and device 
characteristics during the various phases of the process. 

4.8.1 Grove-and-Stain and Angle-Lap Methods 

Two relatively simple methods can be used to measure the junction depth of dirrused 
layers. In the first, known as the groove·and·staill method, a cylindrical groove IS 

mechanically ground into the surface of the wafer. as shown in Fig. 4.20. If the radius R 
of the grinding tool is known. the junction depth x is easily fou nd to be 

Xj ~ V( R' - Il) - V( R' - a'). (4.1 9) 

If the radius R is much larger than both distances a and b, then the junction depth is 
given approximately by 

x, ~ (a'-b' )/2R - (a + b)(a - b)/2R. (4.20) 

After the grooving operation, the junction is delineated using a chemical etchant 
that stains the pll junction. Concentrated hydrofluoric acid with 0.1 to 0.5% nitric acid 
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FIGURE 4.20 

Junction-depth measurement by 
the groove·and·Slain technique. 
The distances a and b are mea
sured through a microscope. and 
the junct ion depth is calculated 
using Eq. (420). 

can be used as a stain that is enhanced through exposure to high-intensity light (12). 
The distances a and b are measured through a microscope. and the junction depth is 
calculated using Eq. (4.20). 

The second technique is the angle-lap method. A piece of the wafer is mounted 
on a specia l fixture that permits the edge of the wafer to be lapped at an angle between 
1 and 5", as depicted in Fig. 4.21 on page 92. The junction depth is magnified so that the 
distance on the lapped surface is given by 

Xi = dtanO = NA/ 2. (4.21) 

where 6 is the angle of the fixture. An optically flat piece of glass is placed over the 
lapped region, and the tcst structure is illuminated with a collimated monochromatic 
beam of ligh t with wavelength >.., typically fTOm a sodium vapor lamp. The resulting 
interference pattern has fringe lines that are approximately 0.29 ~m apart. The number 
N of fringes is counted through a microscope, and the junction depth may be found 
using Eq. (4.2I}.lbe usefulness of this method becomes limited for very shallow junc
tions. The analytic techniques discussed in the next section provide more gene ral char
acterization capability for shallow structures.. 

4.8.2 Impurity-Profile Measurement 

Spreading-resistance measurements and Secondary lOti Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) are 
two techniques that are widely used for measurement of impurity profiles in semicon
ductors. Note that both methods are destructive; that is., they modiry or destroy the 
region being characterized. 
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FIGURE 4.21 

Junction deplh measurement by the angle
lap and 5lain method. Interference fringe 
lines are used 10 measure the distance d. 
which is rela ted 10 the jundion deplh using 
Eq. (4.2 1). 
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In the spreading-resistance method, a region o f the semiconductor is 
lapped in a manner similar to that used for junction measurement discussed in 
4.8.1. The resistivity of the layer is measured as a function of depth on I 
surface using a two-point probe. From this information. the impurity 
and impurity type can be calculated. Figure 4.22 o n page 93 presents an 
impurity profile and junction depths determined from spreading resistance 
ments. 

In the SIMS method [15-16J depicted in Fig. 4.23(a) on page 94, a l ow-encr~ 
(1- 20 keY) ion beam of say. cesium or oxygen, is used to remove (sputter) aloms 
the surface, one or two atomic layers at a time. A small percentage of the atoms that 
are removed from the surface are ionized, and these ions are collected and analyzed b~ 
a mass spectrometer, which identifies the atomic species. The analysis is performed 
contin uously during the sputtering process, and a profile of atomic distibution vcrs~ 
depth is produced as shown in Fig. 4.23(b). Mass removal proceeds at a rate of 2-5 
Alsec and can be used to a depth of a few microns. SIMS is the on ly surface-analysIS 
tool with the sensilivity needed to characterize impurity profiles in silicon. Example'( 
of typical sensilivites achievable with SIMS are provided in Table 4.3. 

TABLE 4.3 SIMS Analysis in Silioon. 

Element 

Arsenic 
Boron 

-~. Oxygen 

10r'I Beam 

Cesium 
Oxygen 
Cesium 
Cesium 

Scnsirivity 

5 x IOto/em, 
I x lOll/em' 
5 x lOIS/em' 
J x lOn/em' 
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Example of an impurity profile measured using the 5preading resistance method. 

DIFFUSION SIM ULATION 

NrJNr.; 

The SUPREM program imroduced in Chapter 3 includes complete models for diffu
sion. SUPREM can simulate simple one-dimensional diffusion, as well as highly COIll 

plex lwo-dimensional diffuo;ion through a mask window, as depicted in fig. 4.10. (See 
Problem 4.20.) 

As a simple example, a ponion of the input description of the two-step diffusion 
from Ex. 4.3 is given next, along with a plot o f the corresponding o ul put data in Fig. 
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Intidal! beam 
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FIGURE 4.23 

(a) Concept of a SIMS analysis system. (b) Example of an impurity profile measured using the SIMS analysis. 
Copyright 1997 IEEE. Reprinted ..... ith permiMion from Ref. [1 7]. 

4.2A on page 95. The input file defines the starting material to be a phosphorus doped 
< 100> wafer with a resistivity orO.18 O-cm. The prcdeposition takes place at 900 DC for 
15 minutes and the drive-in occurs at 1100 "C for 300 minutes. (Output control state
ments are not included in the listings.) 

Following the predeposition step, the SUPREM simu lation results predict that 
the surface concentration will be No "" 3 x IOZO/ cm3 and that the junction depth will be 
x, "" 0. 1 ).1m. After the drive-in step, the fina l values of No and Xi are predicted to be 
IOl1/em) and 2.0 ).1m, respectively. The sheet resistance of the d iUuscd layer is estimated 
to be approximately 5OO!lI{]. The simulation results show depletion of both boron and 
phosphorus near the wafer surface due to out-dirrusion and indicate that the peak of 
the boron profile is actually below the silicon surface. These are features that we do not 
attempt to include in our basic hand analyses. and they show the power and impor
tance of using the sophisticated computer simulation tools. 

$TWO STEP DIFFUSION 
INITIALIZE <100> PHOS=0 .18 RESISTIVITY 
DIFFUSE TEMP=900 TIME=15 BORON=lE21 

DIFFUSION TEMP=llOO TIME=300 
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J"I(iURE 4.24 
Sl PREM simulation re:;uhs for two-step bumn diffusKln into the phosphorU!i doped wllfer from Ex. 4.3. 

" '0 DIFFUSION SYSTEMS 

The open-fumaee-tube system using solid . liquid, or gaseous sources, as depicted in 
Fig. 4.25, yields good reproducibility and is a common diffusion technology used in Ie 
fabrication. Three-zone horizontal furnaces can be used for diffusion. Wafers are 
placed in a quartz boat and positioned in the renter zone of lhe furnace, where they are 
heated to a high temperature. Impurities are transported to the silicon surface. and 
then diffuse into the wafer. 

Most common silicon dopants ca n be applied using liquid spin-on sources. These 
spin..an dopants are vcrsati le,safe, and easy to apply, but the uniformity is often poorer 
than with other impurity sources. To achieve good quality control. most production sys
tems use other solid, liquid. or gaseous impurity sources. 

In one type of solid-source system, carrier gases (usually Nt or 0 2) flow at a con
trolled rate over a source boat placed in the furnace tube. The carrier gas picks up the 
vapor from the source and transports the dopant species to the wafer, where it is 
deposited on the surface of the wafcr. The temperature of the source is controlled to 
maintain the desired vapor pressure. The source can be placed in a low-temperature 
section of the furnace or may be external to the furnace. Solid boron and phosphorus 
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fiGURE 4.25 

Open-Iumate-tube diffusion systems. (a) Solid source in a pla tinum source boal in the rear of diffu
sion tube; (b) liquid-source system with carrier gas passing through a bubbler; (c) diffusion 5Y51Clll 
using gaseous impurity sources. Copyright John Wiley and Sons. Reprinted with perm~ion from 
Ref. [26). 
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impurity sources are also available in wafer form and are placed in the boat between 
adjacent pairs of silicon wafers. 

In liquid-source systems, a carrier gas passes through a bubbler, where it picks up 
the vapor of the liquid source. The gas carries the vapor into the furnace tube, where it 
reacts with the surface of the silicon wafer. 

Gas-source systems supply the dopant species directly to the furnace tube in the 
gaseous state. The common gas sources are extremely toxic, and additional input purg
ing and trapping systems are required to ensure that aU the source gas is removed from 
the system before wafer entry or removal. In addition, most diffusion processes either 
do not use aU of the source gas or produce undesirable reaction by-products. 
Therefore, the output of diffusion systems must be processed by burning or by chemi
calor water scrubbing before being exhausted into the atmosphe re. 

Boron is the only commonly used p-type dopant. The diffusion coefficients of 
aluminum and gallium are quite high in silicon dioxide, and these elements cannot be 
masked effectively by Si02• Indium is not used, because it is a relatively deep-level 
acceptor (EA, - Ev = 0.14 eV). 

In contrast, antimony, phosphorus, and arsenic can all be masked by silicon diox
ide and are all routinely used as n-type dopants in silicon processing. 

"'0.1 Boron Diffusion 

Boron has a high solubility in silicon and can achieve active surface concentrations up 
to 4 X lOW/em). (See fig. 4.6.) Elemental boron is inert up to temperatures exceeding 
the melting point of silicon. A surface reaction with ooron trioxide (B20 ) is used to 
introduce boron to the silicon surface: 

(4.22) 

An excess amount of boron trioxide can cause a brown boron skin to fonn that is very 
difficult to remove with most acids. Boron skin formation can be minimized by per
forming the diffusions in an oxidizing atmosphere containing 3 to 10% oxygen. In a 
two-step diffusion, the boron predeposition step is commonly followed by a short wet
oxidation step to assist in removal of the boron skin prior to drive-in. 

Common solid sources of boron include trimethylborate (TMB) and boron nitride 
wafers. TMB is a solid with high vapor pressure at room temperature. TIle TMB source is 
normally placed outside the diffusion furnace and cooled below room temperature during 
use. TMB vapor reacts in the furnace tube with oxygen to form boron trioxide, water, and 
carbon dioxide: 

(4.23) 

Unreacted 1MB must be scrubbed from the exhaust stream. 
Boron nitride is a solid source available in wafer fonn. Activated wafers are placed 

in every third slot in the same quartz boat used to hold the silicon wafers. A silicon wafer 
faces each side of the oxidized boron nitride wafer, and boron trioxide is transferred 
directly to the surface of the silicon wafer during high-temperature diffusion. A small now 
of inert gas such as nitrogen is used 10 keep contaminants out of the tube during diffusion. 
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The most common liq uid source for boron is boron tribromide (BBr). The 
reaction is 

(4.24) 

Free bromine combines easily with metallic impurities and is useful in removing (get
tering) metallic impurities during diffusion. Bromine, as we ll as unused roron tribro
mide, is in the exhaust stream , so the o utlet gases must be carefully cleaned. 

The primary gaseous sou rce of boron is di boranc (B2H6). Diborane is a highl~ 
poisonous and explosive gas. Table 4.4 summarizes the ACG JH recommendations for 
the maximum permissible exposure to the common gases used as diffusion sources. 
Extreme care must be taken in using these gases. To reduce the risk of handling, dibo
rane is usually diluted with 99.9% argon or nitrogen by volume. 

Diborane oxidizes in eit her oxygen or carbon dioxide to form boron trioxide: 

(4.25) 

and 

(4.26) 

Both systems must provide a means for purging diborane from the input to the diffu
sion tube. and the o utput must be scrubbed to eliminate residual diborane and carbon 
monoxide. 

4.10.2 Phosphorus Diffusion 

Phosphorus has a higher solubility in silicon than does boron, and surface concentra
tio ns in the low lQ21/cmJ range can be achieved during high-temperature diffusion. 
Phospho rus is introduced into silicon through the reaction of phosphorus pentoxide at 
the wafer surface: 

(4.27) 

Solid Pl0 5 wafers can be used as a solid source fo r phosphorus, as can ammo
nium monophosphate (NH4 H1P04) and ammonium diphosphate I(NH 4}zHzP04J in 
wafer form. Howeve r. the most popular diffusion systems use either liquid o r gaseous 
sources. Phospho rus oxychlo ride (POCI) is a Liquid at room temperature. A carrier gas 
is passed through a bubbler and brings the vapor into the diffusion furnace. The gas 
stream also contains oxygen , and Pl0 S is deposited on the surface of the wafers: 

(4.28) 

Liberated chlorine gas serves as a gettering agent . and Cl1 and POCI) mU';t be 
removed from the exhaust stream. 
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-.a£ 4.4 Threshold Limit Recommendations for Commoo Gaseous Sources 1241. 

H· h exposure level (ppm) Life-threatening exposure 

0.10 160 ppm for 15 min 

ine (PH,) 0.30 400 ppm for 30 min 

(ASH,) 0.05 6-15 ppm for 30 min 

0.50 Unknown 

5.00 

from thl: I<i79Amen.:an Conference ofGovemmental Hygienisti (ACGIH). 

CommentS 

Colorless. 
sickly sweet. 
extremely toxic. 
flammable. 

Colorless, 
decaying rlSh odor, 
extremely toxic. 
flammable. A few 
minutes' exposure to 
2000 ppm can be lethal. 

Colorless. 
garlic odor, 
extremely toxic. 
A few minutes' 
exposure to 500 ppm 
can be lethal. 
Repulsive odor, 
burns in air. 
explosive, 
poorly understood. 

Colorless.. 
f1ammable.loxk. 
Irritating odor provides 
adequate warning for 
voluntary withdrawal 
from contaminated 
areas. 

Phosphine, PH3, is a highly toxic, explosive gas used as the gaseous source for 
phosphorus. It is also supplied in dilute form with 99.9% argon or nitrogen. Phosphine 
is oxidized with oxygen in the furnace: 

(4.29) 

Unreacted phosphine must be cleaned from the exhaust gases, and the gas delivery sys
tem must be able to purge phosphine from the input to the lube. 

4.10.3 Arsenic Diffusion 

Arsenic has the highest solubility of any of the common dopants in silicon, with surface 
concentrations reach ing 2 x 1(fl/cm1• The surface reaction involves arsenic trioxide: 

(4.30) 
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Oxide vapors can be carried into the furnace tube from a solid diffusion source by a 
nitrogen carrier gas. However, evaporation of arsenic from the surface limits surface 
concentrations to below 3 x 1019/cmJ

• The exhaust must be carefully cleaned. because 
of Ihe presence of arsenic. 

Arsine gas may be used as a source, but it is extremely toxic and also produces 
relatively low surface concentrations. The problems with arsenic deposition and sa fety 
delayed its widespread use in silicon processing unti l ion implantation was developed 
in the early 1970s. Ion implantation is now the preferred technique for introducing 
arsenic into silicon. (Chapter 5 is devoted to the subject of ion implantation.) 

4.10.4 Antimony Diffusion 

Antimony, like arsenic, has a low diffusion coefficient and has been used for a long 
time for buried layers in bipolar processes. Antimony trioxide is a solid source that is 
placed in a two-zone furnace in which the source is maintained at a temperature of 600 
to 650 °C.An timony is introduced at the silicon surface as in the other cases: 

2S~O} + 3Si = 3Si02 + 4Sb. (4.31) 

A liquid source, antimony pentachloride (Sb}Os). has been successfully used 
with oxygen as a carrier gas passing through a bubbler. The gas stabine (SbHJ) is unsta
ble and is not used for antimony diffusion. 

4.11 GETIERING 

A process called gettering is often used 10 improve the quality of th e silicon wafer as 
one of the first steps in the fabrication process. Gettering is used to remove unwanted 
impurities. typically heavy metals such as copper, gold, iron, and nickel, from the sur
face where the devices will be fabricated. These unwanted impurities can reduce both 
lifetime and mobility in silicon. The heavy metals tend to be fast diffusers in silicon and 
have high solubility in heavily doped n-type silicon. In general, the geltering tech
niques attempt to provide locations away from the active device regions where the 
undesired impurities can precipitate and be immobilized. 

A number of different backside gettering techniques have been used successfull y. 
In one of the earliest teChniques. a heavily doped phosphorus diffusion is applied to 
the back of the wafer. In older bipolar processes, this gettering step often occurred nat
urally during Ihe emitter diffusion step. Damage 10 t.he backside of the wafer is also 
effective and can be introduced by sandblasting the back of the wafer. Internal wafer 
stress can assist the geltering process and can be introduced into the wafer by deposit
ing thin layers (0.1-0.5 IJm) of either silicon nitride or low-temperature poJysilicon on 
the backside of the wafer. Implantation of argon aloms is another method used to 
introduce damage into the wafer. 
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Oxygen, at levels as high as lOIS/em), is incorporated inlo silicon wafers during 
the crystal growth process. This oxygen can combine with other undesired impurities to 
form precipitates, and this technique is commonly referred to as intrinsic gen ering. To 
be effective, the oxygen level must be controlled reasonably well during crystal growth. 
and a specific hea t treatment cycle must be utilized. Defects in the origi nal crystal 
structure or those introduced by epitaxial growth can also provide gettering sites. An 
excellent introduction to gettering can be found in reference [311 . 

SUMMARY 

In Chapter 4, we have discussed the fonnation of pn junctions using high-tcmperature 
diffusion. Mathemat ical models for diffusion have been presented. and the behavior of 
common n- and p-type dopants in silicon has been discussed. A key paramete r govern
ing the diffusion process is the diffusion coefficient, which is highly temperature 
dependent , fo llowing an Arrhenius relationsh ip. Boron, phosphorus. antimony. and 
arsenic all have reasonable diffusion coefficients in silicon at temperatu res between 
900 and 1200" C. and they can be conveniently masked by a barrier layer of silicon 
dioxide. Gallium and aluminum are not easily masked by 5i02 and are seldom used, 
and indium is not used. because of its large activation energy. At high concentrations. 
diffusion coefficients become concentration-dependent . causing diffused profiles to 
differ substantially from predictions of simple theories. 

Two types of diffusions are most often used. JJ the surface concent ration is main
tained constant throughout the diffusion process, then a complementary error function 
(erfc) distribut ion is obtained. In the erfc case, the surface concentration is usually set 
by the solid-solubility limit of the impurity in silicon. If a fixed dose of impurity is dif
fused into silicon. a Gaussian diffusion profile is achieved. These two cases are often 
combined in a two-step process to obtain lower surface concentrations than those 
achievable with a solid-solubility-limited diffusion. As the complexity of fabrication 
processes grows, simulation with process modelin g programs such as SUPREM is 
becoming ever more important. The SUPREM program includes comprehensive mod
els for single- and mu lti-dimensional diUusion, and it represents an extremely useful 
tool for modeling advanced device structures. 

The concept of sheet resi .. tancc has been introduct.:d, and Irvin 's curves have 
been used to relate the sheet resistance.. junction depth, and surface concentration of 
diffused layers.. TeChniques for calcu lating and measuring junction depth have also 
been presented. Resistor fabrication has been discussed. including end and comer 
effeds, as well as the eUeets or lateral diffusion under the edges of diUusion harriers. 

High-temperature open-furnace diffusion systems are routinely used for diffusion 
with solid. liquid. and gaseous impurity sources. Boron, phosphorus, and antimony are all 
easily introduced into silicon using high-temperature diffusion. However, arsenic deposi
tion by diffusion is much more difficult, and today it is usuaUy accomplished using ion 
implantation. (See Chapter 5.) As with many chemicals used in Ie fabricat ion, some of 
the sources used for diffusion are extremely toxic and must be handled with great care. 
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4.1 A phClSphorus diffusion has a surface concentration of 5 x lO'S/em). and the background COIl
centmtion ofthep-type wafer is 1 X l Q"/anJ.1be Dt product for the difflL~ion is 1O""lI em2. 

(II) Find the junction depth for a Gaussian distribution. 

(b) Find the junction depth for an erfc profile. 

(c) What is the sheet resis tance of the two diffusions? 

(d) Draw a graph of the two profiles. 

4.2 A 5·hr boron diffusion is to be performed at 1100 0c. 

(II) What thickness of silicon dioxide is required to mask this diffusion? 

(b) Repeat part (a) for phosphorus.. 

4.3 A boron diffusion inlD a l-ohm·cm 'Hype wafer results in a Gaussian pro file with 8 sur
face concentration of 5 X l QI8/cm) and a junction depth of 4 J.Im. 

(II) How long did the diffusion take if the diffusion temperature was 1100 °el 

(b) What was the sheet resistance of the layer? 

(c) What is the dose in the layer? 
(d) The boron dose was deposited by a solid-solubility- limited diffusion. Design a diffu

sion schedule (temperature and time) for this predeposition step. 
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4.4 The boron diffusion in Problcm 4.3 is followed by a solid-solubili ty-limited phosphorus 
diffusion for 30 min at 950 gc. Assume that the boron profile does not change during the 
phosphorus diffusion. 

(8) Find the junction depth of thc new phosphorus layer. Assume an erfc profile. 

(b) Find the junction depth based on the concentration-dependent diffusion data pr~
sented in Fig. 4.21. 

(c) Calculate the total DI product for Prob. 4.3 and compare the rcsult to thc Dt prod
uct for this problem. Is the assumption in the problem statement justified? 

4.S The p -well in a CMOS process is to be formed by a two-stcp boron diffusion into a S
ohm-em n-type substrate. The sheet resistance o f the well is lOll ohms per square and 
the junction dcpth is 7.5 ~m. 

(a) Ocsign a reasonable diffusion schedule for the drive-in step that produces the p -well 

(h) What is the final surface concentration in the p-weU? 

(c) What is the dose required to form the well? 

(d) Can this dose be achieved using a solid-solubility-limitcd diffusion with diffusion 
temperatures of 9(X) °C or above? Explain. 

4.6 (a) Calculate the Dt product required to form a 0.2-lJm -decpsour~-drain difrusion for 
an NMOS transistor using a solid-solubility-limited arsenic deposition al 1000" C 
into a wafer with a backgound concentration of3 X 1011>/cm}. 

(b) What is the diffusion time? Does this time secm like a reasonable process? 

(c) Recalculate Of based upon the modc:l in Fig. 4.2O(e) and Table 4.2. 

4.7 The channel lcnglh of a silicon-gate NMOS transistor is the spacing between the source 
and drain diffusions as shown in Fig. P4. 7a. The spacing between the source and drain dif
fusion openings is 3 IJm on the masking oxide used to make the tranststor. TIle 
source/drain junctions are diffused 10 a depth of 05 IJm using a constant-source diffusion. 
The surface concentration is 1 x 1()'!l'/cm3 and the wafcr has a concentration of I x 
1016/cm}. What is the channel length in the actual device aflcr the diffusion is completed? 

FtGURE P4.7 

PoI)'silicon 

AI ~ AI 5iO: 

~±$r~ 
I L I 

p-subslr8lC 

(.) 

'-.. 
(b) 
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4.8 (a) What is the total number of squares in the resistor shown in Fig. P4.8, assuming that 
its geometry is specified precisely by the mask dimensions? 

(b) The resistor is actually formed from a p -typc base diffusion with a 6-J-Im junction 
depth. What is the actual number of squares in this resistor, assuming that the lateral 
di rfll~ion under the edge of the mask is 5 J-Im. 

(c) What would be the resistance of the resistors in parts (a) and (b) if the surface con
centration of the base diffusion was 5 X 1018 boron atoms/cm). the bulk concentra
lion IOI ~/cm), and the junction depth 6 11m. 

I~I 
; lO.m 

: ~ IIo.m 

~I· .~-l 2O .m l00~ 2O.m 
FIGURE P4.8 

4.9 (8) What is the total number of squares in the resistor drawn in Fig. P4.9, assuming that 
it.~ horizontal geometry is identical to that on the mask in the fi gUre. 

(b) The resistor is actually fonned from a 3-llm-deep diffusion that has a surface con
centration of 3 x J018/em1 in a wafer with background concentration of JOI6/cml. 
What is actual number of squares in the resistor? (Use Fig. 4.10.) 

(c) What is the resistance of the resistor if the diffusion is an n-type Guassian layer? 

FIGURE P4.9 
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4.10 (a) Draw cross sections of the resistor in Fig. P4.IO through A '-A and 8 '-8 if the lateral 

FIGURE P4.10 

diffusion = 0.5 A and vertical diffusion = A. 

(b) What is the total number of squares in the resistor as drawn on the masks? 

(~) What is the actual number of squares in the resistor for the diffusions given in part (a)? 
(d) Suppose the resistor is fonned from a 2.)Jm·deep diffusion that has a surface con-

centration of 1019/cml into a background concentration of IOl6/cml. What is the 
actual number of squares in the resistor if A= 2 1Jm? (Use Fig.4.10.) 

(e) A processing error occurred and the actual junction depth in part (b) is discovered 
to be 31Jm. Estimate the new number of squares in the resistor. 

A' B' 
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I 
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I " I 

I 
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2 • 
2 • 

I 2 • I 
I 
I 

~ 
I 
I 4 
I • 
:A B 

2A 20. 4A 

4.U in practice. wafers are slowly pushed into and pulled out of the furnace, or the furnace 
temperature may be changed with time. Assume that the furnace temperature is bein! 
ramped down with time: T= To - Rt, where To is the initialtcmperature and R is the 
temperature change per second. Show that [he effective Dt product defincd by 

(Dt).ff = l"D(t ) dt 
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where to is the ramp-do\\n ti me is given by 

..... here 

D(T, ) - ~oxp( -£,JkT,) 

'&'U Determine the sensitivity of junction depth to changes in furnace temperature by calcu
lating (dx/ JC/)/(dnn for a Gaussian dirtusion profile. What fractional change in junction 
depth ..... iII occur at 11 00" C if the furnace temperature is in error by lo oa 

.&.13 Design (choose times and temperatures) a two-step diffusion to form a S-Jlm-deep fl · 
type:: layer with a surface conct:ntrat ion of 5 x 1016/em) in a 10 fi-cm p-type substrate. 
(This la)'er could be then-well for a CMOS process.) 

.&.14 Use Eq. (4.13) to calculate the sheet resis tance of a p-type Gaussian diffusion having a 
surface concentration o f 2 x lOll/em) and a junction depth o f 2 Jlm, Assume that the hole 
mobility has a constant value of 300 cm1N -sec. 

.&..5 An fI-type Gaussian diffusion has a surface concentration of t ()20/cmJ and a junction 
depth of 2 ].Im.(a) Calculate the sheet resistance contribution of the fU$t 0.5 Jlm of the 
layer, the second 0,5 ].1m, the third 0.5 Jlm.and the las t 0,5 Ilm, (b) What is the sheet resis
tance of the total diffusion? Assume that the electron mobility has a constant value of 
100 em1N_'SI!C. (c) Compare the calculation to the prediction from Irvin's curves. 

'&'16 Rework Example 4.3 using the concentration-dependent boron diffusion expressions for 
the predeposition calculations. Find the new surface concentration and junction depth 
follo ..... ing the drive-in step, and compare the results with those presented in the example. 
At 9(X) cc, n,= 4 x lOll/em). 

-L17 Derive the expressions for the Gaussian and complementary-error-function solutions to 
the diffusion equation. 

4.18 What is the minimum sheet resistance to be expected from shallow arsenic- and boron
doped regions if the regions are 1 Ilm deep? 0.25 Jlm deep? Make use of Figs. 4.6 and 
4.16. Assume that the region is uniformly doped. Compare )'our results to the equations 
presented in Section 4.6. 

4.19 Gold is diffused into a silicon wafer using a constant-source diffusion with a surface con
centration of 1011/eml. How long does it take the gold to diffuse completely through a sil
icon wafer 400 Ilm thick with a background concentration o f IOl6/cm) at a tempt!rature of 
1000' CI 

-LlO Use SUPREM to simulate the ( two-dimensional) results of the two-step diffusion from 
Ex. 4.3 through a S-Ilm-wide opt!ning in a si licon dioxide barrier layer. Plot the results. 

4.l1 (a) Use SUPREM to simulate the diffusion profi le of Example 43. Compare the simu
lation results with those given in the example. 

(b) Follow the boron diffusion by the growth of a SOO-nm layer of oxide in ..... el oxygen 
at 11 00" C Discuss what has happened to the boron concentration at the Si-Si02 
interface. 

(c) Add a JO.-min solid-SOlubility-limited phosphorus diffusion at 1000" C 

(d) The phosphorus diHusion created a new pfl junction. Update the hand calculations for 
the boron impurity profile of Ex. 43 and estimate the location of both pn junctions 
with the aid of Fig. 4.21. Compare your results with th<l6t: of SUPREM in part (c) . 

... 22 A current of 10 jJA is injected into a van der Pauw structure having a sheet resistance of 
300 flID. What is the voltage that should be measured at the second set of terminals? 
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4.23 A gas cylinder contains 100 ft3 of a mixture of diboranc and argon, The diborane rcpre· 
sents 0.1 % by volume. An accident occurs and the complcte cylindcr is released into a 
room measuring lOx 12 x8 ft. 

(a) What will be the equilibrium concentration of diborane in the room in ppm? 

(b) Compare this level with the toxic le\'el based on Table 4.3. 

(1.') Would your answer to part (b) change if the gas cylinder contained arsine? 

4.24 (II) Numerically calculate the sheet resistance of the diffusion in Problem 4.15 if the elec
tron mobility can be described by 

~ ~ [92+ 1270 ]~ 
~ 1+( 1.3:1011 )091 V - sec 

(b) Repeal for a similar p-type Gaussian layer in an n-type suh<itrate if the hole moblil
ity is given by 



CHAPTER 5 

Ion Implantation 

Ion implantation offers many advantages over diffusion for the introduction of impurity 
atoms into the silicon wafer and has become a workhorse technology in modem Ie fabri 
calion. In this chapter, we will first discuss ion implantation technology and mathemat ical 
modeling of the impurity distributions obtained with ion implantation. We will subse
quently explore deviations {rom the model caused by nonidcal behavior and will discuss 
annealing techniques used 10 remove crystal damage caused by the implantation process. 

5.1 IMPLANTATION TECHNOLOGY 

An ion implan ter is a high-vo ltage particle accelerato r producing a high-velocity beam 
of impurity io ns that can penetrate the surface of silicon target wafers. The fo llowing 
list shows the basic paris of the system. shown schematically in Fig. 5.1, beginning with 
the impurity-source end of the system. 

AGURE 5.1 

+0 10175 _ 
kV 

R R R 

c c 
Resolvmg apenur '" -; --- "-1.61 " .-

',' 90" " . I anaYLmg 
magnel 

0. 
r 2.H\ 

(j) 
Acceleration ,,'" 

Ncutral beam u ap 
and beam galC 

\ Beam trap 
~ Nculrul beam \ 

1dIemalic drawing of II I)Piclll ion imphln tcr showing (1) ion source. (2) mass spectrometer, (J) high-voltage acceJera
column, (4) x- and ,'-aXis deflection system, and (5) larget chamber. 
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1. Ion Source. The ion source operates at a high voltage (25 kV) and produces a 
plasma containing the desired impurity, as well as other undesired species. 
Arsine, phosphine, and diborane, as well as other gases, can be used in the source. 
Solids can be sputtered in special ion sources, and this technique offers a wide 
degree of flexibility in the choice of impurity. 

2. Mass Spectrometer. An analyzer magnet bends the ion beam through a right angJe 
to select the desired impurity ion. The selected ion passes through an aperture 
slit into the main accelerato r column. 

3. High-Voltage Accelerator. The accele rato r column adds ene rgy to the beam (up to 
5 MeV) and accelerates the ions to their final velocity. Both the accelerator col
umn and the ion source are operated at a rugh voltage relative to the targe t. For 
protection from high voltage and possible X-ray emission. the ion source and 
accelerator are mounted within a protective shield. 

4. Scanning System. x- and y-axis deflection plates are used to scan the beam across 
the wafer to produce unifonn implantation and to build up the desired dose. The 
beam is bent slightly to prevent neutral particles from hitting the target. 

5. Target Chamber. Silicon wafers serve as targets for the ion beam. For safety, the tar
get area is maintained near ground potential. The complete implanter system is 
operdted under vacuum conditions. 

The analyzer magnet is used to select the desired impurity ions from the output 
of the source. A charged particle moving with velocity v through a magnetic fi eld B will 
experience a force F, given by 

F ~ q( . x B ) (5.1 ) 

The force will tend to move the particle in a circle and the centrifugal force will bal
ance F. For the case where B is perpendicular to \I , q'l B = m lvl2/r, where ml'l1212 = qV 
and V is the accelerato r voltage. Thus, the magnitude of the magnetic field B may be 
adjusted to select an ion species with a given mass: 

IBI ~ V(2mV/q?) (5.2) 

The ion source in the figure operates at a constant potemial (25 keV) so that the volt
age V is known, and an ion species is selected by changing the dc current supplying the 
analyzer magnet. The selected impurity is then accelerated to its final velocity in the 
high-voltage column. 

The silicon wafer is mai ntained in good electrical contact wi th the target holder, 
so electrons can readily flow to or from the wafer to neutralize the implanted ions. This 
e lectron current is integrated over time to measure the total dose Q from the 
implanter given by 

1 1T Q ~-- I dr 
mqA 0 

(5.3) 
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where I is the bcam current in amperes, A is the wafer area,1l = I for singly ionized ions 
and 2 for doubly ionized species, and T is the implantation time. TIle use of a doubly 
ionized species increases the energy capability of the machine by a facto r of 2, since 
E = nqV. 

The target wafers can be maintained at relatively low temperatures during the 
implantation. Low-temperature processing prevents undesired spreading of impurities 
by diffusion, which is very important in VL$J fabrica tion. Another advantage of ion 
implantation is the ability to use a much wider mnge of impurity species than possible 
with diffusion. In principle, any elemen t that can be ionized can be introduced into the 
wafer using implantation. 

A production-level ion implanter costs millions of doll ars. and this high cost is its 
greatest disadvantage. However, the advantages of nexibi li ty and tight process control 
have far outweighed the disadvantage of cost. and ion implantation is now used rou
tinely throughout bipolar and MOS integrated-circuit fabrication. 

5.2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR ION IMPLANTATION 
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As an ion enters the surface of the wafer. it collides with atoms in the lattice and inte r
acts with electrons in the crystal. Each nuclear o r electronic interaction reduces the 
energy of the ion until it finally comes to rest within the target. Interaction with the 
crystal is a statistical process, and the implanted impurity profile can be approximated 
by the Gaussian d istribution function illustrated in Fig. 5.2. The distribution is 
described mathemat ically by 

N, 

0.61 Np 

[ 
(x - Rp)' j 

N(x) ~ Npp - 21l.R; 

, 
1 N(J:) .. Np exp [- (J:2~~~~] 
, , , 

--------- --t_-, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 
------- - ~ -- t--~--, ' , 

(5.4) 

, ' , 
0.01 1 Np -=IF=~'=F+''~-*c=;=+'"''I,...----

FIGURE 5.2 ., 
........... ~ 
lJ.Rp lJ.Rp 

Distance into materia!,J: 

Gaussian distribution resulting from ion 
implantation. The impurity is shown 
impllmled completely below the wafer sur
f8IX (J: = O). 
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Rp is called the projected range and is equal to the average distance an ion travels befor~ 
it stops. The peak concentration Np occurs at x = Rp. Because of the statistical nature 
the proces. ... some ions will be "lucky" and will penetrate beyond the projected range 
Rp. and some will be "unlucky" and will not make it as far as Rp. The spread of the distri
bution is characterized by the standard deviation, 6Rp' called the slrnggle. 

The area under the impurity distribution curve is the implanted dose Q.defined ~ 

Q = 100 

N(x)dx (5.5, 

For an implant completely contai ned within the silicon, the dose is equal to 

(5.6) 

Implanted doses typically range from 101O/onJ to 101s/em3
• For example. ioo 

implantatio n is often used to replace the prcdeposition step in a two-step diffusion 
process. Doses in the range of 1010 to 101J/cm2 a re required for threshold adjustment in 
MOS technologies and are a lmost impossible to achieve using diffusion. CMOS "eU 
fomlation is anothe r example where the dose control of the ion implanter is a distinct 
advantage. However. doses exceeding 101s/cm2 are quite large and can be time-consum
ing to produce using ion implantation. As a reference for comparison. the silicon latti~ 
atomic sheet density is approximately 7 X 1014 silicon atomslcm2 on the <100> surface. 

The implanted dose can be controlled within a few percent. and this tight control 
represents a major advantage of ion implanta tion. For example, res istors can be fabn
caled with absolute tolerances of a few percent in carefull y con trolled processes using 
ion implantation. whereas the same resistors would have an absolute tolerance exceed
ing 20% if they were formed using only diffusion. 

The projected range of a given ion is a function o f the energy of the ion, and of the 
mass and atomic number of both the ion and the target materia l. A theory for range and 
straggle was developed by Lindhard. ScharH, and Schiott and is called the LSS theory 
(1]. This theory assumes that the implantation goes into an amorphous material In 

which the a toms of the target material are randomly positioned. Figure 5.3 displays the 
results of LSS calculations for the projected range and straggle for antimony, boron. 
phosphorus, and arsenic in amorphous silicon and silicon dioxide. For the moment. \Ioe 
will assume tha t these results are also valid for crystalline silicon. Deviations from the 
LSS theory will be discussed in Section 5.5. 

Range and straggle a re roughly proportional to ion energy over a wide range. 
although nonHnear behavior is clearly evident in the fi gure. For a given energy. the 
lighter elements strike the silicon wafer with a higher velocity and penetrate more 
deeply into the wafer. The results indicate that the projccted ranges in Si and Si02 are 
essentia11y the same. and we will assume that the stopping power of silicon dioxide is 
equal to that of silicon. figure 5.3 also gives values for the transverse straggle lR_. 
which will be discussed in the next section. 
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FIGURE 5.3 

Projectcd range and Straggle calculations 
based on LSS theory. (a) Projected range 
R~ for boron, phosphorus,l1f5Cnic.and 
antimony in amolphous silicon. Results 
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born Ref. 121. (Copyright van Nostrand 
Reinhold Company. Inc.) 
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Example 5.1 

Phosphorus wi th an energy of 100 ke V is implanted into a silicon wafer. <a) What 
are the range and straggle associatcd with this implantation? (b) What should the 
implanted dose be if a peak concentratio n of 1 X IOn/em] is desired ? (c) What length of 
time is req uired to implant this dose into a 200-mm wafer using a 2 )lA beam current 
with singly ionized phosphorus? 

Solution: Using Fig. 5.3, we find that the range and st raggle are 0.12)lm and 0.045 )l m. 
respectively. The dose and peak concem ratio n are related by Eq. (5.6). Note that this is 
an approximation, since the peak is only a little over UR" below the silicon surfacc. 

Q = y/2;NllRp = yI2;(1 x 1017/cm J )(4.5 x 10 6cm} ""' 1.1 3 x 101 2/cm2 

Rearranging Eq. (5.3) assuming a conslam beam current gives: 

I1qAQ ( 1)(1.6 X 10 19coul)( 7T)( 10cm)2( 1.I3 X 10 12Jcm2) 
T - - - = = 28.4 scc 

I 2 x 10 - lIcoul J sec 

5.3 5ELECTIVE IMPLANTATION 

In most cases. we desire to implant impurities only in selected areas of the wafer 
Windows are opened in a barrier material wherever impurity penetration is desired. 10 
the center of the window, the impurity distribution is described by Eq. (5.4), but near 
the edges the distributio n decreases and actually extends under the edge of the win
dow, as shown in Fig. 5.4. The overall distribution can be modeled byPJ 

N(x,y) - N(x)F (y) 

F(y) - O.5(erfc{(y - a)/ViIlR,} - erfc{(y + a)/ViIlR , } J (5.') 

where N(x) is given by Eq. (5.4) and 2tI is the width of tile window. The paramete r llR_ 
is called the transverse straggle l:Ind characterizes the behavior of the distributio n near 
the edge of the window. Figure 5.4 shows normalized impurity distributions near the 
barrier edge calculated with Eq. (5.7). Figure 5.3(b) gives values of both normal strag
gle ilRp and transverse straggle ilR.l. 

In order to mask the ion implantation. it is necessary to prevent the implanled 
impurity fro m changing the doping level in the silicon beneath the barrier layer. Figure 
5.5 shows a silicon wafer with 8 layer of silicon dioxide on the surf<lcc. An impurity has 
been implanted into the wafer with the peak of the d istributio n in the silicon d ioxide. 
To prevent significantly altering the doping in the silicon. we require that the 
implanted concentration be less than I/lOth the backgro und concentration at the int er
face between the silicon and silicon d ioxide: 

N(X, ) < N,.IJO (5.8) 

or 
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I I I I I I I I I I t Imptanloo species 
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TABLE 5.1 Values 0(,., for Various Values of NIN .. 

10' 3.0 
Hi 3.7 
1(}1 43 
ut 4.8 
10' 53 
10' 5.7 

(5.9) 

Solving Eq. (5.9) for Xo yields a minimum oxide thickness of 

(5.10) 

The oxide thickness must be at least equal to the projected range plus some mul
tiple m times the straggle. Table 5.1 gives values o f m for various ratios of peak concen
tration to background concentration. An oxide thickness equal to the projected range 
plus six times the straggle should mask most ion implantatio ns. 

Silicon dioxide and silicon nitride are routinely used as barrier materials durio! 
implantation. Since implantation is a low-temperature process,. additional maleriah 
such as photoresist and aluminum, which canno l withstand high-Icmperature diffu
sion, may be used 8S barrier malcrials during Ihe implantation. 

Silicon nitride is more effective than silicon dioxide in stopping ions, and a silicon 
nitride barrier layer need only be 85% of the thickness of an Si02 barrier layer. On the 
other hand, photoresist is less effective in stopping ions, and a photoresist barrier layer 
must be 1.8 times the thickness of an Si02 layer under the same implantation condi
tions. Metals are of such a high density thaI even a very thin layer will mask most 
implantations. 

Example 5.2 

A boron implantation is to be performed through a SO-nm gate oxide so that the 
peak of the distribution is at the Si-SiOz interface. The dose of the implant in silicon i5 
to be I X lO'3/cmz. (a) What are the ene rgy of the implant and the peak conccntratioo 
at the interface? (b) How thick should the Si02 later be in areas that are not to be 
implanted, if the background concentration is I X 10 6/cmJ? (c) Suppose the oxide is 5( 
om thick everywhere. How much photoresist is required on top of the oxide to c0m
pletely mac;k the ion implantation? 

Solution: The projected range needs to be 0.05 ~m in order to place the peak of tm 
distribution at the Si- Si0 2 interface. Using Fig. 5.3(a), we find that the Rp of 0.05 J.lm 
requires an energy of 15 keY. Since the peak of the implan t is at the interface, lhe total 
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dose will be twice the dose needed in silicon. The peak concentration is 

where the straggle was found using fig. 5.3(b). To completely mask the implantation, 
the tail of the distribution must be less than the background concentration at the inter
face. The minimum oxide thickness is found using Eq. (5.9): 

Xg = 0.05 + 0.023 \12 In(10 x 3.5 x 10 111/ 1016 ) JLm = 0.14 J.Lm 

Since the oxide is 0.05 ~m thick, the photoresist must provide a thickness equivalent to 
0.09 ~m. The resist thickness must be 1.8 times the needed thickness of Si02 to provide 
an equivalent barrier layer, so the photoresist should be at least 0.16 ~m thick. This 
thickness requirement is easily met with most photoresist layers. 

5.4 JUNCTION DEPTH AND SHEET RESISTANCE 

Ion implantation is often used to fonn shallow pn junctions for various device applica
tions. The implanted profile approximates a Gaussian distri bution. and the junction 
depth may be found by equaling the implanted distribution to the background concen
tration, as explained in Chapte r 4: 

[ 
(X,- Rp)'j 

Npexp 2 = NB 
2llRp 

Xj = Rp ± llRp \12 In (N IN H) (5.1 1) 

Both roots may be meaningful, as indicated in fig. 5.6, in which a deep subsurface 
implant has junctions occurring at two different depths. xiI andxfL 

Example 5.3 

Boron is implanted into an n-type silicon wafer to a depth orO.3 ~m. Find the loca
tion of the junction if the peak concentration is 1 x 10ls/cmJ and the doping of the 
wafer is 3 x 1016/cmJ

• 

Solulion: From Fig. 5.3(a), the implant energy is 100 keY. From Fig. 5.3(b), the straggle 
is 0.07 ~m. Equating the Gaussian distribution to the background conccnlTation yields 

or 

Xi = Rp ± 2.65l:J.Rp 

This yields junction depths of 0. 12 ~m and 0.49 jJm. 

The peak of an implantation is often positioned at the silicon surface. For this 
special case, we may use Irvin's curves for Gaussian distributions to find the sheet 
resistance of the implanted layer. as discussed in Chapter 4. These curves may also be 
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FIGURE 5.6 
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used to find the sheet resistance of a layer which is completely below the surface. (Sec
Problem 5.4.) Note that an implanted Gaussian impurity distribution will remain 
Gaussian through any subsequent high-temperature processing steps.. 

Diffused profiles generally have the maximum impurity concentration at the sili· 
con surface. Ion-implantation techniques can be used to produce profiles with subsur
face peaks or "retrograde" profiles that decrease toward the wafer surfacc. Multiple 
implant steps at different energies can also be used to build up more complicated 
impurity profiles. 

5.5 CHANNELING. LAniCE DAMAGE. AND ANNEALING 

5.5.1 Channeling 

The LSS results of Section 5.2 are based on the assumption that the target material is 
amorphous, having a completely random order. This assumption is true of thermal 
sial' deposited Si)N4 and sial' and Illany thin metal films, but it is not valid for a 
crystalline substrate. The regular arrangement of atoms in the crystal lattice leaves a 
large amount of open space in the crystal. For example. Fig. 5.7 shows a view through 
the silicon lallice in the <110> direction. If the incoming ion flux is improperly ori
ented with respect to the crystal planes, the ions will tend to miss the silicon atoms in 
the lattice and will "channel" much more deeply into the material than the LSS the
ory predicts. However, electronic interactions will eventually stop the ions. 
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FIGURE 5.7 

The silicon lattice viewed along (he dlO> axis. From Th~ 
Arch;{t'CfIjreo! Molecules by Linus Pauling and Roger 
Hayward. Copyright Cl I964 W. H. Freeman am Company. 
Reprinted with pennission from Refs. [4<11 and [4bJ. 

Q = 1.2 x 1011/cm2 

} Q = S x J012/cmZ 32P:Si 
R_ 

temperattJre 

FIGURE 5.8 

Phosphorus impurity profiles 
for 4Q..keV implantarioll5 &t 
various angles from the <110> 
axis. Copyright 1968 by 

0.6 0 .8 1.0 National Research Council of 
Canada. Reprinted with pennis-

Depth (I-'m) sion from Ref.ISJ. 

The effects of channeling are demonstrated in Fig. 5.8. Phosphorus has been 
implanted at an energy of 40 keY into a silicon Larget with several orientations of the ion 
beam relative to the <100> silicon surfacc. The appearance of a random target can be 
achieved by tilting <I0h silicon approximately 8° relative 10 the incoming beam. The 
results are represented by the x's in Fig. 5.8. The range for this case compares well with the 
.LSS calculations presented in Fig. 5.3. The open circles represent the boron profile 
implanted perpendicular to the <100> surfacc. Note that the range for the "channeled" 
case is almost lwice that predicted by the LSS theory. Results for two other angles of inci
dence are given in Fig. 5.8, showing progressively less channeling as the angle is increased. 
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5.5.2 l attice Damage a nd Annealing 

During the implantation process, ion impact can knock atoms o ut of the silicon lattice. 
damaging the implanted region of the crystal. If the dose is high enough, the implanted 
layer will become amorphous. Figure 5.9 gives the dose required to produce an amor
phous silicon layer for various impurities as a fu nction of substrate temperature. The 
heavier the impurity. the lower the dose that is required to create an amorphous la) er. 
At sufficiently high temperatures, an amorphous layer can no longer be formed. NOIe 
that damage from argon implantation was mentioned as a possible gettering technique 
at the end of Chapter 4. 

Implantatio n damage can be removed by an "annealing" step. Following implan
tation. the wafer is heated to a temperature between 8(X) and 1000 °C for approXi
mately 30 min. At these temperatures. silicon atoms can move back into lattice sites.. 
and impurity atoms can enter substitulional sites in the lattice. After the annealing 
cycle, nearly all of the implanted dose becomes electrically active. except for impuri~ 

concentrations exceeding 101Ylcml . 

Unfortunately, annealing cycles of 30 min at temperatures approaching I(XX) C 
can cause considerable spreading of the implant by diffusion. It has been found that 
Iruly amorphous layers can actually be annealed at lower temperatures through tbe 
process of solid-phase epitaxy. The crystalline substrate seeds recrystallization of Ihe 
amorphous layer. and epitaxial growth can proceed as rapidly as 500 Nmin at 600 C. 
During solid·phase epitaxy, impurity atoms are incorporated into subst itutional sileo;. 
and full activation is achieved at low temperatures. 

Low-e nergy arsenic implantations produce shallow amorphous layers that can be 
annealed using solid-phase epitaxy to yield shallow, abrupt junctions that a rc ideal for 

fIGURE 5.9 

A plot of lhe dose required 10 rann an aTl'lO!"' 
phou~ layer OIl silicon \'ersus rcciprocallargcl 
lemperalUre. Arsenic falls between phosphOlllS 
and anlimony. Copyrighl 1970 by Plenum 
Publishing COrpofalion. Reprinted wi th permis
sion rrom Ref. (61. 
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VLSI structures. Boron, however, is so light that it does not produce an amorphous 
layer even at relatively high doses., unless the substrate is deliberately cooled. (See Fig. 
5.9.) Today, boron is often implanted using ions of the heavier BF2 molecule. The 
lower-velocity implant results in sha llow layers that can be annealed under solid
phase-epitaxy conditions. 

5.5.3 Deviations from the Gaussian Theory 

If we take a detailed look at the shape of the implanted im purity distribution, we find 
deviations from the ideal Gaussian profile. When light ions., such as boron, impact 
atoms of the silicon target, they experience a relatively large amount of backwa rd scat
tering and fill in the distribution on the surface side of the peak, as in Fig. 5.1D. Heavy 
atoms., such as arsenic, experience a larger amount of forward scattering and tend to fill 
in the profile on the substrate side of the peak. A number of methods have been pro
posed for mathematically modeling this behavior. such as the use of Pearson Type-IV 
distributions [8]. However, for common implant energies below 200 keY, the Gaussian 
theory provides a useful model of the impurity distribution. This is part icularly true 
since the forward and backward scattering tend to alter the tails of the distribution 
where the concentration is well below the peak value. 

5.6 SHALLOW IMPLANTATION 

. -

Deep submicron MOS devices require heavily doped source-drain regions with junc
tion depths below 20 nm. In order to form these junctions., a new set o f manufacturing 
tools was developed based upon low-energy implantation and rapi d thermal anneal
ing. A detailed understanding of a diffusion phenomenon termed Transient Enhanced 
Diffusion or TED was also required . 

30keV 

J017 !!-~;;J,~+:-"~~'-;;'::-,-:~"~-,1::----:-L,-:!,-~:'::-~~ o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
Depth (j.lm) 

FIGURE S. 10 

Meruiured boron impurity dis
tribUl ions compared with 
four·moment (Pearwn I V) 
di."tribution funClions. The 
boron was implanted into 
amorphous sificon without 
annealing. Reprinted with per
mission from Philips Journal 
of Research 18]. 
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5.6.1 low-Energy Implantation 

To achieve shallow junctions. low-voltage ion implantation with energies in the range of 
0.25-5 keV are utilized. Note that the classical ion-implanter described in Section 5.1 is 
not adequate for these implanl~ because of the high initial acceleration potenti al; spe
cialized implanter systems have been developed specifically for low-energy ion implan
tation. In addition, new implantation spa:ies with high mass, such as dccaborane B1oH •• 
[1 2}, and hence low resulting velocity, are being investigatcd. The "as-implanted" impu
rity profile distributions resulting from low-energy implantations can havc peaks \'e~ 
near the surface wilh junction depths of less than 25 nm, as indicated by the SIMS data 
in Fig. 5.11. Because relatively high doses are used to achieve low sheet resistance for 
source--drain regions. even low-energy implants cause substantial damage to the crystaJ 
near the wafer surface, and this damage must be removed by annealing. 

(., 

FIGURE 5. 11 
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Examples 0( transient enhanced dirrusion. SIMS data comparing as-impJantcd and annealed dep th profiles (rom (a) 3 
x 1014/cm2,2 keY As' ,and (b) 3 x [0"/cm1, I keY PO. Annealing condit ions were 950"C ror 10 sec. SIMS cJepth profiles 
or 1 J[ l oJ'fcm2 B implanted at 05-, 1-, 2-, and 5-keV (e) as-implanted,lInd (d) srler annealing lit 1050 "C fOr 10 sec. 
Copyrighll997 IEEE. Reprinted with permission from Re[ (13]. 
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U2 Rapid Thermal Annealing 

In addition to removing the damage caused by the implantation, the annealing step is 
required to electrically activate the implanted impurities. However, in order to mini
mize diffusion of the shallow implanted profiles, the Df product associated with the 
annealing process must be kept as small as possible. Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA) 
systems can achieve the desired results with annealing times that range from a few min
utes down to only a few seconds. High-intensity lamps shown in Fig. 5.12(a) arc used to 
rapidly heal the wafer to the desired annealing temperature (e.g., 950-1050 0c) in a 
very short time. Extremely rapid temperature ramp-up and ramp-down rates are 
achieved (c.g., 50 COsec or more). Using this rapid thermal-processing technique, the 
effective Df products can be very small. However, even the short ramp time can be 
important if the dwell time at the upper temperature is short. (Sec Problems 5. 19-5.22.) 

Rapid thennal annealing represents only onc fonn of rapid thennal processing. 
Similar systems arc used to grow very thin oxide and nitride layers using processes 
teoned rapid thennal oxidation (RTO) or rapid thermal nitridation (RlN). Silicide 
layers, to be discussed in Section 7.S,can also be formed using rapid the rmal process
ing. An example of an RTP system appears in Fig. 5.l2(b). 

'll1ennal energy 

~-R~~~"'~'" Real·time i proceS/l 
temperature sensors controller 

(.) (b) 

IIIGlIRE 5.12 

Concept of a rapid thenna! processing (RTP) s)'litem. (b) Applied Material:; 300 mm RTP S)'litem. (Courtesy 
IW Materials, loc.) 
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5.6.3 Transient Enhanced Diffusion (TED) 

During the invest igation of shallow junction formation. it was discovered that the 
impurities diffuse considerahly more than predicted by simple diffusion theory usi", 
the values of the DE product calculated for the annealing proces. ... II was found that tbe 
presence of damage 10 the silicon crystal from the implan tation temporarily enhaf'lCl!'S 
the diffusion coefficient by a factor as large as 5 to 10 times 113--161.111 is enhancemcnl 
is a transient phenomenon which disappears as the damage is annealed out. Howe\er 
the modification of the impurity profile can be substantial, particularly to the tails uI 
the distribution, and the junction depth can change by a significant amount. Since (be 
dose is constant. the peak concentration also falls. and the sheet resistance changes due 
to the impurity redistribution. An example of the profile redistribution due to TED 
also presented in the SIMS dala in fig. 5.11 \13]. Because of its importance in smal 
geometry dev ices. modeling of the TED phenomena has been added to many procnl 
simulation programs. 

SUMMARY 

Ion implantation uses a high-voltage accelerator to introduce impurity atoms into tbr 
surface of the silicon wafer, and it offers many advantages over deposition by high-tem
perature diffusion. Ion implantation is a low-temperature process minimizing impuriry 
movement by diffusion, which has become very important to VLSI fabrication. La.. 
temperature processing also pennits the use of a wide variety of materials as bamer 
layers to mask the implantation. Photoresist, oxide, nitride, aluminum, and other metJil 
films can all be used, adding important increased flexibility to process design. 

Ion implantation also pennits the usc of a much wider range of impurity specin; 
Ihan diffusion. In principle, any element that can be ionized can be introduced into 
the wafer using implantation. Implantation offers much tighter control of the dose 
introduced into the wafer. and a much wider range of doses can be reproducj~ 
achieved than possible with diffusion. 

Diffused profiles almost always have the maximum impurity concentration at the 
surface. Ion-implantation techniques can be used to produce new profiles with subsur
face peaks or retrograde profiles which decrease toward the wafer surface. 
Implantation can introduce impurities into very shallow layers near the surface. ag.u. 
a significant advantage for VLSI structures. 

The main disadvantage of ion implantation is the cost of the equipment. Also. tbe 
ion implanter has trouble achieving high dC6es (>1016/cm1) in a time reasonable for 
high-volume production. High-current machines have been developed to overco~ 
this laller problem. Overall. the flexibility and process control achievable with loa 
implantation have far outweighed the disadvantage of cos!. and ion implantation . 
used routinely for state-of-the-art bipolar and MOS integrated-circuit fabrication. 

Ion implan tation results in profiles that can be modeled by a Gaussian distribu
tion. The depth and width of the distribution depend on both the ion species and the 
energy of the implantation. To prevent channeling, implantation is normally perfonn"'" 
at an angle of approximately 8" off the normal to the wafer surface. 

The implantation process damages the surface. and an annealing step is required 
to remove the effects of the damage. Low doses may result in the need for annealing .. 
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SIX) 10 1(XX) "C for 30 min. However, if the surface layer has become amorphou~ 
annealing can be achieved through solid-phase epitaxy al temperatures of only 600 0c. 

Very shallow implantations., that arc required for deep submicTon VLSI fabrica· 
tion, can be achieved using low energy « 5 keY) ion implantation. Rapid thermal 
annealing is then used to activate the implantation while maintaining a small Ot prod
uct. However, transient enhanced diffusion causes the implantations to spread more 
deeply than predicted by the Dt value and standard diffusion models. 
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PROBLEMS 

5.1 Ooron is implanted with an energy of 60 keY through a O.25-~m layer of silicon dioxide 
The implanted dose is 1 X IOl'/cm1. 

(II) Find the boron concentration at the sil icon--silicon dioxide interface. 

(bl Find the dose in silicon. 

(c) Determine the junction depth if the background concentration is 3 X IOn/cm3. 

S.2 A measured boron dose of 2 X IOis/em2 is implanted into the surface of a silicon wafer M 
an energy of 10 keY. What are the projected depth and slTaggle based upon Fig. 5.3 
What is the junction depth if the implantation resulted in a Gaussian profile and tht
background concentration of the wafer is 1016/cml? 

5.3 What energy is required to implant phosphorus through a I-~m layer of silicon dioxide if 
the peak of the implant is to be at the Si-Si02 interface? What is the straggle? 

5.4 An arsenic dose of 1 X lOu/cm1 is implanted through a SO-nm layer of silicon diOXide 
with the peak of the distribution at the Si--SiOz interface. A silicon nitride film on top of 
the silicon dioxide is to be used as a barrier material in the regions where arsenic IS not 
desired. How thick should the nitride layer be if the background concentration is 1 X 
10151cm~ 

s.s An implantation will be used for the predeposition step for a boron base diffusion. The final 
layer is to be 5 ~m deep wi th a sheet resistance of 125 ohms per square (N 8 "" 1016/cml). 
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(8) What is thc dose required from thc ion implanter if thc boron will be implanted 
through a thin silicon dioxide laycr so that Ihc peak oC thc implanlcd distribution is 
al thc silicon-silicon dioxide interface? 

(b) What drive-in time is required to produce the final base layer at a temperature of 
11 00 "0 

5.6 Repeal Problem 5.S for a 2-J.lm-dccp diffusion with a sheet resistance of 200 ohms/square. 

5.1 Repeal Problem 5.5 for a O.25-j..Im-dccp di ffusion wilh a sheet resistance of 250 
ohms/square. 

5.1:1 A phosphorus dose of I X IOljkm1 is implanted inlo thc surface of a silicon wafer at an 
energy of20 keY. What arc Ihc projected depth and straggle based upon Fig.. 5.31 What is 
the junction depth if thc implantation resulted in a Gaussian profIle and thc background 
conccntration of the ..... afer is 1O'&/cml<! 

5.9 (a) Usc Irvin'scurvcs 10 find the sheet resistance ora boron layer implanted completely 
below the surface in 'I-type si licon (NH = lOu/em3). Assume the layer has a peak 
concentration of 1 X lO!'I/eml, and the range and straggle are 1.0 ~m and 0.11 ~m . 
respeetively. (Hint:Think about conductors in parallel.) 

(b) What is the dose of this implantation? 

(e) What was the energy used for this ion implantation'! 

(d) At what depths nre 1m junctions located? 

5.10 (a) Photoresist is used as an implantation barrier during a boron source/drain implantation 
at .so keY. How thid:: a layer of photoresist should be utilr;.£(\ to block the implant? 

(b) Repeat the process for a phosphorus implant. 

(e) Repeat it for an arsenic implanl. 

5.11 What arc the velocities of the following ions in an ion implanter if they arc acc:clerated 
through a potential of 5 keY (a) B' ions? (b) (BFJ" ions" (c) (BmH1J ' ions? 

5.U lne source and drain regions of a self-aligned II-channel polysilicon-gatc MOS transisto r 
are to be formed using arsenic implantation, The dimensions o f a cross 5e(.'lion of the 
device are given in Hg. PS.J2. Calculate the channel shrinkage caused by lateral straggle 
if the peak concentration of the implantation is IOZO/em) and the substrate doping is 
JOlb/cm3. Assume that the channel region is in the silicon immediately below the oxide. 
Use Rp= O.1 ~m,tJ.Rp = O.04 ~m.and tJ.Rl, = 0.022 ~m. 

I "", ' ''''' ' 1 

.1 

I Polysilicon 

1 I. 
FIGURE 5.12 
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5.13 An implanted profile is formed by two boron implantations. The first uses an energy of 
100 keV and the second an energy of 200 keV. The peak concentration of eaeh distribu
tion is 5 X IOI ' /em). O ra ..... a graph o f the composite profile and find the junction depth(s) 
if the phosphorus background concentration is IOI6fan). What arc the doses of the t\\-O 
implant steps? 

5.14 A high-energy (5 MeV) is used to implant oxygen deep below the silicon surface in order 
to form a buried SiOz layer. Assume that the desired Si~ layer is to be 0.2 ~m wide. 

(a) What is the oxygen dose required to be implanted in silicon? 

(b) What beam cum:nt is required if a 2ffi.mm-diamctcrwafcr is to be implanted in 15 min? 

(c) How much po\oVCr is being supplied to the ion beam'! Discuss what effects lha 
implantation may have on the wafer. 

5.15 The thrc§hold \'o ltage of an NMOS transistor may be increased by ion implantation of 
boron into the channel region. For shallow implantations. the voltage shift is given 
approximately by d V T - qQIC ... , ..... here Q is the boron dose and C.,. = EJX.,. XO is the 
oxide thickoess and £0 is the permittivity of sil icon dioxide: 3.9 X (8.854 x 10.14 FIero). 
What boron dose is required to shift the threshold by 0.75 V if the oxide thickness is 
nm? 

5.16 An ion implanter has a beam current of 10 J.I A. How long does it take to implant a boron 
dose o f 1015/em1 into a wafer with a diameter of 200 mm? 

5.17 Write a computer program to calculate the sheet rc§istancc of an arbitrary GaussiaB 
layer in siliron. 

5.18 A boron dose of 1 x IQU/cm1 is implanted into a silicon wafer. (a)Usc Fig. 5.9 to deler· 
mine the minimum substrate temperature required to insure that an amorphous layer is 
formcd so that solid-sta te epitaxy is possible. (b) What happens if the implanted spct'1eS 
is changcd 10 phosphorus? 

5.19 An RTA system goes from 25 to 1050 °Cat a rate of SO "Qsec. and remains at 1050 eCfor 
I minute. It Ihen returns to 25 °C at a ratc of 50 cOsec. Numerically calculatc the lotal Dr 
proouct for a boron diffusion using the data from Table 4.1 in Chaptcr 4. What is thc Dt 
product considering only the time spent at 1050 °el 

5.20 Repeat Prob. 5.19 if the time at 1050 °C is reduced to 5 seconds. 

5.21 An RTA system goes from 25 to 9!l.J °C at a rate of 40 COsec and stays at 980 °C for: 
minutes. It then returns to 25 cC at a rate of 40 "Osee. Numerically cakulate the total Dr 
product for a phosphorus diHusion using the data from Table 4.1 in Chapter 4, What t5 

the Df producI considering only the time spent at 980 °d 

5.22 Repeat l>rob.5.21 reducing the time al 980 °C 10 15 seconds. 



CHAPTER 6 

Film Deposition 

Fabrication processes involve many steps in which thin fi lms of various materia ls are 
deposited on the surface of the wafer. This chapte r presents a survey of deposition 
processes. including evaporation, chemical vapor deposition. and spullcring. wh ich are 
used to deposit meta ls, silicon and polysilicon. and dielectrics such as silicon dioxide 
and silicon nitride. Evaporation and sputtering require vacuum systems operating at 
low pressure. whereas chemical vapor deposition and epitaxy ca n be performed at 
either reduccd o r atmospheric pressure. An overview of vacuum systems and some 
results from the theory of ideal gases arc also presented in Ihis chapter. 

6.1 EVAPORATION 

Physical evaporation is one of the oldest rnelhocls of depositing mctal films..Aluminum 
and gold are heated to the point of vaporization . and then evaporate to form a thin 
film coveri ng the surface of the silicon warer. To control the composition of the 
deposited material, evaporation is performed under vacuum conditions. 

Figure 6.1 shows a basic vacuum deposition system consist ing of a vacuum cham
ber. a mechanical roughing pump, a diffusion pump or turbomolecular pump, valves. 
vacuum gauges. and other instrumentation. In operation. the roughing valve is opened 
fi rs t, and the mechanic.,1 pump lowers the vacuum chamber pressure to an intermedi
ate vacuum level of approximate ly t Pascal (Pal). If a higher vacuum level is needed. 
the roughing valve is closed. and the roreline and high-vacuum valves are opened. The 
roughing pump now maintains a vacuum on the output of the d iffusion pump. A liquid
nitrogen (77 K) cold trap is used with the difrusion pump to reduce the pressure in the 
vacuum chamber to approximately l~ Pa. Ion and thermocouple gnuges are used to 
monito r the pressure at a number of points in the vacuum system. and several olher 
valves are used as vents 10 return the system to atmosphe ric pressure. 

129 
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FIGURE 6.1 

T)·pical vacuum systcm used 
for cvaporation ineluding vac
uum chamber. roughing pump. 
high-vacuum pump, and vari 
ous valvcs and \·acuum gauges. 
Copyright 1987 McGraw-lii ll 
Book Company. Rcprintcd 
with permission from Ref. [5]. 
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Gases behave in an almost idea l manncr al low pressure and are well described by the 
ideal gas law. Pressure P, volumc V,and temperature Tof one mole of a gas are related by 

PV = N .,kT (6.1) 

where k is Bohzmann 's constant 2 and Nav is Avogadro's number (6.02 X lon mole
cules/molc). The concentration of gas molecules is given by 

N n P 
f1 =-- = -

V kT 
(6.2) 

In some systems, the surface of the substrate must be kept extremely d ea n prior 
to deposition. The presence of even a small amount of oxygen o r other elements will 
result in formation of a contamination layer on the surface of the substrate. The rate lI> 

1 Ie (Bot I~ma",,·~conSlant) .. t .38 )( lU-l.I I IK " 1.37 )( l trZl a\tl"I-(m'/ K . 
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of form::ltion of this layer is determined from the impingement rate of gas molecules 
hitting the substrate surface and is related to the pressure by 

p 
cJ> = (molecules/cm2-sec) 

V27rmkT 
where m is the mas.o; of the molecule. This can be reduced to 

2.63 X lO 20p 
ell = VMT (mo leculcslcm"l-scc) 

MT 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

where P is the pressure in Pa ::lnd M is the molecular weight (e.g .• M = 32 for oxygen 
molecules). If we assume that each molecule sticks as jt contacts the surface. then the 
time required to form a monolayer on the surface is given by 

(6.5) 

where N. is the number of molecules/cm2 in the layer. 

Example 6.2 

Suppose the residual pressure of oxygen in the vacuum system is 1 Pa. How long 
does it tak e to deposit one atomic layer of oxygen on the surface of the wafer at 300 K'! 

So/ulion: The radius of an oxygen molecule is approximately 3.6 A. 1f we assume close 
packing of the molecules on the surface. there will be appro ximately 2.2 X 1014 mole
cules/cm2

• At 300 K and I Pa. the impingement rate for oxygen is 2.7 X 1018 mole
culeslcm2-sec. One monolayer is deposited in 82 .... sec (a very short period). 

Pressure and temperature also determine another imponant film-deposition 
parameter called the meall/ree path."'. TIle mean free path of a gas mo lecule is the aver
age distance the molecule travels before it collides with ano ther molecule. ,.. is given by 

kT 
A - -if2-;:2;:" -pd-::' (6.6) 

where d is the diameter of the gas molecule and is in the range of2 to 5 A. Evaporation 
is usually done at a background pressure near 10-4 Pa. At this pressure, a 4-A molecule 
has a mean free path of approximately 60 m. ThUs. during aluminum evaporation. for 
example. aluminum molecules do not interact with the background gases and tend to 
travel in a stTaightline from the evaporation source to the deposition target. 

On the other hand. sputtering. which will be discussed in Section 6.4, uses argon 
gas at a pressure of approximately 100 Pa, using the same radius results in a mean free 
path of only 60 jJm. Thus, the material being deposited tends to scatter o ften with the 
argon atoms and arrives at the target from random directions. 
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Tho formso! evaporalm !iOurccs. (a) '1lamen! evaporation. in which 
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6.1.2 Filament Evaporation 
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The simplest evaporator consists of a vacuum system conlaining a filamen t that can be 
heated to high temperalure. In Fig. 6.2(a), small loops of a metal such as aluminum are 
hung from a fil ament formed of a refractory (h igh-temperature) metal such as tung
sten. Evaporation is accomplished by gradually increasing the t emper~lIure of the fila
menl until the aluminum melts and wets the filament. Filament tempera ture is then 
raised to evaporate the aluminum from the fil ament. The wafers are mounted nea r (he 
fil amen t and are covered by a thin fi lm of the evaporating material. 

Although fil ament evaporation systems are easy 10 sct up, conlaminatio n levels 
ca n be high. particularly from the fil ame nt material. In additio n, evaporation of com
posite materials cannot be easily controlled using a fil ament evaporator. The material 
with Ihe lowest melting point lends 10 evaporale first , and the deposited film will not 
have the same composition as the source materia l. Thick films are difficult to achieve, 
since a limited supply of material is conlained in the metal loops. 

6.1.3 Electron-Beam Evaporation 

In electron-beam (E-beam) evaporation systems (see fi g. 6.2(b)). the high-tempera
ture fil ament is replaced with an electron beam. A high-intensity beam of electrons, 
with an energy up to 15 keV,is focused on a source target containing the material to be 
evaporated. The energy from the electron beam melts a region of the target. Material 
evaporales from the source and covers the silicon wafers with a thin layer. 

The growth rate using a sma ll planar source is given by 

m 
G = ~ cos ¢ cos 8( cmJsec} 

~pr 

(6.7) 

for the geometrical setup in Fig. 6.3. ¢ is the angle measured from the normal to the 
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FIGURE 6.3 

Geometry ror eV8poration in 8 S)'1ltem using 8 
plunctary substrate holdcr. 

plane of the source. and 6 is the angle of the substrate relative to the vapor stream. p 
and til are the density (g/ern) and mass evaporation rate (gIsec), respectively, of the 
material being deposited. 

For batch deposition, a planetary substrate holder (Fig. 6.4) consisting of rotating 
sections of a sphere is used. Each substra te is positioned tangential to the surface of 
the sphere with radius ' 0' as in Fig. 6.3. Applying some geometry yields 

For the planetary substrate holder. G becomes independent of substrate position: 

G =~ 
41TP~ 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

The wafers arc mounted above the source and are typically rotated around the 
source during deposition to ensure uniform coverage. The wafers are also often radi
antly hea ted to improve adhesion and unifonni ty of the evaporated material. The 
source material sits in a water-cooled crucible., and its surface only comes in contact 
with the electron beam during the evaporation process. Purity is controlled by the 
purity of the original source material. The relatively large size of the source provides a 
virtually unlimited supply of material for evaporation. and the deposition rate is easily 
controlled by changing the current and energy of the elect ron beam. 
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FIGURE 6.4 

Photograph of a laboratory E-beam c\'apo
ration s)'stcm ",ith a planetary substratc 
holder whid! rotates simultaneously around 
two i!.lits. 

O ne method of monitoring the deposition rate uses a quartz crystal, which is cov
ered by the evaporating material during deposition. 11,e reSonant frequency of the 
crystal shifts in pro(X)rtion to the thickness of the deposited film . By monitoring the 
resonant frequency or the crystal, the de(X)sition rate may be measured with an accu
racy of better than 1 A/sec. Dual electron beams with dual targets may be used to 
cocvaJXIrate composite materials in E-bearn evaJXIration systems. 

X-ray radiation can be generated in an electron-beam system for acceleration 
voltages exceeding 5 to 10 keY. and substrates may suffer some radiation damage from 
both energetic electrons and X-rays. The damage can usually be annealed oul during 
subsequent process steps. However. the radiation effects are of great concern to MOS 
process designers, and sputtering has replaced electron-beam evaporation in many 
steps in manufacturing processes. 

6.1.4 Flash Evaporation 

R ash eva poration uses a fine wire as the source material. and a high -temperature 
ce ra mic ba r is used to evaporate Ihe wire. The wire is fed con tinuously and evapo
rates on contact with the ceramic bar. Flash evaporation ca n prod uce relatively 
thick film s, as in an E-beam system, without problems associated with rad iat ion 
damage. 

6.1.S Shadowing and Step Coverage 

Because of the large mean free paths of gas molecules at low pressure. evaporation tcch
niques tend to be directional in nature. and shadowing of patterns and poor step coverage 
can occur during deposition. Figure 6.5 illustrates the shadowing phenomenon that ca n 
occur with closely spaced featu res on the surface of an integrated circuit. In the fuUy shad
owed region. there will be little deposition. In the partially shadowed region, there will be 
variation in fdm thickness. To minimize these effects, the planetary substrate holder of the 
electron-beam system continuously rotates the wafers during the film deposition. 
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FIGURE 6.5 

Pllrti:dly Totall)' 
shadowed shadowed 

An example of the shadowing problem that can 
oocur during Iow-prt:s.~urc: vacuum deposi tiort in 
which the molccular mean free path is largc. region region 

6.2 SPUTIERING 

Anode 

ml 

Sputlering is achieved by bombarding a target with energetic ions. typically Ar + • 

Atoms at the surface of the target are knocked loose and transported to the substrate, 
whe re deposition occurs. Electrically conductive materi als such as A I. W, and li can usc 
a de power source, in which the target acts as the cathode in a diode system. Spunering 
of dielectrics such as silicon dioxide or aluminum oxide requires an RF power source to 
supply energy to the argon atoms. A diagram of a sputtering system is shown in Fig. 6.6. 

VdCuum 
chamberl 

~ 

Wafers 

~ t 1'" 
Heater 

C-.llhode 
~hield 

Cathode 
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FtGURE 6.6 

High mIlage I I I Mgon 
inlet A de ~putlering system in which the larget mate· 
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art: mounted on the system anode. 

To 
,'l!CUum pump 
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FIGURE 6.7 

Spullering yie ld venus ion energy for a de SPU II CI

ing systcm using argon. 
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In sputte r deposition, there is a threshold energy that must be exceeded before 
sputtering occurs. The sputtering yield (Fig. 6.7) represents the number of atoms liber
ated from the target by each inciden t atom, and it increases rapidly with energy of the 
incident ions. Systems arc usually operated with an energy large enough to ensure a 
sputtering yield of al least unity. 

Sputtering can be used to deposit a broad range of materials. In addition, alloys 
may be deposited in which the deposited film has the same composition as the target. 
An example is the AI-Cu- Si alloy commonly used for metallization in integrated cir
CUilS. (We will discuss this alloy in Chapter 7.) As one might expect, sputtering results 
in the incorporation of some argon into the film, and heating of the substrate up to 350 
"C can occur during the deposition process. Sputtering provides excellent coverage of 
the sharp topologies often encountered in integrated circuits. 

Sputter etching (a reversal of the sputter deposition process) can be used to dean 
the substrate prior to film deposition, and the sputter etching process is o ften used to 
clean contact windows prior to metal deposition . Etching removes any residual oxide 
from the window and improves the contact between the metal and the underlying 
material. 

6.3 CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSmON 

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) forms thin films on the surface of a substrate by 
thermal decomposition or reaction of gaseous compounds. The desired material is 
deposited directly [rom the gas phase onto the surface of the substrate. Polysilicon, sili
con dioxide,and silicon nitride are routinely deposited using CVD techniques. In addi
tion, refractory metals such as tungsten (W) can also be deposited using CYD. 

Chemical vapor deposition can be perfonned at pressures for which th e mean free 
path for gas molecules is quite small, and the use of relatively high temperatures can 
result in excellent conformal step coverage over a broad range of topological profiles. 
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FIGURE 6.8 

FooT ' nlCS of chemical \"lIpor deposi tion (CVD) 5)'5-
tern!.. (a) Almosphcric-pf\$surc reactor. (h) hOI-wail 
LPCVD 5)'litCm using II thrcc·zOl1c furnace tube: (el 
para llel-plale pl!Wlla-cnhlloccd CVD system: (d) 
PEeVD system ming II three-zone furnace lUbe. 
Olpyright 1983 Bell Telephone laboralori«, 11K
Reprinted by permission from Ref. 121. 

6.3.1 CVD Reactors 

Several different types of CVD reactor systems are shown in Fig. 6.8. In Fi g. 6.8(a ). a 
continuous atmosphenc*pressure (APCVD) reactor is shown. This lype of reactor has 
been used for deposition of the silicon dioxide passivat ion layer as one of the last steps 
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in Ie processing. The reactant gases flow through the center section of the reacto r and 
are contained by nitrogen curtains at the ends. The substrates can be fed continuously 
through the system. and large-diameter wafers are easily handled. However, high gas
flow rates are required by the atmospheric-pressure reactor. 

The hot-wall, low-pressure system of Fig. 6.8(b) is commonly used to deposit 
polysilicon,silicon dioxide. and silicon nitride and is referred to as a low-pressure CVD 
(LPCVD) system. 'llle reactant gases arc intnxluced into one end of a three-zone fur
nace tube and are pumped out the other end. TemperAtures range from 300 to 1150 ce, 
and the pressure is typically 30 to 250 Pa. Exce llent uniformity can be obtained with 
LPCVD systems, and several hundred wafers may be processed in a single run. Hot
wall systems have the disadvanl age that the deposited film simultaneously coats the 
inside of the tube. The tube must be periodically cleaned or replaced to minimize prob
lems with particulate matter. In spite of this problem, hot-wa ll LPCVD systems are in 
widespread use throughout the semiconductor industry. Vertical furnaces similar to 
that depicted in Fig. 3.II(b) are also utilized for chemical vapor deposition. 

CVD reactions can also lake place in a plasma reactor, as shown in Fig. 6.8(c). 
Fonnation of the plasma permits the reaction to take place at low temperatures, which is 
a primary advantage of plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD) processes. In the parallel
plate system, the wafers lie on a grounded aluminum plate, which serves as the bottom 
electrode for establishing the plasma. °llle wafers can be heated up to 4(X) ce using high
intensity lamps or resistance heaters. °llle top electrode is a second aluminum plate 
placed in close proximity to the wafer surface. Gases are introduced along the outside of 
the system, flow radially across the wafers. and are pumped through an exhaust in the 
cen ter. An RF signal is applied to the lop plate to establish the plasma. The capacity of 
this type of system is limited. and wafers must be loaded manually. A major problem in 
VLSI fabrication is particulate mailer that may fall from the upper plate onto the warers. 

The furnace-plasma system in Fig. 6.8(d) can handle a large number of wafers at 
one time. A special electrode assembly holds the wafers parallel to the gas flow. The 
plasma is established between alternating groups of electrodes supporting the wafers. 

Optica l excitation. usually with laser sources, can also be used to assist or replace 
the thermal energy required for CVD reactions, and this form of processing is referred 
to as photon-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. 

6.3.2 Polysilicon Deposition 

Silicon is deposited in an LPCVD system using thernlal decomposition of silane: 

SiH4 ~ Si + 2H2 (6.10) 

Low-pressure systems (25 to 150 Pa) use either 100% silane or 20 to 30% silane 
diluted wi th nitrogen. A temperature between 600 and 650 DC results in deposition of 
polysilicon material at a rate of 100 10 200 Atmin. A less commonly used deposition 
occurs between 850 and 1050 cC in a hydrogen atmosphere. The higher temperature 
overcomes a reduction in deposition rate caused by the hydrogen carrier gas. 

Po lysilicon can be doped by diffusion or ion implan tatio n o r during deposition 
(in situ) by the addition of dopant gases such as phosphine, arsine, or d iborane. "lhe 
addition of diborane greatly increases the deposition rate. whereas the addition of 
phosphine or arsine substantially reduces the deposition rate. 
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Polysilicon is often deposited as undoped malerial and is then doped by diffu
sion. High-temperature difrusion occurs much more rapidly in polysilicon Ihan in sin
gle-crystal silicon. and the polysilicon film is typically saturated with the dopant to 
ach ieve as Iowa resistivity as possible for interconnection purposes. Resistivities o f 
0.01 to 0.001 ohm-crn can be achieved in diffusion-doped polysilicon. lon implantation 
typically yields a lower active-impurity density in the polysi licon film. and ion
implanted polysilicon exhibits a resistivity about 10 times higher than that achieved by 
high-temperat ure diffusion . 

6.3.3 Silicon Dioxide Deposition 

Silicon dioxide fi lms can be deposited using a variety of reactions and temperature 
ranges. and the films can be doped or undoped. Phosphorus-doped oxide can be used 
as a passivation layer over a completed integrated circuit or as the insulating medium 
in multilevel metal processes (which will be discussed in the next chapter). Silicon 
dioxide containing 6 to 8% phosphorus by weight will soften and flow at temperatures 
between 1000 and 1100 °C. ·rhis " P-glass reflow" process can be used 10 improve slep 
coverage and provide a smoother topography for later process steps. Si02 with lower 
concentrations of phosphorus will not renow properly. and higher concentrations can 
corrode aluminum if moisture is present. Oxide doped with 5 to 15% by weight of var
ious dopants can also be used as a diffusion source. 

Deposition of silicon dioxide over aluminum must occur at a temperature below 
the silicon-al uminum e utectic point of 5TI 0c. (See Chapter 7.) A reaction between 
silane and oxygen between 300 and 500 °c is commonly used 10 deposit SiOl : 

(6.11 ) 

The oxide may be doped with phosphorus using phosphine: 

(6.12) 

Oxide passivation layers can be deposited al atmospheric pressure using the continu
ous reaclor of Fig. 6.8(a), or they can be deposited at reduced pressure in an LPCVD 
system, as in fig. 6.8(b). 

Deposition of Sial films prior to metallization can be performed at higher tem
peratures. which gives a wider choice of reactions and results in better uniformity and 
step coverage. For example, a dichlorosilane reaction with nitrous oxide in an LPCVD 
system at approximately 900 0c, 

(6. 13) 

can be used to deposit insulating layers of Si02 on wafer surfaces. 
Decomposition of the vapor produced from a liquid source.tetraethylorthosili

cate (TEOS),can also be used in an LPCVD system between 650 and 750 °C: 

(6.14) 
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Deposition based on the decomposition of TEOS provides excellent unifomlity 
and step coverage. Oxide doping may be accomplished in the LPCVD systems by 
adding phosph ine. arsine. or diborane. 

A comparison of some of the propen ies of various CVD oxides is given in Table 6.1. 

6.3.4 Silicon Nitride DepoSition 

TABLE 6. 1 

Source 

Silane 

As discussed in Chapter 3.silicon nitride is used as an oxidation mask in recessed oxide 
processes. Sil icon ni tr ide is also used as a fina l passivation layer. because it provides an 
excellent barrier to both moisture and sodium contamination. Composi te films of 
oxide and nitride fl re being investigllted for use as very thin gate insulators in scaled 
VLSI devices. and they are also used as the ga te dielectric in electrically programmable 
memory devices. 

Both silane and dich lorosilane will react with ammonia to produce silicon nitride. 
"Ille sil flne reaction occurs between 700 and 900 °c at atmospheric pressure: 

(6.15) 

Dichlorosilane is used in an LPCVD system between 700 and 800 °C: 

(6. 16) 

Themla l growth o f si licon nitride is possible. but not very practica l. Silicon nitride will 
Conn when silicon is exposed to ammonia at tempera tures between 1000 and 1100 °C, 
but the growth rate is very low. 

Plasma systems may be used for the deposition o f silicon nitride. Silane will react 
with a nitrogen discharge to form p lasma nitride (SiN): 

(6.17) 

Silane will also react wit h flmmonia in an argon plasma: 

(6.18) 

LPCVD films are hydrogen-rich, containing up to 8% hydrogen. Plasma deposi
t ion does not produce sto ichiometric silicon nitride films. Instead, the films contain as 
much as 20 to 25% hydrogen. LPCVD films have high interna l tensile stresses. and 

Properties of Various Deposi ted Oxides (Aflcr Ref. [2» 

Deposition Dielectric Etch Rate 
Temperature Conformal Strcngth (A/min) 
("q Composi tion Step Covcrage (MV";:m) [100. 1 H.O:HFj 

'50 SiO,(H) No 8 60 
Dichlorosilane .~ SiO;z(O) y" 10 30 
TEOS 700 SiO, y" \0 JO 
Plm;ma 200 SiOu (ll) No 5 400 
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films thicker than 2000 A may crack because of this stress. On the other hand. plasma
deposited films have much lower tensile stresses. 

The resistivity ( 1016 ohm-cm) and dielectric strength (10 MVlcm) of the LPCVD 
nitride films are beller than those of most plasma fi lms. Resistivity of plasma nitride 
can range from 10" to lOtS ohm-cm, depending on the amount of ni trogen in the fi lm, 
while the die lectric strength ranges between I and 5 MY/cm. 

6.3,5 CVD Metal Deposition 

Many metals can be deposi ted by CVD processes. Molybdenum (Mo).tantalum era). 
titanium (TI), and tungsten (W) are all of interest in today's processes. because of their 
low resistivity and their abi lity to form silicides with silicon. (See Chapter 7.) Aluminum 
can be deposited from a metaUorganic compound such as tri-isobutyl aluminum, but 
this technique has not been commonly used because many other excellent methods of 
aluminum deposition are available. Advanced metallization systems employ copper. 
and researchers are actively exploring CVD processes for copper deposition. However. 
at this writing. CVD copper processes suitable for use in manufacturing have not been 
developed. and copper is still deposited by standard electro- and ckct rolus plating tech
niques similar to those utilized to produce ptinted circuit boards. 

Tungsten ca n be deposited by them18l, plasma. or optically assisted decomposi
tion of WFt): 

(6. 19) 

or through reduction with hydrogen: 

WF/) + 3H 2-W + 6HF (6.20) 

Me. Ta, and 1i can be deposited in an LPCVD system through reaction with 
hydrogen. The reaction is the same for all three metals: 

2MCl5 + SH 2 - 2M + lOHCI (6.21) 

Here M stands for anyone of the three metals previously mentioned. 

6.4 EPITAXY 

CVD processes can be used to deposit silicon onto the surface of a silicon wafer. Under 
approptifltc conditions, the silico n wafer acts as a seed crystal, and a singJe-crystal silicon 
layer is grown on the surface of the wafer. The growth of a crystalline silicon layer {rom 
the vapor phase is ca lled vapor-phase epitaxy (YPE). and it is the most common fomt o f 
epitaxy used in silicon processing. In addition.liqllid-phaseepiwx)' (LPE) and mnfecllfar
beam epiuL'cy (MBE) are being used widely in compound semiconductor technology. 

Epitaxial growt h was first used in IC processing to grow single-crystal n-type lay
ers o n p-type substrates for usc in standard buried-collector bipolar processing. More 
recently, it has been intnxluced into CMOS VLS I processes where lightly doped layers 
are grown o n heavily doped substrates of the same type (n on II + or p on p I ) to help 
suppress a circuit-failure mode called latchup. 
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6.4.1 VPE 

Silicon epitaxial layers are commonly grown with silicon depOSited from the gas phase. 
A basic model for the process is given in Fig. 6.9.At the silicon surface, the flux i $ of gas 
molecules is determined by 

(6.22) 

where k, is the surface-reaction rate constant and N, is the surface concentration of the 
molecule involved in the reaction. In the steady state, this flux must equallhe flux i s of 
molecules diffusing in from the gas stream. The flux i If may be approximated by 

J, ~ (D/~)(N, - N,) ~ h,(N, - N,) (6.23) 

where D is an effective d iHusion constant for the gas molecu le and 8 is the distance 
over which the diffusion is taking place. The ratio D,18 is called the vapor-phase mass
transfer coefficient,htl' Equating i , and i tl yields the flux impinging on the surface of the 
wafer. 'me growth rate v is equal to the flux divided by the number N of mo lecules 
incorporated per unit volume of film: 

FIGURE 6.9 

If k. ~ htl• then growth is said to be mass-transfer-limited, and 

N, 
v = h 

'N 

If htl»ks' then growth is said to be surface-reaction-limited , and 

N, 
v = k ' N 

Model for Ihe epitaxial growlh process. 

(6.24) 

(6.25) 

(6.26) 
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Figure 6.10 shows epitaxial growth rate as a function of temperature. Chemical reac
tions at the surface tend 10 follow an A rrhenius relationship charactenzed by an acti
vation energy EA , whereas the mass-transfer process tends to be independent of 
temperature. These two regions show up clearly in this figure. At low temperatures, the 
growth rate fo llows an Arrhenius relationship with an activation energy of approxi
mately 1.5 eY. At higher temperatures, the growth rate becomes independent of tem
perature. To have good growth-rate control and to minimize sensitivity to variations in 
temperature, epitaxial growth conditions are usually chosen to yield a mass-transfer
limited growth rate. 

Three common types of VPE reactors, the horizontal, pancake, and barrel sys
tems, are shown in Fig. 6.11 . The susceptor that supports the wafers is made of graphite 
and is heated by RF induction in the horizonta l and venica l reactors and by rad iant 
heati ng in the barrel reactor. 

Sil icon tetrachl oride (SiCI4) , silane (SiH4 ), dichlorosilane (SiH2C12), and 
lTichlorosilane (SiHCl3) have a ll been used for silicon VPE. Si licon tetrachloride has 
been widely used in industrial processing: 

Si0 4 (gas) + 2H2(gas) -Si(sol id) + 4HCI(gas) (6.27) 

This reaction takes place at approximately 1200 ClC and is reversible. If the carrier gas 
coming into the reactor contains hydrochlo ric acid. etching of the surface of the sil icon 
wafer can occur. This in-situ etching process can be used to clean the wafer pnor to the 
start of epitaxial deposition. 

A second reaction competes with the epitaxial deposition process: 

SiCl4(gas) + Si(solid) 4-+2SiCll (gas) (6.28) 

This second reaction also etches the si licon from the wafer surface. If the concentration 
of SiCl4 is too high, e.tching of the wafer surface will take place rather than epitaxial 
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f iGURE 6 .10 

Temperature dept.' nderw;:e of the 
silicon epitaxiat growth Pn;JCC.$S for 
four diffe rent !;Ourcq;.. The growth 
rate is surface-reanion-timitcd in 
region A and is mass--transfer·lim
itcd in TCgK,lrl B. Rcprif1lt.'d wi th 
permission from F't1ilips Jownal of 
Research (rom Ref. [31. 
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FIGURE 6.1 1 

(a) Hori:rontal, (b) pancake, and (c) barrel 
susceptor:s commonly used for vapor-phase 
cpitaxy. Copyright 1985 John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc.. Reprinted with pennission from Rcf. (11. 
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deposition. Figure 6.12 shows the effect of Si04 concentration on the growth of epitaxial 
silicon. The growth rate initially increases with increasing SiCI4 concentration, peaks, and 
then decreases. Eventually, growth stops and the e tching process becomes dominant. If 
the growth rate is too high, a polysilicon layer is deposited, rather than a layer of single
crystal silicon. 

FIGURE 6. 12 

Silicon epitaxial growth ratc as a function of SiD. - I 
COlIcenuation. PoIys ilicon deposition occur:s for 
growth rates cxceeding 2 Jim/min. Etching of thc 
surface will occur for mole fraction concentrations 
exceeding 28% . Copyright 1985 John Wilcy & Sons. 
Inc. Reprinted with permission from Rc[ (1(. 
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Epitaxial growth can also be achieved by the pyrolytic decomposition of silane: 

SiH 4 ~ Si + 2H2 (6.29) 

The reaction is not reversible and takes place at low temperatures. In addition, it 
avoids the formation of HO gas as a reaction by-product. However, careful control of 
the reactor is needed to prevent formation of polysilicon ra ther than single-<:rystal sili
con layers. The presence of any oxidizing species in the reactor can also lead to conta
mination of the epitaxial layer by s ilica dust. 

6.4.2 Doping of Epitaxial Layers 

Epitaxial layers may be doped during the growth process by adding impurities to the 
gas used for deposition. Arsine, diborane, and phosphine are the most convenient 
sources of the common impurities. The resistivity of the epitaxial layer is controlled by 
varying the partial pressure of the dopant species in the gas supplied to the reactor. 
The addition of arsine or phosphine tends to slow down the rate of epit axial growth, 
while the addition of diborane tends to en hance the epitaxial growth rate. 

Lightly doped epitaxial layers are often gro wn on more heavily doped substrates, 
and autodoping of the epitaxial layer can occur during growth. Impurities can evapo
rat e from the wafer or may be liberated by chlorine e tching of the surface d uring d epo
sition. The impurities are incorporated into the gas stream. resulting in doping of the 
growing layer. As the epitaxial layer grows, less dopant is released [rom the wafer into 
the gas stream, and the impurity profLIe eventuall y reaches a constant level determined 
by the doping in the gas stream. 

During deposition, the substrate also acts as a source of impurities which diffuse 
into the epitaxia l layer. This out-di[fusion will be discussed more fu lly in the next sec
tion. Both autodoping and out-diffusion cause the transition from the doping level of 
the substra te to that of the epitaxial layer to be less abrupt than desired. The effed s of 
autodoping and out-diffusion are illust rated in Fig. 6. 13. 

6.4.3 Buried Layers 

Out-diffusion is a common problem that occurs with the buried layer in bipolar tran
sistors. In order 10 reduce the resistance in series with the collector of the bipolar tran
sistor, heavily doped n-type regions are diffused int o the substrate prior to the growth 
of an n-typc epitaxial layer. During epitaxy, impurities diffuse upward {rom the heavily 
doped buried-layer regions. 

Diffusion of impurities from Ihe substrate during epitaxial growth is modeled by 
the diffusion equalion with a moving boundary (4). as in Fig. 6. 14, 

(6.30) 

where v .. is the rate of growth of the epilaxiallayer. 
Two specific solutions or Eq. (6.30) are applicable to epitaxial layer growth. The 

fi rst case is the growth of an undoped epilaxial layer o n a uniformly doped substrate. 
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FIGURE 6.13 

Redistribution of impurity moms due to gas
phase Ilutodoping and impurity ou t-diffusion 
during epi tax ia l layer gro ... th. Ol.ll-diffusion is 
calculatcd llSing EQ. (6.33) for epiUlJdal growth 
of a phospholUli-d opcd layer lit 1150 ~C o\·cr all 
ant imony-dopcd buried layer with a surface con
cCl1Iration of 6 It IO '~fcmJ. The three cUJVCS arc 
for gro,,·th ra tes ofO.OI.O.OS. and O.0911m/min. 
For cla rity. the effects of autodoping nrc showl1 
on on ly o nc (Un·Co 
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The boundary conditions are N(x,O) ::; Ns = N(oo./). and the nux J" = (h + I'~)N(O. t), 
where h is the mass-transfer coeflicient, which characterizes the escape rate of dopant 
atoms from the si licon into the gas. Nommlly,h 41 v~. A change of varia hies from x lOx' 
= x - vi simplifies Eq. (6.30) and gives an approxima le solution for N(x, I): 

N [ X-X,"] N 1(x, t) = -' 1 + erf 4 r;:::-
2 2vD; 

(6.3 1) 
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Equation (6.31) assumes that the epitaxial layer growt h rate greatly exceeds the rate of 
movement of the diffusion fronl. Equat ion (6.31) is the exact solution for diffusion 
from one semi-infinite layer into a second semi-infinite layer. 

The second case is the growth of a doped epitaxial layer on an undoped sub
strate.TIle boundary conditions fo r this case are N(O, f) = N E• and N(oo, r) =0= N(x. 0). 
The solutio n of Eq. (6.30) for these boundary condi tions is: 

(6.32) 

where x"lli = V,J is the epi taxial layer thick ness. Superposition of the solut ions for these 
two cases gives a good approximation to diffusion which occurs during epitaxial 
growth: 

N(x,,) - N,(x. ,) + N,(x, ,). (6.33) 

Ns represents the doping in the substrate. and Nt." is the doping intentionally intro
duced into the epi taxial layer. Ds and DE represent tne diffusion coefficients of the 
impurity species in the substrate and epitaxial layer, respectively. Figure 6. 13 shows dif
fusion profiles for a phosphorus-doped epitaxial layer grown at vario us rates on an 
a ntimony-doped substrate. "n le curves were produced using Eq. (6.33). 

An additional problem occurs during epit axial growth. The oxidat ion and litho
graphic processing steps used during formation of a buried layer result in a step o f as 
much as 0.2 ~m around the perimeter of the buried layer. Epitaxial growth on this non
planar surface causes Ihe pattern 10 shift during growth, as ill ustrated in fig. 6.15. 
Pattern shift is difficult to predict, may be as large as the epitaxial layer thickness. and 
must be accounted for during the design of subsequen t mask levels. 

Onginal Shlrted 
substnte........... U and distorted 
pattem j- -----1 pattern 

I I 
I I 
I l ___ __ _ _ J 

II-epi layer 

, , 
, , 

FIGURE 6.15 

Pattern shift during epi taxial growth o\·er an n' 
burie<llayer. llIc: original pattern is shifted and 

'~, ____ ~"...""="'~'rn=" ___________ __\~ distorted in shape. 
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6.4.4 liquid-Phase and Molecular-Beam Epitaxy 

In liquid-phase epitaxy, the substrate is brought into contact with a solution containing 
the material to be deposited in liquid form. The substrate acts as a seed for material 
crystallizing directly from the solute. Growth rates typicaUy range between 0.1 and 1 
J.l111lmin. 

In the molecular-beam epitaxy process. the crystalline layer is formed by deposi
tion from a thermal beam of atoms or molecules. Deposition is performed in ultrahigh
vacuum conditions (1(J8 Pal. Substrate temperatures during MBE range from 400 to 
900 0c. and the growth rate is relatively low (0.001 to 0.3 /-1m/min). The epitaxial layer 
is grown atomic layer by atomic layer, and many unique device structures can be fabri
cated by changing the material which is deposited between one layer and the next. 

The throughput o f MBE is relatively low. Plasma-assisted CVD processes, which 
promise to give many of the benefits of MBE with much higher throughput, continue 
to be investigated in research laboratories. 

SUMMARY 

Thin ftlms of a very broad range of materials are used in IC fabrication. This chapter 
has presented an overview of film-deposition techniques, including physical evapora
tion,chemical vapor deposition (CVD),epitaxial growth, and sputtering. Most of these 
processes are performed at low pressure, a nd this chapLer has presented an introduc
tion 10 vacuum systems and a review o f some important aspects of ideal gas theory. 

Physical evaporation using filament or electron-beam evaporators can be used to 
deposit metals and other materials that can easily be melted. E-beam systems can 
operate at high power levels and melt high-temperature metals. However, E-beam 
evaporation may result in radiation damage to thin oxide layers at the surface of the 
wafer. In addition, it is difficult to deposit material compounds and wloys using evapo
ration. Finally,gas molecules at low pressures have large mean free paths. and evapora
tion has problems with shadowing and poor step coverage during film deposition. 

Sputtering uses e nergetic ions such as argon to bombard a target material and 
dislodge atoms from the surface of the target. The dislodged atoms are deposited on 
the surface of the wafer. Direct-current sputtering systems can be used to deposit con
ductive materials, and RF sputtering can be used to deposit insulators. Sputtering can 
be used to deposit composite materials in which the deposited film maintains the same 
composition as the source material. Sputtering also uses higher pressures than evapo
ration. The much shorter mean free paths that resu lt yield a deposition with freedom 
from shadowing and much better step coverage. 

Low-pressure and atmospheric chemical vapor deposition (CVD) systems 
deposit films from chemical reactions taking place in a gas stream passing over the 
wafer. Polysilicon, silicon dioxide, silicon nitride, and metals can all be deposited using 
CVD techniques.A special type of CVD deposition called epitaxy results in the growth 
of single-crystal silicon films on the surface of silicon wafers. Out-diffusion and 
autodoping cause problems with impurity profile control during epitaxial layer growth. 

In a modem bipolar or MOS fabrication process. one can expect to find evapora
tion, sputte ring, and CVD techniques all used somewhere in the process flow. 
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PROBLEMS 

6.1 A silicon wafer silson a bench in the laboratory al a temperature of J(X) K and a pressure 
of 1 atm. Assume that the ai r consists of 100% oxygen. How loog docs it take to deposit 
one atomic layer of oxygen on Ihe wafcr surfacc, assuming 100% adhesion? 

6.2 Repeat Problem 6.1 , but this lime the wafe r is kept in a nitrogen-purged cabinet in which 
the oxygen content is less than 0.1 % of the total gas content. 

6.3 Ca lculate the impingement rate and mean frce path for oxygen molecules (101 :0 32) at 
300 K and a pressure of l o--t Pa. What is this pressure in torr? 

6.4 An ultrahigh-vacuum system operates at a pressure of IO-il Pa. Whal is the concentration 
of residual air molecules in the chamber at 300 K? 

6.S A high-vacuum system has a residual nilrogen concentration of 1000 molcculeslcm2, 

What is the gas pressure at 3OOK? 
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6.6 The paroal pressure of a material being deposited in II vacuum system must be ..... ell 
above the residual background gas pressure if reasonable deposit ion rates are to be 
achieved. What must the partial pressure of aluminum be to achieve a deposition rate of 
100 nmlmin? Assume close packingof spheres with a diameter o r 5 A,IOO% adhesion of 
the impinging aluminum. and a temperature of 300 K. 

6.7 A wafer tOO mm in diameter is mounted in an elC(1ron·beam evaporation system in 
which the spherical radius is 40 cm. Use Eq. (6.7) to estimate the ..... orst·case variation in 
film t.hickness between the center and edges of the wafer for an evaporated aluminum 
film 1 f.lm thick. 

6.8 Repeat Problem 6.7 for a 2(X)...mm wafer mounted 50 em from the e·beam source. 

6.9 Electron·beam evaporation is going to be used to deposit a 0.6-f.lm-thick layer of alu
minum o n a 300-mm·diameter wafer. The thickness variation between the center and 
edges of the ..... afer is desired to be less than 0.05 f.lm . How far should the wafer be from 
the source? 

6.10 An MBE system must operate under ultrahigh-vacuum conditions to pre\'ent the forma
tion of undesired atomic layers on the surface of the substrate. What pressure of oxygen 
can be permitted at 300 K if formation of a monolayer of contamination can be permit
ted after the sample has been in the chamber for no less t.han 4 hr'! 

6.1 1 (a) Calculate the growth rate of a silicon layer from an SiO. source at 1200 "C Use h,= 
1 cmJsec. ks = 2 x t()li exp ( - l .91kT) cmJsec, and N, = 3 X 1016 atoms/em3. (For slli· 
con.N = 5 x l on/em3.) 

(b) What is the change in growth rate if the temperature is increased by 25 go 
(t') At what temperature does kJ = h

ll
? What is the growth rate at this temperature? 

(d) What is the value of EA in Fig.6.1O? 

6.J2 Use Eqs. (6.31) and (6.32) to model the case of a !(}·f.lm 1I·lype cpitaxial layer (N£ = I x 
1O'6/cml) grown o n a p ·type subst rate (Ns: I x 101M/COl]) . Plot the impurity profil e in the 
epitaxial laycr and substrale assuming that lhe layer was grown al a rate of 0.2 f.lmlnlin at 
a temperature of 1200 °C Assume Iha l boroo and phosphorus are the impurities. Find 
the location of the pIt jwtction. 

6.13 Compare and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of evaporation, sputtering, and 
chemical vapor deposition. 

6.14 (a) A I.kg source of aluminum is used in an E-beam evaporation system. How many 
l(X)...mm wafers can be coaled wilh a I-f.lm AI film before t.he source material is 
exhausted? AssUme Ihal 15% o f the evaporated aluminum actually coats a wafer. 
(The rest is deposiled on the inside of the electron·beam s}'Stcm.) 

(b) Rcpeat the process for a 300-mm wafer. 

6.15 (a) A silicon wafer 100mm in diameter is centered 200 mm atxwe a small planar evapo
rat ion source. Calculate the ratio of thickness between the center and edges of the 
wafer using Eq. (6.7}, following a I-f.lm film deposition. 

(b) Repeat the process for 200- and JOO.mm wafers centered 40 cm above the small pia· 
nar source. 

6.16 Advanced CMOS processes oflcn usc lightly doped epitaxial laycrs grown on heavi ly 
doped substra tes. Use Eq. (6.31) to predict the dopant profil e in the epilaycr if an intrin· 
sic silicon layer is grown on top of a substrate that has a uniform concentration of 1()20 As 
atoms/em]. Assume the layer thickness is 1 f.lm and thaI it is grown in SiCI. at 1.100 "C 

6.17 Repeat Problem 6.16 (or the case where the intrinsic layer is grown on a substrate that 
has a uniform cooccntratioo o f2 x tfrD B atomslan1.Assume the layer thickness is 2 f.lm 
and that it is grown in Si H4C~ at 950°C 



CHAPTER 7 

Interconnections 
and Contacts 

The previo us six chapters focused on the various processes used to fabricate semican
d uti or devices in the silicon substrate. To complete the formation of an integrated cir
cuit, one must inte rconnect the devices and finally get connections to the world outside 
the sil icon chip. Until the 1970s, integrated circuits had two possible levels of intercon
nection: diffusions and metallization. The use of polysilicon as a gate material in MOS 
devices added a third level useful for interconnecting devices and circuits. 

In Ihis chapter. we discuss the various forms of interconnections and the prob
lems associated with making good contacts between metal and silicon. Refractory 
metal silicides and multilevel metallization used in VLSI processes are discussed, and 
an add itional method for depositing patterned films. called lifroff, is also introduced. 

Copper has been introduced in IC processing because of its lower resistivity. The 
CMP process, introduced in Chapter 3, is combined with standard electroplating tech
niques to achieve highly planar, inlaid copper interconnections referred to as 
Damascene tcchnology. Low d ielectric constant interlevel films are used to reduce the 
capacitance of the interconnection levels. 

7.1 INTERCONNECTIONS IN INTEGRATED ORCUrrs 

As we fou nd in p revious chapters, aluminum, polysilicon, and d irrused regions are all 
easily isolated from each other using an insulating layer of silicon dioxide. ThUs, today's 
integrated ci rcuits have three different materials that may cross over each other. To be 
useful as an interconnect, the materials must also provide as Iowa sheet resistance as 
possible in order to minimize voltage drops a long the interconnect lines, as we ll as to 
minimize propagation delay caused by the resistance and capacitance of the line. 
Finally, low-resistance "ohmic" contacts must be made betwcen the materials, and the 
interconnection lines must be reliable throughout long-tenn operation. 

Figure 7.1 shows a simple MOS logic circuit illustrating how polysilicon, metal. 
and diffused interconnections may cross over or contact each other. A luminum is used 

lSI 
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FIGURE 7.1 

I\)rtion of a MOS logic circuit showing the use of diffusion, pol~ilioon, and aluminum 
in terconnections. (iI) Top view: (b) cross section through A ' -A. 

to make contact to diffusions and polysilicon, and diffus ions in various regions have 
been extended and merged together to form interconnections.. 

In this technology, polysilicon lines and diffused lines can only be connected 
together using the metal level. Improved circuit density can o ften be ach ieved by using 
"butted contacts" between polysilicon and d iffusions or by changing the process to 
in troduce "buried contacts" directly between the polysil icon and diffused layers. These 
two techniques will be examined later in this chapter. 
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7.2 METAL INTERCONNECTIONS AND CONTACT TECHNOLOGY 

The requirement fo r low-resistivity materials leads one immediately to consider metals 
for use as interconnections., and the resistivi ties of common metals are compared in 
Table 7. 1. Historically, aluminum and gold have been used with silicon Ie processing. 
Gold requ ires the use of a multilayer sa ndwich involving other metals such as titanium 
or tungsten. Gold can be troublesome, because it is a rapid diffuser (see fig. 4.5) in sili
con and produces deep-level recombination centers in silicon that tend to significantly 
reduce the li fet ime o f frec carriers. In addition, gold forms many problemalic inter
metallic compounds. Because of these various problems., the use of gold is most often 
restricted to chip packaging technologies. 

Aluminum is compatible with silicon IC processing and is the most common 
material in use today. It is relatively inexpensive. adheres well to silicon dioxide, and 
has a bulk resistivity of 2.7 J.lohm-cm. However. care must be exercised to avoid a num
ber o f problems associa ted with the fonnat io n of good aluminum contacts to silicon. 

Advanced multilevel metallization systems employ copper. because of its 
improved resistivity rela tive to aluminum. Copper has an even larger d iffusion coeffi
cient in silicon than gold and also causes lifetime reduction and leakage in silicon. 
Therefore. copper is generally not introduced into the fabr ication sequence until one 
or two levels of aluminum metallization and interlevel dielectric levels have been 
formed above the semiconductor devices. These metal lization and dielectric layers act 
as passivation layers to protect the active devices below. 

7.2.1 Ohmic Contact Formation 

We desire to fo rm "ohmic" contacts between the metal and semiconductor. True ohmic 
contacls would exhi bit a straight· line I- V characteristic with a low va lue of resistance 
(see Fig. 7.2(8»), as opposed to the I- V characteristic of a rectifying contaci shown in 
Fig. 7.2(b). Figure 7.2(c) shows an I- V characteristic more representative of a practical 
ohmic contact to silicon. A lthough nonlinear ncar the origin, it develOps only a small 
voltage across the con tact at normal current le \'c ls. 

Figure 7.3 shows a number of ways in which aluminum may contact semiconductor 
regions during device fabrication. Aluminum contacl to p -typc silicon nonnally results in 

TABLE 7.1 Bulk Resistivity of Melals ( ... O-cm) 

A8: Sil~ r 1.6 
AI: Alumioum 2.65 
Au: Gold 2.2 
Co: Cobalt 6 
Cu:Coppcr 1.7 
/1.10: Molybdenum 5 
Ni: Nkkel 7 
I'd: Paladium 10 
PI: I'lalinum 10.6 
11:Tilanium 50 
W:Thngslen 5 

Source: We bElemcnlS (hup:ll .......... w.webelemenlS.com) 
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FIGURE 7.2 

I·V charllcte ristics of contacts between integrate<l-circuit material$. (8) local ohmic contact: (b) rect i
fying oontllCt: (c) practical nonlinear MohmkR contact. 
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FIGURE 7.3 

Three possible types of a luminum COfll8cl$ to silicon. (a> A luminum to p-typc lilicon forms an ohmic 
a)f1t8Ct with afl I ·V dlaracteristic approximating that in fig. 7.2a: (b) a luminum to ,,·type siliOOfl can 
fann a reer.ifyil\8 contact (Schol tky barrier diode) like that in fig. 7.2b: (c) aluminum to ,,' silicon 
yields II contact similar 10 lhal in Ag. 7.2e. 

a good ohmic contact for doping levels exceeding 1<y6/cmJ
• However, a problem arises in 

trying 10 contact n-type silicon, as shown in Fig. 7 .3(b). For lightly doped ,,-type material, 
aluminum can form a meta1-semiconductor "Schottky-barrier" diode rather than an 
ohmic contact. To prevent this rectifying contact from forming. an ,, ~ diffusion is placed 
between the a1uminum and any lightly doped ,,-type regions-as in Fig. 7.3(c). The result
ing contact has an I-V characteristic similar to that in fig. 72(c), This technique was used 
in forming the collector contact in the bipolar process shown in Fig. 1.6. 

7.2.2 Aluminum-Silicon Eutectic Behavior 

Silicon melts at a temperature of 1412 °C. and pure a1uminum melts at 660 °C However, 
aluminum and silicon together exhibit "eutectic" characteristics in which a mixture of the 
two materials lowers the melting point of the composite material to below that of either 
element. Figure 7.4 shows the phase diagram of the aluminum-silicon system at a pres
sure of 1 atm. The minimum melting temperature, or eutectic temperature, is 577 °C and 
corresponds to an 88,7% AI, t 1.3% Si composition. Because of the relatively low eutectic 
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temperature of the AI--Si system, aluminum must be introduced into the Ie process 
sequence afler all high-tempcnlture processing has been completed. 

7.2.3 Aluminum Spiking and Junction Penetration 

To ensure good contact (ormat ion, aluminum is no rmally annealed in an inert atmos
phere at a temperature of 450 to 500 °C following deposition and patterning. Although 
this temperature is well below the eutectic temperature for silicon and aluminum, sili
con still diffuses into the aluminum. The diffusion leads to a major problem associated 
with the formation of aluminum conlacts 10 silicon , particularly for shallow junctions. 

Anywhere a contact is made between aluminum and silicon. silicon will be 
absorbed by the aluminum during the annealing process. The amount of silicon absorbed 
will depend o n the time and temperature involved in the annealing process, as well as the 
area of the contact. (See Problem 7.4.) To make matters worse. the silicon is not absorbed 
uniformly from the contact region. Instead, it tends to be supplied from a few points. As 
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the silicon isdissolved.spikcs of aluminum form and penetrate the silicon contact region. 
If the contact is to a shallow junction. the spike may cause a junction short. as in Fig. 7.5. 

The inset in Fig. 7.4 givcs the solubility of silicon in aluminum. Between 400 "C and 
the eutectic temperature. the solubility of si licon in aluminum ranges from 0.25 to 1.5% 
by weight. To solve the spiking problem. silicon may be added to the aluminum film dur
ing deposition by coevapomtion from two targets. or sputter deposition can be used with 
an alumi num target containing approximately 1 % silicon. Both of these techniques 
deposit a layer in which the aluminum demand for silicon is satisfi ed, and the metalliza
tion does not absorb silicon from Ihe substrate during subsequent annealing steps. 

The junction penetration problem becomes part icu larly acute in high-density 
VLSI processes with extremely shallow junctions: another way to prevent spiking is to 
place a barrier material between the aluminum and silicon, as shown in Fig. 7.5. One 
possibility is to deposit a thin layer of polysil icon prior to aluminum deposition. The 
polysilicon will then supply the silicon needed to salUmte the aluminum. Anoltler 
a lternative is to use a metal as a barrier. The metal must form a low-resistance contact 
wittl silicon . not react with aluminum, and be compatib le with ottler process steps. 
Various sem iconductor manufacturers have used a number of metals, including plat
inum, palladium, titanium. and tungsten. 

7.2.4 Contact Resistance 

There is a small resistance associa ted with an ohmic contact between two materials. To 
a first approximation, th e cOllltlcl resistance Rc is inversely proportional to the area of 
the contact: 

(7. 1 ) 

where Pc is ttle specific contact resist ivity in ohm-cm1 and A is the area of Ihe contact. 
For example, a 2 X 2 Jlm contact with Pc = I l.lOhm-cm2 yields a cont act resistance of 25 
ohms. figure 7.6 stlows the contact resistivity as a function of annealing temperature 
for seve ral a luminum-silicon systems. It is evident why the 450 °C an nealing process is 
used following al uminum deposition. Also nole that the usc of polysilicon under alu
minum 10 prevent junction spiking yields a much poorer value of Pc 

Silicon 

Aluminum 
spike 

FIGURE 7.5 

rna lerial 
Junction 

shon 

Al 

A luminum spiking whidl oa:urs during Iluminum-~ilicon alla);ng. Aluminum spikesClln cause 
shon5 in sllallow jUnc:\ions. Aluminum COfI laining 1% liilicon is oflen used 10 e liminale spiking. 
A barrie r malerial of poly:o;ilicon or a melal such as lilanium ClIn abo be useu to pre~enl ~pik ing. 
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... 500 

FIGURE 7.6 

Contact resisti"it)' of a vllriety of aluminUfTl-!ii ticon 
s)'Slems. An alloying temperature of 450 'C is I)'pi
cally used to obtain low-oontllCt resistance for A t-Si 
COfltaclS. Reprinted with permission from Solill,Slaft' 
£lectrQIIICl. Vol. 23. pp. 255-262. M. Finelli ellll .. 
"Aluminum-Silicon Ohmic COfltacl on Shallow o '/p 
juoclions M 121. Cop)'right 1980. Pergamon Pres., Ltd. 

7.2.5 Electromigration 

Meta l intcrconnecliolls in integrated circuits are operated at relatively high current 
densities. and a very interesting failure mechanism develops in aluminum and o the r 
conductors. £leclromigrlJlion is the movement of atoms in a metal film due to momenM 
tum transfer from the electrons carrying the current. Unde r highMcurrent.dcnsity conM 
ditions, mcta l- atom movcmen t causes voids in some regions find metal pile up. or 
hillocks. in other regions. as shown in Fig. 7.7. Voids can eventually result in ope n cir
cuits,and pileup can cau.<;e short circuits between closely spaced conductors. 

The mean time to failure (MTF) of a conductor due to electromigration has been 
experimenta lly related to current dens it y.J. and temperature by 

MTF " (J ') exp(EAlkT) (7.2) 

where £ .... is an activation energy with a typical value of0.4 toO.5 cV for aluminum. 
lhe most common method of improving alum inum resistance to e lectromigra

tion is to add a small percen tage of a heavier metal such as copper. Targets composed 
of95% AI,4% Cu. and 1% Si arc routinely used in sputler deposition systems.. The alu
minum-copper-silicon alloy films simultaneously provide electromigration resistance 
and eliminate aluminum spiking. 

Pure copper interconections would be expected to exhibit a much higher elec
tomigration resistance than aluminum. which is in fact the case, as shown in the results 
in Fig. 7.8, which compares electromigra tion performance or TiN clad copper lines with 
those formed of an AICu alloy 161. An order of magnitude in improvement is obtained. 
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(.) 

FIGURE 7.7 

(b) 

Scanning e lectron micrographs of aluminum interconnection failure caused by e lectromigrll tion. (a) Sputtered 
alumin um with O.S% coppcr; ( b) evaporated aluminum with O.S% copper. Cop)'fight 1980. I EEE. Reprinted whh 
pennission from Ref. 13). 

FIGURE 7.8 

Ekctromigration performance llnprO\'ement 
using copper metalliza tion. Copyright 1997. 
IEEE Reprinted with pel'1Tlis.oiion from Re[ 16). 
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Diffused conductors with low sheet resistances represent the second available inter
con nect medium in basic Ie tech nology. From fig. 4.16, we can see that the minimum 
resistivity is approximately 1.000 J.lohm-cm. For shallow structures measuring about 1 
J.lm. the minimum obtainable sheet resistance is typically between to and 20 ohms per 
square. Such sheet resistances are obviously much highe r than that of metal , and one 
must be selecti \'e in the use of diffusions for signal o r power distribution . 

The diffused line must really be modeled as a distribut ed RC structure, as illus
trated in Fig. 7.9. when signal propagation is considered. The resistance. R. of diffused 
regions was d iscussed in detail in Chapter 4. and C represents capacitance of the 
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Rl2 
FIGURE 7.9 

A lumped circuit model for a 
smaJi section of an n ' diffu
sion. The RC line delay limits 
the use of diffusions for high
speed signal distribution. 

reverse-biased pn junction formed between the diffused region and the substrate. 
Heavily doped diffusions are normally used for interconnection purposes and can be 
approximated by a one-sided step junction in which the depletion layer extends pre
dominantly into the substrate. The capacitance per unit a rea is given by 

<1>. ~ (kT/ q) In (:: ) + 0.56 V (7.3) 

where N~ is the substra te doping, lPbi is the built-in potential of the junction. and VII is 
the reverse bias applied to the junction. 

The rela tively large RC product of long diffused lines results in substantial time 
delay for signals propagating down such a line. Hence. diffusions are morc useful in 
interconnecting adjacent devices in integrated circuits. Figure 7.1 0 shows a three-input 
NMOS NOR-gate in which the source diffusions of the three inpu t transistors are 
merged together as o ne diffusion. The three drains of the input devices. as well as the 
source o f the depletion-mode load device, are also me rged togethe r as one diffusion. 
Figure 7.1 shows an example of the use of long diffused interconnection regions in a 
progra mmable-logic-ar ray (PLA) structure. 

1.4 POLYSILICON INTERCONNECTIONS AND BURIED CONTACTS 

Heavily doped 'Hype polysilicoll is the primary MOS transistor gate material in use 
today, and it p rovides an additional layer of interconnection that is easily insula ted 
from other layers by thennal oxidation or insula tor deposition. This extra level o f 
interconnection greatly faci litates the layout of compact digi tal integrated circuits. 
Th in, heavily doped polysilicon layers have a minimum resistivity of approximately 
300 }Johm-cm, and they suffer from the same sheet-resistance problems associated 
with shallow diffused in te rconnections ( typically 20 to 30 ohms per square). 
Polysilicon lines have substan tia l capaci tance to the substrate and exhibit RC delay 
problems simil ar to those o f diffused interconnections. 
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7.4.1 Buried Contacts 

In the polysilicon-gate proces.o;es presenled thus fa r. the polysilicon acts as a barrier 
material during ion implan tation o r diffusion. Thus, a diffusion can never pas.o; beneath 
a polysilicon line. In additio n. contact windows to Ihe diffusions arc no l opened until 
aft er polysilicon deposition . It is there£ore necessary 1.0 use a metal link to connect 
between polysilicon and diffusion, as in Fig. 7.11 (a). Interconnecting the diffusion to 
polysilicon in this manner req ui res two contact windows and an intervening space, 
bolh of which are wastefu l of area. 

In memory arrays, where densily is extremely important , an extra mask step can 
be introduced into the proces.o; to permit direct contact between polysilicon and silicon. 
as shown in Fig. 7. II (b). Prio r to polysilicon deposition. windows are opened in the thin 
gate oxide, pemli lling the polysilicon 10 contact the sil icon surface. Diffusion o f the 11-

type dopant from the heavily doped II f polysilicon merges with the adjacent ion
implanted II + regions, and the result is called a huried COII/(lCI.1l1e edge of the cont act 
exhibits the lowest resistance since the impurity concen tration is greatest in that region. 

v, 

...... 11 .......... 

r--. 

Merged sources 

FIGUR£7.10 

layout of /I thrt:c-input !'\MOS NOR-gate .dlowing dc: \'icc intc: roonnec1ion through merging of adja
~nt 50urce and drain diffusjons. 
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Three techniques for interconnecting pot)"5i licon and n' diffusion. (a) Normal aluminum link requir
ing tl'o-"O rontad l"egiollli and an intervening s.pace; (b) buried-cOfllact stOlcture; (c) butled<Ofltact 
~t rUoCtu re. 
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7.4.2 Butted Contacts 

Ano ther mel hod of conserving area is 10 fo rm a "bu tted" contact as shown in Fig. 
7.l1(c). In this example. polysilicon is aligned with the edge o f the d iffusion contact 
window, and metal cunnects the diffusion and polysil icon toge ther. The bu lled con
tact saves area by elimina ting the space normally required between separate con tact 
windows. 

7.5 SILICIDES AND MULTILAYER-CONTACT TECHNOLOGY 

The shee t resistance of both thin polysilicon and shallow diffusions cannut be red uced 
below to to 20 ohms per squa re. which greatly reduces their utili ty as an in terconnec
tion medium. Interconnect delays limit the speed of VLS I circuits. and as d ice get 
la rger and fea ture sizes get smalle r. methods for improving these in terconnections 
have had to be found. 

7.5.1 SUicides, Polycides, and Salicides 

TABl E7.2 

A wide range of noble and refractory melals form compounds wi th si licon called 
silicides, and the sheet resistance of polysilicon and diffusion can be reduced by form· 
ing a low· resistivity. shu nt ing silicide layer on their surfaces. A list of properties of pos
sible silicides is given in Table 7.2. Several of the elements, induding tit anium, 
tungsten. platinum. and palladium. have been used in the fomtat ion of Schottky-bar
rier diodes in bipolar processes since the 1960s and are now used to fonn silicides for 
interconnection purposes. 

Propertie.~ of Some Silicidcs o f Inte rest. Reprinted with pc:onission of the American Irn;titutc of f'h)'!;ics 
from Ref (4 ). 

Si licide Starting Form SinteringTempc:rature (T) Lowest Binary Specific Resist ivi ty 
EutcclicTcmpcralure (aC) (~ohm-crn) 

CoSil Melal on polysilicon "'" 11 95 10-25 
Caoipuuered allo)' ~~ 

H fSi1 Melal on polysilicon 900 1300 45-50 
MoSi1 Caoipuucred a llo)' 11XX1 1410 100 
NiSi1 Melal on poJ)'sUicon 900 966 50 

Coopullcred a lloy 900 50-60 
I'd~i Metal on pol)'silicon 400 720 "'-SO 
1'lSi Metal on pol)'silicon (ffi.gOO 830 28-35 
TaSi1 Melal on pol)'silicon 11100 1385 35-45 

Coopultcred allo)' 11100 5<}-" 
115i2 Metal on poJysiJicon 900 1330 13--16 

Coopultcrcd alloy 900 25 
WSil Cospullered allo), 11100 ,.., 70 
ZrSi l Mewl on polysiJicon 900 1355 35-40 
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A structure with a silicide fanned on top o f the polysilicon ga te, o ft en called a 
polycide. is shown in Fig. 7.12. A layer of the desired mewl is deposited using evapora
tio n, sputtering, or CVD techniques. Upon heating of the struClUre to a temperature 
between 600 and 10C(l "C. the metal reacts wit h the pol}'5i1icon to fo nn the desired sili
cide. Coevaporation, cospullering, or sputtering o f a composite target may be used to 
simultaneously deposit both silicon and meta l onto the polysilicon surface prior to the 
the rrnallreatmenl or ··sintering" step. Silicides have resistiviti es in the range o f 15 to 50 
j.lo hm-cm. 

Anot her feature of silicide laye~ is the ability to oxidize the surface following 
s ilicide fommtion. At high temperatures, silicon diffuses readily thro ugh the silicide 
layer and will combine with oxygen at the silicide surface to foml an Si02 insu lating 
layer. 

The eut ectic tempe ra lUre o f the silicide and silicon wi ll limi t the tempenllure of 
further processing steps, as in th e case o f aluminum. However. many silicides are stable 
at temperat ures exceeding 10C(l "c. Exceptions include the silicides o f nickel (900 "c), 
platinum (BOO "C) , and pnJl adium (700 "C). 

Silicides are also used to reduce the effective sheet resista nce of diffused int er
connections. figure 7.13 out lines a process for simultaneous fomlation of silicides on 
both the ga te and source-drain regions of an MOS transislor. An oxide spacer is used 
10 prevent silicide fo rmalion on the side of the gate, beC.1 Use such format ion could 
cause a short between Ihe ga te and diffusio ns. The spacer is formed by fi~t coa ting the 
surface with a CVD oxide, fo llowed by a reactive-ion etching step. The oxide along the 
edge o f the gate is th icker than over 0 1 her regions, and some oxide is left on the side of 
the gate al the point when the oxide is completely removed from the source and drain 
regions and the top of the gate. Next. meta l is deposited ove r the wafer. During si nler
ing, silicide ro nns only in the regio ns where metal louches silicon or potysi licon . 
Unreacted metal may be removed with a selective etch that does no t attack the silicide. 
The result is a silicide that is automatically self-aligned to the gate and source-drain 
regions- Self -aliglled silicides are often called salicides. 

AI- Cu Si lidclc (I",i,<;,,<) 

FIGURE 7.12 

MOS structure showing t he usc or a ··poIycide~ 10 redUl.'e the sheet re~istance of the polysil
icoo gate material and a barrier material to pre\"ent aluminum :;piking through ~hattow 

wu~rain junctions. 
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FIGURE 7.13 

Use of self-aligned silicide ("sal icide") in the for
mation of an MOS device.. (a) Oxide is deposited 
over the nonna l MOS structure following polysili
con definit ion; (b) structu re after reactive·ion 
e tching leaving a sidewall oxide splICer; (c) metal 
is deposiled over Ihe struclure and healed 10 fonn 
silicides; (d) unreacted melal i!; readily etched 
away, lellVingsilicide au tOfllaticall}' aligned to 
gale and source-drllin regions. 

7.5.2 Barrie r Metals and Multilaye r Contacts 

(b) 

Metal 

(0) 

(d) 

Aluminum contacts tosilicides suffer from the sa me pitting and spiking problems asso
ciated with direct contact to silicon. To circumvent these problems, an intennediate 
layer of metal is used that preven ts silicon diffusion. Figure 7.14 shows the application 
of titan ium- tungsten (liW) as a barrier metal over the silicides in the con tact regions 
of both bipolar and MaS technologies.. The final contact consists of a sandwich of a sili
cide over the diffusion , followed by the liW diffusion barrier. and completed with alu
minum-<:opper interconnection metallization. Multilayer contact structures are 
common in advanced, high-performance MaS, and bipolar technologies. 

7.6 THE LIFTOFF PROCESS 

The pattern definit ion processes which have been discussed previously have been "sub· 
tractive" processes, as illustraled in Fig. 7.15(a). The wafer is completely covered with a 
thin film layer, which is selectively protected wi th a masking layer such as photoresist. 
Wet or dry etching then removes the thill film material from the unprotected areas. 
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FIGURE 7.14 

Device cross sections sho,",ing the u§t of 5i licide 
cootllCts in (a) bipolar and (b) MOS devices. 
Reprinted with perm i~ from Mmicoru1uaor 
Ill/ernal/onal magazine . August 198515). Copyrigh t 
1985 by Cooner.; Publishing Co .. Des Plll ines. IL 
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FIGURE 7.15 

A romparison of interconnection form,,· 
tion by (a) subtractive etching and (b) 
addith'e melal liftofl 
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The additi ve or li/to// process shown in Fig. 7.15(b) can also be used , in which the 
substrate is fi rst cove red with a pho toresist layer patterned with open ings where the 
fina l material is to appea r. The Ihin fi lm layer is deposited over the surface o r the 
w<l fer. Any material deposit ed on to p of the pho toresist layer will be removed wi th the 
resist, lea ving the pallerned ma terial on the substrate. For liftoff to work properly, 
there must be a very thin region or a gap between the upper and lower fil ms. 
O therwise, tearing and incomplete liftoff will occur. 

The maski ng pa tterns fo r the li fto ff and subtractive processes arc the negatives o f 
each other. This can be achieved by changing the mask from dark fi eld to light fi eld o r 
by changing from negative to posi tive photoresisl. 

7.7 MULTILEVEl METALLIZATION 

A single level of metal simply does not pro\·jde sufficient capabil ity to fu lly intercon
nect complex VLS I chips. Many processes now use two or three levels of polysilicon, as 
well as several levels of me lallization, in o rder to ensure wirability a nd provide ade
quate power distribut ion. 

7.7.1 Basic Multilevel Metallization 

A multilevel metal system is shown in Fig. 7.16. Standard processing is used through the 
deposition and patterning of the first level of metal. An interlevel d ielectric. consisting 

FIG URE 7.16 

(a) Basic two-Ievet mel
alli7.alion process may 
u.'Ie po1)'imide.o~ide. or 
nitride lIS an inlerlen:l 
dielectric: (b) lIddifional 
proccu ~,c~ may be 
added 10 fill lhe ~ias 
with metal prior to each 
m""al depo!\il ion in 
order 10 ItChie' -e II more 
planar~rucl u re. 
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Fill~ 
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of CVO or sputtered Si02• or a plastic- like material called polyimilJe, is then deposited 
over the first metal layer. The dielectric layer must provide g<X>d step coverage and 
should help smooth the topology. In addition, the layer must be free of pinholes and be 
a good insulator. Next, vias are opened in the dielectric layer, and the second leve l of 
metallu.ation is deposited and patterned. 

7.7.2 Planarized Metallization 

The topology that results from the simple multilayer interconnect process of Fig. 7.16(a) 
simply cannot be utilized in submicron processeses because of the depth-oC-field limita
tions in the lithographic processes. The CMP process introduced in Chapter 3 is used to 
achieve highly planar layers. In the process flow in Fig. 7.16(b), a via filli ng technique is 
used to form the vias between metal layers. Tungsten is commonly used as the via metal
lization. The dielectric deposition, metall ization. and eMP processes are repeated until 
the desired number of levels of interconnection is achieved. Integrated circuits wit h six 
levels of metal have been successfu lly fabricated using similar processes. An example of 
a planarized multilevel metal system employing aluminum metallization and tungsten 
"plugs" appears in Fig. 7. 17 PI. 

7.7.3 Low Dielectric Constant Interlevel Dielelctrics 

Propagation delay associated with interconnections is a critical issue in high-perfor
mance microprocessors. as well as other integrated circui ts. The RC product associated 
with these interconnections can be decreased by reducing either the resistance or capaci
tance o r both. Copper is being used to reduce the resistance term and is described in 

FIGURE 7.17 

Multikvel aluminum metallization wi th tung
~ten plugs. Copyright 1998 1EEE. Reprinted 
with permission from Ref. (7). 
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dClail in Section 7.8. Silicon dioxide, the most common interle .... el dieleclric. has a relati .... e 
dielectric constant of 3.9. This .... alue is fairly high, although much less than that of silicon 
itself (e, = 11.7). Air isolated interconnects. with e, :: I. ha .... e been utilized in GaAs cir
cuits, but ha .... e not been successfully applied to silicon integrated circuits. Research teams 
are presently trying to identify dielectric materials that are compatible with silicon Ie 
tech nology and ha .... e e, .... a lues in the 2.0-2.5 range. Auorinated oxides. porous oxides. 
and many polyme r mate rials are under in .... estigation [11- 13). 

7.8 COPPER INTERCONNECTS AND DAMASCENE PROCESSES 

Because of its lower resisti .... ity (see Table 7. 1), copper is being used in p lace of other 
metals in multile .... e l metal systems. Unfortunately. coppe r is a deep-Ie .... el impurity and 
a .... ery rapid di(fuser in silicon (see Fig. 4.5), and so great care must be exercised to pre
.... ent it from contaminating the silicon substrate and devices. The metall ization tech
niques diseus.ored so far have been subtractive processes in which the metal is deposited 
everywhere and then etched away where not desired. Manufacturable dry e tching 
processes have not been developed for the removal of copper, so additi ve plating tech
niques are used. The Damascene processes use chemical mechanical polishing, as dis
cussed in Chapter 3, 10 produce highly planar layers that may be used for multiple 
layers o f interconnect. 

7.8.1 Electroplated Copper Interconnect 

Two methods o f electroplating copper inte rconnect lines are shown in Fig. 7.18 [8). The 
fi rst involves plat ing thro ugh a mask. In Fig. 7. 18(8), a conductive seed laye r must first 
be deposited on the wafer that may already be planarized utilizing a CMP step, The 
seed layer provides an electrical path that is needed for current during the plati ng 
process. A masking layer such as photoresist is then deposited on the wafer and litho
graphically patte rned. The wafer is immersed in the plating system. and a dc bias is 
applied between the solution and the seed layer. Copper plating occurs wherever the 
seed layer is exposed to the plating solution. Following the plating operati on. the 
masking layer is removed and the seed layer etched away. leaving a coppe r in tercon
nection line on top of the substrate. However, the lack of planari ty of th is structure 
limits its application in today's ICs. 

7.8 .2 Damascene Plating 

The Damascene p rocess of Fig. 7.18(h) is ideally suited to IC interconnect st ructures 
as point ed out in [81. An insulating layer such as silicon dioxide is deposited on the 
surface o r the substrate, and standard photolithography is used to define the desired 
interconnect patt ern . Following seed-layer deposition. the entire surface is e lectro
plated. filling the interconnect regions as well as covering the rest of the surface with 
copper. Th e excess copper is polished away using a CMP process step. The fi nal struc
ture is highly planar with metal lines in laid in the insula to r. l 

,~ mela1 int~rt:()rln«t ~truClUrH prQdocrd by Dama"c:cne pl'OCHlinl! IrC cmbo:~d 01' inlaid in 1M insUlating baej.; . 

Vound matmal.1l-Ir Inlaid "ruct .... "" art: rcmini$C\'nt or inlaid meull from DacmllloCU5 and hrncc the Uk 01 the name: 
D.~nr~ 
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(a) Plated wpper (b) Copper Damascene process 

FIGURE 7.18 

Plated copper and copper Damascene process sleps. (a) Mask openings are defined over seed layer 
and copper i~ plated in the opening. A non planar structure resul ts after plating mask rcmo\"al. (b) A 
seed layer i~ dcpa;ited over the pallemed insula tor, and copper is plMed over the entire structure. A 
planar surface results after the excess copper is lapped away. 

7.8.3 Dual Damascene Structures 

The full power of the Damascene technique is realized through the dual Damascene 
process, which forms interconnection lines and vias between interconnect levels at the 
same time, as ilIustraled in Fig. 7. 19. The process begins with the substrate coated with 
a thin etch stop layer such as silicon nitride. Two layers of an insulator such as Si02 are 
deposited with a thin intervening e tch stop layer. The insulalor sandwich is capped 
with a final etch stop layer. 

Windows arc opened in the silicon nitride layer defini ng the via tocalions, and 
the in sulator is elched away wilh th e etch terminaling on Ihe silicon nitride layer. A 
new sel of windows defining the interconnection lines are etched through the nitride. 
The nitride etch stop is also removed from Ihe bottom of the via. The oxide is Ihen 
etched simultaneously from the upper and lower levels of oxide. A barrier layer such 
as tilanium nitride (TIN) may be depositcd be fore the seed layer deposition to pre· 
venl interaction between the plated copper layer and the insulator. Elcctroplaled 
copper then builds up the via~ and the interconnect lines simultaneously. Thc Slruc
lUre is complclcd with CMP removal of Ihe excess coppe r. The process can be 
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FIGURE 7.19 

Dual Damascene process flow. (a) An 
insulator sandwich b first depo~ ted 
and the upper ni tride la)·er is pat
terned. The insulator layer is etched. 
The etch tenninates on the si licon 
nitride etch stop. (b) The nitride layer is 
patterned and elched. (e) Following the 
next oxide etch step, two di rrerent 
width openings exist in the two o)(ide 
layers. (d) Barrie r and seed layers are 
deposited and plated with copper. 
(e) Final structure following removal of 
excess copper. 
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repeated to build up addit ional layers of intercon nect. The resulting copper intercon
nects a re surrounded by a thin cladding layer of liN. 

Figurc 7.20 shows two multilevel mctal systems involving dual Damascene pro
cessing. The first 16}, Fig. 7.2O(a), uses four layers of aluminum copper interconnections 
with tungsten via plugs plus two levels of Damascene copper interconnections. The 
second (9), Fig. 7.20(b}, shows the use of six levels of copper wiring. 

- '¢ J' 

- ..... "J .... 

(. ) 

(:» 

FIGURE 7.20 

Microphocographs of six·le\·eI metal· 
lization. 
(a) OU8.1 08m8~ne 1XlpfJer. Courtesy 
of Motorola, Inc. (b) Duol DnmaS(:eoe 
copper combined with aluminum-cop
per and tungsten plugs on the lower 
le\-els. Note planari ty of bath stnH;
tures. Copyright 1997 IEEE. Reprinted 
with permission from Refs.. j6J. 
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SUMMARY 

In this chapter, we have cxplored the various types of intcrconncctions used in modem 
in tegrated circuits. including dirrusion. polysilicon, and metal. Diffusion and polysilicon 
have a relatively high sheet resistance, which often restricts their use to local intercon
nections. The forma tion of metal silicides on the surface of polysilicon lines and diffu
sions can substantially reduce the sheet resistance o f these interconnections. 

Problems relating to the fonnation of good o hmic contacts between aluminum 
and silicon have also been discussed. An II ~ layer is required between aluminum and 
II-type silicon to prevent formation of a SchottkY-barrier diode instead of an ohmic 
contact. Aluminum penetration into silicon is a serious problem in forming contacts to 
shallow junctions. Metals such as tungsten and tit anium are oflen used as silicon diffu
sion barriers to prevent aluminum penetration into con tacts to silicon or silicides.. 

At high curren t densities. a failure mechanism called eleclromigrtlt;(m can cause 
open and short circuits to form in the meta llization laycrs. Aluminum containing 
approximately I % silicon and 4% copper is used to minimize aluminum spiking and 
electromigration. respectively. 

Multilevel metal processes have been developed for integrated circuits which 
require more than one level of melalli)',ation. Some of today's processes contain up to 
three le\rels of polysilicon, and others use six or more levels of metallizat ion 

The first sua:essful approaches to multileve l metallization covered aluminum 
with layers of planarizing oxide or polyimidel. However the topology achieve with this 
approach has proven to be too rugged for deep submicron processes. Damascene 
processes combine electroplated copper deJXlSition with chemical mechan ical polish
ing to ach ieve highly planar multilevel metallization. 
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PROBLEMS 

FIGURE P7.4 

7.1 (a) What is the sheet resistance of a I -~m- thick alumi num-copper-silicon line with a 
resistivity of 3_2 jJohm-cm? 

(b) What \','Ould be the resistance of a line 500 jJm long and 10 IJm wide? 

(e) What is the capacitance of this line to the substrate if it is on an oxide which is I ~m 
thick? (Assume that you can usc the parallel-plate capaci tance formula.) 

(d) What is the RC product associated with this 500-~m line? 

7.2 tal Repeat Problem 7.1 for a polysilicon line with a resistivity of 500 ~ohm-cm. 

(b) Repeat Problem 7.1 for a titanium silicide line with a resistivity o f 25 JJOhm-cm. 

(c) Repeat Problem 7.1 for a eoppcr line with a resistivity of 1.7 ~ohm.em. 

7.3 (a) Compute estimates of the sheet resistance of shallow arsenic and boron diffusions 
by assuming uniformly doped rectangular regions with the maximum achievable 
electrically active impurity concentrations. (See Fig. 4.6.) Usc hole and electron 
mobilities of75 and 100 eml/V-sec. respectively, and a depth of 0.25 ~m. 

(b) Compare your answers with those for diffused lines obtained from Figs. 4.6 and 4.16. 
Usc Ihe maximum possible electrically active concenlmtion for the boron and 
arsenic surface concentrations. 

7.4 Suppose that a 500 x 15 jJm aluminum line makes contact wi th silicon through a 10 x JO 
jJm contact window as shown in Fig. P7.4. The aluminum is 1 jJm thick and is annealed at 
450 °C for 30 min. Assume that the silicon wi\[ saturate the aluminum up to a distance 
vtJi from the contact. D is the diffusion coefficient of silicon in aluminum which follo,",,'5 
an Arrhenius relationShip with D =0.04 cmllscc and Ell = 0.92 eV. Assume that silicon is 
absorbed uniformly through the contact and lhatthe density of aluminum and silicon is 
the same. How deep "ill the aluminum penetration into the si licon be'! 

s; s; 

I· ,I· 
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7.S A certain process forms aluminum contacts to n ~ sil icon through a I x I ~m conlact win
dow result ing in a contact resistance of 0.5 ohms. 

(a) What is the specific contact resistivity for this contact? 

(b) What wi ll the contact resistance be if the contact windo .... 'S 3rc reduced to 0. 1 x 0.1 
~m? Docs this seem acceptable for a VLSI proces.'i? 

7..6 Ele(: tromigration failures depend exponentiall)' on temperature. 

(a) What is the ratio of the MTFs of identical aluminum conductors operating at the 
same current densit ), at 300 K and 400 K? 

(b) At 77 K, ( liquid-ni trogen temperature) and 400 K? Usc £A = 0.5 eV. 

7.7 tal What is thc mean time to failure for the AICu line in Fig. 7.8? 

(b) How about for the copper line in the same ligure? 

7.H An Il ~ diffusion is used for interconnection. The surface concentration of the diffusion is 
4 x 1019/cm1 and the junction depth is 4 J.Im.The diffusio n is fon ned in ap-type wafer wi th 
a background concentration of 1 x lO,sfcml . 

(101) Whilt is the sheet resistance o f this diffusion? 

(b) Estimate Ihe capacitance per unitlenglh ifthc diffusion is 15 J.IITI wide. Assume the rcc
tangular geometry shown in Fig. P7.8 and usc the slep-junctK>o-capacitance formula. 

7.9 What is the maximum current that rna)' be allowed 10 flow in an alumin um conductor I 
~m thick and 4 ~1l1 wide if the current densit ), must not exceed 5 x 1O'i Afcm2"! 

7.10 What is the maximum current that rna)' be pennitlcd to now in an aluminum conductor 
0.25 /Jm thick and 0.5 J.IIl1 wide if the current densit ), cannot exceed Ir/ A/cm2? 

7.11 What is the resistance of a 0.25 xO.25 1 . .IIn tungsten plug Ihal is I /Jill high? 

,--
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FIGURE P7.8 
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7.12 (a) What is the sheet re5istance of a 05-~m.thick copper line with a fe5ist i"iIY of 1.7 
~ohm-cm? 

(b) What is the resis tance o f a line that is 50 JIm long and 0.5 JIm wide? 

(e) What is the capacitance of this line to the substrate if a " Iow-K~ dielectric is utilized 
wilh £=2t,,? 

(d) What is the RC product associated with the 5O-~m line? 



CHAPTER 8 

Packaging and Yield 

The low cost normally associated with integrated circuilS results from mass productio n 
in which many wafers, each containing a large number of Ie dice, are all processed 
together. There may be lens to thousands of dice per wafer and 25 to 200 wafers per Jo l. 
Afler wafer processing is completed, however, the dice must be tested, separated, and 
assembled in packages that arc easy to handle and to mount in electronic systems. The 
testing and assembly operations substantially increase the cost of the final product . 

In th is chapter, we first present an overview o f testing and die separation. Then 
we discuss Ie assembly. including die attachme nt , wire bonding, and a survey of the 
various types of packages used with integrated circuits. 

The ultimate cost of the integrated circuit is related to the total yield o f assem
bled and tested de vices. In the early stages in the development of a new process or cir
cuit, we are lucky if a few functional dice are found per wafer. La te in the life of a 
process wit h a mature ci rcuit design. yields of 60 to 80% are not uncommon. A discus
sion of the dependence o f yield o n defect density and die size concl udes this chapter. 

8.1 TESTING 

Following metallization and passivation-layer processing, each die on the wafer is 
tested for functionality. Special parametric test dice are placed at a number of sites on 
the wafer. At this stage, dc tests are used to verify that basic p rocess parameters fall 
within acceptable limits. To perform the tests, a probe station lowers a ring of very fine, 
needle-sharp probes into contact with the pads on the test die. Test equipment is con
nected to the circuit through the probes and controlled by a computer system. If the 
wafer-screening o peration sho\\'S that basic process and device parameters are within 
specification. functional testing of each die begins. 

Under computer control, the probe station automatically steps across the wafer. 
performing functio nal lesting at each die site. Defective dice are marked with a drop of 
ink. Later, when the dice are separated from the wafer, flOY die with an ink spot is dis
carded. It has become impossible to exhaustively test complex VLSI devices such as 

177 
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microprocessors.. Instead. a great deaJ of computer time is used to find a minimum 
sequence of tests that can be used to indicate die functionality. At the wafer-probe 
stage, functional testing is primarily static in nature. High-speed dynamic testing is dif
ficu lt to do through the probes, so parametric sJX:cd tests are usually performed after 
die packaging is complete. 

The ratio of functional dice to total dice on the wafer gives the yield for each 
wafer. Yield is directly related to the ultimate cost of the completed integrated circuit 
and will be discussed more fully in Section 8.7. 

8.2 WAFER THINNING AND DIE SEPARATION 

As mentioned in Chapter I, wafers range from approximately 350-1250 microns in 
thickness. Large-diameter wafers must be thicker in orde r to maintain structural 
integrity and planarity during Ihe wide range of processing steps encountered dur
ing Ie fabrication. However, many applications require much thinner dice; a thick
ness of approximately 275 !-1m is commonly used by many manufacturers. Rash 
memory cards, credi t cards. and medical e lectronics are just three examples of appli
cations that usc dice that have heen thinned to only 125 !-1m. The thinning is done 
using back lapping and polishing processes similar 10 those for CMP described in 
Chapter 6. 

Following initial functional testing. individual Ie dice must be separated from 
the wafer. In one me thod used for many years, the wafer is mounted on a holder and 
automat ically scribed in both the x- and y-directions using a diamond-tipped scribe. 
Scribing bordcrs of 75 to 250 !-1m arc fonned around the periphery of the dice during 
fabrication. These borders arc left free of oxide and metal and arc a ligncd with crys
tal planes if possible. In < HXb wafers, natural cleavage planes exist perpendicular to 
the surface of th e wafe r in directions both parallel and perpendicular to the wafer 
flat. For <1 11> wafers, a vertical cleavage p lane runs parallel, but not perpendicular, 
to the wafer flat. This can lead to some separation and handling problems with < Ill> 
matcrial. 

Foliowingscribing, the wafer is removed from the holder and placed upside down 
on a soft support. A rolle r applies pressure to the wafer, causing it to fract ure along the 
scribe lines.. Care is taken to ensure that the wafer cracks along the scribe lines to mini
mize die damage during separation, bUI there will always be some damage and loss of 
yield during the scribing and breaking steps. 

Today, diamond saws arc used for die separation. A wafer is placed in a holder on 
a sticky sheet of Mylar as shown in Fig. 8.1. The saw can be used either 10 scribe the 
wafer or to cut completely through the wafer. Following separation, the dice remain 
attached to the Mylar film. 

8.3 DIE ATIACHMENT 

Visual inspection is used to sort out dice th at may have been damaged during die sepa
ration, and the inked dice are also discarded. The next step in the assembly process is 
to mount the good dice in packages. 
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8.3.1 Epoxy Die Attachment 
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FIGURE 8.1 

l .50-mm wafer mounted and ready for the dicin.l: 
~W. 

An epoxy cement may be used to attach the die 10 a package or "header." However, 
epoxy is a poor thermal conductor and an e lectrical insulator. Alumina can be mixed 
with the epoxy to increase its thenna l conductivity, and gold· or silvcr-fill ed epoxies 
are used to reduce the thermal resistance of the epoxy bonding material and to pro
vide a low-resistance electrical connection between the die and the package. 

8.3.2 Eutectic Die Attachment 

The gold- silicon eutectic point occurs at a temperaturc of 370 "c for a mixture of 
approximately 3.6% Si and 96.4% Au. Gold can be depooited on the back of the wafer 
prior to die separation or can be in the form of a thin alloy "preform" placed between 
the die and package. To form a eutectic bond, the die and package are heated to 390 to 
420 "C, and pressure is applied to the die in conjunction with an ultrasonic scrubbing 
mol ion. Eutectic bonding is possible with a number of other metal-alloy systems. 
including gold-tin and gold--german ium. A solder attachment techn ique is also used 
with semiconductor power devices. 

8.4 WIRE BONDING 

Wire bonding is the most widely used method for making electrical connections 
between the die and the package. The bonding areas on the die are large, square pads 
100 to 125 }.1m on a side. located around the periphery of the die. Figure 8.2 shows a 2.5 
x 2.5 mm die with l00}.lm wire bond pads on a 125 J-Im pitch. Many manufacturers do 
not put pads in the corners., because of reliability concerns. ]n particul ar, packaging
induced die stress and die cracking tend to be highest in thc corners. 
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FIGURE 8.2 

Die la),out for (a) peripheral pads aoo (b) arcaarra), of pads. 
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Thermocompression bonding was originally used with gold wire, and ultrasonic 
bonding is used with aluminum wire. A combination of the two is termed thennosonic 
bonding. Present high-density wire bonding can achieve a 5O-70!Jm pitch (see Fig. 8.3), 
and two or more staggered rows of wire bond pads are sometimes used to increase the 
number of possible pads/die. The ITRS goal is to reach a wire bond pilch of 40 !Jm by 
the year 2010. Fine wires interconnect the aluminum bonding pads on the Ie die to the 
leads of the package. 
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(b) 

(,) 

FIGURE &3 

(a) An SEM micrograph ofgold ball bonding (b) SEM of high densily gold ball bonding (c) SEM micrograph of wire 
bonded die. Courtesy of Kulieke and Soffa Industries. Inc. ( K&S). 
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8.4.1 rhermo<ompression Bonding 

The thcnnocompression bonding technique, also called fwil-hetld or ball bonding, uses 
a combination of pressure and temperature to weld a fine gold wire to the aluminum 
bonding pads on the die and the gold-plated leads of the package. Figure 8.4 shows the 
steps used in forming either a thermocompression o r Ihemlosonic bond. 

A fine gold wire. 15 to 75 IJm in diameter, is fed from a spool through a heated 
capillary. A small hydrogen torch or electric spark melts the end of the wire. forming a 
gold ball twO to three times the diameter of the wire. Under either manual or computer 
control, the ball is positioned over the bonding pad, the capillary is lowered, and the 
ball deforms into a "nail head" as a result of the pressure and heat from the capillary. 

Next, the capillary is raised. and wire is fed from the spool as the 1001 is moved into 
position over the package. The second bond is a wedge bond produced by deforming the 
wire with the edge of the capillary. After the formation of the second bond. the capillary 
is raised and the wire is broken ncar the edge of the bond. Because of the symmetry of 
the bonding head. the bonder may move in any direction fa llowing formation of the 
nail-head bond. An SEM micrograph of a gold-ball bond is shown in Fig. 8.3(a). 

A problem encountered in production of gold- aJuminum bonds is formation of 
the "purple plague." Gold and aluminum react to form intermetallic compounds. One 
such compound, AuAI2, is purple in color. and its appearance has been associated with 
faulty bonds. However, th is compound is highly conductive. The actual culprit is a low
conductivity, lan-colored compound, Au2AI, which is also present. 

During thermocompression bonding, the substrate is maintained at a tempera
ture betwccn 150 and 200 °C The temperature at the bond ing interface ranges from 
280 to 350 DC, and significant formation of the Au~A I compounds can occur at these 

FIGURE 8.4 

Thennosooic hall-wedge bonding of a 
gold "ire. (a) Gold wire in a capillary: 
(h) hall fonnation accomplished by 
passing a hydrogen IOreh olier the end 
of a gold wire or by capacitance dis
charge; (e) bonding accomplished by 
simultaneously applying a \lCnfcaJ load 
on the ha ll while ullrasonically exciting 
lhe wire (the ell ip and substrate arc 
heated 10 about 150 'C): (d) a wire loop 
and a wedge bond ready to Ix: formed; 
(e) the wire is broken at the wedge 
bond; (0 the geometry of the ball
wedge bond that allows high·speed 
bonding. Because the wedge can be on 
an arc from the ball . the bond head or 
package table docs oot ha\"C to rOlate 
to fonn the wedge bond. Reprinted 
with pcrmio;sion from Semkon(/II'tor 
/Il(enwfilJl.al magazine. May 1982 11). 
Copyright 1982 by Cahncrs Publishing 
Co.. Dc!; Plaincs, lL. 
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temperatures. Limiting the die temperature during the bonding process helps to pre
vent the format io n of the intermeta llie compounds., and high-temperalUre processing 
and storage following bonding should be avoided. 

In add ition to the foregoing problem, many epoxy materials ca nnot withstand 
the temperaturcs cncountcred in thcrmocompression bonding, and Ihermocompres
sion bonding has been re placed by the ultrasonic and thermoson ic bonding techniques 
discussed in the nexl lwo sections. 

8.4 .2 Ultrasonic Bonding 

Wire 

Ox idation o f aluminum wire at high temperatures makes it difficult to form a good ball 
at the end of the wire. An alternative process called ultrasonic ho"ding, which forms 
the bond through a combination of pressure and rapid mechanical vibration, is used 
with aluminum wire. Aluminum wire is fed from a spool through a hole in the ultra
sonic bonding tool, as shown in Fig. 8.5. To form a bond , the bonding tool is lowered 
over the bonding position, and ultrasonic vibration at 20 to 60 kHz causes the metal to 
deform and flow easily under pressure at room temperature. Vibration also breaks 
through the oxide film that is always present on aluminum and results in formation of 
a clean, strong weld. 

As the tool is raised after forming the second bond. a clamp is e ngaged and pulls 
and breaks the wire a t a weak point just beyond the bond. To maintain proper wi re 
alignmc nt in the bonding tool, the ultrasonic bonder can move o nly in a fro nt-ta-back 
motion between the first and second bonds., and the package must be rotated 90° to 
perm it complete bonding of rectangular dice. 

Wedge 
tool 

and 
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energy 
Bond FIGURE 8.5 
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(a) In ultrasonic bonding. the 
1001 guides wire to the p lICk
agc terminal; (b) prcS5urc 
and uhrasooic energy form 
the bond;(c) and (d) the tool 
feeds OUI wire and reposi. 
tions itself above the Ie chip. 
lbc toot towers lind ultr850n
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8.4.3 Thermosonic Bonding 

Thermosonic bonding combines the best properties of ultrason ic and thermocompres
sion bonding. The bonding procedure is the same as in thermocompression bonding, 
except that the substrate is maintained at a temperature of approximately 150 °C. 
Ultrasonic vibration causes the metal to now under pressure and form a strong weld. 
The symmetrical bonding tool pennits movement in any direction following the nail
head bond. ThemlOsonic bonding can be easily automated. and computer-controlJed 
thermosonic bonders can produce 5 to 10 bonds per second. 

8.5 PACKAGES 

IC dice can be mounted in a wide array of packages. In this section, we discuss the 
round TO·style packages., dual· in-line packages (DIP), the pin-grid array (PGA), the 
leadless chip carrier (LCC), and packages used for surface mounting. Late r in this 
chapter, we will look at flip-chip mounting, baD-grid arrays, and tape-automated bond
ing. The long-te rm trend is to attempt to achieve a package footprint that is similar in 
size to the semiconductor die itself. These packages are referred to as Chip Scale 
Packages (CSPs). 

8.5.1 Circular TO-Style Packages 

Figure 8.6(a) shows a round TO-type package that was one of the earliest IC packages. 
Differen t configurations of this package are ava ilable with 4 to 48 pins. The silicon die 
is attached to the center of the gold-plated header. Wire bonds connect the pads on the 
die to Kovar lead posts that protrude through the header and glass seal. Kovar is an 
iron-nickel alloy designed to have the same coefficient of thennal expansion as the 
glass seal. A metal cap is welded in place after die attachment and wire bonding. 

8 .S.2 DiPs 

The DIP shown in Fig. 8.6(b) is extremely popular, because of its low cost and ease of 
use. Plastic and epoxy DiPs are the least expensive packages and are available with as 
few as 4 leads to more than 80 leads. In the postmolded DIP. a silicon die is first 
mounted on and wire·bonded 10 a melallic lead frame. Epoxy is then molded around 
both the die and the frame. As a resul1 , the silicon die becomes an inlegra! part of the 
package. Plastic DIPs have evolved into other forms of in-line packages., including sin· 
gle-in-line packages (SiPs) and zig-zag-in-line packages (ZiPs) shown in Fig. 8.6(c), as 
well as many surface·mount packages to be described in Section 8.5.5. 

In a ceramic DIP. the die is mounted in a cavity on a gold-plated ceramic sub
strate and wire bonded to gold-plaled Kovar leads. A ceramic or metal lid is used to 
seal the lOp of the cavity. Ceramic packages are considerably more expensive than 
plastic and are designed for use over a wider temperature range. In addition, ceramic 
packages may be hermetically sealed. A premolded plastic package simila r to the 
ceramic package is also available. 
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(II) TO-style packllge; (b) ball
and wedge-bonded silicon die in II 
plastic DIP. The d ie support pad
dle rna)' be connected to one of 
the eXlernal leads. for most com
mercial products. only the die 
paddle and Ihe wc<lgc-bond pads 
arc sclcclivel), pla led. The cKle r
na l lcads a re solder-plated or 
dipped after package molding. 
Copyright 198 I, IEEE. Reprinted 
v.ith pcrmiS6iOll from Rel [3J. (c) 
D IP,S IP. and Z IP packages. 

The DIP package is sa tisfactory for packaging Ie dice wi th up 10 approximately 80 
pins. The pil l-grid a m i)' of R g. 8.7 provides a package with a much higher pin density 
than that of the DIP package. The pins arc placed in a regular x- y array. and th e pack
age can have hundreds of pins. Wire bonding is still used to con nect the die to gold 
interconnection lines, which fan out to the array of pins. Other versions of this package 
usc the fli p-chip process (which will be discusscd in SL""Clion 8.6). 
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FIGURE 8.7 

An example of a PGA in which theehip faces upward in the cavi ty. 

8.5.4 lead less Chip Carriers (lCCs) 

Figure 8.8 shows two types of leadless ch ip carriers. In each case, the die is mounted in 
a cavity in the middle of the package. Connections are made between the package and 
die using wire bonding, and the cavity is sealed with a cap of metal, ceramic, or epoxy. 
The package in Fig. 8.8(a) has contact pads only on the top surface of the chip carrier. 
The chip carrier is pressed tightly against contact fingers in a socket mounted on a 
printed<ircuit board. Another type of LCC is shown in Fig. B.B(b). Conductors are 
formed in grooves in the edges of the chip carrier and are again pressed tightly against 
contact pins in a socket on the next level of packaging. 

FIGURE 8.8 

(a) Ceramic Icadlc!;S ehip carriers with top 
eonnectiOWl; (b) lCC wi th edge connccttoflS 
in groovcs on thc sides of thc package. 
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cover 

8.5.5 Packages for Surface Mounting 
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sealing lid 
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The TO·, DIP-, and PGA-style packages are made for mounting in holes fabricated in 
printe<kircuit boards. Surface-mount packages do not require holes. The gull-wing pack
age shown in Fig. 8.9(a) has short-lead stubs bent away from the package, whereas the 
leads of the J-style package of Fig. 8.9(b) are bent back underneath the package. Both 
styles permit soldering of the package directly to the surface of a printed-circuit board or 
hybrid package. Several versions are shown in Fig. 8.9(c}-(h). The leadless chip carriers 
described in the previous section are also available with leads added for surface mounting. 
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8.6 FLIP-CHIP AND TAPE-AUTOMATED-BONDING PROCESSES 

As can be envisioned from the preceding discussion. the die-mounting and wire
bonding processes involve a large num ber of manual operations and are therefore 
quite expensive. In fact, the cost of assembly and test may be many times the cost of a 
small Jie. The one-at-a-time nature of the wire-bonding process also leads to reduced 
reliability, and failure of wire bonds is one of the most common reliability problems in 
integrated circuits. The flip-chi p and tape-automated-bonding processes were devel
oped to permit batch fabrication of d ie-ta-package inlerconnections. 
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8.6.1 Flip-Chip Technology 

The flip-chip mounting process was developed a t IBM during the 1%Os 141. It took 
almost three decades for the semiconductor indus try to adopt flip-chip technology. For 
today and the foreseeable future, however, flip-chip technology is an integral part of 
the ITRS plan for high-density chip interconnection. The first step is to fonn a solder 
ball (see Fig. 8.1 0) on top of each bonding pad. A sandwich of Cr. Co.and Au is sequen
tially evaporated through a mask to form a cap over each of the aluminum bonding 
pads. Chrome and copper provide a barrier and a good contact to the alumin um pad. 
Gold adheres well to chrome and acts as an ox idatio n barrier prior to solder deposi
tion. Lead-tin solder is evaporated through a mask onto the Au--Cu- Cr cap, occupying 
an area slightly larger than the cap. The die is heated. causing the solder to recede from 
the oxide surface and form a solder ball on top of the Au-Cu--Cr bonding-pad cap. 

After being tested and separated . the dice are placed (ace down o n a substrate. 
Temperature is increased. causing the solder to reflow. and the die is bonded directly to 
the interconnections on the substrate. Solder balls provide functions of both electrical 
interconnection and die attachment. Hundreds of bonds can be fanned simultaneously 
using this technique. and bonding pads may be placed anywhere o n the surface of the 
die, ra ther than just aro und the edge. In addition. the bond between the die and the 
substrate is very short. The main disadvantages of this technique are the additional 
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(a) Cross ~ctton through a solder ball before and after rcflowing. Copyright t969 by International Businl:s.~ Machines 
Corporation. Reprinted with pcrmiS5ion from Rcf. (41. (b) A ip<hip PblSn solder bumps in standard 2.'iO ~m pitch 
(right) and 5() Ilm. Courtesy or MCNC Optical and Electronic Packaging Group. 
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processing complexity. the higher thermal resistance between die and substrate. and 
the inability to visua lly inspect the completed solder joints. To enhance reliability, an 
under-fill material is used in the gap between the chip and substrate. The under-fill 
matcrial is usually dispensed in liquid form and then cured . To be effective, lhe under
fill must ach ieve good adhcsion at the interfaces with both the die and the substrate. 

Two forms of solder-ball footprints are in common use at the die leve l. The first 
s imply replaces wire bonds with solder balls around the periphery of the die. However, 
the real power of the flip-chip approach is achieved through the use of large arrays of 
solder balls placed over the fu ll die area. For example. the die in Fig. 8.2(a) has only 72 
pads. but an area array would ach ieve 144 interconnections using 125-~m pads on a 
200-~m pitch as shown in Fig.8.2(b). 

The original IBM technique was a difficult and expensive process to implement. 
and these factors impeded its widespread adoptio n. More recently. a screen-printing 
approach has been used to deposit solder paste to fo rm solder balls for low-volume 
applications. Gold stud bumping. shown in the photograph in Fig. 8. 11 . is yet another 
approach in which a gold wire is bonded to the chip pad . but the wire is removed after 
the first bond, leaving the gold bump on the pad. TIlese chips may then be flipped over 
and mounted to fonn a flip-chip structure. 

fiGURE 8.11 

Bumps ronncd by modirlC3tioo ot itic \lire-bond pr0CC5.'I.. Coorlesy of 
Kul ickc and Soffa lodustril.·s, Inc. (K&S). 
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8.6.2 Ball-Grid Array (8GA) 

Ball-grid arrays essentially apply the solder-ball approach to the package rather than 
to the chip as indicated in Fig.. 8. 12. Chips are mounted to the BOA substrate USing 
either peripheral wire bonding or flip-chip technology, and then the chip is coated with 
some form of molding compound. Standard BOA alTay ball pitches are in the range of 
1270 ~m (50 mils). Fine-pitch ball-grid arrays (FBGA, or ~BOA) are projected to 
decrease from a pitch of 500 ~m in the year 2000 to 300 ~ by 2010. 

Pla ted 
through hole 

FIGURE 8. 12 
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(a) Ball grid array cross sect ion. (b) Intel microprocessor packaged using a BOA. Courtesy of 
Intel Corp. 
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8.6.3 The Tape-Automated-Bonding (TAB) Process 

In tape-automated bUilding, dice are auached to copper leads supported by a tape sim
ilar to 35-mm film. The film is initially coated with copper, and the leads are defined by 
lithography and etching. The lead pattern may contain hundreds of connections. 

Die attachment requires a process similar in concept to the solder-ball technology 
discussed earlier. Gold bumps are formed on either the die or the tape and are used to 
bond the die to the leads on the tape. figu re 8. 13 outlines the steps used to form a gold 
bump on a bonding pad [5). A multilayer metal sandwich is deposited over the passiva
tion oxide. Next. a relatively thick layer of photoresist is deposi ted. and windows are 
opened above the bonding pads. Electroplating is used to fill the openings with gold. 
The photoresist is removed, and the thin metal sandwich is etched away using wet or 
dry etching. The final result is a 25-~m-high gold bump standing above each pad. As in 
the flip-chip approach. bonding sites may be anywhere on the die. 
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fiGURE 8.13 

Proa.'M ~uence for making gold bumps on aluminum mclllUurgy dc"ices. (a) T11e wafer is cleaned aod spuller
etched: (b) a contact/barrier layer (which also SCI"\-'CS as a conouclive rilm for electropla ting) is spuller-deposi ted wilh 
II larer of gold for Oll'idation protecl ion: (c) II thick· r.tm photoresi~ (2.<i pm) is Illminated and de''Clopecj; (d) go'<! is 
eleclrop/aled to II heighl of approximalely 2S pm 10 form the oomps;(e) the misl iutriPJX<d; (f) the sputter·deposiled 
conductive film is n;mo..·cd chcmM:ally or by baek·sponering. Reprinlcd with permission of Solid Staft TtchlloloS}'. 
published by 'Iechnical Publishing, a company of DUn & Bradst reet. (rom Ref. lSI. 
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The mounting process aligns the tape over the die. as in Fig. 8.14. A heated bond
ing head presses the tape against the die, forming thermocompression bonds. In a pro
duction process, a new die is brought under the bonding head and the tape indexes 
automatically 10 the next lead site. 

TAB-mounted parts offer the advantage that they ca n be functionally tested and 
burned in once the dice are attached to the film. In addition. the Ie passivation layer 
and gold bump completely seal the semiconductor surface. 
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FIGURE 8.14 

Tape-automated-bonding procedure. (a) Preformed leads of film are lo .... cn.-d into po5i tior! and aligned atKn-e bonding 
pads or! the die. which is he ld in place with a wax: (b) bonding toot descends and forms bond with preMUre and heat; 
heat mells the WIll, re le&ing Ihe die; (c) 1001 and film are raised, lifting the bonded die clear 50 a new die can be 
moved into posi lior! and the process can be repeatL-d. Reprin ted with permission from Smllll Prer:ision Tools BonrlillK 
Handbook . Copyrigh11976. 
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8.6.4 Chip Scale Packages 

Many of the technologies described. including wire bonding. TAB, and flip-chip mounting, 
are evolving to the Chip Scale Package (CSP) in which the goal is to achieve a package 
whose area is no larger than the die itself. Figures8.15(a-b) present drawings of two possi
ble approaches to the CSP, one based upon wire-bonded die and the second employing a 
form of TAR Another approach referred to as chip-on-board attempts to eliminate the 
package altogether by mounting the hare die directly on the printed circuit board or nexi
hie substrate as shown in Fig. 8. 15(c). Either wire bonding or nip-chip mounting may be 
used, and the final structure is encapsulated with an epoxy glob-top coaling. 
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(0) 

FIGURE 8.15 
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Ca) OIip scale package using wire bonding. (b) Al lemale rorm of a CSf': (t") Chip-on.board packaging. 
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8.7 YIELD 

The manufacturer of integrated circui ts is ultimately interested in how many fi nished 
chips will be available for sale. A substantial fraction of the dice on a given wafer will 
not be functional when they are tested at the wafer-probe step at the end o f the 
process. Additional dice will be lost during the die separa tion and packaging opera
tions, and a number of the packaged devices will fail final testing. 

As me ntioned earlier. the cost of pack aging and testing is substantial and may be 
the dominant fac tor in the manufacturing cost of small die. For a large die with low 
yield. the manufacturing cost will be do minated by the wafer processing cost . A great 
deal of time has been spent a ttem pting to model wafer yield associa ted with IC 
processes. Wafer yie ld is related to the complexity of the process and is strongly depen
dent on the area of the IC die. 

8.7.1 Uniform Defect Densities 

One can visualize how die area arrects yield by looking at the wafer in Fig. 8.16. which 
has 120 die sites. The do ts represent randomly distributed de fects that have caused a 
die to fa il testing a t the wafer-probe step. In Fig. 8. 16(a) . there are 52 good dice out of 
the to tal of 120, giving a yield of 43%. H the die size were twice as large, as in Fig. 
8.16(b), the yield would be reduced to 22% for this particular wafer. 

An estimate of the yield o f good dice can be found (rom a classical problem in 
probability theory in which IJ defects are rando mly placed in N die sites. The probability 
PI< that a give n die site contains exact ly k defects is given by the bino mial distribution: 

II ! 
p. z =-"'-..,.,.,W "( N - I )" • 

k!( 11 k) ! 

" Y = 12'O - 43% 
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FIGURE 8. 16 

lIlustra lkms of wafers. ~owing effoo of die ,;ze OIl yietd. Dots indlC8.te the prC5CrlOC of a defC(live die 
tocation. (a) For a parlicutardie ,izc lhe )idd j, 43%; (b) if the die size were doubled. the yield IO.'ouid be 
only 22%. 

(8. I ) 
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For large nand N. Eq. (K I) can be approximated by the Poisson distribution; 

A' 
Pt = ~xp(-A) (8.2) 

where A =- 1l1N. The yield is given by the probability that a die is found with no defects: 

y = Po = exp( - A) (8.3) 

The area of the wafer i~ equal to NA. where A is the a rea of one die. The density 
of defects, D f.}'I is given by the total number o f defects, II. divided by the area of all the 
chips. and the average number of defects per die, A, is given by 

A = "IN = DoA, for Do = nINA (8.4) 

The yield based o n the Poisson distribution then becomes 

Y = exp( - DoA) (8.5) 

1l1is expression was used to predict early die yie ld, but was found to give too low 
an estimate for large dice with DoA > I. Equat ion (8.5) implicitly assumes that the 
defect distribution is uniform across a given wafer and does not vary from wafer to 
wafer. However, it was quickly realized that these conditions arc not realistic. Defect 
densities vary from wClfer to wafer because of differences in handling and processing. 
On a given wafer, there are usually more defects around the edge o f the wafer than in 
the center, and the defects tend to be found in clusters. These realizations led to inves
tigation of nonuniform defect densities. 

8.7.2 Nonunifonn Defect Densit ies 

Murphy [61 showed that the wafer yield for a nonun iform defect distribution can be 
calculated from 

(8.6) 

where ltD) is the probability density for D. He considered several possible distribu
tions. as shown in Fig. 8.17. The impulse function in Fig. 8.17(a) represents the case in 
which the defect de nsity is the same everywhere, and substituting it for f(D) in Eq. 
(8.6) yields Eq. (8.5). The triangular distribution in Fig. 8.17(b) is a simple approxima
tion to a Gaussian distribution function and allows some wafers to have very few 
defects and others to have up to 2Do defects. Application of Eq. (8.6) results in the fol 
lowing yield expression: 
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~ [ 1-eXP(-D.,A)]' 
Y D.,A (8.7) 

A uniform distribution of defect densities is modeled by flD) in Fig. 8. 17(c) and pre
dicts a yield o f 

Y ~ [1-eXp(-w.,A)] 
W.,A 

(8.8) 

More complicated probability distributions have also been investigated, incl ud
ing the negative binomial and gamma distributions 17,8]. These result in the yield 
expression in Eq. (8.9) 

[ 
D.,A ] - ' 

y = 1 +~ (8.9) 

in which a represents a clustering parameter which ranges from 0.5 10 10. The 1999 
ITRS is basing future defect density requirements on Eq. (8.9) with a clustering para
meter of 5 (9J.10 achieve a yield loss of lcss than 20% due to random defects, the 1TRS 
projects the required de£ect density to be less than 0.lfcm1 by the year 2010 with a crit
ical defect size of less than 30 nm. 
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Figure 8.1 8 plots the various yield functions versus DoA.the average number of 
defects in a die of area A. Early yield estimates based on Poisson statistics are clearly 
much more pessimistic than those based on the other functions. However, the negative 
binomial yield model in Eq. (8.9) wit h a = 5 is beginning to approach the exponential 
function. (See Problems 8.9 and 8.10.) 
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Example 8.1 
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FIGURE 8.18 

Theoretical yield curves for 
differen t defect densities.. Sec 
Eqs. (8.5) through (8.9). 

A 150-mm wafer has a defect density of 10 defectslcm2• and COSlS $200 to process. 
The cost of assembly and testing is $1.50 per die. (a) What is the tOlal manufacturing cost 
for a 5 X 5 mm die in this process based on yield Eq. (8.7)? (The number of square dice 
per wafer is given approximately by N = 1f (R - 5)2/52, where R is the wafer radius and S 
is the length of the side of the die.) (b) The market price for this part is $2.50. What must 
be the wafer yie ld needed for manufacturing cost 10 drop below Ihe market price? 

Solution: The area of the die is 0.25 cm. so the average number of defects per die is 
DoA = 2.5. Equation (8.7) prediclS a yield of 13.5%. The wafer has a radius of 75 mm 
and contains approximate ly 616 dice. So the ave rage wafer will yield 83 good dice. The 
cost of the packaged dice will be C = ($200/83) + $1.50 = $3.91. Getting the cosl to the 
marke t price requires $2.50 = ($200!ND) + $1.50. We must get ND = 200 good dice per 
wafer to break even, corresponding to a yield of Y = 2001616 = 0.325 or more. 
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SUMMARY 

Following the completion of processing, wafers are screened by checking various pro
cessing and device parameters using special test sites on the wa fer. If the parameters 
are within proper limits, each die on the wafer is tested for functionality, and bad dice 
are marked with a drop of ink. 

Next, the dice are separated from the wafer using a diamond saw or a scribe
and-break process. Some die loss is caused by damage during the separation process. 
The remaining good dice are mounted in ceramic or plastic DIPs. Lees, PGAs, sur
face-mount, or BGA packages using epoxy or eutectic die-attachment techniques. 

Bonding pads on the die are connected to leads on the package using ultrasonic 
or thermosonic bonding of 15 to 75 j,lm aluminum or gold wire. Batch-fabricated flip
chip and TAB interconnection processes that pemlit simultaneous fomlation of hun
dreds or even thousands of bonds can also be used. 

The final manufacturing cost of an integrated circuit is determined by th e num· 
ber of functionaJ parts produced. The ove rall yield is the ratio of the number of work
ing packaged dice to the original num ber of dice on the wafer. Yie ld loss is due to 
defects on the wafer, processing errors, damage during assembly, and lack of fu ll func
tionality during final testing. The relationship between wafer yield and the size of an 
integrated-circuit die has been explored in detail. The larger the die size. the lower will 
be the number of good dice available from a wafer. 
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PROBLEMS 

8.1 Make a list of at lea~t ten proce.<;..<; or device parameters whtch could easily be monitored 
using a special test site on a wafer. 

8.2 A simple microprocessor-contains 115 flip-flops and hence 21ls possible states. U a tester can 
perform a new statK: test every 100 nsec. how many years will it take to test every state in the 
microprocessor chip1 lf the wafer has 100 dice, how long will it take to test the wafer? 

8.3 (8) How many pads can be placed on a 10 x 15 mm die if a single row of pads is ll<;ed? 
AMume the use of HXJ-..,m pad<; on a 125-..,m pitch with no pads in the corners. 

(b) Repeat for 7S-..,m pads on a 1000..,m pitch. 

(c) How many solder balls would li t on the same die using an llrea array if t.he ball pads 
were 125-..,01 pads on a 200-..,m pitch? 

8.4 Compare the four yield formulas for a large YLSI die in which DoA == 10 defect.s.Assume 
a clustering pllrameter of 1.0. How many good dice can we expect from 100- and 150-
mm-diameter wafers using the different yield expressio ns? (The number of square dice 
per wafer can be estima ted from N == 11 (R - S,z,S"l, where R is the radius of the wafer 
and S is the length of one side o f the die.) Assume S = 5 mm 

8.S What is the wafer yield for the defect map in Fig. 8.1 J if the die is four times the size or that 
in Fig. 8. 11(a)1 What is the yield predicted by Poisson statistics? Assume the data from Fig. 
8. 11 is best represented by Eq. (8.9). What value of clustering parameter best fit s the data? 

8.6 A new circuit design is estimated to require a die which isS x8 mm and will be fab ricated 
on a wafer 125 mm in diameter. The process is achieving a defect density of 10 
defects/cm1, and the wafer processing cost is $250. 
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(a) What will be the cost of the final product if testing and packaging adds $1.60 to the 
completed product? 

(b) The circuit design could be partitioned into two chips rather than one, but each die 
wi ll incrcase in area by 15% in order to accommodate additional pads and UO cir
cuitry. If the testing and packaging cost remains the same. what is the cost of the 
two-chip set? Base your answers on Eq. (8.8). (See Problem 8.4 for the number of 
dice per wafer.) 

8.7 (a) Repeat Problcm 8.5 for a defect density of 5 dcfects/cm2 and a wafer cost of $150. 
(b) Repeat Problem 8.5 for a defect density of 5 defectfil'cm2 and a wafer cost of $3(X). 

8.8 A die has an area of 25 mm l and is being manufactured on a 1000mm-d.iameter wafer 
using a process rated at 2 defects/em!. A ncw process is being developed which allows the 
die area to be reduced by a factor of2. Howevcr, because of thc smaller feature sizes.thc 
new process costs 30% more and is prescntly achieving only to defects/cm2. 

(a) Is it economical to switch to this new process? 
(b) At what defcct density does the cost of the new die equal the cost of thc old die? 

(e) Based on your judgment. would you recommcnd switching to the new process even 
if it is not now economical? Why? 

(d) At what die si7..e is thc cost lhesamc in either process? Use Eq.(8.8) for this problem. 

8.9 What is the limit of the yield distribution in Eq. (8.9) as thc clustering parameter 
approaches infi nity? 

8.10 Compare the predictions of yield equatio ns 8.5 and 8.9 for DoA ranging from J to \0 wi th 
Q = 5 and n = 5,000. 

8.11 Suppose Do = 0.lIcm2. What is the average number of defects on 150 mm,200 mm, and 
300 mm wafers? 

&12 Suppose that going from 1000mm wafers to l5()...mm .... '<lfers changes the wafer processing 
cost from $1501wafer to $25Wwafer. and the defect density remains constant at 10 
defects/cm2. What two die sizes give the same die cost? Use Eq. (8.9) with a cluster factor 
of 2. Usc a calculator or computer to find the answer by iterat ion. 

8.13 What would be the die yield in Fig. 8. I I (b) if the defect positions were the same but the 
die pattern was rotated by 90"? How many good dice with four times the area of that in 
Fig. 8. II (a) would now exist? 

H.14 A Gaussian probability density fu nction for defect density is givcn by 

2 [2(D-D,)], 
feD) = OoV;;exp- Do .for O s D s 2D..,., and o otherwise 

Calculate the yield Y for various values of DuA and compare your rcsults to those of the 
triangular distribution givcn in Eq. (8.7). (You may want to use a calculator or computer 
to perform the iteration.) 

8.15 The wafers shown in Fig. 8.11 actually have 120 defects placed randomly on the wafer. 
ObviousJy, some chips must havc several defects. Use Eq. (8. 1) to predict how many dice 
will have cxact ly 1.2. 3.4. and 5 defects. 

8.16 What defect density is required to achicve a yield of 70 % for a 10 x 15 mm die if the 
process is characterized by a cluster paramcter of 5? (b) Repeat for 80% yield. (c) 
Repeat for 90% yield. 

8.17 What defect densi ty is required to achieve a yield of 75% fo r a 20 x 20 mm die if the 
proces. .. is characterized by a cluster parameter of 61 (b) Repeat for 85% yield. 



CHAPTER 9 

MOS Process Integration 

In Chapler 9, we explore a number of relationships between process and device design 
and circuit layout. Processes are usually developed to provide devices with the highest 
possible performance in a specific circuit application. and One must understand the cir
cuil environmen t and its relation to device parameters and device layout. 

In Ihis chapler, we look at a number of basic concerns in MOS process design, 
including channel-length control ; layout ground ru les and ground-rule design; 
source-drain breakdown and punch-through voltages; and threshold-voltage adjust
ment. Metal-gale technology is discussed. and the important advantages of self-aligned 
silicon-gate technologies are presented. Discussions of CMOS and silicon-on-insulator 
technologies complete the chapter. 

t. , BASIC MOS DEVICE CONSIDERATIONS 

To explore the relationsh ip between MOS process design and basic device behavior, 
we begin by discussi ng the static current- VOltage relationShip fo r the MOS transistor, 
as developed in Volume IV of this series [1[ . The cross section of two NMOS transis
tors is shown in Fig. 9.1. In the linear region of operation , the drain current is given by 

(9.1) 

for Ves ;;>; VTf'I and Vos !5 Ves - Vn.:. Co ==- KoEd Xo is the oxide capacitance per unit 
area. /ill is the average majority-carrier mObility in the inversion layer, and VTN is the 
threshold voltage. Wand L represent the width and length of the channel, respectively. 

One of the first specifications required is the circuit power-supply voltages., which 
set the maximum value of Ves and Vos that the devices must withstand. Once this 
choice is made. the only variables in Eq. (9. 1) that a circuit designer may adjust are the 
width and length of the transistor. Thus, the circuit designer varies the circuit topology 
and horizontal geometry to achieve the desired circuit function. 

O ther device parameters are fixed by the process designe r. who must determine 
the process seq uence. limes., temperatures., etc., which ultimate ly determine the device 

201 
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I-I' ---MOSFET 1---1'1 !---MOSFET2---!' 1 
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(a) Cross section of an integrated circuit showing two adjacent NMOS transiston.. A parasitic NMOS device is formed 
by the aluminum interconnection oyer the fie ld oxide with diffused regions (2) and (3) acting as source and drain. (b) 
An NMOS Ifansistor with gate·I(HOOl'CC (VoJ.drain-to-sourtt (Vos),and sourtt-Io-bulk (V~) voltages defined. 

structure and hence its characteristics. These include specifying the gate-oxide thick
ness. fie ld-oxide thickness, substrate doping, and fie ld and threshold-adjustment 
implantations. The process designer also supplies a sel o r design rules, or ground rules 
Ihal must be obeyed d uring circuit layout These include minimum channel length and 
width, spacings between features on the same and dirrerent mask levels, and overlaps 
between reatures on different mask levels. A mask alignment sequence and tolerances 
must also be developed ror the process. 

, 
9.1.1 Gate--Oxide Thickness 

Current flow in the MOS transistor, (or a given set or terminaJ voltages, is inversely 
proportional to the gate-oxide thickness. The gate oxide will generally be made as thin 
as possible. commensurate with oxide breakdown and reliability considerations. High
quality silicon dioxide wiJI typically break down at electric fi elds or 5 to 10 MY Icm, cor
responding to 5 to 10 V across a IO-nm oxide. Present processes are using oxide 
thicknesses between 2 and 10 nm. Below 10 nm,current starts to flow by tunneling, and 
the oxide begins to lose its insulating quali ties. The choice of oxide thickness is also 
related to hot electro n injection into the oxide. a problem beyond the scope of this text 
12-4J. Various alternative gate oxide malerials are being investigated. Oxynitrides are 
rormed by adding nitrogen to the silicon d ioxide system either during or arter forma
tion of the gate oxide. Researchers are exploring a number of high-dielectric constant 
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gate materials that will permit the use of somewhat thicker oxides without reducing 
the oxide capacitance and transconductance of the transistor. 

9.1.2 Substrate Doping and Threshold Voltage 

Threshold voltage is an important parameter which determines the gate voltage neces
sary to initiate conduction in the MOS device. The threshold voltage 11 J fo r a device 
with a uniformly doped substrate is given by 

NMOS, VTN = <l>M - X - ~ + I<I>~ + [ V2K,<o'IN.(2I <1> ,j + 1(,.) YCD-Q"JCD 

(9.2) 

1<1>, 1 = (kT/ q) In(Neln,) 

where N8 is the substrate doping. t1>M- X::a::- 0.11 for an aluminum gate, t1>M - X:::: 0 for 
an 11 + -doped polysilicon gate, and t1>,v- X =+ 1.12 for ap+ -doped polysilicon gate. 

QI£ItI represents the total oxide and interface charge per cm2 and adds a parallel 
sh ift o f the curves in Fig. 92 to more negative values of threshold. This charge contribu
tion to the threshold voltage had an extremely important influence on early MOS device 
fabrication. QIOI tends to be positive, which makes the MOS transistor threshold more 
negative; II-channel transistors become depletion-mode devices (V TN < 0), whereas p
channel transistors remain enhancement-mode devices (VTP < 0). During early days of 
MOS technology. QIOI was high, and the only successful MOS processing was done using 
PMOS technology. After the industry gained an understanding of the origin of oxide and 
interface charge~ and following the advent of ion implantation. NMOS technQlogy 
became dominant. because of the mobility advantage of electrons over holes. Total 
charge levels have been reduced to less than 5 X 1010 chargesfcm2 in good MOS 
processes, and the oxide charge contribution to threshold voltage is minimal. 

Substrate doping enters the threshOld-voltage expres.'iion through both the IcllJ.~ 
term and the square-root term. A plot of threshold voltage versus substrate doping for 
II- and p-channel. n + polysilicon.gate devices with lO-nm gate oxides is given in fi g. 9.2 
for QIot -= O. The choice of substrate doping is complicated by other considerations, 
including drain-te-substrate breakdown voltage, drain-to.source punch-through volt
age, source-te-substrate and drain·to-substrate capaci tances, and substrate sensitivity 
or body effect. 

0 ... ""0,+0,., + -y,.Q", 
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f iGURE 9.2 

Thrc~hold voltages for n- lind p-channd 
polysilicon·gate transistors with JO-nm 
gale oxides.calculalcd rrom Eq. (9.2). 

9.1.3 Junction Breakdown 
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The source and drain regions are usually heavily doped to minimize their resistance 
and are essentially one-sided junctions in which Ihe depletion region exte nds entirely 
into the substrate. Figure 9.3(a) gives the breakdown voltage of a one-sided [111 junc
tion as a function of the dopi ng concentration on the lightly doped side of the junct ion 
(5J . JUnclion breakdown volt age decreases as doping leve l increases. Breakdown volt
age is also a funct ion of lhe radius of curvat ure of the junclion spacc-charge region. 
Junction curvalure enhances the electric field in the curved region of the depletion 
layer and reduces the breakdown volt age below that predicted by one-dimensional 
junction theory. A rectangular diffused area has regions with both cylindrical and 
spherical cUrvature. as shown in Fig. 9.3(b). It is worth noting that very shallow spoeri
cal junclions break dOwn at vollages of less Ihan 10 V. rega rdless of doping level. 

9.1.4 Punch-through 

Punch-through occurs when the drain deplelion region con tacts th e source depletion 
region. and substrate doping must be chosen to prevent Ihe me rging of these depletion 
regions when the MOSFET is off. Punch-through will not occur if the cha nnel lenglh 
exceeds the su m of the depletion-layer widths of the source-ta-substrate and drain-tO
subslrate junctions. For a transistor used as a load device in a logic circuit , the source
to-substrate and drain-ta-substrate junctions must both support a voltage equal to the 
drain supply voll age plus the substrate supply voltage. The depict ion-laye r widlhs can 
be esti ma led using the formula for Ihe width of a one-sided step junction 

W, - V (2K,.,(I' + <I>.»/qN •. 

<1>. - 0.56 + (kTlq) In (N,/n;), (9.3) 
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(a ) Abrupt pI! juoction brcakdown \'OIt
agc \'ersw> impurity concentl'8tion on 
thc light ly doped side or the juoction ror 
both cylindrical and spherical structures.. 
rl is the radius o r eurvalUrc. (b) 
FOnn8lion of cylindrical aod sphcdcal 
regjoo5 by diffusion through" m:t8ngu· 
la r window. Copyright 1985. Joho Wiley 
& Sons.. loc. Rcprinted .... ith permission 
fmm Ref. lSI. 

where VA is the (olal applied voltage and ¢ bj is the built-in potential of the junction. If the 
channel length is greater than 2Wd punch-through should not occur. Figure 9.4 gives the 
depletion-layer width of pn junctions as a function of doping and applied voltage. "'unch
through is not a limiting factor for most doping levels. except for very short-channeltran
sistors. Ion implantation has been used to enhance the doping concentration below the 
channel region of short -channel devices 10 increase the punch-through voltage. 

9.1.5 Junction Capacitance 

The capacitance per uni t area associated with a diffused junctio n is given by the paral
lel-plate capaci tance fo nnula with a plate spacing of Wi 

C1 = K,EJ l¥.J 

"Inc larger the doping, the larger the capacitance. Zero bias and a doping concentration 
of IOt6/cmJ result in a junctio n capacitance o f approximately to n[/c011. 

Eq. (9.2) shows that the thresho ld voltage depends on the source-to-substrate 
voltage, VsB. lhis variation is known as "substrate sensitivity," or "body effect:' and it 
becomes worse as the substrate doping level increases. 
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FIGURE 9.4 

Depletion· layer wkIth of a one·sided step 
junct ion as a function of doping lind 
applied voltage calculated from cq. (9.3). 
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From the preceding discussion, one can see that there are trade-oCCs involved in 
the choice oC substrate doping. Substrate doping is directly related to threshold volt
age. It is desirable to reduce substrate doping to minimize juncti on capacitance and 
substrate sensitivity and to maximize breakdown vOlt age. Mobility also tends to be 
higher for lower doping levels.. On the other hand, a heavily doped substrate will 
increase the punch-through voltage. 

9.1.6 Threshold Adjustment 

Ion implantation is routinely used to separate threshold-voltage design from the other 
factors involved in the choice of substrate doping. Substrate doping can be chosen based 
on a combination of breakdown, punch-through, capacitance, and substrate sensitivity 
considerations. and the threshold voltage is then adjusted to the desired value by adding 
a shallow ion-implantation step to the process. Figure 9.5 shows a step approximation to 
an implanted profile used to adjust the impurity concentration near the surface. These 
additional impurities cause a shift in threshold voltage given approximately by " 

~V'" ~ (1Ieo) (qQ,) ( I - x/2x,), (9.4) 

where Qi = x;N; represent s the implanted dose and Xd represents the depletion-layer 
width beneath the gate. For shallow implants., the threshold-voltage shift is propor
tionalto the implanted dose. The threshold-voltage shift is positive for acceptor impu
rities and negative for donor im puri ties.. 

Example 9.1: 

An NMOS transistor with an n -+ polysilicon gate is fabricated with a to·nm gate 
oxide, a substrate doping of lOllI/em3, and source-drain junction depths oC 0.25 jlm. 
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FIGURE 9.5 

Step approximation 10 a Gaussian impurity profile used to 
ellimate the threshold-\-oltage shift adlieved using ion 
implantation. 

Determine the threshold voltage and drain-Ie-substrate breakdown voltages for this 
device. What is the punch-through voltage for a channel length of I ~m if the substrate 
bias is 0 V? A shallow boron implantation is to be used to adjust the threshold to 0.7 V. 
What is the dose of this implant? (Assume t.hat VSB = 0 and QIOl = 0.) 

Solution : For the II i" poltsilicon-gate transistor, <PM - X - Ef2q = - 0.56 V and I I.I)~ = 
0.36 volts (for II; = 1 X lOt k m) and kT/q = 0.026 V). For VSB = 0, the threshold voltage 
expression yields VTN = - 0.56+0.36+ O.14V =- O.06V. Interpolating Fig. 9.3 for spher
ical breakdown wilh a substrate doping of 1016/cmJ and a radius of curvat ure of 0.25 
~m gives an estimated drain-te-substrate breakdown voltage of 20 v. To estimate the 
punch-through voltage, we use Eq. (9.3) with 2W c: l ~m and VA = V v' where V D is the 
drain voltage. Evaluating this expression yiclds V D = 1.01 V. .. 

For a shallow implant. the threshold-voltage shift is approximate ly Il VT = ~Q/Co
A VOltage shift ofO.76V with an oxide thickness of 10 nm yields AQ = 1.64 X 101 /cm1• 

Thin gate oxides mcntioned earlier in this chapter also have potential problems 
with impurity diffusion from the polysilicon gates through the oxide and into the sub
strates. Any doping that makes it into the substrate is directly in the MOS channel 
region and will shift the threshold of the devices. 

In the past, NMOS depletion-mode (VTN < 0) transistors were routinely used in 
processes designed (or high-performance logic applications. To reduce the NMOS 
threshold voltage, lI-type impurities can be implanted to fo rm a built-in channel con
necting the source and drain regions of the transistor, as shown in fig. 9.6. The device 
characteristics of a depletion-mode transistor are similar, although not identical. to 
those of an enhancement-mode NMOS transistor, and the dose needed to shift the 
threshold voltage may be estimated using Eq. (9.4). 
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9.1.7 Field-Region Considerations 

The region between the two transistors in Fig. 9. 1 is called the field region and must be 
designed to provide isolation be tween adjace nt MaS devices. Seve ral fac tors must be 
considered. The metal line over the fi eld region can act as the gale of a "parasit ic 
NMOS transistor" with d iffused regions (2) and (3) acting as its source and drain . To 
ensure thai this parasitic device is never turned on , the magnitude of Ihe threshold 
vo ltage in this region must be much higher than that in the normal gate region. 
Referring to Eq . (9.2). we find that the threshold voltage may be made higher by 
increasing the oxide thickness in the fi e ld region and by increasing the doping below 
the field oxide. The fi eld o,ude is typically made three to ten times thicker than the gate 
oxide of the transistors. 

Another problem occurs for NMOS transistors. The substrate for NMOS transis
tors is p-type, usually doped with boro n. We know that thermal oxidation results in 
depletion of boron fro m the surface of the silicon, and looking al Eq. (9.2) we see that 
boron depletion will lower the threshold voltage of the transistors in the field regio n. A 
fi eld implant step is often added to processes to increase the threshold voltage and 
compensate for the boron depletion during fieh.l-oxide growth . 

For PMOS devices, the substra te is typically doped with phosphorus. During oxi
dation, phosphorus pileup a t the surface tends to increase the threshold voltage in the 
fie ld region. Thus. phosphorus pileup helps to keep the parasi tic fie ld devices turned off. 

9.1.8 MOS Transistor Isolation 

When two properly biased MOS transistors are placed near each other. they are iso
la ted by reverse-biased source-substra te and drain-substrate junctions. as shown in Fig. 
9.7. The MOS devices are referred to as !ielf-i!>·olated. No additiOna l struct ure is 
req uired to achieve isola tio n, and lhis fact gives an in herent size advantage to MOS 
tech no logy over the junction isola ted bipolar st ructures discussed in the next chapter. 
However, to maintain this isolatio n. the depletion layers surro unding the various 
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FIGURE 9.6 

(a) Formation of a depletion-mode NMOS transistOl' using a dl.311ow ion·implanted layer. (b) net 
impuri ty profile uoder the gate of the depletion·mode MOSFET. 
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source-drain diodes must not merge, and this requirement limits the minimum spacing 
between the devices. The spacing between adjacent transistors must be greater than 
twice the maximum deple tion-layer width. 

Example 9.2: 

Use Eq. (9.3) to estimate the minim um spacing between the drains or two adja
cent NMOS transistors ir the substrate doping is 3 x lO'6/cm) and the maximum drain
substrate voltage is 5 V. 

Solution: The n+ p drain-substrate junctions correspond to one-sided step junctions, so 
the use or Eq. (9.3) is appropriate. The built-in potential is equal to 

Vbi = 0.56V + (0.0258V)ln(3 x 10 (6/1010) = 0.94 V 

and the depletion layer width is 

W, = V2(11.7)(8.854 x 10- " F/cm)(5 V + 0.94 V)/(1.6 x 10 "C)(3'lO"/cm') 

= O.51 1-lm 

Each transistor has a depletion layer around its drain. so the devices must be separated 
by at least twice this distance. and the minimum spacing between transistors (with no 
sarety margin) is 1.02 jlm. 
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In early technology based upon 2-fJm or grealer lilhography, the spacing calculated 
in Example 9.2 does not represcnl a problem. However, for advanced processes wilh 
deep submicron feature sizes. this ronn of isolalion is nOI S3tisfoclory. l bis led fi rs t to the 
use of recessed oxide technology depicted in Fig. 3. 12. and more recently to the pervasive 
utilization of shallow trench isolation (STI) in both MOS and bipolar technologies. For 
the STI depicted in Fig. 9.7(b), Ihe depletion layers are effective ly cut oCf and separated 
by the oxide. The minimum space between drain diffusions is now sct by the minimum 
width of the S f! region and can ideally approach a minimum fea ture size in the technol
ogy. Highly planar STI regions are prcx:luced using the eM!' process described in 
Chapter 3. Note that the fJll junction boundary intersects the STI oxide in Fig. 9.7(b). This 
inlerface represents a potential junction leakage site. but it is not a problem with well 
controlled processing. Note that fJll junctions in MOS and bipolar transistors have always 
intersected the oxide a lthe surface of the silicon. (See Fig. 9.7(a).) 

9.1.9 Lightly Doped Drain Structures 

As devices are SCAled to smaller dimensions. the substrate doping level tends to be 
increased . very shallow junCiions with a high curvature are used . and the applied dec
tric fields tend to increase. A ll of these factors tend to cause brea kdown problems with 
the drain-substrate junction . A number of lightly doped drain (LDD) structures have 
evolved to control the breakdown problem. lbe concept is depicted in Fig. 9.8. After 
defi ning the polysilicon gate. we use an ,,-type implantatio n to form Ihe LDD exten
sion that ultimat ely defines the extent of the channel. An oxide or nitride "spacer" is 
fonned on the edges of the gate by thermal oxidation, or CVO process. and then the 
highly doped source and drain cont act regions arc implanted. The reduced doping in 
the LDD region enhances the breakdown voltage of the transisto r. A wide array of d if
ferent process have been developed to achieve structures similar to th at in Fig. 9.8. 

9.1.10 MOS Tra nsistor Scaling 

The phenomenal increase in Ie density a nd complexity has been driven by oW' ability 
to aggressively scale the physica l dime nsions (lV, L. Xo.xi • etc.) o f the MOS transistor. 
A theoretical framework for MOSFET miniaturization was fi rs t provided by Den nard. 
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Sel( aligned polysilioon"pte transistor .... ith lightty-dopo.-d soorcc:ldrain regions 
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Gacnsslen, Kuhn and Yu {22J. The basic tenant of the theory requires the electrical 
fields to be maintained constant within the device as the geometry is changed. Thus. if a 
physical dimension is reduced by a factor of 0:, then the vollage applied across that 
dimensiOn must also be decreased by the same factor. 

These rules are applied to the transconductance and linear region drain current 
for the MOSFET in Eq. (9.5) in which the three physical dimensions-1¥. Land Xo-
arc all reduced by the factor 0:, and each of the voltages including the threshold voltage 
is reduced by the same factor. Fo r the n-channel MOSFET, we have 

KeEo W 
---= aK 

X o L rI. 

(9.S) 

We see that the scaled drain current is actually reduced £rom the ori ginal value 
by the scale factor 0:, whereas the scaled transconductance parameter K" .. is increased 
by the scale factor. In a similar manner, the to tal gate--channel capacitance of the 
device is also found to be reduced by 0:: 

C~ ~ (C~xr\V·C ~ t~:) ~Ij ~ C: (9.6) 

, 
We know that the delay of logic gates is limited by the transistor's ability to 

charge and discharge the capacitance associated with the circuit. Dased upon; = 
Cdvldt, an estimate of the delay of a scaled logic circuit is 

flV 
• 6.V· Ccc a 1" 

T = CGC--~----~-
10 0: IDa 

(9.7) 

a 

We find that circuit delay is also improved by the scale factor 0:. 

As we scale down the dimensions by a. the number of ci rcuits in a given area will 
increase by a factor of cr.2. An important conce rn in scaling is therefore what happens to 
the power per ci rcuit, and hence the power per unit area (power density) as dimen
sions are reduced. The total power supplied to a transistor circuit will be equal to the 
product of the supply voltage and the transistor drain current : 
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p 

p" ~ Voo/o ~ (V~D )(:) ~ ; "ad ~: ~ ,:.:. ~ (';;~)m ~ :L -~ 

(9.B) 

This equation is extremely important. It indicates that the power per unit area remains 
constant if a technology is properly scaled. Even though we arc increasing the number 
of circuits by a 2, the total power for a given size integrated circuit die will remain con
stant. Violation of the scaling theory O\'er many years, by maintaining a constant 5-V 
power supply as dimensions were reduced, led to almost unmanagable power levels in 
many of today's inl egraled circuits. The problem could on ly be resolved by moving 
away from NMOS technology and into CMOS technology! 

A useful figure of merit for comparing logic families is the power-delay proc..luct 
(PDP). The product of power and delay time represents energy, and the PDP repre
sents a measure of th e energy required to perform a simple logic operation: 

(9.9) 

The PDP figure of merit shows the full power of technology scaling. The PDP is 
reduced by the cube of the scaling facto r! 

Each generation of lithography corresponds 10 a scale factor a = 10 . so each 
new technology generation increases the number of circuits by a factor of 2 and 
improves the PDP by a factor of almost 3. Table 9.1 summarizes the performance 
changes achieved with constant fi eld scaling. 

9.2 MOS TRANSISTOR LAYOUT AND DESIGN RULES 

Design of the layout fOr transistors and circuits is constrained by a sct of rules called 
the design rules, or ground rules. These rules are technology specific and specify mini
mum sizes, spacings, and overlaps for the various shapes that define transistors. 
Processes are designed around a minimum Jet/lure size, which is the width of the smalJ
est line or space that can be reliably Ifansferred to the surface of the wafer using a 
given generation of lithography. 

To produce a basic set of ground rules, we must also know the maximum mis
alignment that can occur bet ween two mask levels. figure 9.9(a) shows the nominal 
position of a metal /ine aligned over a contact window. The metal overlaps the COntact 
window by at least one aligllmem tolerance in all directions. During the fabrication 
process, the alignment will not be perfect, and the act ual structure may have misalign
ment in both the x- and y-directions. Figures 9.9(bHd) show the result of worst-case 
misalignmen t of the patterns in the X -, y-, and both directions simultaneously. O ur set 
of design rules will assume that this a lignmenltolerance is the same in both directiOns. 
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TABLE 9.1 Constant Elc:clric FIeld Scaling Results 

Perfonnancc Measure 

A rea.lCin:uil 
Transconductance Parameter 
CUlTent 
Capacitan~ 
Circuit Delay 
PowerlCircuit 
PowerlUnil Area (Power Density) 
Power-Delay Product (PDP) 

Scale Factor 
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(a) Nominal alignment of the contact and metal 
masks; (b) ",UBI-Case misa lignment in the /C-d irection. 
(c) in the y.direclkm. and (d) in both di rections. C'l Cbl 

9.2.1 Metal-Gate Transistor layout 

The first successful MOS technologies utilized aluminum for the gate material. 
Although these metal-gate devices are seldom used in today's silicon processes, an 
understanding of their layoUl provides significant insight into the limitations 0( the 
metal gate process and the importance of the self-aligned silicon-gate technologies 
that replace them. The low melting temperature of aluminum greatly limits the type of 
processing steps that can be used following the metal deposition step. Refractory met
als such as tungsten, which can withstand very high temperatures, have been used in 
experimen tal self-aligned metal-gate MOS processes. 

Figure 9.10 shows the process sequence for a basic metal-gate process. The first 
mask defines the position of the source and d rain diffusions. Following diHusion. the 
second mask is used to define a window for growth of the thin gate oxide. The third 
and fourth masks delineate the contact open ings and metal pattern. The metal-gate 
mask sequence, omitting the final passivation layer mask, is as fo llows: 

I. Source/drain diffusion mask 
2. Thin oxide mask 
3. Contact window mask 
4. Metal mask 

First mask 
Align to level I 
Align to leve l I 
Align to level 2 
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An alignm en t sequence must be specified in order to properly accou nt for alignment 
tolerances in the ground rules. In this metal-gate example. mask levels two and th ree 
are aligned to the first level. and level four is aligned to level two. 

We will firSllook at a set of design rules for metal-gate transistors similar in con
cept 10 the rules developed by Mead and Conway [6]. These ground rules were 
designed to permit easy movement of a design [rom one ge ne ration of technology to 
another by simply changing the size of a single parameter h. In order to achieve this 
goal, the rul es are quite loose in terms of level-te-Ievel alignment tolerance. We will 
explore tighter ground rules later in th is chapter. 
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Mask ~teps and de~'K:e cross sections in a metal-gatc proceu (a) Substrate ready ror first mask 
~tep;(b) substrate follOWing source/drllin diffusion and oxide regro .... th . (r;l following gate
oxide growth. (d) (oJlo>l.;ng contad window mask and aluminum deposi tion, lind (e) follo\\ing 
metal de lineation. 
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A set of metal·gate rules is shown in Fig. 9.11. The minimum feature size F=2~, 
and the alignment tolerance T =~. The parameter ~ could be I ).Im, .25 ).1m, or 0.1 }.1m. 
for example. Transistors designed using our ground rules will fai l to operate properly if 
the misalignment exceeds the specified alignment tolerance T. 

f iGURE 9.11 

A simple ").-based" sct of Mdesig.n 
rules"' or ··ground ru les" based on an 
alignment sequence in ...... tUch Ie"els 2 
and 3 are aligned to level I and Ie\'el 
" is aligned to kvel l. (a) Rules for 
metal and diffused intercon nection 
lines: (b) rules rorcont!lC1s between 
metal and diffusioo. 
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On the metal leve l, minimum line widths and spaces arc eq ual to 2)... In some 
processes, the metal widths are made larger, because the me tal level encounters the 
most mountainous topology of any level. 

On the diffusion level, the minimum Iinewidth is 2A. The minimum space 
betwee n diffusions is increased to 3).. to ensure that the depletion layers of adjacent 
lines do not merge toge ther. Howevcr, the spacing be tween the source--<lrain diffusions 
of a transistor may be 2)... 

In this set of rules.. the alignment tolerance between Iwo mask levels is assumed 10 be 
I)", which represents the maximum shift of one le\'el away from its nominal posilion, relative 
to the level to which it is being aligned. A IA shirt ren occur in both the x~ andy-directions. 

Square contacts are a minimum feature size of 2).. in each di mension. II is normal 
practice to ensu re that the contact is completely covered by metal even for worst-case 
alignment. Depending on the alignment sequence, a I)" o r 2).. metal border will be 
required around the contact window. Likewise. a contact window must be completely 
surrounded by a I).. or 2).. border o f the diffused region beneath the contact. 

Fo r our metal-gate transistors, the thin oxide region will be aligned to diffusion, 
so it requires a I).. overlap over the source--<lrain diffusions in the length directio n. 'Jbe 
source--<lra in regions must also extend past the thin oxide by at least I)" in the width 
direction. ContaclS must be inside the diffusions by I)". The metal level is aligned to the 
thin oxide level. whereas the contacts are aJigned to the diffusion level. A worst-case 
layoultherefore requ ires a 2A border o f metal around contact windows. but only a I).. 
border around the thin oxide regions. 

Figure 9.12 shows the horizontal layout and vertical cross section of a minimum
size NMOS metal-gate transistor with WtL = I O}V2).. "" 511 at the mask level. The two dif
fusions are spaced by a minimum feature size of 2)... 'Jbin oxide must overlap the 
diffusions by I)" in the length direction and underlap the diffusions by J).. in the width 
directio n. Metal must overlap thin oxide by 1)". Accumulated alignment tolerances cause 
the minimum width of the gate metaito be 6)... The spacing between metal lines must be 
2)... The metal over the COntact holes must be B)" wide, because of the alignment sequence 
used, and the contact hole must be I).. inside the edge o f the diffusion. The resulting min~ 
imum transistor is 26A in the lengt h direction and 16A in Ihe width directio n. 

A new design rule has been introduced into this layoul. The ga te metal is spaced 
1).. from the diffusion to preve nt the edge o f a melalline (rom fa ll ing directl y On top.(lr 
the edge of the diffusion in the nominal layout. 

Several obsen 'ations can be made by looking at this structure. FU'St, nole that the 
transistor is 416)..2 in total area, whereas the active channel area of the device is 20)..1! 'Jbe 
rest of the area is required in order to make contacts to the various regions, within the 
constraints of the minimum feature size and alignment tolerance rules. Second, there is a 
substantial area of thin and thick oxide in which the gale metal overlaps the source and 
drain regions of the transistor. This increases the gate-to-source and gate-to-drain capaci
tance of the transistor. In this metal-gate transistor layout. the channel is defined by the 
junctio n edges in the length direction and by the thin oxide region in the width direction. 

It should also be noted that there are several small contact windows in the source 
and drain regions. The usua l practice is 10 make all the contact windows the same size 
throughout the wafer. From a processing point of view. equal-size contact windows will all 
tend to open at the same time during the etching process.. The uniform size of the contacts 
also facilitates modeling of the contact resistance as the area of the diffusion is changed. 
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Minimum~ize metal-gale Iransis10r " l lh WIL rat io of 511 using the de!;ign ru les of Fig. 9.11. The 
active ga te region is less than 5% of the 100ai device area. 

9.2.2 Polysilicon-Gate Tra nsistor Layout 

Transistors fabricated using polysHicon-gate technology have a number of important 
advantages over those built using metal-gate processes. The polysilicon gate can wit h
stand high-temperature processing following its deposition. and this significantly 
improves the flexibility of the process. The silicon gate can be directly oxidized al high 
lempe mlure to form an insulaaing layer ovcr the gate. The heavily doped polysilicon 
represents an additional interconnect layer that o the r metal layers can easily cross. 
beca use of the oxide isolation. Howeve r, the most sign ificant advantages are in layout 
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and pamsitic capacitance reduction , and we will discover some of these advllntages by 
looking at the layou t and structure of the polysilicon-gate transistor. 

The mask sequence for the l»tsic polysilicon-gate process from Chapter 1 is 
(again without passivation layer) as follows: 

1. Active region (thin oxide) mask 
2. Polysilicon mask 
3. Con tact window mask 
4. Metal mask 

First mask 
Align to levelt 
Align to leve l 2 
Align to level 3 

Some new design rules must be introduced for this process. Polysilicon lines and 
spaces will both be a minimum feature size of2~. The polysilicon gate must overlap the 
thin oxide region by an alignmen t lolerance X. The preceding alignment sequence 
req uires IX polysilicon and IX metal borders around con lacts. However. con tact holes 
should have a 2X border of thin oxide due to tolerance accumulation. 

Figure 9.13 shows the layout of the polysilicon-gate device with WL = 511 using 
these design rules. l ne total area is 168X2

• The active channe l region now represents 
12% of the 10Ial area,compared wilh less than 5% for the metal-gate device. The poly
silicon gate acts as a bHrrier material during source-drain implantation and results in 
the se lf-align ment of the edge of the g.lte to the edge of the source-druin regions.. Self
alignment of the gate to the channel reduces the size of the transistor and e liminates 
the overlap region between the gate and the source-drain regions. In Hddilion, the size 
of Ihe tnmsistor is reduced, because the source-drain metallizalion can be placed 
nearer 10 the gate. In the polysilicon-gute layout , the channel is defined by the polysili
con ga te in the length direction and by the thin oxide in Ihe width direction. 

A very important side benefit resulting from this process is the third level of 
imerconnection provided by Ihe polysilicon. Circuit w"iring may be accomplished on 
the diffusion , metal, and polysilicon leve ls in the polysilicon-galc technology. 

A design rule concerning edges has agnin been inlroduccd into Ihis layout. Melal 
lines are spaced IX from the polysilicon gate to prevenl the edge of the melalline from 
fulling direclly on top of the edge of the polysi licon line in Ihe nom inal layout. 

9.2.3 More-Aggressive Design Rules 

The design rules discussed so far hnve focused on minimum fealure size and alignl'oent 
tolentnce. F and Tare detenni ned primarily by the type of lithography being practiced. 
However, li newidth expansion and shrinkage throughout the process also strongly 
affect the ground rules. Expansion or shrinkage may occur during mask fabrication. 
resist exposure, resist developmen t, e tching, o r diffusion. These linewidth changes are 
normally f' lctored in to the design rules. 

In addition, align ment vnrialion is a statistical process. Worsl-case misalignments 
occur only a very small percentage of the time. (For a Gaussian distribution, a 30 mis
alignment occurs only 2% of the time.) Our set of rules based on worsl-case align ment 
tolerances is very pessimistic. For example, assuming that cont acts are misaligned by X 
in one direction , at the same lime that the melal level is misuligned in the opposite 
direction by X, resulls in an accumulat ed tolerance of 2X. However, this situation would 
most probably never occur. 

Let us consider the impact of tighlening two design rules in the polysilicon-gate 
process. First, we will let the edge of one layer align with the edge of another laye r. 
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"Iinimum-size polysiliron.gate trtmsistor layout for WIL:o 511 .1be active gate region 
OCC\lpies 12% of the trans istor area, and parasi tk gate capacitance is minimized. 

Second, a COntaCI window will be allowed 10 run over onl0 the field oxide by IX.. The 
resulting layout using our polysilicon-gale alignment sequence is shown in Fig. 9.14. 
The 10lul area of the device has been reduced 25% 10 120~2 , and the active channel 
region now represents 17% of the total transistor area. We see how ground rule 
changes can have n substantinl e ffect on device aren. 

9.2.4 Channel length and Width Biases 

Figure 9.15 presents another example of the interaction of the process with design-rule 
definitions. Here we assume a polysilicon-gate process in which the source-drain junc
tion depth is equal to >V2 and Interal diffusion equals vertical difrusion. Since we know 
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FIGURE 9.14 

More aggressive la)'Ollt of the poIysili
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that the source-drain diffusions will move la terally under the edge o f the oxide open
ings. the contact windows can be a ligned within 'W2 o f the edge of Ihe diffusions at the 
mask level, but will still be I h with in the border o f the diffusio n in Ihe fi mll structure. 

However, lateral di ffusion requires the length of channel at the mask level to be 
increased by h 10 achieve the same electrical channe l length in the device. The actual 
channel lengt h L = L .., - tlL, where L", is the channel length as o riginally drawn on the 
mask and ilL is the channe l-length shrinkage that occurs during processing. This is an 
important nrea where the process must be cont rolled . For devices with short channel 
lengths. tlL may be so severe thnt the devices become unusable. For the layout of Fig. 
9. 15 width W .. , = lOX. W"/L,,, = IOM2X = 5/1 ill the mask level, whereas WIL = l OAn.. = 
lOll in the f",bri catcd transistor. 
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The development of self-aligned polysilico n-gate technology with ion-implanted 
source-drain regions was a major improvement. The polysilicon-gate process signifi
cantly reduces both the cMnnel shrinkage caused by lateral diffusion and the overlap 
capacitance resulting from alignment tolerances in the metal-gate process. 

In fig.9.14, one can see another source of channel bias. The "bird's beak" reduces 
the size of the active region to below that defined by the active region mask, and it 
introduces a process bias into the chnnnel width of the polysilicon-gate transistor. W'" 
Wm - 6W, where W", is the width at the mask level and 6W is the channel-width 
shrinkage during processing. 

In sets of very tight design rules developed fo r high-volume-production ICs such 
as dynamic memories, all critical d imensions nre adjusted to account for the processing 
and alignment sequences. This o ften results in a layout that must conform to a set of 50 
to 100 design rules (7). Such a set of design rules is highly technology-specific and can
not be transferred from one generation of lithography to the next. The Mead-and
Conway-style rules [6} reach a compromise between a set of rules that is overly 
pessimistic and wastes a lot of silicon area, and one that is extremely complex. but 
squeezes out all excess area. The Mead-and-Conway-style design rules are used for ICs 
in which design time, and not silicon area, is of dominant importance. 

9.3 COMPLEMENTARY MOS (CMOS) TECHNOLOGY 

Complementary MOS (CMOS) techno logy is arguably the most commercially impor
tant silicon technology. It came to the forefront in the mid 1980s when its low-powe r 
benefits finally outweighed the perceived increase in process complexity. Today, scaling 
of CMOS to submicron dimensions has made the techno logy highly competitive not 
only in tenn of power, but also in raw speed. 

9.3.1 The n-Well Process 

The basic CMOS process o f Fig. 1.8 requires a n-we ll diffusion and formation of both 
NMOS and PMOS transistors. Substrate resistivity is chosen to give the desired NMOS 
characteristics, and an additional implant step may be inlroduced to adjust the NMOS 
threshold separately. The n-well-to-substratc junction may Tange from a few microns 10 
as much as 20 microns in depth. The net surface concentration of the n-well must be 
high enough above Ihe substrate concentration 10 provide adequate process control 
without severely degrading the mobility and threshold voltage or the PMOS transis
tors. The surface concentration o f the n-welltypically ranges between 3 and 10 times 
the substrate impurity concentration. An additional implant step is o ften introduced to 
adjust the PMOS threshold voltage. 

9.3.2 p-Well and Twin-Well Processes 

The fi rst successful CMOS technologies actually utilized p-well processes whose 
structures are simply a mirror image of Fig. 1.8. However, the drive toward ever higher 
performance led to tbe development o f the n-well processes in which the NMOS 
transistors are placed in the lightly doped substrate region whe re the II -channe l 
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mobility will be Ihe highest. More recently, twin-well processes, such as in Fig. 9.16. 
have been developed tha i pemlit individulI l optimizntion of the characte riSlics of both 
the 11 - and ,,-channel devices r 10J. 

A ligilily doped 11- or p -Iype epilaxia l laycr is grown on II heavily doped f1 - or 1)
type substrate. (Lightly doped 11 - and p-type regions are orten refe rred to as v and n: 
regions. respectively.) Separate implantations and diffusions a re used to form wells for 
both the NMOS and PMOS transistors. The low-resistivity substrate substantially 
reduces the substrate resistance Rs and improves latchup resistance as discussed later. 

9.3.3 Gate Doping 

Early polysilicon gate CMOS processes used II + polysilioon gates for both transistors as 
assumed in Ih e graph of Fig. 9.2. In many processes. it was found that use of an I f + gate 
on a PMOS transistor led to formation of a bu ried channel rather Ihan a surface chan
nel device that causes problems with subthreshold turn-off of the device. With the push 
toward optimizat ion of bolh devices with the advent of twin-well processes, p + doped 
polysiJicon gales were in troduced. With use of the p "'" gate. the PMOS device character
istics become more symmetrical to those of the NMOS devices, except for the inherent 
mobility d ifferences. The threshold voltages a lso become symmetrical (St.'C Prob.9.4). 
Note that the twin-well process depicted in Fig. 9.16 produces p " and II "'" polys ilicon 
gates. The p + gate is protected by the photoresist layer during the f1 " implan t. 

Example 9.3 

An II ~ polysilioon gate C MOS process uses an II-type subst rate with a doping of 
1016/cm). An implant/d rive-in schedule will be used to fo rm a p-we ll with a net surface 
concentration of lOll/em] and a junction depth of 3 jJm. (8) Wha t is the drive-in time a t 
11 50 0C/ (h) Solve for the implanted dose in silicon. (c) What a re the threshold volt
ages of the 11- and p-channel transistors, if the oxide thickness is 10 nm? 

SOllltiOll: The 3-jJOl junction depth and low surface concent ration suggest that the we ll 
has a Gaussian profile resu lting from II two-step diffusion or implant/diffusion process. 
A final surface ccmcen tration of 1.1 X 1011/cm3 is required to produce a net concentra
tion of I x 1011/cm3 at the surface. Solving for the Of product yields 

At 1150 0c, D,..=..H.87 x 10- 13 cm2tsec, which gives I = 2.94 h. The dose in silicon is given 
by Q = NoV7T'Dt = 1.89 X 101) Icrn2• The p-channe l devices reside in the II- type sub
strate with a doping concen tration of 1016/cm). From Fig. 9.2. the threshold voltage will 
be - 1.1 V. The deep well diffusion will be almost constant near the surface wi th a value 
of /Oil/em). Figure 9.2 yields an II-channel thresho ld of 0.4 V. A threshold adjustment 
implant would be needed in this process to increase the ,,-channel threshold voltage. 
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Twin-well CMOS st ructure a t sc\-eral stages of the 
process. (a) n-well ion implant: (b) p-well implant; 
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mask; (e) fina l structure. Cop)'Jight 19m, IEEE. 
Reprinted ";th permission from Rer. (IOj. 
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9.3.4 CMOS Isolation 

3.3 V 

In o rder to mainta in isolation in CMOS technology. the transisto rs must not on ly be 
separa ted fro m each o the r tiS described in Sectio n 9.2.4, but they must a lso be sepa
rated from the edge of the well. as depicted in Fig. 9.17. The minimum spacing is equal 
10 the sum or the deple tion laye rs surrounding the d rain diffusions plus the deple tion 
laye r of t he we ll·substrate junction. An estimate o r the minimum spacing is given in 
Examp le 9.4. 

Example 9.4 

Use Fig. 9.4 to estima te the minimum spacing between the drains of an adjacent 
NMOS and PMOS transisto rs in a C MOS process if the substra te doping is 3 X 
1016/c011, the well doping is 3 X 1011/cm1, and the maximum drain-substrate voltage is 
3.3 V. Assume tha t the well is a lso reve rse biased by 3.3 V. 

Solut;oll: For Fig. 9.4, we need the built-in potential that can be estimated from E q. 
(9.3). For the NMOS device, 

Vb = 0.56 Y + (0.0258 V) In(3 X 1017/10 10
) = 1.0 V, 

and for the PMOS tr ans isto r and the we ll-subst rate junction. 

Vb = O.56V + (0.0258 V) In (5 X 1016/10 1°) = 0.96 V. 

(Note that the we ll-substmte junction is no t modeled as accurately as the o ther junctions 
by the step junction formula.) Using Hg. 9.4, we get the fo llowing deple tion layer estimates: 

= = 8 5 X lO- 17 Y - cm1 _w = 033 " m (
VA + Vbi) 3.3 Y + O.96 V 

Ns 5 X JOI6/cm3 . d • r- ' 

(VA + Vbi) 3.3V + l.OV , 
= = 1.4 X 10- 1 V - cmJ _w = O.l 3J.lm. 

NB 3 X JOI 7/cm3 d 

The deple tion layers take up (0.33 + 0.33 + 0. 13) = 0.79 ).1m. A safe ty margin muSt be 
added so that the mi nimum to ta l spacing in this process might be 1.25 J.lm . 

ov 

, , , , 
, ------------" 

3.3 V ov 

r I rr ~ I 

II-well 

, , , , , , 
: J' -------/ 
/~ , 

----------------------," / Depletion hl)'Cr 
,,,' boundaries 

----------------------
p substrate rr .we ll j ullCl ioll 

FIGURE 9.17 

Minimum spacing requiremenlli required 10 ensure isohil ion in an n-well CMOS technology. 
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In addition to the depletion layer extents. alignment tolerances must be added to 
the lotal spacing to ensure thai minimum spacing is maintained under worst-case 
alignment errors. Also, diffusion of deep we lls leads to significant lateral diffusion of 
the well boundary that must be taken inlo account in the CMOS layout. 

9.3.5 CMOS Latchup 

Parasitic bipolar devices are formed in the CMOS process in which merged pllp and 
IIp/l transistors form a fou r-layer (Pllpll) lateral SCR, as shown in Fig. 9.1S. 1f this SCR 
is turned on, the device may destroy itself via a condition called lalcJlllp [S, 9). The 11-
well depth and the spacings between the source-drain regions and the edge of the 11 -

well must be carefully chosen to minimize the current gain of the bipolar transistors 
and the size of the shunting resistors R. and R..,. A CMOS process will have a number 
of additional ground rules not present in an NMOS or PMOS process. A more detailed 
discussion of the design of bipolar transistors will be given in Chapler 10. 

To reduce the resistance o f the two shunting resistors, "guard ring" diffusions are 
sometimes added to the process. as shown in Fig. 9.1S. Guard rings can be fo rmed using 
the source-drain diffusions of the PMOS and NMOS transistors or can be added as 
separate diffusion steps. 

9.3.6 Shallow Trench Isolation 

Advanced processes with deep submicron feature sizes make use of shallow trench iso
lation, as depicted in Fig. 9.19, in which a twin -we ll process is shov.'O [20}. Both Ihe 
NMOS and PMOS devices are bounded by the STI oxide region. The STI in combina-

Guard 
ring 

,,-well 

; lGURE 9. 18 

Guard 
ring 

P ~ubl>trate 

- v" 

Cro;s-sedion of a CMOS structure, showing the existence of a parasit ic lateral p"p" SCR and 
the use of guard rings 10 reduce the va lue of Rs lind Rw. 
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". 'r Si"N4 
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FIGURE 9.19 
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n-v.ell ApPlicat ion of shallow lT1' ndl isola
tion to a twin-well CMOS technology. 
CopyrighllEEE 1998.. Reprinled 
with pennis:iion from Reference 1201. 
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tion with a heavily doped subSlfa(C e liminates the need fo r guard rings by substantially 
reducing the current gain of the bipolar devices and decreasing the value of th e shunt 
resistances. LDD extensions can be noted on both devices, as well as the si licon nitride 
spacers around the perimeter o f the gate. Self-aligned tantalum silicide layers arc used 
to reduce the effect ive sheet resistance of the polysil icon gale. as well as the source and 
d rain regio ns. This type of CMOS process is being used for 0.18 ~m devices and be low. 

9.4 SILICON ON INSULATOR 

Insulating substrat es provide the ultimate in device isolation and freedom from 
latchup problems. The earliest effo rts to achieve ;.In insulating substrate grew thin lay· 
crs « 10 pm) of single crystal silicon on a sapphire substrate tha t provides a reason
able match to the silicon crystal latt ice. NMOS a nd PMOS devices were fabricated in 
the silicon film to produce a CMOS technology. This technology was termed silicon 
on-sapphire (50S) techno logy. The early attempts were plagued by problems at the sil
icon- sapphire interface, but the problems were e ventually cont rolled well enough to 
produce a usable technology. 

Our ability to produce it highly con tro lled silicon-silicon d ioxide interface has 
led to newer forms of silicon-on-insulator (50 1) processes. High-energy ion-implanta
tion can be used to place oxygen atoms in a layer well below the surface o f a lightly
doped silicon wafer. Following implan tation, the wafers are clllnealed al e lev~ed tem
perature to produce a buried oxide layer well below the silicon surface, as depicted in 
Fig. 9.20. This technology is o ften referred to as Separation by Implanted Oxygen or 

0 0 
) l ". 

I I 
p' ) l p ' 

I I T T 
p-Iub I n-lUb I 

Buried oxide 11I)'er 

Siticoo warer 
FIGURE 9.20 

Trcoch isolalcd silicon-on·insulalor u:chnology. 
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SIMOX {191 . Twin-well tubs can then be formed in the lightly doped substrate and sep
arated by trench isola tion. NMOS and PMOS devices are then fabricated in the tubs to 
complete the SOl CMOS process. 

Silicon wafer-Io-wafer bonding, originally developed for use with MEMs. has also 
been used to fabricate SOl suhslralcs.A silicon wafer is oxidized to form an insulat ing 
SiOz layer. A second silicon wafer is brought in contact with the oxidized surface and 
annealed a t elevated temperature 10 fonn a bond between the IWO wafers.. Obviously. 
surface cleanliness is of extreme importance to the success of this process. as indicated 
in Fig. 9.21 . Afte r the bonding is completed, the upper silicon layer is thinned by chem
ical e tching untilthc desired silicon laycr thickness is achie lr'ed. An alternative is to use 
mechanical lapping and polishing processes to thin the silicon wafer. 

SUMMARY 

In this chapter. we explored the interaction of process design with MOS device charac
teristics and transistor layout. including the relationships between processing parame
ters and breakdown voltage. punch-through voltage, threshold voltage. and junction 
capacitancc. A low value of substrate doping is desired to minimize junction capaci
tance, substrat e sensitivity. and junction breakdown vollage. wherea .. a high substrate 
doping is needed to maximize punch-through vohagc.. The use of ion implantation per
mits the design er to separately tai lor the threshold voltage of the transistor. 

We have developed basic ideas relating minimum feature size and alignmen t tol
e ranccs and have discussed simple sets of layout design rules. The strong relation 
between layout design rules and the s ize of transistors has been demonstnlled . 
Polysilicon-gate tcchnology has bee n shown to result in a much smaller device area 
than metal-gate technology for a given transistor WIL ratio, as well as to minimize the 
parasitic gate capacitance of the devicc. In addi tion. the polysilicon-gate process sub
stantia lly reduces channel-length bias caused by lateral d iffusion. 

A combination of ion implantatio n and diffusio n is commonly used to fonn the 
p - or II-well required for CMOS tcchnology. VLSI CMOS often uses twin-well 
processes which permit separate optimi7.31ion of both the 1/ . and p-channcl devices. 

To achieve a high packing density for submicro n processes. trench iSOlation. 
which provides excellenL isolation between devices. is utilized. The source and drain 
regions of the transistors can be abutted with the oxide isola tion regions. The combina
lion of trcnch isolation and twin-well processes on a heavily doped substrate sur
presses latchup and e limina tes the need for guard ring diffusions. The ultimate in 
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isolation and capacitance reduction is achieved with silicon-on-insulator or SOl sub
strates. The earliest versions.. tenned SOS, grew thin silicon layers on sapphi re sub
strates. Today's SOl substrates are fo rmed by high-energy implantation of oxygen or 
direct wafer-to-wafer bonding fo llowed by chemical etching. 
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PROBLEMS 

9.1 What is lhe maximum galc·to-source voltage that a MOSFET with a 10-nm sale oxide 
can withstand? A!'.Sume that the oxide breaks down at 5 MV/em and that Ihe substrate 
voltage is zero. 

9.2 Two tI ' diffused lines are running parallel in a substrate doped with IOU boron 
Btoms/eml, The substrate is biased 10 - 2 v, and both lines are connected to+ 3 V. Using 
one-dimensional junction theory, calculate the minimum spacing needed between the 
lines to prevent their depletion regions from merging. (b) Repeat for a 3 x W"'lcmJ dop
inglevel. 

9.3 Use one-dimensional junction theory to estimate the punch-through voltage of a MOS
FETwilh a channel length of 1 ~m.As .. mme a substrate doping of 3x I016fcml and a sub
strate bias of 0 V. 

9.4 Plo t a graph of threshold .. similar to Fig.. 9.2. but assume that a I) " gate is used for the 
PMOS transistors. 

9.5 What is the minimum sub!.trate doping required to realize an enhancement-mode 
NMOS device (VTN > 0) with a 100nm gate oxide? 

9.6 Calculate the threshold voltage for the NMOS tran.<;i~tor with the doping profile shown in 
Fig. 1'9.6 Assume an If · polysilicon-gate transistor v.ith a gate-oxide thickness 0£20 nm. 

9.7 An implant with its peak concentration at the silicon surface is used 10 adj us t the thresh
old of an NMOS transistor. We desire to model thi!; implant by a rectangular approxima
tion similar to that of Figure 9.5. Show that N ; = N p'frf4 and that x, = I1Rp..J8j.i; by 
matChing the fi Tlil two moments o f the two impurity dist ributions. 

9..1:1 A MOS technology is scaled from a l -~m feature size to 0.25 ~m. What is the increase in 
the number of circuilSfcnn What is the improvement in the power-dclay prodl,jct? 
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9.9 Suppose that the \'ollagcs are no t scaled as the dimensions are reduced by a factor of 01 
How docs the drain current of the transistor change? How do the powerfcircuit and 
power densi ty scale? 

9.10 High·perfonnance NMOS logic processes used depletion-mode NMOS transistors for 
load devices. This requires a negative thre.. .. hold, which can be obtained by implanting a 
shallow arsenic or ph~phorus dose into the channel region. Calculate the arsenic dose 
needed to achieve a - J-V threshold in an II ~ polysilicon·gate NMOS transistor that has 
a substrate doping o f J X I016/ cm3 and a gate-oxide th ickness of 50 nm. 

9. 11 Draw the p -we ll versio n of the CMOS proce!iS in Fig. tK 
9.12 Our design rule e,;amplcs used an alignment tolerance that was one-half the fea ture size. 

This ratio represents a ,'cry I()()SC al ignment capability. Develop a new sct of design rules 
similar to those of Fig. 9.13 for T = 0 and F - 40:. Draw the new minimum-size polysili
con-gate transisior using your rules. Compare the area of your transistor with the area of 
the transistor of Fig. 9.13 if). ,. 20. 

9.13 An II-we ll CMOS process starts with a substrate doping of J x lOIS/em}. The we ll doping 
near the surface is appro,;imatcly constant at a leve l of 3 x 1016/eml. The gate-oxide thick
nesses are both 15 nm. 

(a) Calculate the thresholds of the 1/ - and p-channel transis tors using Eqs. (1).2). A~ ... ume 
II ' poI}'Silicon gales. 

(b) Calculate the boron doses needed to shift the NMOS threshold to + I V and the 
PM OS threshold to - I V. Assume that the threshold shifts are achieved thro ugh 
shallow ion implantatK>ns. Neglect oxide charge. 

9.14 Early CMOS logic circuits operated from power supplies of 8 V or more. E.<;Iimate the min
imum spacing between the drains of adjacent NMOS and "MOS transi!'tors in a CMOS 
process if the substrate doping is 3x lOIS/em). the well doping is 5 x 1016/cm-\and the maxi
mum drain-substrate vo ltage is 8 v. A ..... ume that the well is also reverse biased by 8 v. 

9.1S A twin-well proces. .. s tarts with a 3-~m-thiek . IO·O ·cm v epi layer on an 11 * substrate. 
(a) A p-well is 10 be fo rmed by io n-implantation fo llowed by a drive-in d iffusion and is 
to hne a surface concen trat ion of 1016/cmJ with a depth of 2 ~m. What are the dri \'e-in 
time at a temperature of 1075cC and impurity dose in silicon? What is the latera l diffu
sion distance of the well ? (b) A phosphorus II-we ll is to be formed in the !'ame sub
strate with a surface concentration o f 5 x IOl b/cm1 and a depth o f 1.5 ~m. What are the 
drive-in time at a temperature of 1075"C and impurity dose in silicon? What is the lat
eral diffusion distance of the IH.\'e ll ? (c) What is the lotal oul-diffusion from the II • 
substrate fo llowing the formation of both we lls if the substrate is arsenic doped with an 
arsenic concentration of IWO/cml? 

9.16 Draw a composite view of the situation resulting from a worsl-case misalignment of the 
masks {Of' the MOSFET layout shown in Fig. 9. 12. Assume that melal aligns 10 thin oxide 
and that thin oxide and con tacts align to the diffusion. 

9.17 Develop a new sel of ground rules for the metal-gate transistor of Section 9.2, a ..... uming 
that levels 2,3, and 4 are all aligned to le \·e ll . Redraw the Iransisto r of Fig. 9. 12 using your 
new rules. In whal ways is Ihis layout better or worse than that originally gi \'en in Fig. 9.12? 

9.18 Draw a cross sectio n of a metal-gate NMOS transistor and a composite view of its mask 
sel. as.<;uming an aggres. .. ive layout that takes into account all lateral di((u.~ion. Assume a 
source-drain junction depth of 2.5 /Jm, and assume that lateral diffusion equals 80 % of 
\'ertical diffusion. Assume" is 2 /-1m and WIL ;;: 1M. 

9.19 Draw the layout or a three-input NMOS NOR-gate wi th the dimensions given on Ihe cir
cuil schematic in Fig. P9.19. Be sure to merge diffusions where\'er possible. Use the more 
aggres. .. ive ground rules de\'eloped for polysi licon·gate devices. 
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9.20 Draw the la)'out (top view) of the CMOS in\'e rter in Fig. P9.20 for an n ·well technology 
using the A-based ground rules {rom Fig 9.1 3 for the transis tors. In addit ion. a..sumc that 
sourl'e and drain regions must be a minimum of 8 h from the edge of the wei\. What lo; the 
total area of the CMOS inverter (in ~.?)1 What is the total gate area? 

9.21 Repeal Problem 9.20, bullhis time a..sume shallow trench l'iOlation with a minimum width 
of 4h.Assume that the source and drain regions can butt against the oxide. as in Fig. 9.19. 

9.22 A high energy (4 MeV) is used 10 implant oxygen well belnw the silicon surface in order 
to form a buried SiOl layer. As,'1ume that the SiOl 'ayer is d~red to be 0.25 )-101 wide. (a) 
What is the oxygen dof;e required in silicon? (b) What beam current is required to 
achieve a thro ughput o f fh'c 200 mm wafers per hour? (c) How much power is being sup
plied to the ion beam? 
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9.23 A number of types of alignment test structures have been developed 112. 13]. Figure 
P9.23 shows a simple test structure that can be used to measure the misregislTation of the 
contact window mask relative 10 the diffusion mask 114).1Wo linear potcnltameters, one 
in the horizontal direction and one in the vertical direction. are fabri cated using diffused 
resistors. The distance between contacts A and C is the same as that between C and E, 
and the contact from pad D is nominally one-half the distance between pads C and E. A 
current is injected between pads Band F. and the voltages between pads C-D and D- E 
are measured. 

FlGURE P9.23 

(.) Show that the misregistration in the y-direction is given by.elY = 1/2 L {VDI:': 
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(b) Derive a similar relationship for misregislration in the x-direction. 
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Bipolar Process Integration 

In this chapte r. interactions between fabrication processes and bipolar device dcsign 
and layout will be e xplored. In particular. we will look closely at relationships belween 
impurity profil es and device parameters such as current gain . transit lime.. and break
down voltage. Basic dcsign rules for bipolar structures arc introduced. The usc of 
rcccsscd oxidation, deep and shallow trenches. polysilicon electrodes and self-aligned 
processes in the forma tion of high-perfo rma nce bipolar transistors will be presented . 
DielectTic and collector-diffused isola tion processes a TC discussed . as well as sil icon
germanium cpil'axia l-basc transistors and advanced BiCMO S technologies, which pro
vi de bipolar and CMOS devices. 

10.1 THE JUNCTION-ISOLATED STRUCTURE 

The classic SBe process provides a backdrop fo r understanding the limitations o f the 
basic bipolar trans isto r. as weI! as the structure of various o ther devices that arc fabri
cated in bipolar Ie processes. The basic junction-isolat cd bipolar process of Fig. 10. I 
has been used throughout the Ie industry for many ycars and has become known a5 

the standard bllried collector (SBC) process. In this junction-isolated process, adjoining 
devices arc separated by back-to-back pI! junction diodes that must be reverse biased 
to ensure isolation. (See Fig. 1O. I(b).) The sse process remains the primary bipolar 
process for analog and power circuit applications with power supplies exceeding 15 V. 
Although the SSC process was also o riginally used for logic circuits. most digitallech
nologies have evolved to self-aligned. oxide-iso la ted processes using polysilicon and 
other technology advances fi rs t developed for MOS processes. Wafers with a < 11 1> 
surface orientat ion were used specifi cally for bi polar fabrication for many years. 
Howeve r, in the past few ye<lrs, il has become common to fi nd bipolar processes also 
using < tOO> substra te matc rial, wh ich facili tates transfer o f processes from MOS tech
nology. Certainly. a ll BiCMOS techno logies uti lize <100> material. 

The process now for the SBC structure of Fig. IO.I(b) was discussed in Section 
1.4 and will on ly be outlined here. An II t huried layer is formed by selective diffusio n 
into a < I 1 l>-orienlcd p -type substra te and is followed by growth o f an II-type cpitaxial 
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layer. Isolated If-type collector islands are fomled using a deep boron diffusion that 
surrounds the collector island. The base and emitter are formed by successive p- and 1/

type diffusions into the epitaxial layer. The structure is completed with contact window 
formation and metallization. 

A cross section o f the SBe impurity profile through the cente r of th e device is 
shown in Fig. 10.2. In the next several sections, we will conside r how the design of 
this profil e is related to several impo rta nL measures of device performance. An 
understanding of the basic profile design for the SBe process will help us see the 
advan tages and disadvan tages of other types o f processes. 

FIGURE 10.2 

Vertical impurity profile in typical bipolar junc
tion transistor. The shaded regions represent the 
cmiuer-base and coIlector·b.1SC' spoce--chargc 
regions. The meta llurgical Ix!se>l-idth and electri
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10.2 CURRENT GAIN 

To be useful in circuits- Ihe bipolar transis tor must have a curren t gain of at least 10 to 
20 for digital applications and an o rde r o f magnitude greater for analog applications. 
An expression for the current gain of the bipolar tra nsistor is 

fr' (10.1) 

The basewidth , W B' is the width of the electrically ne utral base region of the transistor. 
The constant 11 is determined by the shape of the impurity profi le in the base and 
ranges from 2 to 20. Ls is the d iffusion length for minority carriers in the base, a nd GB 
and GF. are called the Glllnmei numbers in the base and emitter, respecti vely. 

The Gwmnel "limbers arc defined by 

1 N(x) 
G, = - (-)dx 

haxDS x 
and 1 N(x) 

G E = emittel DE(X) dx (10.2) 

where DE and DB arc the minority-carrier diffusion constants in the emitter and base. 
Heavy doping eHeets in the eminer typically limit the value of GF. to IO\) to 1014 

sedcm4. The basewidth is defined by the distance between the edges of the two space
charge regions in the base. For wide-base transistors. this is approximately equal to the 
distance between the metallurgical junctions, as shown in Fig. 10.2. For narrow-base 
trans i sto~ the space-charge regions must be subtracted from the metallurgical 
bascwidth, as d iscussed further in Section 10.4. 

For large current gain, Eq. ( 10. t) should be as small as possible. The ratio of the 
Gummcl numbers in the base and emitter should be low, the width of the base region 
should bc small , and L8 should be large. Figure to.3 shows the dependence of the diffu
sion Icngth on impurity concentration. As the doping level increases, L Ij decreases, but 
is grea ter than 10 ).1m for typical basc-doping concen tra tions. In modern high-fre
quency transistors, lhe bascwidth W 8 is typically fa r less than the diffusion le"slh LIJ. 
and the first term in Eq. (10.1 ) dete rmines the current gain . 

From Eqs. (10.1) and (10.2), the emitler must be heavily doped rela tive 10 the 
base in order to obt ain high gain. In fabricating a bipolar transistor, each successive d if
fusion is heavier than Ihe lasl, and the fina l ,, '" diffusion naturally performs best as the 
emitler. Thus, lhe 11 +- layer nearest the surface is used as the emitter. 

Example 10.1 

Esti mate the current gain for a transistor with Ihe fo llowing parameters: NiDI; = 5 
X 1013 secJcm4, Nt/DIJ = 1012 scclcm4. W 8= I ).1m, L8 = 20 ).1m, and 11 = 10. 

Solution: Plugging these parameters into Eq. (1 0. 1) yields P-l = 0.02 +D.()(m.5 and p =50. 
In this transistor, the current g.1in is dominated by the ratio of the Gummel number terms. 
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OIlculaied minori ly-carrier di ffusion Icnglhs as a fUllC lioo of doping ooncenlrdtion 
for bulk siticoo using lifetime ctlulilions from Ref. (II. 

10.3 TRANSIT TIME 

Another important bipolar device parameter is the delay incurred during carrier prop
agation between Ihe cmiller and collcclor terminals of the transistor. Both logic 
switch ing speed and amplifier frequency response arc limited by the (rill/s it time, wh ich 
is defined by 

The unity-gain frequency of the transislor./ T• is given approximately by 

I 
fT ~ -2 -

"7 

(10.3) 

, 
(10.4) 

The firsl term is the product of the small -signal resistance of the emitter region ' " 
and Ihe cmiucr-basc capacitance CUE-The second le rm in Eq. (10.3), called Ihe base 
trallsit time, represents the time required for a carrier to move across Ihe neutral 
base region W H" The third le rm is the delay associated with charging the capacitances 
connected to Ihe collector node through the collcctor series resislance rc- The capac
ita nces CJC and C, .. b arc determined by Ihe collcctor-base and collector-substrale 
junction areas and by the doping concentrations of Ihe base, collector. and subs trate 
regions. The last term is the delay time associalcd with a carrier crossing the deple
lion region of the collector-base junclion. Xc is the width of the depletion layer and 
Vs is the saturalion velocity of the carriers. 
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In order to minimize T. the basewidth is made as narrow as possible. the buried 
layer is added to minimize the va lue of 'c. and light doping is used to minimize the 
capacitances. Estimates of the ca pacitance of the junctions can be made using the one
sided step-junction expression (Eq. (9.3» in which the capacitance is determined by 
the concentration on the ligh tly-doped side of the junction. 

Example 10.2 

Calculate the transit time for a bipolar transistor with the following parameters: 
' 1;=25 n. CI)E= LOpF, WH = I !Jffi, TJ = 10. Do = 20 cm%ec. CJC + CwI> = 2 pF,'c = 250 
ohms. Xc= 10 !Jm.and V~= 107 cm/sec. 

Solution: Substit ut inf these values into Eq. (LO.3) gives the following values for the 
four terms: 0.25 X UT sec: 0.05 X 10-',1 sec; 0.5 X 10-9 sec; 0.05 x 10 0,1 sec. The res ulting 
value of transi t time is 0.85 x 1lJ-9 sec. The unity-ga in frequency IT is equa l to 188 MHz. 

Another important measure of the high-freque ncy perfonnance of bipolar tran
sistors is the product of the base resistance and collector-base capacitance, ' B • esC"" 
This product can be shown to limit the ga in-bandwidt h product of single-stage ampli
riers 16). A narrow bascwidth increases the value of 'H' Employing heavier base doping 
counteracts the increase in base resistance, but increases the values of CfIC and CDC' 

Choosing the base profile for optimum 'H Cnc product is a delicate design issue. 

10.4 BASEWIDTH 

Equations (10. 1) through (10.3) indicate that device performance is improved by mak
ing the basewidth as narrow as possible. The primary restrict ions on reducing the 
basewidth are set by breakdown-vohage requirements and by tolerances on the 
basewidth. due to variations in process control. For low-vollage logic devices. the met
allurgica l basewidth may be less than 1 ).lm. For highe r voltage devices used in ana log 
ci rcuit or power applications, the basewidth must be wide enough to support the col
lector-base depletion-layer width under large reverse bias. 

The actual basewid th of the transistor is determined by reducing the meta llurgi
cal basewidth by the portions of the emitter-base and coll ector-base spa~-charge 
regions, which protrude into the base as shown in Fig. 10.2. The emitter and b.1se are 
both heavily doped near the base-emitter junction, and although the space-charge
region widt h of the emitte r-base junction is usually quite small . it does extend almost 
entire ly into the base. Its width can be estimated from Fig. 9.4. 

l lte collector-base spacc-charge-region width is dependent on the voltage across 
the junction and extends into both the base and collecto r regions. figure 10.4 shows 
the depletion-layer width on ei ther side of a IJIl junction formecJ by a Gaussian diffu
sion into a unifonnly doped substrate. the normal situation for a bipolar transistor fab
ricated using the SSC process. 

Tota l spacc-charge region width X T as a function of the ratio of applied volt age 
to background concentration (VIN ,,) appears in Fig. 1O.4(a), whereas the division of 
the to tal between the hea vily doped side (XI) and the lightly doped side (xz) appears in 
the second half of the same figure. 
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Example 10.3 

, 

Estimate the space-charge region widths on each side of the collector-base junc
tion of a bipolar transistor fabricated on a l -ohm-cm n-Iype epitaxial layer. The 
reverse-bias voltage across the junction is 40 V. and the collector-base junction depth is 
5 f'nI . 

Solution: The doping of the epil8xial layer is 4 x lOIS Icm1,giving a value of VINB "" 1 X 
10-14 V-cm1. From fig. 10.4(a), the total depletion-layer width is approximately 4 ~m. 
From Fig. 1O.4(b), 77%, or 3.1 J.lm, extends into the collector region, and 23%, or 0.9 
).1m, extends into the base region. 
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Increased base doping reduces the size of the space-charge regions in the base, 
permitting a narrow-base design. However. heavy base doping tends to increase the 
Gummel number in the base. which reduces the current gain of the transistor. Heavy 
dopi ng also increases the coiled or-junction capacitance. th us increasing the transit 
time in Eq. (10.3). This is another situation in which conflicts a rise when trying to opti
mize several different device parameters simultaneously. 

10.5 BREAKDOWN VOLTAGES 

lne process designe r must understand the magnitude of the voltages that will be 
applied to the 1r3nsistors in circu it applications. TIle device in Ex. 10.3 had to withstand 
40 V and was probably designed for analog-circuit applications. On the o ther hand. 
transistors designed fo r logic applicatio ns must support o nly rela tive ly low voltages. 
For example. the devices used in TIL ci rcuits are designed to withstand only 7 V. TIle 
mu lti-giga hertz oxide- isolated devices described subsequently in Section 10.8 orten 
have breakdown voltages of 2.5 V or less. 

10.5.1 Emitter-Base Breakdown vottage 
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'nit: e miller-base breakdown voltage is determined by the doping concentration and 
radius of curvature of the junct io n, as was discussed previously in Section 9.1.2. 
Breakdown occurs first in the region of the junction where the electric fie ld is the 
largest. usually correspond ing to the portion of the junction where the doping levels 
and curvature are the highest. l ne actual breakdown voltage is then determined by the 
doping o n the more lightly doped side of (he junction . 

To achieve high current gain. the emitter region is doped heavily, and the break
down voltage o f this jund io n will be determi ned by the impurit), concentration of the 
more lightly doped base region. The base impurity concentra tion is highest a t the sur
face, so the emitte r-base junction wi ll tend to break down fi rs t a t the surface. The cur· 
vature of the junction enha nces the electric fie ld and reduces the breakdown voltage. 
Figure 10.5 gives the breakdown voltage of the emitter-b.'tse junctio n as a function of 

FIGURE 10.5 

Emitter·base junction breakdown 
~oltag(.: as a runction of base surface 
concentration wi th eminer-base 
juoclion depth as II parameter. Arter 
ReC. 141. Reprinted with permiSSion 
from Solid-Sw(t! Elec(rOllici. Vol. 17. 
P. R. Wi tson. wThe Emitter·Base .JD" _",,_.l)I~ 

Tr1Insisl ors.~Cop)'rightl914. 

Pergllmon Press. Ltd.131 
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the final surface concellltalion o f Ihe base region, with junction radius as a para meter. 
Emitter-base breakdown voltages a rc low becausc o f the relati vely large impurity con
centrations on bo th sides o f the junction. 

Example 10.4 

An liP" transistor has a l - jJm-deep emiuer-base jUllctio n and the base diffusion 
given in Example 4.2. What is the expected breakdown vo ltage of this junction? 

Solution: Tlle base-region surface concentration in Fig. 4.9 is 1.I X JOU!/cm3. Figure 
10.5 predicts the breakdown voltage of a I-jJm-deep junction with this surfnce conce n
tration to be approxima tely 4.8 V. (The emitler-base junctions o f most common bipolnr 
transistors will break down well be low 10 V.) 

10.5.2 Circular Emitters 

A llhough the structures shown Ihus far have been drawn wilh sq uare o r rectangular 
e mitter regions, circu lar emitters (see Fig. 10.6) commonly appear in technologies used 
for analog applications. Matching tends to be betler with ci rcular emitters, and the use 
of circu la r emitters increases the radius of curvature of the junction and there fore the 
brea kdown vo Uage o f the emitter-base junction. (See Figs. 9.3 and 10.5.) Figu re 10.6 
shows a quad of cross-cQnnecled " pI/transis tors that are often used 10 improve match
ing in differential ampliliers. 

10.5.3 Collector-Base Breakdown Voltage 

P' 

li 
.. 

The bipolar transistor can begin to co nduct excessive collector current by two mecha
nisms. The first is Ze ner or avalanche breakdown of the collector-base junction. As pre
viouslydiscussed. breakdown is localized to the region whe re the doping concentrations 
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are the largest, but it is determined primarily by the doping concentration 011 the more 
lightly.doped side of the junction. The collector is formed in thc uniformly doped epi· 
taxiallayer. l ne base region is diffused into thc epitaxial layer a nd is the more heavily 
doped side of the junction. Since the collector is unifonn,j unction brea kdown will occur 
fin;! where the e lectric field is enhanced by junction curvature. The breakdown voltage 
for the collector·base junction as a function of epitaxial· layer impurity concentration 
and junction radius is given in Fig. to.7. 

The second breakdown mechanism is punch·th rough of the base region and is 
illustrated in Fig. 10.8. 'Inc epitaxial layer is morc lightly doped than the base region, 
and the collector-base junction depiction layer cxtcnds predominantly into the epilax-· 
ial laycr. As Ihe collector-base voltage increases, the depletion layer expands furthcr 
inlo the cpitaxial layer and will eve nl'ually hit the n + buried layer. At this poi nt, further 
depletion-layer cxpansion wi ll occur in the base, and any increase in collector-base 
voltage will quickly punch through the remaining b.1SC region. 

The second set of curves in Fig. 10.7 shows collcctor·basc junction breakdown 
limitations set by punch-through. As a lready described. the primary parameters detcr
mining the punch-th rough vollage are the epitaxial-layer doping and the width. X OL -

Xao of the region betwccn the collecto r· base junction and the ' I -t buried layer. 

Example 10.5 

What is the collector·base brea kdown voltage of a transistor with a 1I).~.un-lhick 
epitaxial layer doped at a level of lOIS/em] if the collector-base junction depth is 5 j.lm? 
Assume thai the buried layer has diffused upward 2 j.lm. 

Solution: First, detennine the ava lanche breakdown voltagc of an isolated pn junc
tion. Fi§ure 10.7 gives a breakdown voltage of approxima tely 130 V for a doping of 
IO l s/cm . Next. we must also check the punch·through limitations for XHL - X BC = 3 
j.lm. From Fig. 10.7 the transistor will punch through at approxima tely 30 V. So the col· 
lector-base breakdown voltage is limited to 30 V by punch-through in this transistor. 

As usual, di fferent device requirements produce conflicting design constraints. 
High Zener brea kdown voltage requires low epitaxial-layer doping. Low epitaxial-, 
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FIGURE 10.8 

Collector·base spao:o-chllJ'ge rqion gJov.1h as Ihe col
leelor-base voltage is illCTtased. (a) Zero bias; (b) 
intermediate collector-base \"oI lage; (c) large coIleo
tor-base voll<lge juS! below Ihe punch-Ihroogh \·oI lage.. 
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layer doping requires a relatively wide epilaxia l-Iayer Ihickness in order 10 prevent 
punch-thro ugh. HO\.\'Cver, a wide deplelion-Iayer width in Ihe epitaxial layer increases 
the transit time a nd reduces (he frequency response of lhe device. 

10.6 OTHER ELEMENTS IN THE S8C TECHNOLOGY 

Obviously. olher electron ic clements, such as resisto rs. diodes. and pllp transistors. arc 
required to build circuiLS in bipolar technology. Several resistor structures arc available 
with widel)' divcrge nt values o f shcet resistance. The sse lechnology is optimized 
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TABLE 10.1 Resistors in thc SBC'Technology. 

Resistor ltIycr Shl'el Rl'Sistance Absolu tc Matching 
(fl.1J) Tolcranex (%) (% ) 

Emiller Diffusion 5· 20 20 2 
Bate DiHusion 100-200 20 0.2- 2 
EpiTaxia l Lnycr HlOO-SOO) 30 5 
PinchC(! nItS(' 2fXlO- IO.OOO 50 10 
Ion Implan ted 100- 1000 3 0.1 - 1 

around the tlptl transistor whose characte ristics are dominated by high-mobility elec
tron transport across Ihe base region. High-qualil y p"p Iransistors are more difficult to 
form in this lechl1ology. Howeve r. there are two Iypcs of useful pnp Irnnsistors Illat c.an 
readily be fab ricated. The first is a :wbstrate pI/f}. which has its collector pennane l1tly 
tied to the substrate potential . The second is the lateral PI/P, which does provide 
uncommitted collector. base. and emitter terminals, but has much poorer curren I gai n 
<l nd freque ncy response comp<lred with the vertical riP" transisto r. 

10.6.1 Emitter Resistor 

A resistor may be formed from the emitter diffusion. as depicted in Fig. 10.9. The emit
ter la)'er is a low-sheet-resistancc region and is therefore useful only fo r relatively 
small-value resistors. A meandering resistor pattern is o ften used to achieve the 

" 
, 

FIGURE 10.9 

Resistor using the rI ' cmillcr 
diffusion inlo the isolation 
rcgion. 
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required number of squares in the resistor. (See Prob. 4.10.) In Fig. to.9, the eminer 
layer is placed directly in the relatively heavily doped p-type isolation region, which is 
nonnally connected directly to the most negative power supply. Resistor-substrate iso
lalion will be maintained by a reverse bias across the pn junction. The resistor body 
represents an n·-p~ junction, which leads to a relati vely large junction capacitance per 
unit area and low breakdown voltage. (See fig. 7.8.) 

10.6.2 Base Resistor 

The most common resistor utilizes the base diffusion within an isolated n-type epitax
ial region, as in Fig. to.1O. Here, again, a meandering resistor pattern can be used to 
achieve the desired resistance value. The resistor body must be kept reverse biased 
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p 

fiGURE 10.10 

Resi$lor fonncd from the standardp-type base diffusion. 
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along its length . so the ,,-region contact is tied to either the most positive end of the 
resistor or directly 10 the most positive power supply in the circuit. An 11+ region is 
placed below the alu min um COlli act to ensure the fo rm <1 tion of an ohmic contact and 
not a Schottky barrier diode. 

10.6.3 Epitaxial Layer Resistor 

The epitaxia l layer itse lf provides a high-sheet-resistance layer. and high-va lue resis
tors can be fonned with a small number of squares. but the absolute value is often 
poorly cont rolled. The epitaxial-layer resistor is fo rmed by making two ohmic contacts 
to an isolated epitaxial region, as in Fig. 10. L 1. 
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Resistor formed [rom the ,,· type epitMaal layer. 
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10.6.4 Pinch Resistor 

An alternative technique used to obtain higher sheet resistance is to narrow the thick
ness orthe base dirrusion by crossing it wit h an emiller dirrusion, as drawn in Fig. 10.12. 
The structure is very simil ar to the Ilpn transistor, except that the emiller dirrusion 
merges with the epitaxial-layer island beyond the edges of the p-typc region. The high
sheet-resistance region that is obtained corresponds ( 0 the active basc region or the 
IIpn transistor. The resistance value is highly dependent upon the thickness of the 
pinched b.1SC region, and the absolute tolerance is relatively poor. The pinched base 
resistor may also be used as a JFET with terminals A and B acting as source and drain 
and the n serving as the gate. 

10.6.5 Substrate pnp Transistor 

The so-called substrate " np transistor is ronned rrom the p-type dirrusion (emiller), 
isolated epitaxial tub (base) and p-type substra te (collcctor). as shown in Fig. 10.1 3. 
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FIGURE 10.12 

Pinched base resiSlor. 
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The basewidth W 8 ' set by the distance between the bottom of the p-type diffusion and 
the bottom of the n-type epitaxial layer, is typically much wider than that of the "P" 
device. lbus, the current gain and frequency response are correspondingly less than 
those associated with the IIpll transistor. Also. the collector, formed from the p-type 
substrate, is inherently tied to the most negative power supply Icvel in the circuit. Thus, 
only the base and emitter terminals are free for connection. Even so, the substrate pnp 
is often found as an emitter follower in the output stages of op-amps. The substratepnp 
structure also appears in the n-wcll CMOS technology, where it is formed from the p
type source-drain region, the II-well , and the p-type substrate. In p-well CMOS tech
nology. a substrate liP" transistor can be formed. 
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Su~ra te tmP transi!itor. 
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10.6.6 lateral pnp Transistors 

11lc lateral pllp structure in Fig. to. 14 provides a transisto r with uncommilled coll« 
tor. base. and emitter contacts. The emitter and collector are fonncd from the p-type 
region tha t is used for the base of the "p" transistor. The basewidth is de tennined by 
the lithographic spacing between the two diffusions plus the degree of lateral diffusion 
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FIGURE 10.14 

Encla;cd lale ral pnp Iransislor SlrUCIure. 
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and is therefore much wider than that of the IIpll transistor. This leads to low current 
gain and poor f ro It is difficult to achicve a high current gain. beca use the emitter tends 
to inject carriers eq ually in all directions., but the collector on ly collects those carrier.; 
that cross the base region betwecn the sides of the two p-type regions. Thus. pilI' tran
sistors are often enclosed structures with the emitter surrounded by the collector, as in 
Fig. 10.14. (Sce Prob. 10.9.) 

10.6.7 Schottky Diodes 

Bipolar logic circuits. for example. classic Schottky TrL. have used Schottky diodes to 
prevent the saturation of IIpll transistors. A simple Schottky diode can be formed from 
an aluminum con tact to the lightly doped n-t ype layer as shown in Fig. 10.15(a). A p
type ring is oft en used to minimize problems with high fields at the edges of the metal 
contact. as arc circular diode layouts. Although the resulting structure places a 
Schottky diode in parallel with a I'" junction diode, forward conduction is dominated 
by the low forward voltage drop of the Schottky diode. 

Schottky diodes tend to have both highcr leakage current and lower breakdown 
voltage in the reverse direction than a I'" junct ion diode. A clever solution to this 
problem appears in Fig. 1O.15(b), in which multiplc p-typc diffusions have been added 
to the interior of the Schottky diode region (7]. In the forward direction. multiple 
Schottky and pn junction diodes are in parallel , but the low voltage drop of the 
Schottky diode again dominates the forward region of the diode. However, under 
reverse bias. the depletion regions of the pn diodes merge, and the reverse breakdown 
appears as that of the plI junction. rather than the Schottky barrier diode. This struc
ture shows the usc of a detailed understanding of the behavior of the plI junction to 
achieve a novel result . 

10.7 LAYOUT CONSIDERATIONS 

This section will explore mask layout for a classic SBC transistor. l he analysis will 
expa nd our understanding of the interaction of process design and layout. In particu
lar.the top view of the mask set for a bipolar transistor often differs greatly [rom the 
final device structure. due to large lateral diffusions, although this is much less true of 
the high-performance digital technologies discussed in Section 10.8. 

10.7.1 Buried-Layer and Isolation Diffusions 

The spacing between adjacent buried layer.; and the widt h of the intervening isolation 
diffusion dctennines how closely two transistors can be spaced. To maintain electrical 
isolation. the substrate is tied to the most negative voltage present in the circuit. The col
lector of a transistor, on the o ther hand, is often connected to the most positive voltage in 
the same ci rcuit. ThUs. the collector-substrate junction must be designed to support a 
voltage equal to the sum of the positive and negative voltages supplying the circuit. For 
analog circuits, this may be more than 40 V. A typical d~;gn value of 60 V would provide 
an adequate safety margin. 

Figure 10.16 sho .... 'S the depict ion layer in the p and II material near the isolation 
region of the transistor. The doping of the isolation diffusion is heavy at the surface and 
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(a> Schonky barrier diode withp-type breakdown protection ring; (b) high rC\OCr5e break
down Schottky barricr diode. 
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n-typc 
epiluiallayer 
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Isolation region between two bipolar lTan.~~tol!. The spacing musl be large enough 10 ensure 
that the two space-charge region5 do not merge togetller. 

intersects the original substrate to produce isolation. At the surfacc. the window defining 
the isolation diffusion may be a minimum feature size, but the total width of the isolation 
region at the surface will be determined by lateral diffusion. For example, if the epitaxial 
layer is 15 ~m thick and the minimum feature size is 10 11m, the isolation region will 
approach 40 ~m in width. assuming that lateral diffusion equals vertical diffusion. 
Obviously, this form of isolation is not acceptable for VLSlIULSllogic circuits. 

The II· buried-layer diffusion is not usually permitted to intersect the p + isola
tion diffusion. U the two diffusions meet, the breakdown voltage o f the junction will 
decrease. and the capacitance of the junction will increase. ThUs. there will be a layout 
design ru le associatcd with the minimum spacing between the n f region and thc isola
tion diffusion. 

10.7.2 Base Diffusion to Isolation Diffusion Spacing 

A I the surface. the collector-base and collector-substrate depIction regions of Fig. 
10.16 must not merge. The minimum spacing can be detennined from a knowledge of 
the applied voltages and the epitaxial-layer impurity concentration. Additional spac
ing must be added to account for the alignment sequence and accumulated alignment 
tolerances. 

Example 10.6 

What is the minimum spacing between the edge o f the base d iffusion and the edge 
of the isolation diffusion at the surface o r a bipolar transistor if the alignment toler
ance is I fJm and the epitaxial-layer resistivity is 10 ohm-cm? Assume that the two 
junctions must each support 40 V. Use a collector-base junction depth of 5 J.lm. 

Solution: A l{)..ohm-crn epitaxial layer has an impurity concentratioo of 5 X 1014/cm1
, giv

ing a value of VINB = 8 X 10-14 V-crn3. From Fig. 10.7. the total depletion-layer width is 
approximately 10 11m, with 8.7 11m in the epilaXial layer.l be conditions at the isolation-col
lector junction are essentially the same, so the minimum spacing will be two times the 
deplelion-Iayer width of 8.7 fJm plus the alignment tolerance of 111m for a total of 18.4 ~m. 
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10.7.3 Emitter-Diffusion Design Rules 

The minimum spacing between the edges of th e emitter and base diffusions must be 
greater than the sum of the emitter and collector depletion-layer widths in the base, 
the accumulated alignment tolerance between the emiller and base masks. and the 
active base-region width. 

In the basic SBC process. the II i emitter diffusion is a lso used to ensure the fo r
ma lion of a good ohmic contact 10 the collector. and Ihis colicclOr con tact diffusion 
shou ld not intcrsect the depiction layers associated with either the p -type base o r 
isolation diffusions. If this occurs. the breakdown voltage of the junctions will be 
reduced and the junction capacitances increased . ($ec Prob. 10.7. ) 

10.7.4 A Layout Example 

A se t of design rules for a hypothetical bipolar transistor is given in Table 10.2. and Fig. 
10.17 shows the layout of a minimum-size transisto r based on these rules and making 
maximum uSt! o f lateral diffusion. It is importanl 10 nole that the active area of the 
transistor- the region direct ly under the emitter- is a small fraction oflhe total device 
area of approximately 4536 J.lm2. The rinal emitter area is II x II J.lm. or 121 J.lm2. which 
represents only 2.67% of the total area o f the transistor. (Remember. a similar area 
utiliza tion problem occurred with the layout of the metal gate MOS transistor.) 

'11C rest of the area is needed to make contacts. to support depletion layers. and 
to provide isolation between adjacent devices. In this layout. the isolation area is 2800 
J-Im2• or more than 60% of the total area! Minimization of the isolation region repre
sents an important issue in high-perfonnance devices. not only for density improve
menl , but also for junction-capacitance reduction. 

'TIle solid lines in the top view of the transistor layout represent the edges of the 
masks used to fabricate the transistor. The various dotted li nes represent the final posi
tions of the emitter. base. and isolation d iffusions. For the design rules of Table IO.2, lhe 
window for the emi tter diffusion happens to coincide exactly with the emitter contacl 
window. The latera l diffusion of 3 J-Im provides more than the required 2-J.lm alignment 
tolerance for the e mitter con tact window. 

TABLE 10.2 BipoiarTranSISlor lJcsign Rules for Fig. 10.17. 

Minimum fe lllure size 5 ~m 
WOIst'CIISC nhgnmenllolerantt bclWl'Cn le,·cls 2 111n 
Epil8Kial-lnyer thickness II) ~m 
Collector-base juncllon depth 5 ~m 
Emmer-base junction depth 3 ~m 
Mmimum emil1er-lo·oollector spacing at surface 5 ~m 
Minimum base IO-isolmion spilcing at surf/l(C 5 ~m 
Minimum collcctor conlnct" • diffusion to isolatton spacing 5 jim 
Minimum coIleclOr contact,, · diffusion 10 base spacing 5 ~m 
Buned-Iayer di ffusion (boIh up and down) 2 jim 
Burit:<! la)'cr to isolation spat:ing 5 jlm 
Buried Inyer p<1Ucm sl,h 10 ~m 
uueral diffusion "" vertical diffusion 
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Minimum·si1.c bipolar tr:lnsi."tor layout based on the oCl;ign rules or' lhblc 10.2. The buried layer is 
noC shown in the lop VICW for reasons or elMlt)·. F..ach square is 5 jJn1 X 5 jJrn. 

The base diUusion is 5 ~m deep and is assumed to d iffuse laterally 5 tJm. ln the lay
out, the base contact windows actually extend outside the base region at the mask level. 
but arc marc than o ne alignment tolerance within the base region following diffusion . 
This is an excellent example of the interaction between processing and layout. Howevcr. 
only a most aggressive designer would consider a layout ground ru le such as this. 

Thc width of the base-contaCi metallization has been widened to morc than a 
minimum feature size 10 help clarify the figure. This did nol affect the size of the 
device. as space was available. because of other design rule limitations.. T\vo base and 
two collecto r contact windows fit within the minimum base and 11 · collector contact 
regions. The collector contact windows align with the edges of the 1/

1 diffusion window. 
as was the case foc the emitter. 

llte buried-layer mask has also been omitted [rom the figu re for clarity. In this 
particular s tTUct urc, the design rules relating to the buried layer are not limiting factors 
in the size of this layout. 

10_8 ADVANCED BIPOLAR STRUCTURES 

For digital logic circuits, structures arc optimized to provide as short a transit time as pos
sible. This requires minimizing the basewidth. eliminating as much capacitance as possi-
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ble by minimizing total junction area, minimizing the width of the collector space-charge 
region, and rcducing the collector and base series resistances. A reduced currcnt gAin is 
traded for a shorter transit time. As mentioned earlier, although < I ll> wafers were orig
inally used for bipolar processing, silicon with a <100> surface orientation is now com
monly used in most advanced bipolar processes. 

10.8.1 Locos-Isolated Self-Aligned Contact Structure 

Figure 10.1 8 shows a high-performance bipolar structure that attempts to achieve the a 
foremcntioned goals by using a very thin epitaxial layer and shallow ion-implanted 
base and emitt er regions. As much pI! junction area as possible is eliminated through 
the use of oxide isolation.l l1e sides of the emitter and base regions are actua lly wa lled 
by the oxide isolation regions. The ,, ' buried layer is relatively large to minimize Te. 
and the total base region is minimized to reduce the base resistance. Self-aligned con
tacts are made to the base, emitter, and collcctor regions. 

The formation of the transistor of Fig. 10.18 begins with the implantation and dif
fusion of the buried layer with a typical sheet resistancc of JO to 50 ohms per square. 
The masking oxide is removed . and a thin epitaxial layer is grown on the surface. A 
recessed oxide isolation process is used to form the isolation regions between devices 
And to eliminate the unnecessary junct ion area between the collector and emitter con
tacts. Prior to oxidation, part of the epitaxial layer is etched away so that the su bse
quent ox idation will cxtend completely through thc epitaxial layer. An implantation is 
used to overcome boron depletion in the substrate during oxidation. 

Next, the silicon nitride--oxide sandwich is removed. and an oxide is regrown on 
the su rface. A boron implantation creates the shallow active base region. A mask is 
used to create windows for the emitter, and contacts to the base, emitter, and collector 
are all defined at the samc time. Note that a single oxide strip defines both the emitter 
and base COlltact regions, eliminating alignment tolerances that would be needed if the 
regions were fonned separately. Thc width of this strip is set by the metal-to-metal 
spacing plus accumulated alignment tolerances. 

Photoresist is used as a bam er material during implantation of the base contad 
region. Tbis p+ implantation further reduces the base resistance of the device. 
Photoresist is also used as a barrier material during implantation of the emitler and 
collector contact regions. Note that these two mask steps use noncritical blockoul 
masks similar to those used for threshold adjustment in a CMOS process. 

Contacts arc made through the sa me openings used for the base and emitler 
implan tations. These contad areas are aU cleared by a short wet or dry etch prior to 
metallization. Because of the vcry shallow junction depths involved in this structure, 
the metallization will be a multilayer sandwich structure including a barrier metal in 
the contact region. Interconnection of devices to form circuits will typically involve a 
mu ltilevel mctal process. 

10.8.2 Dual Polysilicon Self-Aligned Processes 

Figure 10.19 outlines an early dual-polysilicon self-a ligned process whose steps remain 
representative of those used to form many of IOOay's high-performance bipolar devices 
l81.A nonselective II ' buried layer and II-epitaxial layer arc fa bricated on the p -type sub
strate. Deep trenches arc used to provide isolation bel ween devices. After etching. the 
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FtGURE 10.18 

Process sequence for /I high-performace oxide-isolated bipolar I r an~i~tor. (a) Buried-layer forma
tion: (b) epi taxial layer growth; <f;) mll5k for selecth'e oxidation; (d) boroo Implant prior 10 receued 
oxtde growth; (el seleclil'iC oxidation;(f) base ma~k and boron base implantation; (g) emitter. ba~ 
contact, aoo ooIlector contact mask; (hI p' base Q)fltact implantation; ei) aTSenK- implantation for 
emiller and collector contact; (j) structure completed wi th mult ilayer metallization. Copyright 1985, 
John Wiley & Soo~ Inc. Reprinted v.ilh permission from Rd, IS). 

trench walls are oxidized and then refilled with polysilicon. (CVD oxide is also used in 
some processcs.) A p t implant is used to minimize the impact of boron depletion in the 
trench. Next, shallow trench regions are formed. yielding a planarized surface. An fit 

"sinker" diffusion is used to contact the 11+ buried collector layer. 
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FIGURE 10.19 

A high-performance bipola r transistQl'" structure wilh an!, of 10 G il l.. 

(II ) Isohmon is achiC\'ed using deep-trench isola tion "ith poIysilK:on 
and si licon dioxide re fill ; (b) structure (o ll OYo'ing sclecth-e oxid<ltion; (c) 

p ' poi)"si llCOn deposited and patterrlCd;(d) di ffusion from doped poIy
~itkon forms the ntrinsk b ase region and base conlaCl$; a :;elf-a ligned 

implanta tion forms the in trinsic base: (e) d irfU:5Km from ' I ' poI)'5ilicon 
forms the emitter and the emiller and collector contnets of the I rnn~is
lor. Cop)'right l997, IEEE. Reprinted wilh permission from Ref.I~ I . 
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Polysilicon is deposited and heavily doped with p-Iype impurities. commonl y by 
ion implantation. The base opening is delineated. the intrinsic base region is implan ted 
through the base window, and the polysilicon is oxidized. During subsequent annea ling 
and processing steps. the extrinsic base region oUldiffuses from the polysilicon forming 
p f side contacts 10 the more lightly doped intrinsic base region. The heavy poly dopi ng 
minimizes the extrinsic base region's con tribution to the base resistance. The oxide on 
the polysilicon provides an insulating layer that will separate the emiller contacts fw m 
the base contacts. Note the added formation of oxide on the sides of the polysilicon 
layer similar to that used fo r LDO processing in MOS devices. 
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The second layer of polysilicon, this time 11+ doped, is deposited and annealed, 
forming a very shallow emitter region in the p-typc basco Arsenic doping is typically 
used, because of its smaller diffusion coefficient. The ,, + polysilicon simultaneously 
provides contacts 10 both the emitter and the 11 ~ collector sinker. Note that the 
in trinsic base. base contacts. and emitter are defined and formed as a result of a sin 
gle lithographic step and are referred to as being self-aligned. lne elimination of 
alignment tolerances between emilter. base, and base contact layers results in signifi
cant reduction in overall size of the transistor and attendant minimization of device 
capacitances.. 

In these processes, the devices have extremely shallow emitters and narrow 
base-widths in order to achieve high I.,. To constrain and control the depletion-layer 
extents and value of the base resistance, the doping of the base region must be 
increased, and both the narrow base and increased doping leve ls lead to relatively low 
breakdown voltage in the transistor. Many of these devices are designed to operate 
with supply voltages of 2.5 V and below. In addition, the overall " thermal budget" (Dt 
product) is very small . 

10.8.3 The Silico~ermanium Epitaxial Base Transistor 

By adding germanium to silicon [9). one can modify the silicon bandgap and perform 
"bandgap engineering" in a manner similar to that achieved in III- V compound semi
cond uctor materials such as GaAs, loP,and InAs. Germanium is a Column IV e lement. 
as is silicon, so it does not act as a dopant impurity in silicon. However, when germa
nium replaces silicon in the lattice, it modifies the bandgap of the composite material. 
The bandgap change enhances the current gain and can result in a built-in base ficld 
that increases the unity-gai n frequency of the transistor. At the time of this writing, cut
off frequcncies in excess of 200 GHz have been reported in such SiGe heterojunction 
bipolar transistors (SiGe HBTs). 

In SiGe HBTs, germanium is introduced into the base region of the device, with 
peak concentrat ions of less than 15%. during an epitaxial growth step that is used to 
form the base region of the transistor. A representative cross sect ion of the SiGe 
device structure appears in Fig. 10.2O(a), with a microphotograph of the structure in 
Fig. 10.20(b). The structure uses a combination of deep and shallow trenches ror isola
tion. (The deep trenches in the photograph are approximately 5 J.lm deep.) The base 
region is fanned by a carefully controlled epitaxial growth under ultrahigh-vacuum 
(UHV) conditions. which produces a single crystal intrinsic base region in the silicon 
window, but results in the formation of polycrystalline silicon over the oxide. During 
the epitaxial growth, various germanium profiles can be introduced into the intrinsic 
base region 10 produce the SiGe base device. A sacrificial gate structure is used to pro
tect the emitter region during a p + implant that heavily dopes the polysilicon and pro
vides the side wall contacts to the intrinsic base region. (This implant is actually the 
SID implant for a PMOS transistor in a BlCMOS process; see Section 10.10.) The emit
ter is formed by outdiffusion following deposition of the heavily doped polysilicon 
emitter contact. Transient enhanced diffusion (TED. discussed in Section 5.6.3) of base 
impurity implants can result in loss of control of the base profile. and the use of an epi
taxia l base results in a more abrupt transition and narrower bascwidth. 
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(.) 

(b) 

FIGURE 10.20 

(a) Cross ~tion of an .::pita~ ia l base si licon- germanium heterojunction bipolar transis lor (SiOe 
I IB1) (b) I' hol:omicrograph of OCIual struclure wilh S-fllll-deep trench isolat ioo. Copyrighl 1m. 
IEEE Repriru.::d " 'ilh permission from Ref. 1')1. 

A typical profil e for an SiGe I lOT is shown in Fig. 10.2 1 ( IOJ. Wilhoul the addilion 
of germ anium. this prolilc is also characteristic o f the oxide-isolated doublc-polysilicon 
structlirt'S, as depicted in Fig. 10.19, although TED may increase the bascwidth in 
implanted base devices. In the profile in Fig. 10.21, the metallurgical basewidth is less 
Ihan IO() I1m,and Ihe emitter-hasc junction is o nly 150 nm below Ihe surface of the poly
silicon. The desired germanium-doping profil e is achieved during the base epitaxy. "'o r 
film stability. the peak concentration is typically maintained below 15%. A lso eviden t in 
the profile arc the phosphorus collector and heavily doped arsenic subcollcctor regions. 
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SiGe HBT implI';!Y pl"ofile. The same pro
fi le applies 10 high-performance silicon 
BJT~ irthe Ge is ellmmated. Copy-fish! 
1985, IEEE. Rcpnl1led wi!1I permission 
from Ref. 191. 

10.9 OTHER BIPOLAR ISOLATION TECHNIQUES 

Several other inten .. 'Sting npproOlches to device isolation have been developed over the 
years, and two are su rveyed here. Diclectric isolation processes are in usc in high-per
formance anOJlog ci rcuits; the COl process is replaced by oxide-isolated structures.. 

10.9.1 Collector-Diffusion Isolation (COl) 

The collector-d iffus ion-isolation (CD I) 181 structure, shown in Fig. 10.22. wns devel
oped primnrily for digit al applica tions. n le process eliminates the p-typc isolation dif
fusion. achieving reduced device area and process complexity. 

The process slarts with diffusion of a low-shect-resislancc buried layer, which 
will serve as the collector o f the transislor. A thin p-typc cpitaxia llaycr fo rms the base 
region and is grown in the ncxt s tep. Device isolation is achieved via an II ' diffusion 
that comp1c tely encloses the transistor and also provides the collector conlact area. 
Next, a shallow emiller is implanted or diffused into the device. fo llowed by cont acts 
and me tallization, Typical paramelcrs fo r the COl process include a buried-layer sheet 
resistance o f 15 to 30 ohms per square, a 2-pm-thick, O.25-ohm-cm epitaxial layer, and 
an emitter depth of less than I pm. 

This process produces high-performance, nnrrow-base transistors with min imum 
TO but with rc1ativc1y large collector-hase and collector-substrate capacitances. It has 
for Ihe moSI part been replaced with advanced oxide-isolated structures that also min
imiz.e these capacitanccs,a lthough nt a cost of considerable process complexity. 

10.9.2 Dielectric Isolation 

O ne of the "holy grails" of bipolar processes has been to find £I process that can pro
vide liP" and pllp dcvices with similar Ievc1s of performance. Such processes are 
referrcd to as complementary bipolar processes.. However. parasitic coupling between 

poepi " 
II ' buried 1:1)'er 

FIGURE 10.22 

Cross section of a tralUlSlor 
fabricalcd ill Ihe COl 
proress.[l81 
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devices and susceptibility to Ialchup prevent the simple addition of diffusions to the 
np" process to produce vertical pnp transistors. Instead, some fonn of dielectric iso la
tion has been used to isolate the two types of transistors. 

The first successful die/ect ric-isolated process was developed by Harris 
Semiconductor 111 - 12}, and the basic process now is depicted in Fig. 10.23. Deep 
V-grooves arc fi rst etched in the surface of <JOO> oriented silicon wa fers. (This etching 
process will be discussed in more detail in Chaptcr 11.) A nonselective n+ diffusion is 
performed , and a silicon dioxide layer is grown on the surface. A thick layer o f poly
crystalline silicon is then deposited on the surface of the wafer. Silicon is removed fro m 
the back surface of the wafer by lapping until the silicon dioxide in the V-grooves is 
exposed. as indicated by the dottcd line in fig. 1O.23(b). The surface is then mechani
cally and chemically polished. The wafer is turned over, yielding islands of silicon com
pletely isolated from each other by the silicon dioxide dielectric layer. Standard 
processing is then used to form liP" transistors. This process is expensive, but an impor
tant variation permits formation of complement ary, verticalllplI and pllp transistors. It 
is used in the fabrication o f high-pcrfonnance analog circuits. In addition , the struc
tures arc highly tolerant to radiation and are used in military applications. 

(b) 

(0' 

FIGURE 10.2] 

Se, "Cru t ~teps in the die tectric isotil tion process-il l ,121 (a) V-grooves an iSO(ropic.1Uy 
I'tchl'd in tbe silicon substrate; (b) tbe structure following 1/' diffusion and oxida tion; 
the wllfe r is IU rncd O\'C r. 1apped back and potished to the dot ted line;(e) bipolar Iran· 
sistOTli are then fabrica ted in the isola ted islands of silicon. 
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A myriad of recent processing developments, including buried-oxidc and bonded
wafer 501. deep-trench RIE with oxide and polysilicon refill. etc .. have come toge ther 
to permit the deve lopment of more straigh tfo rward processes for producing diclectri
cally isolated BJTs. Figure 10.24(0) depicts the cross sections resulting from one such 
process (1 3]. In this particular process, the starting substrates are bonded 501 wafers. 
However. SIMOX wafers cou ld also be utilized. Heavily doped p- and n- type buried 
collectors are implanted and followed by the grO\\Ilh of an n-typc epitaxial layer for the 
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(a) High-performance: bipola r lraru; istors and (b) passi'·e oompooenlS fabricall'd Of! II SIMOX ""'3fer 
m ing5ha11ow trench isolation. Copyrigh t 1991, IEEE. Reprinted with pennissioo from Rd.11 3J. 
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npn coll ector. A p-well forms the pllp collcctor rcgion. and deep 11- and p-typc sinker 
d iffusions arc added to contact the buried collcctors of both transistors. Isolation 
between devices is achieved by etching deep trenches down to the buried-oxidc layer. 
Ule trenches arc thell refill ed with oxide and polysi licon. LOCOS isolation at the su r
face is followed by separate hase region implants fo r the npn and pl1p transistors. An 
undop::d polysilicon layer is deposited and then selecti vely implan ted with ,,- and p
type impuri ties. Outdiffusion from the implanted polysilicon layer fo rms the emi tters of 
the two types of transistors. This process results in complementary tra nsistors wi th f/s 
of 2.5 GHz. Figure 1O.24(b) shows the rea lization of resistors. capaci tors. and Schottky 
diodes in the same process. 

10.10 BICMOS 

Achieving a process that can provide the hencfi ts of both bipolar and MOS devices 
has been anothe r of the long-tc rm goals in fabrication. Over time. the complexity of 
NMOS, CMOS. and bipolar processes have all grown dramatically to the point that 
the processes are essen tially indistinguishable in terms of complexi ty. For example. a 
state-of-the-art CMOS process may hllve 20-25 mask steps. At the same time. the 
basic process steps have tcnded to converge. and it has become relatively straight
forward. alt hough ce rtainly more expensive. to combine bipolar and CMOS st ruc
lures into a tech nology most ohcn termed m CMOS. (The inclusion of JFETs in the 
bipolar process is often ca lled a BiFET process.) A good review can be found in {1 41. 

Three approaches to realizing a BiCMOS technology arc presented in Fig. 10.25. 
Becausc of the prescnce of CMOS devices. < I()(b silicon is the substrate of choice for 
BiCMOS processing. The first case (15] forms heavily doped II-type ~,"d p-Iype buried 
layers in the p-tYP<! substrate. Following epitaxial layer growth. II-well and p-well 
regions arc formed by implan tation and diffusion, and then NMOS and PMOS devices 
arc formed in the two wells. TIle "p" transistor, actuall y a SiGe HBT. has an epitaxial 
base with polysilicon side-wall contacts and a polysilicon emitter. Standard latera l pnp 
transistors cnn be formed in " regions similar to those used fo r the "Im devices. 

The process illustrated in Fig. 1O.25(b) P6J starts with LOCOS isolation and uti
lizes ion implnntation and diffusion to form ,,-Iubs and p -tubs in the substrate for 
NMOS. PMOS."pn.andp"p transistors. In this process. high-energy boron and phospho
rus implantations arc used to form the buried layers needed to reduce the bipolar tran
sistor collector resistance. The liP" has an ion-implanted base and an arcsenic-dop::d II~ 
polysilicon emitter. Here. a l-'ertictll pnp transistor is formed in one of the p-tub regions 
using a phosphorus base implantation and the p+ SID implant as its emiller. The frof the 
np" and P"P transistors exceed 40 GHz and 10 GHz. rt.'spectivcly. The NMOS and 
PMOS devices are silicided polysilicon gate LOD devices with 5-nm gate ox ides. 

The th ird BiCMOS struct ure (1 71 is a portion of an IC process that also includes 
vertical power devices. Here. ,, ' buried layers arc formed below all the CMOS and bipo
lar devices. Following epitaxial layer growt h, II-tub fo rmation. and p ~ isolation. straight
fo rward proct.'Ssing is uscd to form the vert ical "p". lateral ptlp. and PMOS transistors. 
A p-well is added to the II-tubs 10 act as the substrate for the NMOS device. Note the 
common connection of the source.p-well and n-tub by the source contact of the NMOS 
transistor. The n-epit axial layer wi th n' backside contact is required by vertical power 
device structures, which are also included in the process. 
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BiCMOS technology cross sections. (a) A dual-well CMOS -I- liP" process. Well formation is preceded 
by n- and p- type buried-Ia)·cr di ffusion; (b) A twin-well proa:ss., which util i1.es high-eoeTg)' impinntatiOf1 
to reduce col lector resistance of [he BJTs. Vertica i llfilt anti pllp Irat).5istors are available in this process; 
(c) BiCMOS de"kes in a process d C!!iigned for power semiconductor applicatioos. Copyright 1999. 1998, 
1997, IEEE. Reprinted with po;:nnission from Refs. (1 5. 16. 171. 

SUMMARY 

The standard buried col/ector (SSC) process is widely used throughout the Ie indus
try for analog and power circuil applications. Marc recently developed digital bipolar 
technologies have benefited greatly from process advances originally developed for 
use in MOS dynamic RAMs. These include locos-isolation. deep- and shallow-trench 
fonnation, the use of polysil icon, and the introduction of ion implantation. 
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Bi polar technologies fo r llna log applications arc typicall y designed lO yield cu r
rent gai ns o f severa l hundred. with breakdown voltages of up to 50 V. The result ing 
devices hnvc cutoff fr equencies of k'Ss than 5(KJ MHz. Dielectric isolation provides the 
ult ima te in isolation hctwecn devices and can permit fo nn at ion o f tru ly compleme n
tary bipolar devices. as well as devices tha t can ope ra te at high volwges. 

Devices for digi tal applications can operate wi th lowe r curren t gai ns and suppl y 
voltages tha n tradi tional analog circuits. The modern VLSI bipolar process ut il izes 
se lf-a ligned epitaxial base region wi th a polysilicon emitter and base cont act regions. 
Shallow- and deep-trench isolation are combined to minimize the area and capaci
tance of the bipola r transis tor. Ve ry narrow base tra nsis tors can also be formed hy ion 
implanta tio n. These factors pe rmit device designs with cutoff frequencies exceeding 
40 GHz. Germanium can be introduced into the base region of the epi taxial base 
transistor to produce an SiGe hete rojunct io n transistor (HBT). These devices have 
already exihited cu to ff freque ncit..'S in excess o f 2(Xl GHz. 

Bipolar and MOS proct..~~ and complexity have largely converged to the point that 
it is possihle to fal1rialte hath types of transistors in a single composite technology. Although 
there are widely varying approaches, tht'S(! proces."l"l' arc temled BieMOS technology. 
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PROBLEMS 

10.1 E" lI luate tilc Gummci number expressions for a unifo rmly doped transis tor with impu· 
ri ty conccntrations of N r. and N il in the emillcr and basc. rcspccth·ely. 'OlC effectivc 
width ofthc emittcr is L F...and W 8 is the basewidth. What is the current gai n for II device 
with NE: "" IOZO/cmJ.N/J:: IO"lk m"'. W 8 "" 4 I.l m, L ,, "" 20 jJm. L H :: SO I.lm. D1J =- 20 cm~lscc. 
and DE: = 5 cm2/scc'? Assume that 11 = I. 

10.2 Using Eq. (10.1 ). estimate the current gain o f the transistor wi th the Impuri ty profiles 
given in Fig. 10.2. Assume that W 8 <c LIJ' a nd D 8 "" 20 cm2/scc. Use N lI D F.. = 5 X 1011 
scc/cm4.xn:: = 1.5 I.lm,xJC :: 4 ..,m. 

10.3 What is the maxilllulll eollector·base breakdown voltage of a transistor with XUL - X I/('= 5 
I.lm? What rangc of cpitaxial laycr doping:; may be used to achie\'e this breakdown vollage? 

10.4 A 7..cner reference diode is oft en fo rmed using breakdown of the emitler·basc jullction. 

(a) What base surface concentra tion is required to produce Ii breakdown voltagc of 6 V 
for a 1· l.lm-deep junction'! 

(bl If the base surface concentration is too small b)' a faclOr of two, what is the actual 
breakdown voll age of the diodc'! 

10.5 Calculate thc collector· base deplet ion· layer width for the transis tor of Examplc 10.3 
using the expression for a one·sided step junction given in Eq. (9.3). How docs this com· 
parc with the width derived from Fig. 10.41 

10.6 ' l11e effecth'e Gummel number in thc emiller is substantially rcduced from thllt calcu· 
lated from the profi le by bandgap narrowing in the emitler. Clllcu!atc G c using thc 
expressio ns in Chapter 4 for an As emiller wi th 8 sheet resistance of 10 ohms per square. 
Compare Ge to the values stated in the lex\. 

10.7 In Scction IO.7.3. thc importance of corrCi;t posit ioning. o f the n -<- collector contact diffu· 
sion was d iscussed. To iIlustra tc this point.threc simple np" transistors arc fabricated in 
an 'Hype substrate using the structure drawn in Fig. 1' 10.1. An 11 + collt!ctor rin g is used 
to reduce the collector series rcsis tance R,. Three different spacings--O ..,m. 3 I.l nl, and 5 
jJm- are used between the edg.e of the n · ring and the edge o f thc base diffusion. 
Explain why the hrcakdown vollage will be diHercnt for these thrcc caso., and estimate 
the eollcctor-base brcakdown voltage for the three devices. Assume a base surface con· 
centration of 101 ~/cmJ and a junction depth of 5 I.l m. 

10.8 Surface conditions can degrade thc breakdown voltage of Zener diodes. Subsurface 
breakdown can be uchie\'cd using an ion. implantcd process with the profi le shown in Fig. 
P IO.S. Estimate the brea kdown "o llage of this d iode. 
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10.9 A simple lateral pnp structure is shown in Fig. PIO.9(a). The current gain of this transis tor 
is collection limited and docs not obey Eq. (10.1). Assume that the emiller injects current 
uniformly in all directions and thai the collector col lects all lhe current coming its way. 

(8) Under these assumptions, whnt is the value o f Ihe common base current gain = 
Ie/Ie? What is the common emiller current gain 13? 

(b) Derive an expression for a as a function of the length and wKlth of the device. For a 
given area. what relat ionship between the length and width maximi7£s the gain? 

«() What geometry would be used 10 oplirnize Ihe current gain? 

(d) Repeat Prob. 1O.9(a) for Ihe circular device structure in Fig. IO.9{b). 

10.10 Determine a reasonable diffusion schedule for the isolation diffusion of a junction-iso
lated st ructure with a 1 5·~ rn - thick epi laxial layer with Ihe geometry of Fig. P IO. 1 O. 

(III) AssulTlt': tluHlhe width of the isolation at the bottom is to be 10 JIm, that Ihere is no 
up·diffusion from substrate, and Ihat lateral diffusion equals verlical diffusion. 

(b) Modify your diffusion time in p.'lr! (a) to account for uP"'liffusion of boron {rom the 
substrate. Assume that the substrate represents an infinit e supply of boron impuri
ties wi lh a constant concentration o f 1OIs/emJ. 
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to.lI The distance X 8L - X DC - 5 IJrn in a cen ain bipolar SBC process with an epitaxial layer 
doping of 101 ~/crnl. Use the one-sided step-junction formula (Eq. (9.3)] to eslimale the 
punch-through voltage for this transistor. Compare with Fig. 10.7. 

lO.12 What epitaxial-layer doping would give approximaleJy the same value for the Zener and 
punch-through voltage limits in Example 10.5. 

10.13 Suppose Ihe resistor in Fig. N.IO is formed as an epilaycr resislo r. What is its resistance. 
based upon the values in Table to.2 if taleral d iffusion is ignored? (b) How about if Ihe 
resistor is fonned from the base layer? (c)How about for an emitter layer resistor? 

10.14 Draw the cross section of (a) a subslrate Ilpll lransistor in a p -well CMOS pt"ocess. and 
(b) a substrate pnp transistor in an II-well CMOS process. 
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10.J5 Redraw the layoOE in Fig.. 10.17 using an alignment tolerance of I }Jm. 

10.16 A Schottky clamped bipolar tmnsistor is fomle(! by placing a Schottky barrier diode in 
parallcl with the collector-base junction by simply m 'erlapping the base contact metal 
over the collector regio n. Draw a cros.<; sectio n of this structure. and include a guard ring 
on the edge of the diode. 

10.17 List the mask step; required for the oxide-isolated bipolar transistor of Fig. 10.19. Which 
are noncritical a lignment steps? 

10.IS Estimate the emitter-base and collector-base brcakdown voltages and punch.through 
\'oltage. for the impuri ty profiles in Fig.. 10.2 1. Ignore the presenct: of germanium in the 
base region. 

10.19 Estimate the space.charge region extc nts in the base for the impurity profiles in Fig. 
10.21. Ignore the presence of gennanium in the base region. The mewllurgtcal base-wid th 
was ~imated to be 100 nm in the text. What is the actu.11 base region? 

10.20 Estimllte the pennissible Df products associated with the arsenic and boron profiles in 
Fig. 10.21. (a) Assume that the arsenic fo llo",s <I n e rfc profil e with 1\ concentration of 
lOl l/em) at the surface (x' "'" 0) aoo intersects tm: boron profile at a level of 5 x 1016/cm3 at 
x' = 50 nm. What is the Df product? If the As ..... ere diffused at 100000C. what ..... ould be the 
diffusion time? (b) Assume that the boron foilo",s an G uas.<;ian profile with a concentra· 
tion of 5 x 10 1 ~/cm3 at the surface (x' " 0) and intersects the phosphorus profile at a level 
of 5 X 1016/cm) at x' = 100 om. What is the DI product? If the boron were diffused at 
I (XX)"C, what would be the diffusion time? 

10.21 Draw the cross section of II complementary bipolar proces.'i that simply adds an addi
tional p diffusion to an "P" process. Show the required biasing o f the various diffusio ns. 
and indicate any problems you encoun ter. 

10.22 A si licon bipolar transistor is to be designed to have an IT or 50 G Hz. What is its transit 
ti me? Suppose the transis tor has ' c ",, 40 n. What is the largest pOl'Sible value for (C,.c+ 
CMAJ)? Whllt is an upper bound on the width o f the collc.:c tor depletion la),er? What is an 
upper bound on the bascwidth? If , £ - 25 n. what is an upper bound on the emi tter-base 
capaci tance? (Assume that Vs = 107 cm/sec. Tl "" 10. and J) n = 20 cmz/sec.) 

UU3 Identify potent ial latehup paths in the BiCMOS structures in Fig. ... 10.25(a}--(c). 

10.24 A high energy (5 MeV) is used to implant oxygen well below the silicon surface to form a 
buried Sial 1<l)'er. As..<;umc that the Si02 layer is c.Jcsired to be 0.50 Jlm wide. (a) What is the 
oxygen dose required in si licon'! (b) What beam current is required to be able to implant at 
least four 2(X).mm wafers per hour? (c) How much power is being supplied to the ion beam'! 

10.25 It was noted that the COl process is used mainly for digi tal applicat ions. What character
istics of the structure make this true'! 

10.26 (a) How many masks are requi red for the CO l process? 

(b) Design a good mask. alignment sequence for this process. 

10.27 A CO l process uses a O.25-ohm-cm epitaxial base layer and a 5·ohm-cm substrate. 
Estimate the breakdown \'oItages of the emitter·base and collccto r-base junctions. The 
emi tter junction depth is I m,aoo the expit axin llayer thickness is 2 Jlm. 



CHAPTER 11 

Processes for 
MicroElectroMechanical 
Systems: MEMS 

MEMS represent one of loday's most excltmg areas of microelectronics activity. 
MEMS technology has brought together innovations from many areas of microelec
tronics only to develop rapidly into a discipline of its own. Today's micromachined sys-
terns combine the signal processing and computational capability of analog and digit al 
integrated circuits with a wide variety of nonelectrical elements, including pressure, 
temperature and chemical sensors, mechan ical gears, and actuators, 3D mirror struc
tures,elc., and we have only begun to scra tch the surface oC biomed ical applications.As 
a brief introduction, this chapter attempts to provide a flavor of the creativity and wide 
variety of devices and structures that are being conceived as you read this text. A 
wealth of greater detail on the subjeci can be found in the books by Madou (II and 
Kovacs 121. the pape r compendia edited by Muller PI and Trimmer r41. and many other 
publications (5-81. The latest research in the field is presented at the bienniel 
International Conference on Solid-State Sensors and Actuators, the Solid-Sate Sensors 
and Actuator Workshop held on intervening years. and the yearly IEEE International 
Electron Devices Meeting. 

MEMS structures are based upon our ability to sculpt or machine silicon on a 
microe lectronic scale. These micromachining technologies can be broken into three 
groups: (i) Bulk micromachining. (ii) Surface micromachining. and (iii) High-aspect
ratio electroplated structures. The fi rst. bulk micromachining dales back 10 the 196Os, 
when techniques for wet anisotropic etching of various forms of trenches, grooves, and 
membranes in silicon wafers were first developed. Advances in bulk micromachining 
continued rapidly through Ihe 1970s with deve lopment of impurity-dependent etch 
stops. wafer-dissolution processes, and wafer fusion bonding. During the next two 
decades, surface micromach ining, which makes use of the full li thography capability of 
Ie processing. eme rged to form a wide range of new beam. comb. microactuator. and 
rotary structures. The application of circuits to improve the sensor characteristics 

26. 
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ad vanced greatly during this time as well . In the 1990s. processe.~ capable of producing 
high-aspect-rtltio structures we rc developed using thick polymer molds and electro
plating, and tI varicty o f methods for merging MEMS fabrication with Slandtl rd CMOS 
imd bipolar processes were demonstrated. The sections Ihat follow provide a ba.~ ic 

in troduction 10 the forms o f processing previously mentioned. 

11 .1 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SILICON 

Beforc we explore the fabricll1ion of mechanical devices in silicon. we will look at 
some of the mechanical properties o f crystalline silicon. For example. these properties 
are needed to model the electromechanical behavior of rcsonanl beams, comb actua
tors., and pfI .. 'SSure diaphragms. Table 11 .1 contains a compara tive lis t of the mechanica l 
properties of seve ral matcrials 19. 2J. 

MOSI studc11ls in the laboralOry quickly discover (upon dropping Iheir fi rst 
wafer) that silicon is a brittle maleria l Ihat yields ca tastrophically. This behavio r is in 
contrast to our view of most common metals that tend to deform in a plastic manner. 
However. if we ex plore the table. we find Ihal silicon is not as delicate as one mighl 
think. In facl , s ilicon is quite strong. with an int rinsic yield strengt h thaI exceeds high
strength steel and tungsten. Its Knoop hardness is simi larly largc. an t.! Young's mtxl ulus 
for silicon is similar to thal of iro n and sleel. 

Wafers, however. tend to be large in t.!iameter and re latively Ihin. In this state, 
they are fragile. Single-crystal materia l tends 10 cleave o r fracture along cryslal planes. 
and breakage can often be traced to flaws in the bulk. surface, and edges of the wafers. 
Picces that have been sawed from wafcrs often have microscopic chips and defects 
along the edges Ihal can also lead 10 premalu re failure. On the o ther hand. o nce the si l· 
icon wafer has been sawed into fina l form, even a large 2.5 X 2.5 em die ;s qu ite robus!. 
Note also the high value of Knoop hardness for silicon nitride. which is one reason 
nitride makes an excellent protective passivat ion layer for fini shet.! wafers. In addition, 
silicon nitride forms a nearly hennelic scalthat resists moisture penetration. 

TABLE 11 .1 Mechanical Propert ies or Selectl'd !I.'l at~ril1 ls. 

Mlitcrial Density Yield Knoop Young's Thermal 'll1ennlll 
(gkm:) Strenglh Hlintnos Modulus E~PI1fL~ion Conductivi lY 

(GPa) (kgtrnml ) (G I'II) Coerrl(:iem ( IO-61K) (\Wcm-K) 

s; 2.3 7.0 "'" 190 2.3 I.' 
SiDI (Fillers) 2.5 ' .4 1UO 73 05' 0.014 
Si ,N. J . I 14 J500 390 0' O, t9 
Dil1mond J .' " 7000 1000 1.0 2U 
Aluminum " 0.17 130 70 25 2.4 
Tung:. ten 

" 
4.0 490 410 45 I., 

Stt:C1 (ml1~.) 7.' 4.2 1500 210 12 0.97 
tblysilicnn 1.2 170 
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11.2. BUlK MI(RQMACHINING 

Bulk silicon etching. or bulk micro machining [1 0), is the selective removal of signifi
cant regions of silicon from the silicon substrate. ranging from simple cavity fo rmatio n 
to almost complete dissolution of the wafer. Wet chemistry was used in most of the 
o riginal micromach ining proces...es. whereas vapor and plasma etching arc in wide
spread usc today. With ca reful design. the etching processes can be made to be compat
ible with on-chip CMOS circuitry. which has facilitated applicatio n o f bulk 
micromachining to a wide range o f sensors and actuators. 

11.2.1. Isotropic and Anisotropic Etching 

A summary of a few of the IX"Ssible bulk micromachined profiles arc o utlined in Figs. 
11.1- 11 .3. The isotropic etching case of Fig. 11.1 was also discussed in Chapter 2. Here 
the etch progressc'OIi equally in all direct ions and will undercut the mask ing material at 
the surface. Agitation of the nuid during etching creates more rounded features. but 
docs not significantly change the undercutting at the surface. 

In contrast, anisotropic etches at1 ack certain crystal planes much more rapidly 
than others and produce etched cavities with fla t surfaces that intersect each o ther at 
sharp we ll-defined angles. For Ihe case of silicon. <100> and <11 0> planes etch at much 
higher rates Ihan <111> planes. Fo r example. a Solulion of KOH. water. and alcohol 
lit , 121 etches the <100>. <110>. and <Ill > crystal plan<.'S aI relative rates o f 40:30: I. 

This etch rate selectivity can be used to crcatc variOlLOIi cavity and groove struc
tures, as shown in Fig. 11.2. On <100> silicon. the < III > planes intcrsect the surface at 
an angle of 54.74°. forming pyramidal cavities and v·grooves bounded by these planes. 
The etching front is defined by the oxide open ing and proceeds vertically downward as 
the <100> surrace is etched away. exposi ng the slow-c tching < III> planes. The cavity 
thus formed has a nat bottom wil h sloping walls on all four sides of the cavity. since the 
< I 00> surface is symmetrical under 'X)0 rotation. H the etch is permitted to continue, the 

{ SiOl mask 

=. r'=' ,,= ___ J 

('I 

( SiC:! mask 

u==;==~ 

(hi 
FIGURE 11.1 

(a) Isotropic etching without l1gi lldion (Il) with 
agi ta tion 
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FIGURE 11.2 

Ani~ropic etching or <lOb silicon exposes s ll)\o\· etching <III > planes which form it 54.74 
degree angle with the surface. (a) t'c!-mation of II nllt oollomed trench (hI A cavit), in the 
form of an inverted pyramid (c) O,,·; ly in the form ora ··v-grooye'"". 

<111> planes ultimately inlersect each other. forming an inverted pyramid. or v-groove, 
as indicated in the rigure. The depth of nat-bottomed cavities is determined by the etch 
rate and etching time. On the other hand, the v-groove is essentially a sclf-tenninating 
struclure. because of (he slow etch rate of the <111> planes. and the groove depth is 
defined by the width of the mask opening at the surface. Inkjet printer nossles (III 
formed by etching cavities completely through the wafer represent an early application 
of anisotropic etching techniques. It is impoT1anl to realize that the sidewalls are truly 
<1 11> planes only for an etchant with inrinile selectivity. The actual angle of the side
walls will be approxi mate ly 54.60 for 400: 1 elch selectivity and 520 for a 20: I selectivity. 

Cavities with vcrtical side walls can be etched in wafers with < 110> surface orien
tations as indicated in Fig. 11.3(a). For this surface, the slow-etching <1 11> planes pro
duce vertical side walls. This techniq ue wa" used by Tuckerman and Pease /131 to 
fabricate an experimental microchanncl heat sink with very low themlal resistance as 
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(a) Anisotropic etching of < I UP silicon am form ca"ities with "ertical wa lls (h) 
Microchannel hC'a t sink developed byTud:ennan and Pease. Thermal resis
tances below 0.1 "OW were measured. Copyright !98I. IEEE. Reprinted with 
permission from Rd. I !:!/. 

depicted in Fig. II.3(b). He re is an additional note of caution. There are additional pairs 
of <11 b planes that become exposed in the corners of the trenches fo rming angles of 
approximately 22° relative to the surface. The etch barrier openings need to be long and 
relatively narrow to produce deep cavi ties similar to those indicated in the figure. 

11 _2.2 Diaphragm Formation 

Silicon diaphragms similar to those in Fig. l 1.4 have been used for thennal isolation 
and in va rious forms of pressure sensors for many years. Here, a relatively large cavity 
is etched from the backside of the wafer and is te rminated with a few-micron-thick sil
icon diaphragm remaining at the surface. Double-polished wafers arc utilized in dou
ble-sided processing, and special two-sided alignment systems employing special 
split-field optics o r infrared through-wafer viewing have been developed especially for 
MEMS appLications. A layer of wax can be used to protect the topside of the wafer 
during etching. For production, however, more complex mechanica l holders are used 
to protect one side of the wafer during wet anisotropic etching. 
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Etching through a 500-J.l0l wafer. but stopping with only 25 J.l0l o r less remaining, 
requires tight etching control. Ilowevcr, another charaeterislic of the anisotropic etch
ing process was found to solve this control problem. It was discovered that the etch will 
terminate when it encounters a heavily doped boron region. Thus, a buried p" hl)'Cr can 
be used as an etch stop. A Boron doping level of ,,¥O/cm3 reduccs the etch rale 
between 10 and 100 times depending upon the etcham. Another possibility is to tcrmi
nate the etch on a buried oxide layer. such as is available in ei ther SIMOX or fusion
bonded 501 wafers. In fact, the wafer-to-wafer bonding techniques that are uti lized 
today to produce some 501 wafers were o riginally deve loped for MEMS applications. 

A more nexible etch stop technique employs an electrochemical method in 
which voltage biases are applied to different n- and f, ·type regions in the semiconduc
tor while the sample is immersed in Ihe elehant. Wilh the electrochemical approach, 
the etch can be controlled to terminate on either ,,- o r p-type regions. 
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stop and undercutting to fonn 8 free C".mtile\'er bellm (b) SF..M phOto
gr,;ph of cantilever beams formed of SiO!. Reprintoo with pcnnisMon 
from Rc:f. (14J. 

11 .2.3 Cantilever Beams and Released Structures 

Figu re 11.5 depicts formation of a cantilever beam structure us.i ng bulk micromachin
ing. In this case, a cavity is etched in the surface of an epitaxial silicon wafer and termi
nates on a p~ or oxide etch-stop layer. At the S<'lme time, the etchant removes the 
silicon completely from below the oxide region. Upon the completion of the proces.s, a 
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canti lever beam overhangs the silicon cavity. Silicon dioxide, silicon nitride. and meta l 
coated beams represent various process Oplions. As one application, electrostatic 
denection can be used to modulate Ihe position of such canlilever beams 10 fo rm the 
ba."is of a simple mechanical light modulator. 

Machined structures can be comple tely released from the wafer using Ihe p + 
etch stop tech nique. Fabrication of a capacitive pressu re sensor is shown in Fig. 11.6 
/14]. The wafer is firsl anisotropicaUy etched 10 form a cavity topology on thc surface. 
A heavy deep boron diffusion is Ihen used to define a region thai will become a physi
cal support rim for the struclU re. A shallow boron diffu"ion is added, and an insulating 
dielectric film is deposited over the shallow diffusion and pa ttc rned. The bulk of the 
wafer is then s,,1crificed to a silicon etch. producing a fully scu lptured silicon structure 
that is bounded by the diffused p-type regions. TIlis process is referred to as a 
dissolved-wafer process. In the application , the rcJea~ed struct ure fonns one plate of a 
parallel-plate capacitor and is anodically bonded (see Section 11.6.3) to a glass sub
strate containing the other capacitor electrode and interconnections. 

FIGURE 11 .6 

Dissolved wafe r process (a) Etch cllvities 10 fo rm desired surfllee 
topology (b) Selcctive diffusion to form p + e tch stop regions (e) 
Second p region delines thin dillphl1lg.ffi and insulating did~lric 
layc r (d) SITUC'I ure following bonding and remo\'aJ of most of 
wafer. Copyright 19'Xl, IEEE. Reprinted \.lith permission from 
Ref. [\4J. 

L:CJ 
(a) KO H e tch 

(b) Deep norco diffusioo 

Dielectric 

(e) Shallow boron d iUUl;ion: dielectric deposit ion 

(d) E1ectr~ta tic bonding: fin al \\'lI fe r dissolution 
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11 .3 SIUCON ETCH ANTS 

The structures described in the previous section require the use of well-characterizcd 
etchants, and a variety of chemiSl'ries have been formulated for micromachining sili· 
con. A summary of the characteristics of the important etchant categories appears in 
Table 11 .2 [10]. Much of the fabrica tion is moving from wet chemistry to plasma·based 
dry etching, because of environ mental concerns and clean room compatibility issues. 

11.3.1 Isotropic Etching 

HNA, a mixture of hydrofluoric acid. nitric acid, and acctic acid is the most common 
isotropic wet elchant for silicon, Rounding and undercutting can be controlled to some 
degree by solution agi tation, as depicted in Fig. 11.2, Xenon difluoride, XeF2, a solid al 

TABLE 11.2 Comparison of Bulk Silicon Etchanlli IReprinted with pennission from KovllCS e t 111.1 10]. 

HNA Alkali ·O Ii EDP TMAii Xci'? SF~ Pla~ma ORIE 
( H F+ HNO) (eth )-Icne (te tramcthyl. (Deep 
+ Acetic Acid) dinminc ammonium React ive 

pyrochll techoJ) hydrol[idc) Ion Eteh) 

Eteh 1}pe w« wet w," ". d'Y' d'Y d'Y 
Anisotropic'! "" )'0 )~ )'a "" varies )'0 

A\'ailability '''"'''''''' ~~ moderll te moderate limited ~- limited 
5i Etdl R IIIC 1103 1102 OJ}2 to 1 - I 1103 - I > I 
~mfmin 
Si RoughnCSli low I~ I~ variable! high' variable I~ 
Nitride Elch low low low Ito l0 low' low low 

nmlmin 
Oxide E teh 10 to 30 110 10 I lOBO .. I nmlmin vcry low low low 

nm/min nmlmin nm/min 
Al Selcctivc 00 "" ,," )'e57 ,a )'0 )<. 
Au Selective likely )'a ya ,0 )'0 )'0 )''' 
p++ Etdl5top'! no (n slows) "" ,a ,a "" oo{somc 00 

dopant 
effects) 

Elect rochemical )" ,a ,0 "" 00 "" Stop'! 
CMOS "" "" "" y~ ,0 y~ yo 
(;Qmpatiblc?* 
COSl9 low low moderate modera te modcmtc high high 
Dis~1 low 'My d irtiadt modera te NJA NfA NfA 
Safety moderate modcro tc low high modera te'! h igh high 

'Sublimalion from lOIid §OOroe. 

'Varies " 'ith .. , "" ThlhH. can be controlled 10 )ic:1d Vt:.y low roughness. 
• AddiliQn of Xc 10 \"ry lI<:>id1iomruy in For Br etch ~yMCmH"'n yirld opticalty NlIOOIh uufw;a. 
' [.000.' for low b)"d:fogcn o;ontent film. 
• Some formulations do not attack AI, but Ilrr not CIOmnl(ln. 

'With added Si. p<)Iywkio; acid or pH oon .. oI. 
I Defined ali (I) allmo.inj waferlo be inunen.ed di.c:ct ty ,,'llh nosp«ialllIHSUlO:Ii and (2) no atkali i<n. 
9 Includes (01;1 o f equipmenL 
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room temperature and pres.o;ure. sublimes at room tempe rature in a vacuum and pro-
vides one form of dry isotropic etchant for silicon. XeF2 exhibits high selectivity for 
photoresist. silicon dioxide. silicon nitride. and aluminum. {l51 

11.3.2 Anisotropic Etching 

Anistropic e tching has most often been performed using wet chemistry with one of the 
more common etchanls being potassium hydroxide (KOH). Various KOH solutions 
can achieve <110>: <1(Xl>: <11 b plane selectivity as high as 600:400: I and provide 
etch rales of up to 2 ~m/min with good se lectivity for oxide. nitride, and heavily doped 
boron etch stop regions. However. KOH. is corrosive and attacks aluminum. 
Remember that alkali ions-particularly sodium- are a poten tially se rious contami
nan t in MOS gate oxides. Potassium ions represent a similar problem. and KOH is not 
pemitted in mostlC clean rooms. 

Although quite hazardous, EDP (a solution of ethylene d iamine. pyrochatechol 
and water' is one of the useful dopant-dependent anisotropic etches for silicon. with a 
<100>:<111 > selectivity of approximate ly 35:1 and an etch rate approaching I ,.unlmin . 
Although the selectively and etch rate arc lower than KOH. the selectivity for p-type 
doping is considerably higher. EDP, like KOH , attacks aluminum metallization and 
limits its use with CMOS in tegrated circuits. Unfortunately. EDP mixtures are 
extremely corrosive. poten tially carcinogenic. and seldom, if ever, allowed in commer
cial Ie clean rooms. Safely considerat ions also require the use of a reflux condenser. 

TMA H. a quaternary ammonium compound «CH3}.NOH), is one of the more 
useful clean room compatible wet etchants for silicon . TMAH does not contain alkalai 
ions and is available as clean-room grade solutions. The etch rate is approximately 1 
~m1min, alt hough the <100>«111> selectively of 10-35:1 is the lowest of the three 
etchanls mentioned here. The etch rate falls rapidly for boron concentrations of 
1 ~!cm3 and higher. Elch rales for silicon dioxide and nitride. as well as aluminum, can 
be made quite low with proper formull'llion of the TMAH solution. 

Dry~p lasma and reactive-ion e tching of bulk silicon provides a full range of 
isotropic and anisotropic etching possibilities. Sulfur hexafluoride (SF,,) is a gas source 
commonly utilized in plasma systems. Fluorine free radials formed by disassociation in 
the plasma produce etch rates comparable to wet chemislry with isotropic profiles. 
CFCs are used in some plasma systems to simultaneously deposit polymers on the side 
walls of etched regions. These polymers substantially reduce the side-wall etch rate and 
result in anisotropic plasma etching. 

Deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE) can be used 10 produce high-aspcct-ratio 
structures. The Bosch process' 16) involves a sequence of alternative etching and poly
mer deposi tion phases within the plasma-etching system. High-aspect-ratio. vertical
side-wall structures can be produced with high selectively for photoresist, and 
silicon-dioxide-masking layers. Precise e tch stops can be provided by buried SiO l lay
ers formed by SIMOX, or wafer-bonding processes. DRIE systems have also been 
developed that can rapidly e tch vertical profiles completely through silicon wafers. 
Dry-plasma techniques are also now ava ilable for thinning of silicon wafers. 

'Ar~ referred 10 a~ EPW. 
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A structure produced by deep RIE appears in Fig. 11.7. A cavity is first etched in 
a silicon wa fer. A second wa fer is then bondetl on top of the first and thinned to the 
desired thickness by etching. DRIE is then used to etch a high-aspect-ratio spring 
structure into the thinned silicon material. The DRIE process scales well geometrically 
with a useful aspect ratio of 20-25: I. 

11.4 SURFACE MICROMACHINING 

Bulk micromachining techniques. other than plasma processes. are most o rten used to 
produce relatively large sculpturing of the surface or backside of sil icon wafers. 
Surface micromachining on the other hand. builds up microstructures on the surface of 
the silicon wa(er by making use of the full lithography capability of integrated circuit 
processing. The processes common ly involve deposition, patterning and removal of 
various layers of silicon dioxide. polysilicon, phosphosilicate glass (PSG), and silicon 
nitride. PSG is widely used as a Hsacrificial layer:' because of its relative ly high e tch 
rate in hydrofluoric acid solutions. 

11.4.1 cantileve r Beams. Bridges. and Sealed Cavities 

Typical steps in surface micromachining may best be described through examples of the 
formation of such structures. Figure 11.8 depicts the formation of a free -standing poly
silicon bridge and a cantilever beam (1 7, 181. First. a S<lcrifici al silicon-dioxide layer is 
formed by a combination of thermal and CVD oxides and is patterned to open an 
anchor point (or the polysilicon layer. which is then deposited and patterned to form the 
desired beam and bridge geometries. Polysilicon layers provide excellent step coverage. 
111e wafer is then immersed in a 49% HF solution to etch away the sacrificial ox ide, 
leaving the cantilever beam and bridge st ructures anchored to the silicon substrate. 

If the bridge structure is tapered on all four sides. it may be turned into a sealed 
cavily, as shown in Fig. 11 .9. Such cavities can be used as flu id channels or sealed-pres
sure references. Access holes are etched through the polysilicon layer. or formed as 
gaps in the anchor region of the polysilicon. Cavities can be sealed with thin films of 
materials deposi ted by sputtering, evaporation, or CVD. or a reactive seal ma), be 
formed by oxidizing the pol)'silicon layer. Materials such as photoresist, epoxy. o r poly
imide can also seal the cavity. Processes have been developed to achieve a variety of 
sealing conditions ranging from vacuum to atmospheric pressure. 

11 .4.2 Movable In-Plane Structures 

A second surface micromachining example demonstrating the formation of a basic 
rotating structure [201 that rna)' form the basis for a turbine,gear train. or micromotor 
is depicted in Fig. 11.10. A layer of thermal oxide is grown on the silicon surface and 
pa tterned. A second mask is used to create the center step in the oxide shown in Fig. 
J 1.100a). A second layer of polysi licon is deposi ted and cove red with CVD oxide that 
is pattem etl and used as a barrier layer during reactive-ion etching of the pol)'silicon. 
An additional CVD oxide is deposited over the complete structure and patterned 
using plasma etching to ope n the hole in the center that becomes a substra te anchor 
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FIGURE 11.7 
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Deep RIE etching applied to form $pring structure:. (a) Cavity etched in silicon (b) Serond wafer boodc:d oyer e tdled 
cavi ty and thinned (e) Spring structure following DRIE proccs.~ng.. (d) Photomicrograph of completed spring Struc
ture. Copyright 1998, 1 EEE. Reprinted wi th permission from Ref. 1101. 
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Surface micromachining (a) Polysit ioon bridgc following dcp05i lion and pntlcming (b) "ridgc following removal of Ihe 
sacrificia t oxide (e) Canli te\'Cr beam can be formed if one bridge <;upporl is climinaled. 

point for the rotor shaft. A second polysilicon layer is deposited and etched to 
become the shaft for the rotor. The oxide layers represent sacrificial layers that are all 
removed by etching in a final release step in hydronuoric acid. Once the oxide is 
etched away. the rotor is free to turn around the shaft. The various clearances between 
the rotor, shaft , and substrate are all determined by differences in thicknesses of the 
various deposited layers and are of the order of 1- 3 IJn1 in this structure. 

Figure 11.11 presents a resonant beam structure with electrostatic combs utilized 
for input drive and output signal sensing.. The beams in the cen ter of the structure are 
anchored to the substrate at two points and are o therwise free to vibrate. Exdtation is 
applied electrostatically [21] to the comb at one end, and the output signal is removed 
from the other end. Signal transfe r is frequency dependent with high Q resonances 
determined by the physica l dimcnsions and mcchanical properties of the beams. 
Resonant comb structures can used be to induce motion in microactuators and are 
being studied as alternatives to crystal osciUators and a variety of filters used in com
munications receivers and transmitte rs. 
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11.4.3 Out-of-Plane Motion 

The various surface micrOlll<lchined structures outli ned th us far are essent ially two
dimensional in nalure. To achieve operation up oul of the wafer plane and into the 
third dimension , some fonn of actuator and hinge Slruct ure must be fabrica ted. Figure 
11 .12 depicts th ree possible hinge structures {22J that may be (ormed using the fabrica
tion sequence outlined in Fig. 11. 13. 

The (onnalion O( these hinge structures begins wi th the deJXlSition of a tri level film 
consisting of a 1- 2-J.l ffi thick sacrificiallaycr of PSG on the surface o( the silicon wafer, an 
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Microphot0gT8ph of a fabricatctl structure. 
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LPCVD deposition of an undoped polysilicon layer of similar thickness. and. fina lly. a 
sccond PSG laycr. An anneal in nitrogcn at 95£r'C is used to dope the polysilicon with 
phosphorus from Ihe PSG layer and to minimize mcchanical stress in the polysilicon. 

Next, the lOp PSG layer is completely removed. and Ihe polysilicon layer is pat
tcrned to achieve the desired hinge piRie and pin geometry from fig. 11.12. The second 
sacrifidallayer of PSG is depositcd and pallcrncd to open con tact points to either the 
substrate or the first layer of polysilicon. A second sandwich of polysilicon and PSG is 
deposited and undergoes another combined doping-annealing step. The top PSG is 
removed, and the second layer of polysilicon is patterned to defi ne staples that anchor 
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FIGURE 11 .12 

11'1Ta:-dimensional hingc::s (a) ArtiSls con
cept of ntised hinge (b) lJIyoot of a hinge 
similar to tha t in (a) which is anchorcd to 
the silicon surface; (e) and (d) reprc:senl 
pol~"Silicon plates that arc hinged 10 eoch 
o ther using two forms of hinges .but arc 
free from the "ilicon. Copyright 1992, 
Pergamon Press., Sensors and Actuator.;, 
reprinted with pcrmlMIOfl from Ref. (221. 
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FIGURE 11.13 

Fon JUl tl(ln or tIN:: hlOge in Fig. 11. lla. (a ) Definition of 
the hinge pla te in the fi~t poly.;ilicon layer with two 
SlIcllrlCill l oxidc IIl)'cnl (b) Formation of the anchored 
~st apleH 10 the sttond pol)' layer (c) Anchor and plate 
following rerTlOYal of the sacrificial oxMIc layers. 
Copyright 1992. Pcrgamon Press. Scnsors and 
Actuators. reprinted wi th permission from Ref. [221. 
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the structure to the substrate or connect the two polysilicon layers to {onn the hinges. 
The final step is to release Ihe structu res by etchi ng away the sacrificial PSG oxides in 
HF, rinsing. and drying. 

The hinged devices are now frce to be moved up off Ihe surface. In the firsl 
demonstralion devices, movement was accomplished in a tedious manual fashion. 
More recen tly, structures have been fab ricated that include mechanisms necessary to 
raise the hinge plate out of the wafer plane and control its posilion. Figure 11 .14 pro
vides an example of such a th ree-dimensional Sl.rUCIUre fabrica ted at Sandia Nationa l 
Laboratories (Courlesy of Sandia Nalional Uiboratorics, [23)). 

11.4.4 Release Problems 

A subtle problem with wet-released structures is the tendency of lhe surfaces 10 stiek 
together. Capillary forces lend to pulli he surfaces toward each other, and once in con
tacl.the surfaces remain stuck together. Hydrogen- oxygen bond ing and van der Waals 
forces have been proposed as two mechanisms fo r the sticking problem. One anti-stiet
ing approach uses critical-point d rying of carbon dioxide. Waler is replaced by 
mel hanoi and Ihen by liquid CO2 under high pressure. As Ihe temperature is raised, 
the CO2 changes 10 gas and is removed. A phase-ehange release tech nique using 
l-butyl alcohol is a second melhod arou nd the problem 124]. Waler in the structure is 
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(a) SEM photograph of hinged st ructure ra ised with gear dn\,e. (b) Qose-up of one 
of the: hinges. ICourtes)' of Sandia National LaboralOrif5.{231) 

replaced by the ,-butyl alcohol. which is then frozen by reducing the temperature to 
slightly below room temperature. The alcohol is subsequently removed by sublimation 
in a vacuum, leaving an inherently dry structu re. 
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11.5 HIGH-ASPECT-RATIO MICROMACHINING: THE lIGA MOLDING 
PROCESS 

The aspect mtio of deviccs produced by surface micromachining is limited by the re la
tive ly thin layers that can be deposited. An allemative process. called L1 GA [lithogra
phy, ga lvanoformung (electroplating) and abformung (molding)}. described in this 
section uses thick photoresisls as molds that are subsequently fill ed via metal plating 
processes. l ne UGA process produces micromachined de\1ccs with very high aspect 
ra tios wi th thicknesses that range from 50 to as much as 500 ~m (25J. 

The conceptual process de picted in Fig. 11 .15 represents the basic L1GA process 
enhanced with surface rnicromachining (SUGA). A sacrificial layer is deposited on 
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(h) SEM pIlologrnph . Cop)Tightl998. IEEE. 
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the substratc, patterned, and thc n covcrcd by a thin mctal plating base, such as sput· 
tcrcd Titanium/Nickcl. A thick, 50-500 IJm. layer of PMMA (polymethylmcthracry· 
late), an X-ray scnsitive photoresist material, is depositcd on the surface. Photon 
illuminatio n fro m a synchrotron X-ray source is used to expose thc desi rcd pattern 
through the fuJI thickness of the PMMA laycr. After devclopment, a microscopic mold 
o f the desircd part is fa nned. Then the resulting cavities in the PMMA are fill ed with 
electroplatcd Nickel. Pcrmalloy (nickel/iron), gold , copper. and many other materials 
arc commonly electro plated as well. Fabricatio n is completcd by thc removal of the 
PMMA and basc·plaling electrodes, as well as the ~Icrificia l layer bcnealh the plated 
Ni. Structures ranging from 50 }.1m to several millimetcrs in height have becn fabri
cated by using the L1GA process. 

An example of a completcd tcst dcvicc appears in Fig. 11.15(h) (25 ). Dimensional 
variations in such a structure can be held to as little as 0.1 }.1m per 100 }.1m of height for a 
lOO-}.Im-diameter gear. Howcver, very narrow-width devices arc not possible because the 
PMMA mold is not mechanically stable. Obviously a primary limitation of the process is 
the requirement for an X-ray exposure system. In addition, X-ray masks are also consid
erably more d ifflCullto fabricate than masks for standard oplicallithography. 

11 .6 SIliCON WAFER BONDING 

Bonding of silicon to itse lf or other matcrials has long been used to crcate MEMS 
devices. Bonding pennits the jo ining of silicon devices thaI must be fabricated by 
incompatible silicon processes, as wcll as devices that must involve materials or sub
strates other than silicon, particu larly glass. Bonding is also a highly important process 
for the packaging of many sensors. 

11.6.1 Adhesive Bonding 

Thc simplcst fonn of bonding, and one that satisfies many requireme nts. utilizes an 
adhesive layer such as a commercial epoxy or olher glue. Photoresist, polyimide, and 
PMMA have bee n used successfull y as adhesive and pro tectivc layers. If necessary, 
oxygen plasmas can remove (or ash) Ihese compounds, ahho ugh residual inorganic 
con taminants may remain . 

11.6.2 Silicon Fusion Bonding 

Direct wafer-to-wafcr bonding is used to fuse silicon substrates to each other (26). 
Although the mechanism is no t totally understood, the bonding is assumed to involve 
formatio n o f a silicon-oxygcn-silicon bond between the two wafers with liberation of 
a water molccule: 

(11.1 ) 

The surfaces to be bonded must be extremely smooth. fl at. and clean , and as part 
of the fina l cleaning procedure. the surfaces are normally hydrated to insure presence 
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of an abundance of O--H groups. The centers of the wafers arc brought into contact. 
Once initial cd, a contact wave front sweeps across the wafers joining the entire sur
faces. A high-Iempc rature-annealling step significantly increases the strength of the 
bond. AI temperatures above IOOO"C. lhc bond strength is said to approach thai of the 
si licon wafer itself. Obviously, any particulatc maner on either wafer surface will cause 
voids to fonn in the bonding. 

An example of the formation of an experimental reentrant cavity heat sink for 
liquid cooling applica tions using anisotropic etching and silicon fusion bonding is 
shown in Fig. 11 .16. Here. a two--stcp anisotTopic elching process has becn used to form 
cavities that reach through the silicon wafcr. The cavity wafer is thcn fusion bonded 10 
the wafer cOnlaining high4 hcat-nux lCs. 

An alternative fusion-bonding technique first forms an oxide on the surface of 
each wafer. Bonding then proceeds in a manner similar to that just described. This see4 

ond method is one of the techniqucs used 10 form the sil icon-on-insu lator substratcs 
required for both the Sal CMOS and dielecttica lly isolatcd bipolar technologies men 4 

tioned in Chaplers 9 and 10. One additional bonding technique ut ilizes thin intermedi· 

(,) 

(0) 

Ie dlC or healel;,.. 

('l 

FIGURE 11.16 

Wafer·lo·wafer 
bonding layer 

/ 

(d) 

Reentrant ct\vily heal sink strtlClUre (a) Top vicw ofsiJioon wafer ",ith etched cavi tk:s (b) ca \"it)' CfO§S seclion follo",'
illg secolld etching slep (cl Cavity wafer fusion bond .. d 10 ~oond si licon wafer Wl lh thermal source on lOp td) SEM 
photograph of cavity array "'ill1 420ca\·ilieslcm1. Copyrighl I99J. IEEE. Reprinted with pcrmi~ion from Ref. [27). 
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ate layers of e\'aporated gold can be utilized to foml a conductive silicon-gold eut ectic 
bond between two wafers. 

11 .6.3 Anodic Bonding 

Silicon (.as well as metals) can be bonded to glass using a low-temperature fi eld
assisted anodic bonding process as depicted in Fig. II .t7. The silicon wafer is biased as 
the electrical anode and the glass substrate as the cathode with an applied voltage as 
high as 1200 Y. The sandwich is healed to 300-400"C. and mobile sodium ions in the 
glass migrale 10 the cmhode leaving fixed charge and a high electric fi eld at the 
g1ass-silicon int erface supported by image charges in the silicon. The combination of 
eleva ted temperature and high field ca uses chemical bonds to form between Ihe silicon 
wafer and glass substrate. Glasses with therma l expansion coefficienlS similar to silicon 
arc utilized to minimize thennal stresses. Corning 7740 (pyrexThl ) & 7707, Scholl 8329 
and 8330, and Iwaki 7570 are widely used for MEMS applications. 

Anodic bonding can also be used to join silicon wafers. A thin (a few !-un) inter
mediate layer of glass is sputtered on one of the silicon wafers. The second wafer is 
brought in to contact with the glass layer_ and the two wafers arc anod ically bonded_ 
Sinee the glass layer is quite thin. much lower « 75V) voltages are required for the 
anod ic bonding process. Spin-on and evaporated-glass layers have also been used suc
cessfully in anodic bonding. 

Thermal enclosure 

Feedlhrough 

Silicon I ~-----":"--,,,,:::,--,,,,:.r-i-''''. 
wafer -t-- ~ 

v 

FIGURE 11,17 

EJeClrostatic bonding of glass to a silicon wafer in a small o,'en 
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Both anodic and fusion bonding can be utilized to produce scaled and open cav
ity structures using combinations of silicon and glass substrat es. Anodic bonding can 
be done at either atmospheric or reduced pressure, and the sealed cavity pressure will 
reflect the ambient pressure and temperature of the bonding condi tions. 

• 

11.7 IC PROCESS COMPATIBILITY 

To combine the power of VLSr signal process ing with MEMS devices. MEMS fabrica
tion steps must somehow be merged with high-density IC processes. However. a major 
issue in has always been process incompatibili ty between MEMS and standard CMOS 
or bipolar processes. Many of the origina l processes and chemicals specific to the for
mation of MEMS structures arc not compatible with clean room technology. This has 
led to movemenl away from wet chemistry and into dry processing. Still. most attempts 
to merge MEMS with IC processes tend 10 separate the two process seq uences. In pre
processing. for example. the MEMS structures arc completely fa bricated be fore any 
CMOS processing begins. After complction of the CMOS processing. the final release 
step is pc rfonned. In postprocessing, the CMOS process flow is comple ted first, and 
then the MEMS process steps arc added 10 the end . Although considerable research is 
currently being conducted in to monolithic integration of MEMS. hybrid fabrication, 
and packagi ng techniques still often represcnt the most economical solution 10 com· 
bining MEMS devices and standard integrated ci rcuits. 

11.7. 1 Preprocessing 

An example of the preprocessed approach is the Sandia CMOS technology {29] shown 
in Fig. 11 .18. Cavities are etched in the wafer and passivated with a nilride insulator 
wherever MEMS devices arc to be formed. Surface micromachining processes arc uti· 
lized to form th e MEMS devices in the caviti es including the first polysilicon intercon· 
nect layer that is uscd 10 make electrical connections between the mechanical 
structures and polysilicoll contact studs. The studs subsequently provide the interface 
path 10 the CMOS circuitry. Following fabrication, the MEMS c.1Viries arc completely 
fill ed with a sacri fi cial oxide and planarizcd using CMP. Next , a standard CMOS 
process flow forms the CMOS circui try con nected to the polysilicon studs using the 
first CMOS mClallevel. The completed CMOS circuitry is then protectcd by a nitride 
laycr, and the sacrificial oxide is removed from the MEMS c.1Viti es to completc Ihe 
fu lly released MEMS device. In this preprocess sequence, the CMOS circuitry does not 
sec any detrimental additions to its thcnnal budget from high-tempera ture processing 
steps related 10 the MEMS fabrication. 

11 .7.2 Postprocessing 

Rgure 11.19 depicts a process developed at the Univcrsity of Cailifornia at Be rkele~ 

130] in which thc mechanical structures arc formcd followi ng completion of the CMOS 
circuit ry_ A standard p -well CMOS process forms the CMOS circuitry. except for the 
use of tungsten metallization, which is a refractory metallhat can withstand high· lem· 
perature processing. A nitride passivation layer protccts the CMOS devices during 
MEMS machining. 
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MEMS region 

Oxide-nit ride 
sandwich 

A Ct'05S sect ion of CMOS electronlC!!i combined wi th preprocessed MEMS devices. The MEt-IS elements are rabri · 
cated in a cavill' lhal IS re fil led I'oi lh a sacrificial oxide and planarized Vl3 eMP poor 10 CMOS processing. Arter J. H. 
Smith el al.. Re[ {291. 

m· t),pe subst rate 

FIGURE 11 . 19 

CMOS electronics combined with poIlprocessed MEMS de\'lco.. After J. M. Buslillo et aJ .• Ref. lJOJ. 

The MEMS deviccs arc fabricalcd over the ni1ride. and oxide-insulated region. 
Interconnection between the clectrol1lcchanico l devices and the activc CMOS cir
cuitry is accomplishcd with thc polysilicon gate laycr of the inlcgratcd circuit and thc 
first polysilicon layer of the MEMS rcgion. 

A reccnt approach to postprocessing (31 , 32) ulti lizcs deposi tion of 5.'lcrificiallay
ers of polyCl)'stallinc Gcnnanium laycrs that ca n be ctched in HZOl . Structural la}'crs 
are formed from poly-SiGc. Thcse depositions can be done be low 450 DC and arc thus 
compmible with aluminu m laycrs that arc present in CMOS ICs. 
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11.7.3 Merged Processes 

Various approaches have been de\/eloped in which the MEMS processes arc fully 
merged with standard CMOS and bipolar fabrrcation steps. Th ree possibilities are out· 
lined nex!. In the first case, (sec Fig. 11.20). dry-processing steps arc added to a CMOS 
process to release MEMS structures [33J. The third level of metal in the CMOS process 
is used as an etch mask in the definition of the MEMS devices. An an isotropic RIE 
step etches vertical wa lled trenches through the oxide layers and is followcd by a simi
lar anisotropic RI E of the silicon. Release is achieved by isotropic etching of 1he ma te
rial between the trenches. 

Figure 11.21 shows a merged process now de\'eloped at the Un iversity of 
Michigan 13411hnl forms diaph ragms Ulat can be uti lized in a variety of applications. 
The process begins with the definitiOn and implantation of the boron dose for the 
CMOS p-well. A barrier oxide is deposited. and windows arc opened and followed by a 
deep (15-~m) p + etch stop d iffusion. At the same tim e, the p-well is driven in to a 
depth of approximately 5 ~m. Next , a 2-Jlm-deep p-typc diffusion is used to define the 
pressure diaphragm thickness. Recessed oxidation is used for CMOS isolation. fol· 
lowed by deposition and patterning of oxide and nitride dielectric layers on the 
d iaphragms. A standard CMOS process flow continues from this poin t. and polysi licon 
and metal layers ca n also be pallerned as needed in Ihe diaphragm regions. At the fina l 
process step, the diaphragm is etched from Ihe backside using EDP. Gold on chromium 
me tallization is used 10 prevent interconnect corrosion by the EDP e tch. 

Analog Devices has developed 1.1 merged bipolar- MEMS process (BiMEMS) 
(35]. In this caSC,a shallow I I + layer is used as the under pass from the metal layer in the 

l"refabri('Bled CMOS (3·Ie\·cl AI) 

fiiiiiiiii~~o:-_ ~ 

. . . 
, 

" " ... ,' . . .~ ...... ," -' 

C,) 

Anisotropic SF"~ R IE ctch 

(,) 

FIGURE 11.20 

Anisotropic CHFy0 2 RIE e tch 
Mctal 3 

(b) 

Isotropic SFt!02 RI E ctch 

(d) 

Example of thc usc of variablc anisotropy dry etching to form MEMS devic:n within /I CMOS IC tcchnology. (a) 
CMOS v.ith the third level of metal paitellled as a mask for subscquent silicon e tching step!> (b) Structure following 
RI E of dielecu 1c layen (c) Anisotropic etch of the silicon wi th SF~ plasma (d) Beam release completed wim isot ropic 
etch in SF6 plasma. Copyright 1998. IEEE. Reprinted wi th permis5ioo from Ref. [10]. Arter G. K. Fedder ct aI., Ref. (33]. 
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FIGURE 11 .21 

Process flow which merge; standard p-wcll o.i05 
\\-lth p' etch stops and micromachine<! diaphragms. 
(Vertical dimensions nO( 10 !!Cale.) Copyright 1998. 
IEEE. Reprintetl "'llh permission from Re( I34J. 

bipolar circuitry to the polysilicon layer in the MEMS regions. lne BiMEMS process is 
one of the few merged processes actually used in fabricating commercial products. 

SUMMARY 

MEMS Icchnology dc\'elopmcnt has brough l logcther innovations from many areas of 
microelectron ics 10 rapidly become a discipline of its own. and the MEMS arca repre
sents one of looay's most exciting areas of microelectronics activity. Today's microma
chined syslcms combine the signal processing and computal ional capabilit y of analog 
and digital iOlegratcd circuits with a wide variety of nonelectrical clemenlS., including 
pressure. temperature and chemical sensors. mechanical gears and actualors. 3D mirror 
structures. elc., and we havc only begun to scralch thc surface of biomedical appl ications. 

MEMS structures are based upon our abili ty to sculpt or machine silicon on a 
microelectronic scale. Bulk micromachining dales back to thc 196Os, when techniques 
for wet anisotropic etching of various forms of trenches, grooves. and membranes in 
silicon wafers were fi rst developed_ Advances in this area continued rapidly through 
thc 1970s with the dcvclopmenl of impurity-dcpendent etch stops, wafer-dissolution 
processes. and warer fusion bonding. More recently. surface micromachining, which 
makes usc of the full lithography capability of Ie processing. came to the forcfronl. 
and many flew beam. comb. micro..'lctuC1tor, and rotary strUctures were conceived. 
Processes capable of prooucing high-aspcct-ratio structures have been devcloped to 
usc thick polymer molds and clectroplating. or deep Rl E. 
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A variety of methods for merging MEMS fabrication with standard CMOS and 
bipolar processes have been developed . Pre- and postprocessing techniques both 
altempt to mainrain a separation between MEMS fabrication steps and standard 
CMOS process nows. Fully merged processes have also been developed. Prese nt fabri 
cation is moving from wei chemistry to plasma-based dry e tch ing, because of environ
mental and clean room compatibility issues. 
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PRO BLEMS 

11.1 DemOllSlrate th <l t a <111> plane makes an <Ingle 0( 54.14" with a <100> plane. 

11.2 What is the angle of the pl<l nes in the bottom of the grove on the <lID> surface in Fig. 
11.3(b)? 

11.3 A IO-micro n'decp v·groove is 10 be formed in the surface of <100> silicon. What is the 
widlh of the mask opening? 

1.1 .4 Draw a possiblc cross section o fthc hinge structure in Fig. I l. 12(b). 

11 .5 VMOS was a tcchnology 136, 37) that madc usc of gro(Wes to reduce the channel length 
and increase the W/L nllio of fhe MOS transiSlOr. The channcl is formed o n thc four 
sides of a pyramid, and ils length is dctcrmined by the thickness of t.he epitaxial layer and 
the diffusions. At the time VMOS was invcntcd,channcllengths avail<l ble with this tech
nology wcre much shorter than those that could be achieved with nonnnl planar lithog
raphy. Figurc PI L5 shows a vcnical MOS transistor (VMOS) fabricatcd using 
anisotropic clching of <100> silicon. If the p-cpitaxial laycr is 4 pm thick and the n + 
buricd Inyer and diffusions consume a to tn! of 2 pm in depth. what is the Icngth of the 
channcl of the transistor? 

FIGURE P 11 .S 

Diffusion 
(()IlIaCI 

Iii, Figure PI 1.6 shows a bipolar tram;islOr fabricatcd on < 100> silicon using v-groove isolalion. 
What is the minimum isolation gro()\~ wi(h h at the surface if the epilaxiallayer is 5 pm thick 
and a I-pm minimum isolation width is required aI the bottom of the gro(m~? Docs this 
st"Cm competlti\'c from an area poin t of .. ;cw with other isolation processes? Which ones? 

~~. 
FIGURE P 11.6 P 

11 .7 Draw a top view of fhe mask set ncedcd to produce a square sealed cavity similar 10 that 
in Fig. 11 .9. Assume Ihat Ihe cavity is opt:n along one edge. 

11 .8 A cavity is scaled by anodic bonding at almospheric pressure at a temperature o f 400 "C 
What is the cavily pressure al27 "0 (Thc cavity dimensions 811 he surface arc 250 pm on 
a side and the ca vity is 25 pm deep.) 

11.9 A scaled cavity is to have a pressure of I psi at room temperature (27 "q. If Ihc scal is 
fonned by anodic bonding al a Icmperature of 350 cc. what musl be fhe ambient pres
sure during bonding? Assume that Ihe cavity dimensions at the surface are 150 pm o n a 
side and the cavity is 15 pm dcep. 
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11..10 A 20X 20 array of cavities with JO X 10 f.lm square openings is to be etched through a 500-
f.lm-thick <100:> silicon wafer using an isotropic wet etching. What is the closc5t center-to
center sp.1c;ng of the IQ..J.lm ca" ty openings? What is the area of the array? 

1\.11 An estimate for the lateral resonant frequency of the structure in Fig. 11 .1 1 is given by 

/. = J....J4E, tW1 
" 211' ML]' 

assuming thatthcre is no residual stress in the polysil icon film and where Ey is Young's 
modulus, W, L,and f are the width, length ,and Ihickn~ respectively, of the "erlical suP'" 
ports connecled to the anchor points, and M is the mass of the suspended shuttle. 
Suppose the width W = 2.5 f.lm and t = 2 f.lm . Estimate I" for the layout in Fig. 11 .II(a). 
Assume that the density of polysi licon is similar to Ihal of silicon. 

U.ll A <100> sil icon wafer is anisotropically etched to expose the <I l l> planes through a 
large square opening. As mentioned in the text. infi nite selectivity is required to achieve 
the ideal slope of 54.74°. (a) Calculate the actual sidewall slope if the etchant has a selec
tivity of 400:1. (b) Repeat for selectivity of 20:1. 

• 



Answers to Selected Problems 

Chapter 1 

1.3 177, I4B 
1.5 1.5 years, 5.1 years 
1.7 2.0 years, 6.7 years 
1.9 150 MW,6BO kA 
1.11 277 d ice 
1.13 JOS,4 x 111.2.5 x 109 

Chapter 2 

2. 1 95.3%,98.6% 
2.5 0.536,0.403 ~m 
2.7 96.5nm:O. l ~m 

Chapter 3 

3. 1 9 min., 2.3 hrs. 
3.5 9.9 min, Eq. 3.8 is nOl valid for dry 

ox idati on with X, < 25 nm! 
3.7 2.7 hrs. 
3.9 58 nm. 1.54 ~m 
3.11 0.430 !-1m 
3.13 3.55 hrs. 
3. 15 O. 15 1Jrn 
3.17 carnation pink , carnation pink 

Chapter 4 

4.1 5.8 pm, 5.3 !-1m. 47 !lID, 60 0/0 
4.3 5.14 hr. 83 0/0,6.7 X 10 '.('cm2 

4.5 1150 for 10.7 hrs,5 x 10 III/em] , 
1.66 X 10 13/cm2, 

4.7 2.18 J.lrn 
4.9 5.B D, 4.7D,3900 
4.13 Drive in for 9 hrs at 11250 C. Dose is 

too low for preposition by solid-solu
bility limited diffusion at even 9(X1l C. 

4.15 14.5ruo, 34.9ruo,203ruo, 
3770 OlD, 9.72 ruo, 12.5 ruo 

4. 19 5 min 
4.23 100 ppm, 30 minutes exposure is life 

threatening - evacuate quickly! 
ABine is a factor o f 10 morc toxic 
and is immediately life threatening 
evacuate immedia te ly! 

Chapter 5 

5.1 3.33 x lO' 8/cm3, 1.1 x IO'3/cm2. 
0.401lm 

5.3 900 keY 
5.5 5.06 x 1O'·'cm2.1O.I hrs. 
5.7 4.50 x 10'4/cm2.66.7 sec. 
5.9 245fl/O,2.76 x lO'4/cmz. 470 kcV. 

0.53 fJm. 1.47 fJm 
5.11 2.98 x Ht m/scc. 1.98 x I(~ m/scc, 

2.69 x let m/sec 
5.1 3 90 nm, 0.82 fJrn. 8.77 x \013/cmZ, 

1.1 3 x 10 '''/cmz, 
5. 15 4 x 10 " /cmz, 
5. 19 5.60 x 1O~ 12 cmz, 5.48 X 1O~ 1 2 cmz 
5.2 1 1.82 x 1O~ 1 2 cm2. 1.79 x 1O- 12cm1 

Chapter 6 

6. 1 
6.3 

6.5 
6.7 
6.9 
6. 11 

6.15 

6. 17 

120 fJsec 
2.68 x 1014 molecules/sec, 
7.5 x 1O-1 To rr 
4.16x 1O- 12 Pa 
8.0nm 
71.1 em 
0.14 Ilm/min.O.02 Ilm/min. 1245°C, 
0.35 eV, 1.52 cV 
1.1 3, 1.56,2.44 

10'" enc( x/2Vo;1). 
Ds =: 6.45 x JO l!icmZ/sec 
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Chapter 7 

7. 1 32 mOlD, 1.6 0, 175 fF, 0.28 psec 
7.3 7.BOJO.5.00J0. 40ruO. 
7.5 0.5 jln-cm2

, 50 0 
7.7 40 time uni ts, 430 unitS 
7.9 20 mA 
7. 11 0.80 0 

Chapter 8 

8.3 392. 492.3626 
B.5 

B.7 
8.9 
B. ll 
B. 13 
B. 15 
B.17 

Depe nds upon die placement : 
best case 2126 or 7.7%. worst case 0, 
approximately 3. 1 
$7.65 \ '5. $9.79. S13.70 vs. S16.4O 
cxp( -D"A) 
17.7,31.4,70.7 
17%.0 
44. 22.7.2.0 
O.0737/em2, 0.04 I 2Jcm2 

Chapte r 9 

9. 1 5 V 
9.3 14 V 
9.5 2 x 1O'6/cm3 

9.9 increases by a , increases by a, 
increases by a l ! 

9. 13 4.4 J.lm 
9.1 9 448 )'? 40}.,2 
9.21 2.5 X lO,s/em), 175 mA.699 kW! 

Chapter 10 

10. 1 
10.3 
10.5 
10.7 
10.9 

10. 11 
10.1 3 
10. 19 
10.27 

4 x 1O' 6 seclem4.2 x 1O"seclcm4
, L45 

Approximately 70 V 
3.64 pm 
BV,50 V. SO V 
0.5. 1.0. 2d(W + L )/WL where d is the 
diffusio n depth. a square with L = W 
and ~ = 4d/L 
18Vvs.60 V 
24.9 ko, 1.25 kO, 104 0 
=. 40n m 
6-7 V, 20V 

Chapter 11 

11.3 14.2tJm 
11 .5 2.45 tJm 
11.9 2.1 psi 



Index 
A 

Abrupr pn junction breakdcM'Tl ,ul lage 
1f.1: impurit y conccnlrmion, 205 

Addit ive mcta l li ftoff, 165 
Addit ive pl"oress, l64-166 
Adhesion improvement. 22 
Adhesive bonding 

silicon wafer txmding. 289 
Advanced bipolar structures, 253-258 

dwl! poI.ysilicon self·aligned process. 254-257 
looo5 isolated self-aligned contact structure. 254 
silicon b>elmanium epi lAxia l base transistor. 257- 258 

Aggressh -e design rules 
MO S transisloriayoul and design rules,218-219 

A lignment marks 
t:xample. 23 

Alignmeniloicrancc.2 J2 
Alignmenl varialion 

design rules. 218 
A luminunl 

bulk resistivit)" 153 
mechanical propenies. 270 

Aluminum contacts 10 si licon 
types. 154 

Aluminum imcrconllooion failure 
scanning e learon micrographs, 158 

Aluminum-silicon a l1O)'ing 
a luminum spiking, 156 

A luminum-silioon euteclic beha\'ior 
meta l interoonnections and contaa 

technology. 154-155 
A luminum-silicon system 

contact resistivity. 157 
phase diagram, ISS 

Aluminum spiking 
Aluminum-si liCOf\ nlloying. l56 
a nd junction penelml ion 

metal inleroonncctions and COf\ lact 
technology, 155-156 

Amorphous layer 
dose requirement. 120 

Analyt ical microscopes. 37 
Angle-lap mclhod 

jundion-tlepth measurement, 90-91 
AnisOiropic backside etching 

d iaphragms. 274 
Anisotropic elching. 272, 273 

bulk micmmachining. 271- 273 
silicon e tchants. 278-279 

A nisotropy dry e tching 
MEMS de,·icc fonnatioo, 294 

Anneali ng 
ion implanlat io n. 118-121 
rapid lhenn.11 

shallow ion implalllation, 123 
Anodic bonding 

silicon wafer bond ing. 291-292 
Antimony 

diffusion system , 100 
during oxid1 tion, 51 

Area array o f pads 
die layout. 180 

Arsenic 
d uring oxidation, 51 

Arsen;c diffusion 
pmpen ies, 81 
system, 99-100 

Arsine 
threshold limit rcromnlendations.99 

Asymmelrica l reactive km etching system. 2:1 
Atmospheric-preiSure reactor 

CVD, 137-138 
Atomic diffusioo 

t~imensiona l lallice.68 

B 

Background concent ra tions 
1-'.1 peak concentmtion ... ll fl 

B<lll grid arrAy( OGA ), I90 
cross-section. 190 

Barrel VPE rcactOl", 143. 144 
Barrier lAyer fonnation 

photol ithogrOlphic process. 21 
BOlIn er metals. 164 
B.'ISC di ffusion 10 i5oIOltioll diffusion spacing 

layout considerations, 251 
Base resisto r 

eJemenls in SOC technology, 244-245 
Basc ..... id th 

bipolar process integral ion. 237- 239 
B<lsic muhi level mela11iu lt ion, 166-1 67 
BGA, I9O 
Ol-:lF,25 
BiCMOS 

bipoJOlr process integrat ion, 262- 263 
Bipolar isolm ion techniques. 259-262 

COl. 259 
d ieleclric i5Ol8Iion.259-262 

Bipolar junct ion Iransislor 
venical impurity profi le. 234 

Bipolar process. 10-11 
cross·sectio nal views, 12 
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flowchart, 13 
integration,233-264 

BipoLar process. continued 
adV<lnccd bipolar structures. 253-258 
base~dth.237-239 
BICMOS, 262- 263 
bipolar isolation techniques, 259-262 
breakdown voltages, 239-242 
current gain. 235 
e lements in SBC technology, 243-249 
exercise problem~ re lated to, 265-268 
junction-isolated structure, 233-235 
la)'oul consideratiOtls, 249-253 
tnmsit time, 236-237 

Bipolar transislOT'S 
isolation region,251 

Body effed. 205 
80E, 25 
Boron 

during oxidation. 5 I 
p-Iype dopant.. 97 

Boron diffusion 
deep.V6 
properties. 81 
shallow. 276 
system,97- 1}8 

Boron impurity distributions 
four-mOfTlCI1I distribUlion funct ions. 12 1 

Breakdown vol tages. 239--242 
circular emitters, 240 
collecto r-base breakdown voltage. 240-242 
eminer-basc breakdown mltage. 239- 240 

Bridges 
surface miaomachining, 279 

Buffered oxide e tch (BOE or BHf), 25 
Bulk micromachining,271- '1:16 

cantilever beams. 275-276 
diaphragm fonnation, V3-'1:14 
isotropic and anisotropic etching. 271- 273 
rcleastd structures, 275-276 

Buried contacts. 152. 160 
polysilicon interconnections. l ffi 
SlTUcturc.161 

Buried layer. 10 
epilax)',145-147 
and isolation diffusions 

layoUi consi<ler,dions. 249-251 
Bulted contacts, 152 

c 

polysilicon interconnections, 162 
struClUrc, 161 

C1ntilever beams 
bulk micromachining. 275-'1:16 
surface micromac:hining. 27lJ 

C1Vity anisotropic e tching. 275 
Cavity fonnation 

scalcd.282 
CDI 

bipolar isolation tcchniques. 259 
Ceramic l ead l~chip carriers, 186 
Olanneling 

ion implantaiion.II8-121 
Olannellcngth 

MaS transistor layout and design rules.219-Z21 
Oiemic.11 mechanic.'t/ polishing (CM P),56-57 

mult ile\-'Cl metallizat ion fabri cation. 59 
process. 167 

Damascene pla ting, 168 
technique. 58 
thCmlaJ oxidation o r silicon. 56 

Chemical vapor deposit ion (CVD),5.136-141 
meta l, 141 
polysilicon. l38-l39 
reactors. 137-138 
silicon di01dde, 139-140 
silicon nitride, 140-141 

Olip-on-board packaging., 193 
Oiip Scale Packages (CSPS), 184.193 
Orcular emitters 

breakdown voltages, 240 
cross connected quad. 240 

CircularTO-~lyle 

packages. 184 
Class ratings 

fi ltration effectiveness, 18 
Clean rooms 

fihratm c(fecti\,eness 
class rating, 18 

CMOS. See Complcmcll1ary MOS (CMOS) 
CM P. See Chemical mech:U1iclI l polishing (CMP) 
Cobah 

bulk resistivi ty. 153 
Collector-base breaJ:down vol tage 

breakdown VOhill,'CS. 240-242 
Coilector·ba'iCd junction breakdov.Tl voltab'C.241 
Colledor-based sp"'lCe-charge region growth, 242 
Collector-diffusion isolation (CDI) 

bipolar isolation techniques, 251) 
Color chan 

comparisons. 59 
thennally grown silicon d ioxide. 60 

Complementary e rror funClion, {f}-7 1 
barrie r layer. 80 
I'$. Gaussian distribution, 71 

Complemenlary MOS (CMOS) 
e lectronics 

cross-seclion, 293 
process, 9-10 

illustrated views. II 
structure 

cross-section, 225 



Iwin- .... 'C11 processes.223 
VLSI, 141 

CompiemenL.'lry MOS (CMOS) tcchnology,22I-226 
gate doping. 222- 223 
i5OI<l tiOl1,224-225 
lalchup,225 
n-well pr~ 221 

minimum spacing requirements, 224 
p-.... 'C II process. 221- 222 
shallo ..... lrencn isolation, 225- 226 
t .... in ..... ell process. 221- 222 

Concentration-dependem diffusion 
diffusion profiles. 81 
junClion fomJation_ 79-81 

Constant electric field scaliug results. 213 
c:onstant-soura! diffusions 

shallo ..... phosphorus diffusion profil es, 82 
Comaa . 151-1TI 
Com3C1 mask 

l10ITIinal alignment. 213 
Comact priming, 28 

iIIuslTillcd.31 
Comact resistance 

meta l interconnections and contact tcdlnology. 156 
Contamination levels 

fil ament evaporation, 132 
Copper 

bulk resist;"i ty, 153 
IC processing, 151 

Copper Damascene process. 168-171 
Dam:l5Cene p lming. l68 
dual Damascene struClures, I69-171 
electroplated copper in teroonnea, 168 
ste~ 169 

Copper interoonnccts proceM, 168-1 71 
Copper metallization 

cleaTOmib'ffition performance improvement, 158 
CSPs,I84 
Cur rent gain. 235 

bipolar process integmtiol\, 235 
CVD. Sf!t' Chemical vapor depositioll (CVD) 

D 

Damao>cene p lating 
copper interconnccts and Damascene process, 168 

Dc sputtcrillg system, 136 
illustra tion. 135 

Dc tests, In 
Deep boron diffusion. 276 
Deep re3Cti\'e-ion c tching (D RIE). 278 

application, 280 
Deep submicron MOS devices, 121 
Deep ultmviolct (DUV) rcgion, 34 
[)efe<:t densities 

yield cun'eS, 197 
Oded probabil itydcnsity functions, 196 

Deionized (01) ..... ater 
wafer Cleaning. 20 

Depletion-layer ..... id th 
one-sided stcp junction, 206 

Depletion-mode NMOS transistor 
fonnalion.208 

Deposit ion rate 
moni loring, l 34 

Depth offocus.33 
Diamond 

mechanical properties. 270 
Diamond saws 

die separation , 178 
Diaphrngm formation 

anisotropic badr:sidc e tching. 274 
bulk micromachining.273-274 

Diborane 
thrcshold limit recommendations. W 

Diborane ol(idation, 98 
DichlorosilanC, 14O 

threshold limi t recommendations.W 
Dicing saw 

wafer, l 79 
D iealtachment, 178-179 

epol(y, l 78 
eutectic, 179 

Dielectric isolation 
bipolfl r isolalion techniques. 259-262 
pTQCe!;S stcps. 260 

Die 
uumber per wafer. 3 

Die separation, 178 
diamond saws, 178 

Index 305 

Diffuscd interconneoions 
in terconnedionsnnd contActS. 158-159 

Diffused region, 10 
Diffusion, 5, 67- 101 

coefficient, n-74 
el(ercise problems related to, I03-11lJ 
gellcring. l00-101 
junction-depth and impuri ty profile 

mcasurement,90-92 
junction formation and ch.'lracterizat.ion,76-81 
mathc matical rnodcl, 68-72 

constant-source, 69 
limited-source, 70 
t ..... o-~1ep, 71- 72 

process. 67--68 
sheet resistanCl'. 81- IX) 
simulation.1J3-94 
solid-solubility limits. 74-75 
succcssi\'e,74 
systems, 95- 100 

a nt imony, 100 
f1ncnic., 99-100 
bOron,97- 98 
phosphorous. 98-'J'J 
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Diffusion crefficient Vlllues 
for impurit ies. 74 

Diffusion conslants 
lIS. tempernlure is. 72-73 

DIP. 1B4. 185 
Dishing. 56 
Dissolved wofer process. 276 
DI water 

wafer cleaning. 20 
Dopant redistribution 

o1{ idation.50-51 
Doping layers 

epitaxy. 145 
Dc<e," 
DRIE.278.280 
Drive-in 51CP. 71 
Dry e tching plasma systems 

techniques, 26 
Dry-plasma e tching. 278 
Dry si licon dioxide 

growth. 49 
Dual Damascene process now, 170 
Dual Damascene structures 

ccpperinlerconneru and Damascencpl"OC'eM.l(f)-1 71 
Dual-in-line packages (DIP)_ 184. 185 
Dual polysil iccn self-aligned process 

advanced bipolar structures. 254-257 
DUV regjon.34 
Dynamic memory density 

microprocessor 
ycarly chanl,'e, 4 

D)'namic memory fealure size 
yearly change. 6 

, 
EDP. 278 
Eiectrically active impurily-concentrations limils 

in silicon. 75 
ElcctfOmigration 

metal interconnections and contact tcchnology. 157 
Elcctromigration perfo rmance improvenlent 

copper melallization, 158 
Ek!cJron-beam e\'aporalion 

evaporation, 132- 134 
Electron-beam source evaporation 

illustration, 132 
photograph. 134 

Electron microscopy. 37-ll! 
B ectroplilled copper interconnect 

copper interconnects and D;lOlilscene process, 168 
E)ectrostatic bonding. 276 

glass to siliron wafer. 291 
Ellipsometer. 59 
Emiller-base breakdown \'ohage 

br'Cakdown lIoltages.239-240 
Emiller-base junction breakdown, 2Jl) 

Emiller-diffusion design rules 
la)'out considerations. 252 

Emiller resistor 
elements in SSC technology. 243-244 

Endosed late ral pnp trdnsistor structure. 248 
Epitaxial groWlh pn)Ccss 

gcomelTical model. 146 
model. 1..12 
pattern shift. 147 

Epilaxiallayer resistor 
e lements in SSC technology. 245 

Epitaxy. 10. 141-148 
buriedlaye~145-147 

doping laye rs. 145 
liquid-phase and molecular-beam epi taxy. 148 
vapor-ph!!se epitaxy. 142-145 

Epoxy 
die a ttachment. J71l 

Etch bias. 25 
Etching praoiure ranb>es. 27 
Etching profi les 

wet \IS. dry. 25 
Etching tcchniques. 25-28 

dry plasm!! systems. 26 
metrology and critical dimension colllroL 28 
photoresist removal. 27 
wet chemical. 25 

Ethylene diamine pyrochll techol (ED!» . 278 
Eutectic 

die attachment. 179 
Eutectic tcmpe;raturc. l54 

si licide and silicon. 163 
Evaporation. 12'J-135 

electron·lx:am evaporation. 132-134 
filament evaporation. 132 
flash evaporation. 134 
kinetic gllS theo!),. 130-131 
shadowing and step co\'erage. I34-135 

EvallOrat ion sourre5 
forms. 132 

Exposure !\Ources 
lithography. 34 

Exposure systems 
lithography.28-34 

F 

Fairchild ScmiooooUCIor. I 
Flck's first law or di rrusion. 6H--69 
F'ick'5 second law of di ffusion. 69 
Ficld-region considerations 

MOS device considcrations, 208 
Filament evaporation. 132 

illustration. 132 
Film deposilion.129-148 

CVD.I36-141 
epitu)'.141 - 148 



c\'llporalion, 1'19- 135 
exercise probrem~ relined [0. 149-150 
parameTer 

mean free paTh. 131 
sPlIn ering. 135-136 

Film Thickness measurement. 59. 6 1 
R ash evapomtion 

evaporation. 134 
A ip-chip lechnology. 188-189 
r-our-momen! distribu tion functions 

boron impurity dislributions. 121 
Four-poin! pl"Obe 

correction facTOrs 
\\'l'Ife r correction. W 

Sheet resistance. 88 
Fumaces 

oxidation and diffusion. 53--54 

G 

Gnlli um 
during oxidation, 51 

Gas-phase autodoping. l46 
Gas-source 

diffusion. 97 
threshold limi t recommendations. W 

Gate doping 
CMOS technology, 222-223 

Gate meta l 
spacing.216 

Gate-oxide Ihickneu 
MOS device considerat ions, 202-203 

Gaussian de nsi ty 
trinngular approximation, 196 

Gaussian diffusio n 
barrier layer, 80 

Gaussian distribl.uion 
\'$. complemenmry error fUncTion, 71 
Irvi n'scun 'cs, 117- 118 
limiTed-source di rfusion. 70 

GllllS'Jian impurity profile 
threshold-\'ohage shift, 2f.Jl 

Gaussian theOf)' 
deviations 

ion implantnt io n, 121 
GermMium. 1 
Gellering agent . 98 
Gen ering d iffusion. 100-101 
G lass to silicon wafer 

clectrOSl<l tic bonding. 291 
Gold 

bulk resist ivity, 153 
Gold ball bonding 

SEM micrograph,l81 
Gold bumps 

process seq uence 
!liuminum mClnffurgydevices. 191 

Gold-!)i licon eUiecric point , 179 
Gold wire 

thermosonic ball -wcdb>e bonding. 182 
Groo\'C-and-stain method 

jW1CCion-depth measurement. ~I 
Guard ring diffusions. 225 
Gull-wing surface-mount, 187 
G ummel numbers, 235 

H 

Hard baking 
phOiolithographic process. 25 

Hexamethyldisi lazane (HMDS), 22 
High tlSpCCI ratio micromachining 

MEMS process, 288-289 
High--dcnsi ty chip inten:oonecTion 

ITRS p lan, 188 
High-dcnsi ty Ie process. 292- 295 
High-density VLSI processes 

junction penctratio n, 156 

Index 301 

High-pcrfonnance oxide· isolmed bipolar tmnsistor 
process sequence. 255 
SIMOX wafer.261 
StTUClure illUSTrated, 256 

High-pressure mercury, 34 
lamp, 34 

High-resolulion VLSl li thogrnphy systems.. 29 
High- \"OItage accelerator, 110 
Hillocks-157 
Hinges 

fonnl'l tion,2t!5 
SEM p hOiograph. 287 
three-dime nsional. 2&5 

HMD5. 22 
HorizontAl fumace 

oxidation and diffusion, 54 
Horizon t;!1 VPE reactor, 143. 144 
HOl-wnll LPCVD systcm. 137- 138 
Hydronuoric acid 

wafer cleM ing. 20 
liydronuo ric acid, 13 
Hydrogcn 

diffusivilies, 44 

Ie. Set' Interconnection ( Iq process 
ldeal ohmicconlact 

charactcrist ics. 154 
ImplantAtion 

a'1'On alOms, 100 
Implantat;on damage. 120 
Implanted impurity profiJe. 115 
Impulse 

defect probability density fUncTion, 196 
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Impurity concenlTlltion 
vs. abrupt pn junction breakdown voltage, 205 
vs. tempcTllture, 75 

Impurity deple tion. 51 
Impurity implnntations 

silicon 
junction forma tion. 11 8 

Impurity profile 
measurement 

junctioo.(\epth,91- 92 
oxidation effeCl'i, 52 

Initial functionallesting 
wafer 

scribing. 178 
Integrated circuit 

cross-section .202 
Intel microproce.~r packaging, 190 
Interconnecting poIysilicon and n+ di rru~ion 

techniques. 161 
Inte rconnection formation 

comparison, 165 
Interconnect ion ( IC) pll)C(:M 

compatibility. Nl-295 
merged processes, 294-295 
postprocessing, Nl- 293 
preproce!i.~ing. 292 

in integTllted circuits. 151 - 152 
Interconnections and contacts. 151 - 172 

copper interconnects and Damascene 
process, 168- 171 

diffused intcrconnection. .... 158-159 
exercise problems re la ted 10, 174 
interconnections in integrated circuits. 151- 152 
liftorrproccs,'i, 164---166 
melal interconnections lind contact 

technology, 153-157 
multile\'e! meta llu.a tion, 166-168 
pol)'silicon inte rconneclions, 159-162 
silicides and multilayer-contactlechnology, 162- 164 

International technology rOllo map for 
semiconductors (ITRS), 6-7 

lithography projections, 36 
plan 

high-den.~ity chip interconnection, 188 
Inten;titialcy di rrusion, 67 
Intcn;ti tial diffusers, 73 
Intenti tial dinusion. 67 
Intersti tia l space.67 
Intrinsic isoilltion strategy 

illustration,209 
Ion concentmtions 

contours, 11 5 
Ion energy 

vs. sputte ring healed 
de spulter;ng system, 136 

Ion implantation,S, 109-128 
channeling, lattice damage, and annealing. 118-121 

exercise problem .. re lated 10. 126-128 
junction depth. J 17- 118 
mathematical model, l ll - 114 
selecti,'e, 114-11 7 
shallow, 121-124 

low-cnergy. 122 
rapid thermalllnncfl iing, 123 
transient enhanced diffusion (TED), 124 

sheet rCliistance, 117- 11 8 
technology.I09-11 1 

Ion milling,26 
Ion source. 110 
Irvin's curves 
Gau.~illn distribution. 117- 118 
sheet re~isl a nce, 85-87 

Isolation 
CMOS techno logy. 224-225 

Isolation diffusions 
layout considerations. 249--251 

Isotropic etching 
agitll tion,271 
bulk micromachining,271- 273 
silicon c tc:hants, 277- 1:18 

Isotropic process. 25 
ITRS. See Internationfll technology rOlld map 

for semiconductors (ITRS) 

J 

J· lead surfacc·mount. l87 
Junction breakdown 

MOS device considerations. 204 
Junct ion capacitance 

MOS device considerations. 205-206 
Junction depth 

calculations. 76-77 
ion implantation . 117- 1 UI 
measurement.90-95 

angle-lap and stain method.92 
angle-lap method, 90-91 
groove-and-stain method, 90-91 
impurity-profile. 91-92 

Junction formll tion 
characterization.76-81 

conccntration-depcndcnl diffusion, 79--81 
lateml diffusion. 78 
vert ical diffusion, 76-78 

silicon impuri ty implantations. 118 
Junc1ion·isotllled bipolar transistor 

structure.8 
Junc1ion-isoill ted structure, 233-235 

bipolar process integration, 233-235 
Junction pcnelT3tion 

high-densilY VLSI processes. 156 
metal interconnections flllO con tact 

technology,155-156 



K 

Kinetic gas theory 
evaporation. 130-131 

Kink cffecl,79-80 

l 

A·based SCI of design rules. 215 
Latchup, 10. 141 

CMOS technology. 225 
Lateral diffusion 

junction formation. 78 
Lateral pnp transislOn; 

c lements in SBe technology. 248-249 
enclosed structure, 248 

Lattitt damage 
ion implanta tion. lI S-Il l 

Layout considerations, 249-253 
bflse diffusion to isolation di ffll~on spacing. 251 
buried-layer and isolation diffusions, 249-151 
e mitter-di ffUliion design rules. 252 
la)'O\J1 ex.amp~ 252-253 

Lees. 184. 186 
Leadl cs.~ chip carriers (LCes). 184 

packages, 186 
Lens system 

wafer stepper concept. 32 
Liftoff, 151 

pmre" 
interconnections lind cootacls. 164-166 

U GA process, 288-289 
Lightly doped drain Mrucl uTa 

1\-IOS devicc ronsideral;ons, 210 
Lindhard, Schorff. and Schiott ( LSS) theory, 118 

ion implantation, 112 
Liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE).141 

epiluY, l48 
Liquid·sourcc systems 

diffusion, 97 
Ut~phy, 1 7-39 

elching techniques. 25-28 
exercise problem .. related 10, 40-42 
exposure sources. 34 
cxposure system.., 28-34 
o ptical and e lectron microscopy. 37- 38 
photo lithographic process. 17-25 
photomask fabrication, 28 

Li thography, golvanoformung. and abfonnung 
(U GA) proce5S 

illuslTatcd.2BB 
MEMS, 288-289 

Lithography process 
ultraclean condit ions. 17 

Locos isolated self-aligned contact structure 
advanced bipolar slTuctures. 254 

Low dielectric constant in te rlevel dielcclrM:s 

multilevel metalliza tion, 167-1611 
Low-energy arsenic implantalions 

shallow amorphous layers, 120--121 
Low-pressure CVD (LPCVD), 7, 138 
Low-pre!;.'!u re vacuum deposi tio n 

shadowing problem, l34--135 
Low-resistance ohmic contact ... 151 
Low-temperature processing 

VLSI fabrica tion, III 
L PCVD.7. 138 
LPE, 141. 148 
LSS tl\cory, 112, lHl 
Lumped circuit model, 159 

M 

Mask alignment 
photOlithographic process.. 23 

Mask fabrica tion 
illustra tions, 30 
proccs,,! steps. 29 

Mass spectromete r. 110 
Matl\cmatical model 

diffusion. 68-72 
ion implanta tion , 11 1- 11 4 

MOE, 141 , 1411 
Mean free pllth 

fi lm-depo!iition parame te r, 131 
Mean time to fai lure (MTF) 

conducto r, 157 
Mechanical propenies of silicon 

processes M EMS, 270 
Mechanical surface profile r. 59 
MEMS. Su Microelect romechankal 

syste ms (MEMS) 
Mercury-rare gas d ischarge lamps.. 34 
Metal deposition 

CVD, 141 
Metal-gate ma~k sequence 

listed,213 
Metal-gate process 
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mask step; and device: cross-sections, 2 14 
Meta l-gate transisto r layout 

MOS transistor Ia)'out and d esign rules, 213-217 
Metal in te rconnections and contact 

technology, 153-157 
aluminum-silicon eUiectic behavior, 154-155 
aluminum spiking and junction 

penetration. 155- 156 
contact resi~ tance., 156 
e lectromigratkm, 157 
ohmic contact formation, 153-154 

Meta lliza tion 
follo,,"ing. In 
six-level 

microphotographs. 171 
Melallurgical junction depth, 76 
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Metal mask 
nominal alignment.213 

Metal-<lxide-semiconductor FET 
(MOSFET). 204.210-211 

Metal-<lxide-semiconductor (MOS) 
devtce considerations. 201-2 1 J 

field -region consideralions. n 
gate-oxide thickness, 202- 203 
junction breakdown. 204 
junction capaci tancc_ 205-206 
lightly doped drain structures, 210 
punch-through. 204-205 
substrate doping. 203 
threshold adjustment. 206-207 
threshold voltage. 203 
Irans~ .. tor isolation. 208--2 10 
transistor scali ng. 210-212 

de" ice format;on.l64 
logic circuit 

interconllcctioll s, 152 
process. 7- 10 
process integration. 201- 228 

CfI.-IOS technology.221- 226 
exercise problem. .. related to. 229-232 
MOS de\'ice considerations.. 201-212 
MOS tnmsistor layout a nd design ru les. 212- 221 
si licon on insulator. 226-117 

structure 
showing polycide. 163 
TEM images. 39 

transistor layout and design rules. 212-221 
aggres. .. ivc design rules.. 21&-219 
channel length.219-221 
melal'gate transistor layout. 213-217 
polysiliron-gale transistor layout. 217-218 
width biases. 219-221 

fI.·letal pi leup. 157 
Metals 

bulk resistivity_ 153 
Metrology and critical d ime nsion control 

e tching tcchniques. 28 
Mic:roelectromechanicalsystems (MEMS) ""_ 

anisotropy dry ctehing. 294 
cross·section.293 
VLSI signal processing. 292 

processes. 269-2'96 
bulk micromachining.'nI-T16 
high aspect mtio micromllehining. 288-289 
IC process compatibility.292-295 
Ll GA molding proccss, 288-289 
mechanical properties of si licon. 270 
problem.2'J8-.299 
sil icon etehants.. Tn-'1:79 
silicon wafer bonding. 289- 295 
surface micromachining. 279- 287 

Microelectronic fabrication. 1- 16 

safety. 12- 14 
Minimum feature si7.e.. 212 
Minimum melting tempernlUre.l54 
Minimum-si7..e metal-gate transistor. 217 
Minority-carrier diffusion Icngth.'! 

calculations, 236 
Misalignments 

des ign rules,2 18 
Molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE). 141 

e pitaxy, 148 
MOlytxlcnum 

bulk resistivity. 153 
CVD metal deposition. 141 

Monolithic fabricatioo proces..~ 
basic steps.. 5 
and structures. 5- 7 

MOS. Set Mctal-<lxidc-semkonductor (MOS) 
MOSFET.204.210-21 I 
Mo\'able in-planc structures 

surface microlnachining. 279-28 1 
MTF 

conductor, 157 
Mult ilaycrcontact. ... I64 
Mullilc\'eI aluminum mctalti1.3tion, 167 
Multilcvel metallization. 166-168 

basic. 166-167 
low dielcctric constan t in tc rle \'cl dielectrics, 167- 168 
plamuized. 167 

Mullile\'el metalli7.alion fabrication 
CMP. 59 

N 

n' emitte r diffusion 
resis tor. 243 

n-channel mctal-oxide-semiconductor (NMOS). 7-9 
basic process nO\O,'Cha rt. 10 
NOR'gate layout. 160 
structure. 7 
tran5iston 

t\\'o-adjacent. W2 
Il-channel polysilicon-gale tmnsislOrs 

threshold voltages. 204 
n-typc epi taxial layer 

resistor. 245 
n- type si licon 

generi ng. 100 
room-temperature resistivi ty. 77 

n-well CMOS technology 
minimum spacing requirements. 224 

n-well process 
CMOS technology. 22 1 

Negati,'c photorC:!iists, 24 
Negat;\'e TCSiSIs.. 24 
Nickel 

bulk rcsistivity, 153 



NMOS. Sec n-channel melll l-oxide-
semiconductor (NMOS) 

Nonuniform defect den.'ii lies 
yield, I95-197 

Normnl aluminum link, 161 
liP" transistor, 225 

o 
Ohmic contact formatKln 

metal interconnections and conlaC1 
technology, 153-154 

One-5ided step junction 
depletion-layer width, 206 

Open-furnace-tube diffusioo systems. 96 
Optical focal plane. 33 
Oplical microscopy, 37 
Out-diffus;on_ 146 
Out-of-plane motion 

surface mkromachining. 282- 286 
Oxidation, 5 

dopant redistribut ion, 50-51 
shallow t rench formation. 55-56 
technology. 52- 53 

Oiltidation modeling, 44-46 
lliidation process. 43 
Oxidation rate 

facton; influencing. 46-50 
Oxides 

properties. 140 
quality. 53--54 
thickness characteri1.a tion. 57--«l 

Oxygen 
diffusivilies,44 
.... -c tand dry 

coefficient D and activatioo energy values, 47 

p 

p' e tch stops 
p-we Il C MOS 

process flow, 295 
p-channel polysi licon-gate transisto rs 

threshold \'Oltages. 204 
p-g.Iass re flow_ 139 
p-type base dirru~ion 

resis to r, 244 
p-type dopant 

boron.97 
p-Iype silicon 

room-tempera lUre resistivi ty. 71 
p -well and twin we ll proce.<;.~es 

CMOS techno logy.22I-222 
p-wcIlCMOS 

p' etch stops 
process flow_ 295 

Package. ... 184-186 

ci rcularTO-style. 184 
DlPs. I84 
LCc., 186 
PGAs. I85 
surface mounting. 186 

Packaging and yie ld. 177- 198 
die a ttachment. 178-179 
die separation. 178 
exercise problems rela ted to, 199-200 
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flip-chip and tape-automllled-bonding processes. 1tr1- 193 
packages, 184-186 
tCliting. l n - 178 
wllfer thinning, 178 
wire bonding. 179- 184 
yield. 194-197 

Paladium 
bulk res istivity, 153 

Pancake suscep tors. 144 
Parallel pla te plasma-enhanced CVD s)'Stem.137- 138 
Paralle l plate plasmn etcher. T1 
Parnme tric test dice. 177 
Parasitic bipolar devices. 225 
Para.~i t ic lateral pnpn SCR. 225 
Parasitic NMOS tran.~i.~tor. 208 
Passivation-layer processing 

fo llowing. In 
Pattern shirt 

epitaxia l growth process, 147 
Pattern transfer ,35 
PDP.2 12 
Peak concentrations 

Vl. background concentrations, 116 
Peao;on IV 

boron impuri ty distributions, 121 
PECVD s)'stem.137- 138 
Peripheral pads 

die layout. 180 
PGA. I84-I86 
Phase-shifting mask technology. 34 
Pho:<;phine 

threshold limit recommendations. W 
Phosphor us 

during oxidation. 5 1 
Phosphorus diffusion system . 98-99 
Phosphorus impurity profiles, 1 19 
Phospho rus MOS (PMOS) devices. 20M 
Photo li thographic process. 17- 25 

barrie r layer formation , 21 
hard baking. 25 
rllil sk alignment. 23 
photore.~ist applica tion. 21- 'n 
photo resist eiltposure and de\'eloprnent, 23-24 
soft baking or prebakins, 22 
steps, 18 
steps illustrated. 19 
wafer and wafe r clea ning. 19-21 

Photomask fabrica tion 
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lithography.28 
Pho10resisl,21 

dcscrip(ion,21 
PhOtoresist applica tion 

photolithographic prOCCS& 21- 22 
Photoresist deposition sy~ t Cnl 

photogrnph.22 
Photorcsist development 

photolithographic process. 23-24 
Photoresist eXJ'Ofiure 

photolithogrnpilic process. 23-24 
Photoresist remevil l 

e tching techniques. 27 
Physical evaporation. 129- 135 
Pileup.51 
Pinched base resistor, 246 
Pinch resistor 

c lements in SSC tCC'hnology. 246 
Pin·grid array (PGA), 184. 186 

pIIckages. 185 
I'lanarized multi levcl mctallizatiOl1. 167 
Planetary 5ubs1I3te holder 

geometry fo r e\·aporation. 133 
Plasma-cnhanced CVD (PECVD) s)'5tcm. 137- 138 
Plasma-etching sources. 27 
Plasma oxide 

propcrtic. .... 140 
Plastic-leaded chip carrie r (PlCC). 187 
PLA structurc. 159 
Plated copper. 169 
Platinum 

bulk resistivity. 153 
PLC'C. I87 
PMMA.289 
PMOS device .... 208 
P" junctJon breakdown \'oItage 

"J: impurity concentration. 205 
P" junction by diffusio n 

formation, 76 
pnpn 1rnn5islor. 225 

cross·section, 225 
pnp lJansi5tor. 225 
Poisson d istributio n, 195 
PoIycides.162- 163, I63 
Polymethylmethraerylatc ( PMM A). 289 
Pol)'5ilicon.21 

CVD process, 8 
mechanical properties. 270 

Polysilicon dCpoliit.ion 
chemical \ 'i1por deposition. 138-139 

Polysilicon gate process 
mask sequcnce li51.218 

Polysilicon ga tc transistor 
aggrcssivc layout. 220 
channel-length bias.. 220 
layout 

MOS trnn~i ~ tor layout and design rules., 21 7- 218 

minimum-sire 
layout. 2 18 

Polysi licon interconnectio ns. 159-162 
buriedrontacts.l60 
bUlled contacts. 162 

PoI)'5ilicon resonant bean 
layout. 284 

Posi tive rcsist . 23 
Postprocessing 
Ie pTOCCM compatibility. 292-293 

Potassium oxide e tch. 276 
Po ..... er-de lay product (PDP). 212 
Practical nonlinear ohmic contact 

characteristics.. 154 
Prebaking 

photoli thogrnphic proccss. 22 
Predeposition step. 71 
Preproces.~ng 

Ie proce~s compatibi lity. 2Y2 
ProducliOl1· levei ion implanler 

COSt, I I I 
Programmllblc-Iogicarray (!'LA) structure, 159 
Projcc::ted range 

Gaussian distribution. 11 2 
LSS theory. 113 

Project ion p rint ing. 28 
iIIustra ted.)1 

Proximity 
iIIu.~traled.31 

Proximity printing 
ilIustrated.)1 

Punch. through 
MOS device considerations. 204-205 

Q 

Quad fla t pack (QFP).I87 
Quadl-Ieaded paek (QJP).I87 

R 

Rapid Ihermlll annealing(RTA). I23 
Rapid thermal nitridation (RTN). 123 
Rapid thcrmal oxidation (RTOl. l23 
Rapid thermal procnsing ( RTP) 

conccpt illustrated, 123 
Reactive·ion ctching( R1 E).2ti. 278 
Reactors 

CVD.137- 138 
Recessed oxide. 55 
Rectifying contact 

characteristics. 154 
Reentrant cavit), heat sink structure. 2'Xl 
Released structures 

bulk mkromachining. 275-276 
Re lease problcm~ 

surface micromacnining. 286-287 



Resist, 23 
ashing, 26 
palle ms, 24 

Resistance 
and si7.e, 83 
and thkkness, 82 

Resistors 
dfecti\,(; square contribution.'\, 84 
II ' emiller diUw;ion, 243 
n-rype epi taxial h.l),cr.245 
pinched base, 246 
fJ-tyPC base diffusion. 244 

Re ticle.28 
Re trograde 

ion implanta tio n. 11 8 
RC\'erse-biased pn junction. 158 
RIE.26.278 
Room-temperature resisli\i ty 

n- and p-type silicon. 17 
Rotory structures 

formation , 283 
Round TO-style 

packages, 184 
RTA •. 12.1 
RThl. I23 
RTO.I23 
RTP 

concept illustrated. 123 
Rubyl ith. 28 

S 

Safety 
microclectronk fabricat ion. 12- 14 

Salicides. 162- 164 
sse Se~ Standard buried collector (SSC) 
Scanning electron mkrCl'iCopy (SEM). 37 

aluminum interconnection failure. 158 
Scanning system, 110 
Scho ttky barrier. 154 

diode.250 
Scribing wafer 

initial functiona l testing, 178 
Sealed cavi ties 

surface mkromachining, 279 
Scaled cavity form ation, 282 
Secondary Ion Moss Spectroscopy (SIMS). 91--94 

analysis concept. 94 
impurity profi le meO!'iuremenl cxample, 94 
si licon.92 

Selccli\'e ion impiantalion.I I4--11 7 
Self al igned polysilioon-g8le transis tor, 210 
Self aligned silicides. 163. 164 
Self isolated 

MOS devices. 208 
SEM.37, 158 
Semirece55Cd oxide NMOS process 

sequence.9 
Semirett55cd oxide struclUre. 55 
Shadowing and slep co\'erage 

e\·apora tion . I34- 135 
Shadowing problem 
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low-pres.~u rc vacuum deposi tion. 134- 135 
Shallow amorphow; larers 

iow-ene rgy arsenic implanlations. 120-121 
Shallow boron diffusion. 276 
Shallow ion impiantalion. 121 - 124 

low-cnergy. 122 
rapid the rmal annea ling, 123 
TED. 124 

Sha llow phosphorus diffusio n profi les 
constant-source diffusions. 82 

Shallow lrench formation 
oxidalion.55--56 

Shallow trench isolation 
applica tion , 226 
CMOS teChnology. 225--226 
illustration. 2()1) 

Sheet resistance,81- 90 
definition. 82--84 
four-point probe.88 
ion implanta tion. 11 7-11 8 
l .... i n·5 cu .... ·cs. 85--87 
van der Pauw's method, 88--90 
van der I'auw's test structure 

defused layer, 90 
Sheet resistance-junction depth 

1'5. surface impurity coneenlral ion .86-87 
Silanc. l40 

threshold limil rerommendalions. W 
Silicide. 162-163 

conlaelS 
device cross-section. 165 

eutectic temperature. 163 
layers 

feature. 163 
and multilaye r-rontacl technology. 161- 164 
properties. 162 

Silicon. I 
e utectic le mperature. l63 
mechanical properties., 270 
SIMS ana lysis. 92 

Silicon dioxide. 21 
chemical vApor deposi lion. I39--I40 
layer fonnation. 44 
masking properties, 51-52 
pallerns. 24 
thconolly grO\\'f\ 

colo r chart. 60 
thieknes.!!,53 

Silicon dopants 
diffusion.95 

Silicon epi ta xial growth process 
mole fraellon. 144 
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temperature, 143 
Si licon etchanL..,277-279 

anisotropic e tching. 278-1:19 
compariSOlls. Tn 
isotropic etching, 277-278 

Sil icon fuston bonding 
si licon wafer bonding, 289-291 

Silicon gelTlUlnium epitaxial base: transistor 
advanced bipolar stnx:tures. 257- 258 

Silicon germanium hete rojunction bipolar transistor 
epitaxia l base. 258 
impuri ty profi le, 259 

Silicon glass 
diffusivitics, 44 

Silicon la ttice vjew. t 19 
Silicon nitride, 21 

chemical vapor deposition. 140-14 1 
Silicon o n insulator 

MOS process integratton. 7l6-'1:rI 
Silicon wafer 

bonding, 289-295 
adhc.~i vc, 289 
anodic,291- 292 
silicon f~ion, 289-291 

clcaning procedure, 21 
covered with barrier layer. 21 
identifICation, 20 
relat i ... e Si7..e. 3 

Sih'er 
bulk resistivity, 153 

SI MS. See Secondary Io n Mass Spectroscopy (S IMS) 
Single·in-line packages (S I Pli). 184 
Sinte ring step. l63 
SIOC, 187 
SI Ps. 1M 
Six-level nlcta lliza tion 

microphotographs. 171 
Small outl ine integrated ci rcuit (SIOC). I81 
Small outline J · leaded (SOJ ), 187 
Small outline tnmsisto r (SOT), 187 
Sodium 

diffusivities, 44 
Sodium-ion contaminat ion. 54 
Soft baking o r prebaking 

photolithogrnphic proces. ... 22 
SOl, 187 
Solder ball 

cross-seclion. l88 
footprints, 189 

Solid·sol ubi lity li mi l~ 

diffusion, 74- 75 
Solid-source. system 
diffu.~ion . 95-97 

Solvent removlI l,22 
SOT. 187 
Source-drnin di ffusion 

PMOS and NMOS transistors. 225 
Space-c:harge region width 

\'o ltage and doping. 238 
Spreading· resistance measurements, 91 
Spreading resistance method 

impurity profil e measurcmcnt cxample. 93 
Spullering,S. 131 

film depos itKm. 135-136 
Sputtering healed 

vs ion e ne rgy 
de sputte ring syste m, 136 

Standard buried collector (SSC) 
proces. ... 233 
transistor 

photo and cross-section, 234 
Standard buried collector (SBC) tcchno logy 

ele menL .. in, 243-249 
base resistor, 244-245 
e miller resistor, 243-244 
epitaxial layer rcsi~ tor, 245 
laterll l pnp lJa nsislOl'S, 248-249 
pinch resistor, 246 
Schottky diodes. 249 
substrate pnp lra"-~ istor. 246-247 

Stllnford Universi ty Process Engineering Modeling 
p rogmm (SUPREM),61-62 

simulation results 
two·step boron di ffusion, 95 

Steel 
mechanical properties. 270 

Step.and-~an method.3l 
Straggle 
Gau~~ian d istribution. 11 2 
LSS theory, 113 

Straight edges,20 
Subcollector, 10 
Subsl itutionll l d iffusers. 72 
Substitutfona l di ffusion . 67 
Substratc doping 

MOS device oo"-~ iderations. 203 
Substrate pnp transisto r, 247 

elements in SBC technology.246-247 
Substratc sc:nsiti\'ity, 205 
Subsurface peaks 

ion implantation. liB 
Subtractive e tching. 165 
Subtract i, 'e proccsses, l66 
SUPREM.61-62.95 
Surface impurity oonoentration 

lOS. sheet res istance·junction depth , 86-87 
Surface micromachining, 279-287 

bridges. 279 
canlile\'CT beams. 279 
movable in·plane structures. 27'9-281 
out-of-pillne motio n, 282- 286 
re lease proble ms. 286-287 



rotary structurc formation, 283 
sealed cavities. 279 

Surlacc mounting 
packages. 186 

T 

TAB process, 191- 192 
Tantalum 

CVD metal deposition, 141 
Tape·automatcd-bonding (TAB) process. 191- 192 

iII u~tra t ion, 192 
Tnrget chamber , 110 
TED,257-258 

shallow ion implantation. 124 
TEM. 38 
TEOS. 139, 140 
Testing. 177-178 
Tetraethylorthosil ica te (TEOS) 

LPCVD system, 139 
oxide 

properties. 140 
Texas Instrumenls, 1 
Thermally grown silicon dioxide 

color chart , 00 
Thermal oxidatio n of silicon, 43--66 

dopant redistributioo duringoxidatioo,50-51 
factOB influencing oxidatioo rote, 46-50 
model,45 
oxidatioo and shallow tre nch fonnation, 55--56 
oxidation model ing. 44-46 
oxidation process. 43 
oxidation technology, 52- 53 
oxide quality, 53--54 
oxide thickne.\S charoctero..at ion. 57--60 
process simulation, 61 
silicon dioxide maskingpropcrtics.5 1-52 
te mperature 

linear ra te con~tllnl,48 
parllbolic rate constant , 47-48 

lbennai treatmcfl t, 163 
Thennocompression 

wire bonding, 182-183 
Thermosonic 

wire bcmding, 1.84 
Thermosonic ball .wedge bcmding 

gold wi re, 182 
Thickness measurement, 59, 61 
Thin smll ll outl ine package (TSOP), 187 
Three-dimell.<;ional hinges. 2H5 
Threshold adjustment 

MOS device considerations. 206-207 
Thre!ihold \'Ohage 

MOS device considerations, 203 
~tep approKimatiofl 

Ga\,l~<;ian impurity profile, 207 
Titanium 

bulk resistivity, 153 
CVD metal deposit ion. 141 

TItanium.tungsten 
barrier metal, 164 

TMAH, 278 
T O.style PIlckagcs. 184. 185 
Transient enha nced diffusioo 

examples. 122 
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Transient e nhanced di ffusion (TEO),257-258 
shallow ion implantation, 124 

Transistor 
cross·section 

C O l proc~ 259 
microprocessor 

yearly change, 4 
Transisto r isolation 

MOS device considemlions. 2~21 0 

lfansistor scaling 
MOS device considenllions, 210-212 

Transistor structure 
cndoscd lateral pnp. 248 

Trllnsit timc.236-237 
bipolar proce..<;5 integration. 236--237 

Transmis.<;ion electron microscopy (TEM). 38 
Tran~verse straggle 

selCCled implantation. 114 
Treoch isolation 

structures, 57 
thermal oxidlltioo of silicon, 56 

Triangula r approximation 
GauS5iiln density, 196 

TSOp, 187 
TUngslefl 

bulk resistivity, 153 
CVD, I36, 141 
mechaniCllI properties, 270 

Twin-well CMOS slructure 
processes illustrated, 223 

Two-dimensiooallatt ice 
atomic diffusiOll ,68 

Two-level mcta11i1.3tion processes, 166 
Two-step boron diffusion 

SUPREM simulation results, 95 

u 

Ultrasonic 
wire bonding. 183 

Uniform defect densitie.~ 

yield, I94-I95 
Unironn density function, 196 
Unity-gain frequency 

transistor, 236 
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v 
Vacuum system 

illustration, 130 
van der Pauw's method 

sheet resistance.gg...J;(j 
van dcr Pauw's tes t structurc 

sheet resistance 
defused layer.90 

Vapor-phase epitaxy (VPE). 141 
epi taxy, 142- 145 
reactors 

types. 143 
verticlII reactor_ 143 

Vapor-phase mas, .. _transfe r coefficie nt , 142 
Vertical d iffusion 

junction formation , 76-78 
Vertical fu rnace 

oxidation and diffusion. 54 
Verticallaminnr-flow hood!\. 17 
Veltical VPE reactol . 143 
Vibrations 

uhrasonic bonding. 183 
VLSI 

chips. 166 
CM05. 141 
devices, 79 
fabrica tion 

Low-temperature proce Sl!i ing, 111 
pattern transfer. 37 

hi~-density process 
junction pcnetrtltion.l 56 

high-resolution 
lithography S)·stems. 29 

signal processing. 2CJl 
MH'IS devices, 292 

structUles 
shallow nmorphous layers, 120--121 

ULSt. 17 
VPE. See Vapor-phase epitaxy t VPE) 

w 
Wafer 

diameter. 2 
dicing saw, 179 
die size l~. yield. 194 
drawing. 19 
initial fu nctional testing 

scribing, 178 

pho to lithographic proce~ 19-21 
relative Si7.e. 3 
size. 2 

Wafer cleaning 
photolithographic proce..o;s, 19-21 

Wafer correction 
fou r-poillt-probc: correction factors, 89 

Wafer flat!\. 20 
illustration. 20 

Wafer SOT 
bonded 

formBli on.227 
Wafer stepper 

concept 
lens system. 32 

systcm drawing.33 
Wafer thinning. 178 
Watcrvapor 

diffusivities. 44 
Wet chemial l 

e tching techniques, 25 
Wet si licon dioxide 

gro .... 1h.49 
pressures. 50 

Width biases 
MOS tmnsi~lOr layout and design rules,2 19- 221 

Wire bonding, 179-184 
Proa'ss 

X 

bumps formed. 189 
thennocompression.I82-I83 
thermosonic. 184 
ultrasonic. 183 

Xenon-Hg lamp 
spccta l content. 35 

X-TIIY radi:ltion. 134 

y 

Yield. 177- 198 
nonuniform defect de llsities, 195-197 
unifonn defect dcnsi li~ 194-195 

Yield curves 
derecl densi ties. 197 

Z 

Z ig-7..8g-in-line packages (ZiPs), 184 
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